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PREFACE.

^Tpms little book is intended for the use of those who
1 have had the benefit of western education, but

have not had time or opportunity to ascertain

the fundamentals of the Aryan Hindu Religion
although they may be interested in knowing them.
As the title indicates, this is no treatise on Atma
Vdd> a, but only contains statements of some prominent
facts which may be desired to be known before one
would like to become an actual student of Atma Vidya,
together with some observations thereon. The
arrangement of the facts may not appear quite the
pioper one, as the discourses herein contained are
partly re-written from papers read, and partly prepared
from notes of speeches made, on different occasions.
But, I have spared no pains to ai range as well as I

could, with a view to make the whole a connected one.
I have also tried to avoid the mention of unnecessary
details and the use of technical words, to the extent
to which the nature of the subject-matter allowed mekome particular attention has been paid to the much
disputed subjects of “Caste System *’ and “ Ima-e

orslnp ” which are two of the main pillars of theHmdu Practical Religion. If the work should succeed
however slightly, in retarding the rapid growth of
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materialism and in preventing the headlong descent of

even a few into irreligion and scepticism, the object of

the publication of this shall have been more than

fulfilled.

On the suggestion of some of my friends who

had occasion to know the contents of these discourses

and who have the religious interests of the Aryan

rising generation at heart, I have had to get this

booklet printed and published, notwithstanding my
feeling of considerable diffidence. I shall feel most

thankful to the reader for anv suggestion of improve-

ment or alteration.

I am well aware that some views expressed in

these pages, especially those relating to Evolution, the

Caste System, the Study of the Upanishats and the like,

may not find ready acceptance with, or may even be

summarily rejected by, >ome readers as being, in sorin'

cases, contrary to Modern Science, in some other-

cases, greatly repugnant to the first principles of

“ Natural Freedom,” 44 Equality of Men” and “Common

Justice,” and, in other cases, too much antiquated to

be accepted in the twentieth century. All that I can

sav from my own humble experience is that such

readers have had their friends who have once held

strong opinions similar to theirs, but who, on fuller

inquiry and closer study, have had to give up such

opinions as mistaken ones, however reasonable these
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opinions might have been appearing to them before

In saving this I have only taken the liberty of an

anxious fellow-student, ardently wishing that none of

his friends should be led away from the true path of

Anna Vidva merely hy preconceived notions. I do

not claim, and 1 cannot, that they should accept as

true the views herein expressed, without examining

them critically. What I request, of them is that they

should bestow some serious thoughts on these views

also in the course of their studies. It may also be

remembered that Modern Science is itself only tearmay

to know and may have its own pitfalls, that the above

First Principles may not always bo rightly comprehend-

ed in all their practical applications, and that Internal

Truths cannot but be antiq uated, in the literal sense

of the word, though bv no means superannuated.

For the use of those who con he in touch with the

Aryan Sacred Literature, some Authorities are quoted,

by way of foot-notes, wherever their mention is

thought nee.essarv or desirable.

In a preliminary Introduction tin* main points

considered in these discourses are briefly stated,

almost in the very words of the text.

To facilitate reference, a general Index, in refer-

ence to the discourses alone, is added in the end,

making it explanatory wherever possible.
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introduction.

In the Hist disoom.e. which is a general one, it .a

attempted to show that the only reality m all is the

Supreme Spirit or Self, an.l that the universe and the

innumerable bodies in it are but the Seats or iemples

of that Supreme Self. 1 1 is also pointed out that the

Real Actor in all such bodies is called Jeevatma or

Individual Soul. The real nature of this .Jeevatma

is studied in the second discourse, and in the course of

such study it is seen that Jeevatma may be said to be

in three states of being, as Vyavaharika-J eeyatma of

the ordinary waking condition, called "Thinker .

Pratihhasika-Jeevatma of the <1 ream-state, and 1‘ara-

marthhika-Jeevatma who is the witness in all the three

states of waking life, of dream and of dreamless sleep,

that this last, namely Paramarthhika-Jeevatma (W.t-

ness), is alone real, and that this Witness is none else

than the One Universal Self.

The seeming individuality of .Jeevatma f.Jeevat-

wam) is illusive and is due to Avidva, an aspect of the

Supreme Power of the Universal Self called Maya

Who is the Root-cause of all separation and differen-

tiation. The universe of phenomena, as such, has no

subsisting reality, being the offspring of Maya Who has

no independent existence of Her own.
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The universe is shown as comprising three Prin-

ciples, namely, Eswarn, Jeeva and Matter that have

for their causal limitations respectively Satw ic Maya,

Avidya and Tamasi, the three aspects of Maya (having

reference to Her three primary qualities, Satwam,

Rajas and Tanias). The nature of Maya is considered

in the third discourse. Of these three Principles

Jeeva is the one for whom the universe is in existence

and is being enlivened and maintained by the Lord

Eswara. The third Principle, Matter, serves also the

purpose of Jcevas, because its use is only in the

preparation of the bodies of Jcevas, of Lokas or

Regions for the habitation of Jecvas, and of the

articles of sustenance for the up-keep of the bodies of

Jeevas. The essential characteristic in the Jeeva,

namely, Jeevatwam or Individuality, being dependent

on Avidya, the Rajasic aspect of Maya, and the

universe being in existence for the Jeeva alone, it

follows that the universe is preserved on account of

Avidya.

In the mode of such preservation is discerned a

definite course of evolution. Evolution has reference

only to the Jeevatma who is active in waking life,

under the influence of Avidya, called Thinker or

Vyavaharika-Jeevatma. Evolution is the gradual

unfolding of the nature and the powers of the Inner

Reality in the Thinker, namely, the Paramarthhika
*
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Self: it is the steady progress of the Thinker or

Limited Individual Jeevatma towards the state of the

Real, Unlimited, Universal Sarwatma (All-bell) in

Whom he is to be finally merged in Eternal Rhss and

Peace, such progress being followed by gradual subti-

lising or improvement in the embodiment or outward

appearance of the Thinker. The Thinker is said to evolve

when he is on the way to get out of the control ol

Avidya, and he is said to involve when he gets domi-

neered over by the Tamasic aspect of his nature. Evolu-

tion is the ascent towards the state of absolute, blissful

consciousness realisable on the attainment of freedom

from out of the inwrapping limitation of Avidya.

Evolution is completed when the Thinker, having so

realised his freedom, is no more an individual Thinker,

but, shines in the Infinitude of his existence as Para-

marthhika Pure Self. Involution is the descent into

ignorance and misery, the following of Tamasi.

Involution being the degradation of the .Teeva for

allowing Tamasi to domineer, the degree of involution

in each case depends upon the extent to which Tamasi

is allowed to domineer. In a large number of cases

such degradation takes the form of punishment in the

shape of life in the sub-human kingdom. Involution

may be considered as completed when Avidya and

Tamasi together have exhausted all their powers of

limitation by appearing to confine the Thinker within

the thickest possible wall of enclosure, so that his very

B.
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existence within may not even he suspected; in this

lowrest stage the Thinker being, for the time, deprived

of almost all powers of feeling, he is very nearly in a

sleepy ( Sushuptaie) condition, as in vegetable life.

The normal condition of the Thinker is maintained

only in Man". Evolution and Involution are only

for man as such. The modern generally accepted

Theory of Evolution, propounded by some of the

Western Thinkers, that there is gradual progress from

the mineral condition to the vegetable, from the vege-

table to the animal, and from the animal to the human,

is not, and cannot be, true. These and other matters

relating to evolution are referred to in the fourth

discourse.

Then, in the fifth discourse, four distinct, natural

stages of the progress of the Thinker in evolution are

marked out and these four stages are, for the sake oi

convenience, mentioned as 61 the four paths of evolu-

tion." The first is the path of obedience, the second

is the path of selfish action, the third is the path of

action for the good of others, and the fourth the path

of absolute renunciation. It is pointed out that the

four paths of evolution are discernible in the

universe as a whole, in the nations of the world, in

classes of men in a nation, and even in the life of the

individual man. In connection with these facts,

the Caste-System is dealt with somewhat in detail. The
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Cireat, Ones knowing the exact nature oi the paths

of real progress, and also the manifold and immense

operations of the Universal Law that guides the

destinies of all, have built up for the use of the A ry ans,

and indirectly for the use of the world at large a kind

of Social Fabric which stood firm and erect as long as

Faith in such Law and Faith in the Divine ong.n of

the System subsisted. Unfortunately at present,

such Faith is being shaken by growing ignorance

from within and destructive influence from without.

Most of the present day evils in the Hindu Society,

which are ignorantly attributed to the inherent nature

of the Ancient System, are but the direct results of

suuh blind ignorance and such ruinous influences.

At the end of the* four-fold path of evolution is

reached the Final Goal, the Ultimate Realisation of

the Absolute Oneness of the Many in the Infinite

Self. Such Realisation, which is the very end of the

last path, the path of renunciation, becomes possible for

him who. being duly qualified, studies the Sacred Vedio

Upanishats which deal exclusively with the path of

renunciation. The sixth discourse herein is devoted

to the subject, of “The Study of the Upanishats.

Such Realisation of the Self, again, is gre atly

facilitated by an intelligent adoption of the most

admirable method of practical training provided in the
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shape of “ Image-worship.” The subject of ‘Image-

worship’ is treated in the last or seventh discourse.

No other aspect of the Ancient Aryan Faith has been

so much frecjuently attacked as the one having

reference to Image-worship. Without even an

attempt to know what it is, people begin to attack it

from all sides, calling it by the misleading name

“ Idolatry." Image-worship does not mean worship

of the Image itself. It means worship of the Supreme

Self through, and by means of, Image. It is the pro-

cess whereby the wandering mind, on whose varied

activity the Thinker or Vyavaharika ») eevatma

depends for his existence, is gradually brought to a

centre of attraction, and thereupon its dickering

tendencies are one after another removed by constant

one-pointed contemplation on the nature of the One

Limitless Self of Whom the Image is a manifestation

under name and form, or limitation. By this process

the phenomenal aspects of the object used in worship

as the Image of the Supreme and, as the practice of

such worship becomes strengthened, also the pheno-

menal aspects of the whole universe composed of

similar objects, are by slow and steady degrees alto-

gether kept out of the mind, the Inner Permanent

Noumenal Self alone being contemplated upon, and

the worshipper soon realises the illusive nature of the

work of Maya, the Mother of the Phenomenal. Some

prominent objections usually raised against Ima2e-
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worship are also considred, and it is attempted to

show that such objections have no foundation whatso-

ever. Image-worship, instead of being the curse of

Hinduism, as some may think, is as a matter of fact
,

one of its chief exceptional merits, of which the Aryan

Hindu ought to be greatly proud, and which argues

the immense depth of wisdom of the Great Ones Who

have prescribed it. Some of the manifold aspects ,

or phases of such Image-worship itself each of the

other Religions of the world has adopted and utilised

for propaganda among people who cannot reach, and

who are far out of the way of, the lofty Atma-Vidya.

The Aryan Vedic Religion stands alone and supreme

above all the other Religions of the world for the reason

that, as regards its theories, its philosophy is so much

comprehensive that the fundamental principles m all

the other Faiths find in it places severally assigned to

them according to their rank with reverence to the

Ultimate Truth, the Absolute Oneness of the Self, and

that, as regards its practical side, it is the only Religion

which trains up the rising Jeeva step by step by

placing him, as he progresses onwards, in full posses-

sion of the knowledge of all the details of the nature of

the upward path and of all the distinguishing features

of the several marked stages of that path, and by

simultaneously making him pass through a practical

course of training under a system of discipline varying
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in strict accordance with the degree of his advance-

ment. Such discipline is intended and necessary for

removing all obstacles in the way, and all defects or

impurities in the nature, of the rising Jeeva. Image-

worship has an important place in the Held of practical

training of the student of Atma-Vidya. It comprises

( rum-worship also. It, in fact, hastens the student
,

towards the realisation of the Self in everything that

is before him, and of the absolute oneness of the Self;

both within and outside himself.

All the Religions of the world deal with devotion

through Image. While in Arvan Hinduism both

mental and physical Images are used for contempla-

tion. in the other Religions mostly mental Images alone

are prescribed. Even as regards mental Images, each

of these other Religions, such as Christianity, assigns

on It/ one particular form to the Supreme Lord and

directs that every one who professes the Religion ought

to contemplate on Him only through the form so

prescribed. In the Aryan Faith, however, different

forms are assigned to the Rord. and the devotees are

directed to adopt for contemplation such alone of

those forms to which their hearts are attracted.

Devotion is the longing of the heart for union with

the Ideal. In order that all devotees may rise in the

scale of Spirituality, they are shown different Ideal

Existences to aspire to from their present respective
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different positions. The Supreme Self, though < >»<•

and Undifferentiated, is in the Aryan Religion consi-

dered as presenting Himself as a number of different

Ideals by appearing under a variety of Forms, m

order to attract and elevate men of all grades of

development and to turn them all in the Ways of

Religion leading up to the Summit of Truth. The

manifestation of the One Supreme Self as the

multiplicity of Ideals is not merely imaginative, and

such Ideals arise by virtue of His triple aspect (Sat-

chit-ananda) generating differentiation through tin-

corresponding triplicity of Gunas ( Satwam, Rajas

and Tarnas) of His Power or Maya-Sakti. In the

very emanation of the universe out of the Infinite, the

Self puts on in succession three different, or rather,

three sets of different appearances which form the

Supreme Trinity of the Aryan Religion. All Ideals

are but this Trinity and the numerous lesser personi-

fications of particular aspects of this Trinity. This

Aryan Trinity is also considered in the last discourse.
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atma-vidya.
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DISCOURSE I.

The Temple of God.
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1. At.ma-Vidya is the highest science. It is the

science of the Self. The Self being known there is

nothing else to be known. The
Introduction. ir , , ,

• ,

Self alone has real existence.

Everything else is but the illusive appearance of the

one Self .
1 The Self is Sat, the ultimate Noumenon:

It is Chit or infinite consciousness; It is Ananda or

absolute bliss .
2 It is the realisation of our oneness with

1. stire si i

2. fTRJRR-ci l W I **: I
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the Self, in Its three-fold aspect, that is the final goal

of pursuit of knowledge. 1 Such are the statements of

the Revealed Religion of man. Let us try in these

discourses to find out what these statements mean and

imply.

2. ‘Life’ is as inscrutable as it is common, and in-

numerable are the views held by men regarding the
» c

goal of individual life. To know
Wisdom, and study of . .

. .
. i

•.

what life is is to know its purpose,
the Universe.

.

Wisdom arises from right know-

ledge of the purpose of life. By ‘Wisdom’ is meant

“discrimination of truth and untruth, and proper use of

knowledge of the laws of the universe, of thorough com-

prehension of the nature of life and its object and of

the true relation between an individual life and the rest

of the Universe”. Without such wisdom no idea of

life is perfect, and no fragments of imperfect know-

ledge can reflect ‘Truth’ in its purity and entirety.

m i (
H )

af I

( arrcwt*:

)

1. araraftl* asi §3 i

g-«-^

)

an?*TR 35t§33 I
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i-] THE TEMPLE OF GOD.

Such wisdom is the result of a careful study of

universe. The universe presents itself as containing

differentiated objects and as exhibiting innumerable

and varied events. Everywhere we see forms, every-

where appearances, and ceaseless changes aie going on

on all sides. What is it that is ever changing in appear-

ance? What is it of which these are forms? There

must be something real and substantial which bears

these forms, which puts on these appearances. There

must be something ever changeless that underlies these

changing phenomena. 1 These changes, forms and ap-

pearances are impermanent and therefore unsubstantial,

but ‘That’ must be real which is behind these manifes-

tations and of which these are representations. Undei

the floating phenomenon there must be a stable nou-

menon. The universe may therefore he studied in

its two aspects, the noumenal and the phenomenal.2

3. The science which deals with the universe in its

noumenal aspect is called 4 A.ttna-Vidva 4the Science

of the Self. The knowledge of the

phenomenal side of the universe

has reference to two classes of

sciences, the one being the sciences of material mani-

Classification of

Bciences.

vRf-ci i ( —sftsr—*n)
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festation that is. of cross matter, and the other class
> /

“ *

the science of thoughts, their resources, their develop-

ment and their decline. The former may he called

‘Material sciences', the latter ‘Mental science’, ami

both together ‘Phenomenal sciences—Anatma-Vidya .

In these phenomenal sciences the appearances are taken

as real and their laws are studied accordingly. In

Atma-Yidya, the noumenal science, however, the ap-

pearances are considered as but manifestations for the

time being, and the reality, the Self or Atma, is treated

of as under such manifestations.

(4. In considering the relative value ot these

different sciences, it is found that the sciences of

matter and of mind are auxiliary

Relative value of
to t | ie n0umenal science 1

. The
Sciences. . .

,

knowledge of the Self, with the

consequent realisation of Supreme bliss and peace

which is the aim of Atma-Yidya, is attained mainly

through the knowledge of the unreal and undesirable

nature of phenomenal existence. 2 The life of this

latter know ledge is in a great measure helped by a care-

i 5 fro w
=*

1 ( ^

)

)

1
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ful study of the sciences which deal with phenomenal

existence.! Mind, limited as it is, is not competent to

conceive directly the real nature of the unlimited,

absolute Self. It may he said to have some conception

of the Self by knowing the unreality of the limitations

that may appear to envelop the Self. Hence, to know

the Self, the nature of the manifested universe and its

laws may be studied directly, and the nature of the

Self can, in consequence of such study, be inferred

with considerable certainty. When the mode of work-

ing of the phenomenal universe is fully ascertained,

and the amount of peace and happiness derivable from

it, as such, known, definite knowledge arises that in

this universe of limitation and change there can be

uo absolute happiness, nothing like Supreme bliss, no

happiness without its counterpart misery—misery

either antecedent or subsequent being necessary for

actual individual conscious enjoyment or its memo-

ry, as the ‘Law of relativity’ shows,—and that,

when there is such enjoyment, it is necessarily short-

lived. The mode of phenomenal working may be as-

certained by a careful examination of physical laws

and a thorough analysis ot mental states.

be classifiedPhenomena in general mav

i
^— stair

^ V
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under three heads, namely, those
Classification of

phenomena. relating to.-

—

(1) Gross matter, comprising solids, liquids,

gases and ether, and life physical.

(2) Lower subtile-or-mental matter, and life

“ desireful ” (kamic), having reference to mental states

which tend to one s own enjoyment or freedom from

pain, generally derivable through gross matter, and also

other states of mind which originate, directly or in-

directly, from such mental states and follow them agree-

ably thereto.
•

'

(3) Higher subtile-or-mental matter, and life

“ mental ” (non-kamic), having reference to all states

of individual consciousness other than those referred to

above.

From the above it will be found that in each

class of phenomena there are two sides to be considered,

the matter-side and the life-side. Life in gross

matter is physical energy or force. Life in the kind

of matter referred to in the second class above is

selfish desire. Life in pure mental matter is non-selfish

thought. Considering all the classes of phenomena to-

gether, as regards “ matter ” and - life ” by themselves,

it is established that neither of them can exist without

the other. They are inseparable. There is no matter

without life, and no life is exhibited except through

matter. There is nothing like dead matter. All that
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in the

we see, hear and otherwise sense is some representation

of life. If the animal exhibits life by movement, and

the vegetable by growth, the gross mineral does the

same by crystallisation, attraction, repulsion, selective

action and exhaustion. Whenever we think of

« matter ” we cannot but include “ Life

conception, and vice versa.

6. In the above classification of phenomena the

term ‘Matter’ is used in connection with mental states

also. Some Western psychologists

Matter and Mind.
however hold that matter and

mind are different, and they maintain that the mind is

‘unextended’ while matter is ‘extended'. They study

the “Mind” from the point of view of ‘Physical

matter', and they find, comparing the mind with

physical matter, that the former is not subject to the

law of extension. It is, no doubt, true the conception of

space appears to be intimately connected with physical

matter alone. But still, if we study the ‘Mind from

a higher platform and with closer observation, we find

such conception not the less connected with mental

states. ( 1):—Let us in this connection consider what

“Mental state” is, adopting the definition and the

analysis of ‘mental states' given by the Western

psychologists who hold that the ‘mind’ is ‘unex tended’.

According to Dr. Bain the definition of Mind—Mind

meaning the sum total of mental states— is the same

as its division ; each mental state can be analysed into,
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and defined as the total of, feeling, intellect and will,

though in actuality any of these three cannot be

experienced apart from the other two. “ Feeling ” is

the consciousness of being affected by something

external to what is affected. The notion of ‘externality

and internality’ is necessarily implied in ‘feeling’.

line of separation is, as it were, drawn between the

external and the internal. The external has its existence

outside the internal, and the internal beyond the

external. In other words, the internal cannot extend

beyond its internality into the external, and the external

cannot extend into the internal. As in ‘Feeling’ we

have the notion of externality and internality, that

is
,
the notion of extension, in one aspect, present

also in ‘Intellect* and in ‘Will’. The chief feature

of ‘Intellect* is the perception of similarity and

difference. The perceiving intellect is necessarily

realised as being outside the phenomena whose simi-

larity or difference, among themselves, is perceived.

Intellectual perception is possible only when the per-

ceiving Subject and the perceived Object are realised

as existing, each outside the limit of the other, the one

not extending into the other, and when the phenomena,

compared or contrasted, are themselves in existence

each outside the limit of the other or others. Hence,

the notion of extension forms an integral part of all

intellectual processes. The same reasoning holds good

in the case of “ Will,” ‘Will’Jiaving reference to the
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ifthouTextension being present, neither ‘feeling’, nor

‘intellect’, nor ‘will’, is possible to be in existence.

Again, the presence of extension in mental states may

be*^discerned by a consideration from another point o

view also. Extension in the region of mind has also

reference to the comprehensibility of mental states.

For instance, the general feeling of sympathy For

human beings alone is less extended than sympathy

for all beings, human and sub-human. Similarly, an

intellect which can grasp only a small numbc 1 of ideas

in a given time must be considered as less extended

than the intellect which can receive and work on a

larger number of similar ideas in the same period.

The mighty will of Napolean or Hannibal is more

extended than the will of a man to secure his neigh-

bour’s house. The use of the term ‘extension’ in

these cases is not merely figurative. A mental state

without extension is as inconceivable as a physical

state without it. In fact, extension, which by virtue

of its boundaries necessarily implies limitation, is the

basis of manifestation in nature. Phenomena, of what-

ever kind, physical or mental, have as their common

property “Extension”. Where there is no extension

there phenomenal manifestation cannot be. Dr. Bain

would point to ‘extension’ as marking the difference
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between ‘Matter’ and ‘Mind’. But ‘extension’ marks
the difference, not between ‘Matter’ and ‘mind’ inter se

but between ‘matter and mind’ on the one side and

‘Spirit or Self’ on the other, between the relative,

manifested or phenomenal on the one side and the

absolute, unmanifested or noumenal on the other side.

(2) :— Most of the Western Authors who have written

on Psychology, the science of the mind, and who have

really placed the thinking world under obligations to

them for their clear exposition of the laws of mental

states as comprehended by them, appear not to have

noticed the fact that the “ Mind” has its matter-side

and its life-side. The matter-side in a physical state

is easily recognised, because it can be seen through

the physical ere and the presence of extension is

directly perceived bv muscular sensation. Tn the

same way the matter-side of a mental state can be

cognised bv means of a sense sufficiently developed

for use in the subtiler region, as is the physical eve in

the physical region. Again, in physical states ‘extension’

has reference only to the matter-side of tlmm, not to the
*

life-side. In the mental phenomenon also ‘extension

has reference only to its matter-side. The Western

Psychologists, not knowing the existence of the matter-

side of the mind, have some of them laid down the

general proposition that the ‘mind’ is unextended.

The life-side of phenomena in any region has itself

no reference to extension or limitation except that
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term, namely, 'physical matter', and transfer them to

subtiler regions, the regions of mind, according to the

ascending gradations of subtiltv of matter, and
'Extension subsists throughout.

7. Thus have we in brief referred to the inter-rela-

tion of matter and mind and life physical and mental,

r. . ,, We are told that all our troubles
Desire and happiness.

and bondage, as well as our

relief from them, arise out of the ‘mind’. Mental

states are of two classes, the selfish and the unselfish.

The former belong to the second class of phenomena

referred to above, and the latter to the third class.

Selfish mental states or Impure desires are the cause

of bondage and troubles; Pure Unselfish thoughts lead

to liberation and bliss. 1 The first cla«s of phenomena,

gross matter and force, by themselves do no harm to

us. All our trainingland education ought to be in the

]. 5 *rafrr ^ i
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direction of getting rid of all kinds of desire anJ culti-

vating the opposite virtues. Let us then consu l

nature of ‘desire’ in order that we may success u
.

avoid it. Almost all thinking beings ot this world a.

influenced by desire to secure pleasures. It is des.ic

that prompts them to action. Action then results n.

either pleasure or pain. In "tost cases the resultant

pleasures are far out of proportion to the deg.ee <*

which desire is stretched. Even in other cases, plea-

sures soon cease to he pleasures!; psychologists know

that pleasures are not pleasures if they do not so cease

to be. Cessation of pleasure is in many cases followed

by positive pain. If this is so, why should all run

after pleasures? The reasons are these:—

(1)

The real nature of pleasure is in many cases

fullv understood only during and after actual enjoy-

ment, and not before. The antecedent ideal enjoyment

f;ir exceeds in most eases the actuality in intensity.

(2)

The circumstances attending the actual enjoy-

ment of pleasures—which are considerably tempered

bv such circumstances—are not wholly consideied 01

anticipated before the enjoyment begins.

(3)

A reason more important than the above

is:—Supreme bliss, being the inherent nature of the

All-pervading Self, as will be shown later on, tin-
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individual experiences, having for their basis or

essence the Self, desire and attempt to secure, within

the limitations put around them, something of that

bliss. This however is not possible so long as these

limitations are preserved.

For the above reasons everv one is hunting after

pleasures, the intended result of desire, although there

is not much in them that is worth strugslin^ for. WeO i - o

shall then take ‘desire’ by itself as a mental state and

see whether in its own nature ‘desire’ is attractive.

There can be no desire without there being in the mind

a sort of commotion or conflict. ‘Desire’, when

analysed, shows that there is either a memory of past

experience of pleasure or a vivid imagination of future

pleasure and that there is a present motive or prompt-

ing to secure that pleasure, hut coupled with a present

inability to grasp it. This present inability is a

necessary element in desire, because, if otherwise,

there will be no desire but actual cnjo> ment. If,

however, there is neither inability nor actual enjoyment

it is a state untroubled by desire, a state in which the

mind has no immediate concern with the particular

object of enjoyment. So, this simultaneous conscious-

ness of conceived pleasure and of the present absence

of the same, along with the present inability to enjoy

it crives rise to a state of mental disturbance of a pain-
* n

ful character. Hence, we see that neither in desire by
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Desire and the Law of

Karma.

itself as a mental state, nor in its resultant pleasures, is

there happiness, pure and simple-

8. Still, ‘desire’ we find everywhere. Everywhere

we see a little of enjoyment and much suffering.

Particular desires result in parti-

cular experiences of pleasure and

pain. Such experiences require

particular environments. Ity ‘Environments’ are meant

differentiations in the external world and particular

circles of connected beings. Desires, as mental states,

bein<r but subtile forces in nature, forces which must

have their results, beings of particular tendencies and

desires have to be placed within particular environments

for properly acting out those .tendencies and desires and

for bringing about their appropriate results 1
. Definite

environments and definite beings appear to have a kind

of mutual dependence. i-his mutual dependence,

this causal connection, as also the experiences con-

sequent on desires, have their own law, and that is the

‘Law of Karina. This law it is that rules the universe.

It is in obedience to this law that differentiations are

taking place everywhere and that pleasures and pains

are distributed to all individuals according to their

respective deserts. This law of Karma thoroughly

accounts for differences in manifestation, differen-

1. era era i (3
_
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ces in capabilities, opportunities and experiences.

But, this law of Ivarma, being the law of results

of desire, can have its operation only where

‘desire’ exists. Where there is no desire, there

this law cannot be enforced. This universe, which

is swayed by the law of Karma, cannot be ns

it is, were there not ‘desire’ at the bottom of

itl. This law cannot fail of its due enforcement, and

such enforcement means pain or pleasure coupled with

pain. If we should really want to get out of the

operation of this law, we should be prepared to keep

off from us that wherein this law has its source, namely,

‘desire for pleasures’. These pleasures, as already

pointed out, are not worth struggling for. It follows

then that the desire-side of the mind ought to he put

down .
2 But, ‘how far immediately?’ arises the new

few it%
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question. Is the desire-side of our nature altogether

useless? Is it in existence only to hurl us down into

the depths of misery ? Is all our experience arising

out of ‘desire’ useless ? No. Desire-nature has its

own use. It is through desire we come in contact with

the world around us, both, physical and mental. It is

through such contact we are able to understand

the real worth of phenomenal existence and enjoyments.

And, more important than this, ‘desire* has its use in

another aspect also. It will be shown presently, and

for that purpose also, let us consider the third class of

phenomena.

Individuality and the

path of knowledge.

9. This class includes all higher mental states,

thoughts of pure love, aspirations of the noble kind,

thoughts on science and religion.

So long as any one dwells in this

lofty region of thought he is not

disturbed by misery and his happiness lies in his

mental wealth. But there is one root of evil even in this

region. The mind has been shown to have the property

of extension. Extension implies limitation by virtue

of its limits of boundary. The limit of extension of the

mind is the limit of the mind itself. The scope of

operation of the mind has reference to the limitations

3TTCTT TOT I — c)
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of the mind. The mind being in one aspect, as

shown above, but ‘matter’ or manifestation in nature, it

is different from the thinker who works through it, and

still more different from the one within who merely

witnesses the rise and fall of mental states. Limita-

tions belong to mind and body, not to this witness who

is the real Self. Still, the mind appears to super-impose

its own characteristic of limitation on the Self Who

for the time, being identified with the thinker, seems

to function through the mind. Who the thinker is will be

shown later on. It is this superimposition of limitation

on the Self that gives rise to the idea of individuality.

In the ‘individual’ we find the consciousness of ‘the

I and the not-I’. He, in ignorance, considers himself as

one essentially separate from the rest of the universe.

This idea of separateness is at the bottom of all fear 1

and hate, the two chief posts of evil. As long as this

notion of exclusion, based on ignorance, is in him,

that is to say, as long as there is the apparent super-

imposition of mind-limitation on the Self, so long the

individual is in danger of falling from his height of

mental glory, as the lower-or-desire-side of his mind

may, in a weak moment of ignorance, regain supremacy

and captivate him, culminating in the end in the

experience of evil. His mind, which is only his mani-

festation, which does not remain always the same,

1. flrfwtw I
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which is impermanent and which is differentiated from

other minds, is mistaken by him to he himself ; and

worse than this, he sometimes identifies himself with

even the physical body that he wears. He does not

see that his body is ever changing, second by second,

while he remains changeless. He does not see that

the body, which is said to be his at this moment, has

in it no particle of the body that he wore seven years

ago, as the physiologists know, while he is that same en-

tity that was in existence not only before seven years,

but long, long before as many Kalpas or cycles of the

universe. His mind again is not himself. His mental

states of to-day are different from those of yesterday,

and neither of these two sets of consciousness can

recognise the other, they being thorough strangers

to each other. But, the Reality in man, the Self

or Atma, Who is the persistent Witness of thoughts

and actions and the one underlying substratum for

these several phenomena, enables them to appear as

connected with one another by a thread of individuality.

This ‘individuality’ has to be raised to ‘universality’.

To state more correctly, the appearance of individuality

in the Universal Self has to be removed, rather, realis-

ed as untrue. This realisation is possible only by

knowledge or Gnana to the effect that the All-pervading

One Supreme Self, the underlying Noumenon of all

phenomena, appears as Individual Atma when rnani-
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testing through the bodies of limitation, the physical

and the mental. The reality or otherwise of the

Individualisation of the Self depends upon the

realitv or otherwise of such limiting bodies used for

manifestation. That neither these bodies nor the fact

of limitation with its retinue of illusion and evil can

be ‘real’, in the proper sense of the term, will be

shown later on in a future discourse. Along with the

knowledge of the unreal nature of such bodies of

limitation, arises also the knowledge that the mani-

festation of the Self through such bodies is itself not

real. On the rise of such knowledge Atma is revealed

in His own unlimited supreme state of bliss, beyond

all fear and hate, and illusion and evil, and the oneness

of the many is realised for evermore*. The difficulties,

however, are numerous and generally insurmountable

that have to be faced by the one who wants to reach

this glorious height. It may not be possible for many

of us” all at once to venture along the Gnana-Marga,

the path of knowledge, and to shake off immediately

^—* *
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The smoother way.

rnji. irjMi' ijFj v/x-

all our notions of separateness and individuality 1
.

Still, the goal has to be reached. Is there no other

way shown to us that may be suitable to our inferior

natures? Are we compelled to take the rugged up-

hill path of Guana or be for ever fallen ? Dear

reader, we are not left so helpless. A smoother way

also is open, though a little circuitous.

10. The way is this. Let your consciousness ol

individuality remain with you.

Be active as an individual. But,

have in mind always the hest ideal of unselfishness

vou can think of. No doubt, the nature of your ideal

will depend on your present environments and on the

particular stage of your present development. What-

ever that ideal may be, strive to become that ideal

yourself. Place that ideal always in your heart,

meditate on it and worship it with all possible earnest-

ness and fervour. As knowledge and devotion increase

in you, your ideal will, of itself, grow to be nobler.

Let all your actions tend to assist you in your progress

towards that ideal. Be careful that rnone of your

actions is for your individual benefit alone. Try to

place your individual interests last in the consideration

—

w
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of the benefit of your actions. When the interests of

yourself and those of others come into collision, try
•

7 •

always to give preference to the latter. In all your

actions, consider yourself at once to be in the position

of those whom such actions may affect, and see whether

those actions are proper or improper. Never attempt

to cross others’ desires, at least when those desires are

not improper ones. Use your desire-nature for the

help of others. Do not attempt to crush it out sudden-

ly, but use it properly. Desire to do good to others

more and more ; desire to help up fallen men, whoever

may they be ; let not your desires be selfish, but let

them be the forerunners of a general benefit. Desire

also to improve your own intellectual, moral and

spiritual attainments, so as to make them the means for

securing more public good. Let vour desires be such

that the world around you is all the better for their

existence. You see, our desire-nature has its lofty use

also. If you should continue to act consciously in this

way for sometime, considering others’ interests as your

own, the ideal you worship in your heart you will find

to have grown to be one of Universal Love and Illiss,

and, in your progress towards that ideal, you will

gradually rise above your little individuality ; and you

will soon realise your oneness with the All.i
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11. There is the goal of all individualised souls.

It is in that topmost region ‘Truth’ is seen in it*

natural simplicity, ‘Truth not

Temple of God every-
ve ; le(J by limitation. There you

Wher6
' will find no distinction between

man and man, no distinction between man and other

beings. t These distinctions are realised as the distinc-

tions^ the imagined coverings, and not of the Reality.

Your body and your mind are not yourself. You are

really ‘That’ which lies behind all these. As the life-

principle in the physical region is one and universal,

pervading the whole of it, so, you are That Univeisal

Spirit, that absolute existence, that Supreme life-real,

which pervades and sustains-^ all the three phenomenal

regions, the physical, the Kamic or desireful and the

pure mental, (13hooh, JBhuvah, Suvah), corresponding to

the three divisions of phenomena in general. These three

regions, and all bodies in these three regions, are but the

outer coverings, the abodes,the seats, the 7 cmplcs of that

Universal Spirit or Self. God’s seat is therefore every

-
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where. He is in you, He is in me, He is everywhere

else. The different bodies of this universe are but His

different Temples. 1 My body is His Temple
;
your

body is another, and so every other body. The

differences between one body and another are the

differences in the building of the temple. The Heal

Occupier, the Living Idol, in all the temples is one

and the same Self, Atma. 2 That Self is thoroughly

indifferent about the temple and its management. He
finds, under all circumstances, eternal bliss and peace

within Himself. The servants of the temple are looking

after its upkeep.

12. The superintending officer in the temple, the

Manager,
the trustee, is the Sense of individuality. His

immediate subordinate officer is

Temple Establishment. .

the general Accountants the

Mind. (In this connection ‘mind’ is taken as apart

from desires and the consciousness of ‘I’ and ‘Thou’, i. e.,

1. ara: i
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For rechin, tluir U,e five

IJ 2 hearing, seeing, h-ijt

smelling, Gnanenfiri,- have

are also certain workmen ,
the h\

the organs of action, namely, the organ of speech

hands, legs, and the two organs of d.scha^e an

excretion, appointed respectively to communicate o ,
-

side the temple the orders and the wishes of the

manager, to go about in the world and gather supphe^

and to work in the temple itself by clean,n- ,t. Sue

is the establishment in the well-organised temple, man s

person.

13. The physical body and the mental frame form

the building of tbe temple. The structure is built by the

architects, the Agents in nature

Temple-building. who build according to the plan

supplied by the administrators of the law of Ivanna.

This plan is not one arbitrarily prepared by these

administrators themselves but it is the one wanted by

the individual himself, the manager of the temple

concerned. The mould is but the result of the former

actions and thoughts of the individual. So the manager

himself is responsible for the nature of the building,

external and internal, whether it presents a beaut,fu

or a grotesque appearance. The building consists of
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several divisions, the .grossest or most external of

which is the physical body. In this portion of the

temple you have the entrance gates of the business-

quarters of the receivers of supply, the five senses,

and certain parts of this portion are severally allotted

to the workmen, the Ivarmendriyas. Immediately in-

side this external portion there is the second division

in which the suppliers of the temple, the desires, are

busy with their work. Passing through the second

into the interior we reach the third portion where the

general accountant, the mind, holds his office. Almost
every business connected with the management of the

temple is practically transacted here. Beyond this por-

tion there is the fourth region, Thuriyasthanam, which

is the abode of the Self or the God of the Temple, the

Garbhagriha of the living Idol. There the Almighty,

the Ideal of Ideal existences, shines in all His Divine

Glory. A Spark from this Light seems to have

passed into the third division, the region of mind, and

become enshrouded, as it were, bv the limitations

characteristic of that region. It is this Spark, thus

enshrouded by mental covering, that appears as the

consciousness of ‘Individuality’, the ‘I* 1 . This T’

1. to T^rronf^gn^wi :
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therefore really belong, to the ^ of

'

from this fourth region, which is n

Self or Atma, the other regions derive their sources

activity. Although all transactions are g0,"g °»
"

the third division of the temple, as already stated,

business can really be done without the final orders of,

or communication with, this entity of individua lly,

this real Actor, this Spark of Divine L>ght jh°n

the knowers call the ‘So„r or ‘Jeevatrnu Such

brief are the several portions of the building

‘Temple of God'. One peculiarity deserves to be

noted. If you carefully examine this temple from

outside inwards, you will find its several divisions 01

regions, as you proceed more and more into its interior,

appearing more and more extensive, with a correspon-

ding increase of power in those, that several y unc ion

in such regions. The Kamic-or-desire-side of human

nature is more extensive and powerful than the purely

Physical, the Manasic or pure mental than the Kannc,

and the supermanasic, the Spiritual or At.nic than

any of the other three, the region of ‘the Self being

the abode of the Essence of things and as such ‘All-in-

cluding. (We should bear in mind that the terms

‘outside’ and ‘inside’ in our study of the temple of

God have reference chiefly to the nature of such

study, superficial or deep).

=5ti«n3t% swrasr: i Va-^.)
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14. As regards the internal management of the
temple, though in himself the manager may be good

Temple Management.
a "d innocent

: his qualification

as manager depends upon how
he deals with his subordinates in the course of

the management. So long as the manager has to
continue in management, he has solely to depend upon
the accountant, the mind. If the accountant should
fail in his proper calculation of relative pleasures and

pains, the result of the miscalculation directly affects

the nature of the management. The successful

management of the temple depends upon the control

the manager exercises over this accountant and he

should therefore keep him thoroughly under his

supervision
; the individual Jeeva should not allow the

mind to go its own way, dragging himself along with

it. The accountant, in his turn, should carefully

count and examine the articles brought into the temple

by the suppliers ; the mind should properly reckon

and discriminate between real happiness and misery

and it must not allow anything to be brought in by

desires in the garb of happiness, but in fact pregnant

with pain and misery. Strict orders about the same

should be given to those who are employed in the

receiving of supplies ; the mind should so engage the

senses that they are not allowed to receive any im-

pressions which are likely to prove baneful in the
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The

end With regard to the suppliers themselves, the

manager should choose and employ only such as maj

the temple with genuine and useful articles, with

the aid of which he may have the object of manag

nient rightly fulfilled ;
of the many desires that may

offer themselves only a few must be returned and these

few must be such as are capable of ass.st.ng the . eeva

in his upward march towards the final goal. About

the building of the temple, the manager should care-

fully see that no objectionable or foreign matter is

introduced into the substance of the building w lit i

would render the building either unsafe or unbecoming

to the Divine Dweller and that the building

and the premises are always kept neat,

extent to which the Divine Self shows Himself

out depends considerably upon the structure of the

medium, the body, physical and mental, through which

He manifests Himself. Such is the nature of proper

management. The immediate result of such manage-

ment^ this The real nature of the Dweller inside,

of the All-Comprehending Atma, is seen stamped on

the person concerned, on the temple and its officers.

These become the fitting medium through which the

Divine Self shines in all His manifold glory. The very

sight of such a person inspires awe and reverence .
1

1. i 'tv.—ti)
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His desires fully indicate the absolute oneness of the

many and are invariably directed towards the securing*

of benefit for all alike. His actions and thoughts
bear the stamp of nobility and selflessness. To state

briefly, you are able to see in him the verv God
manifesting Himself more or less fullv in His various

aspects. Improper management has for its result just

the reverse. If the manager is careless about his busi-

ness, his immediate subordinate, the mind, begins to play

into the hands of desires, and these desires, having se-

cured the favour of the mind, are all-dominant over the

Gnanendrivas and the Karmendriyas, the organs of

sensation and action. The whole temple is mismanaged,

confusion and disorder prevail, and misery and ruin

are the results. The individual becomes thoroughlv

powerless and selfish desire, being the virtual ruler,

fixes the individual firmly on the sharp teeth of its

own wheel of Karma. Such is the condition of the

man of the world with little or no spiritual develop-

ment .
1
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Nevertheless, in him God lives as much as in

anybody else. The self in him also deserves to be

worshipped. His body, external

Reverence for all.
and internal, is as much the

‘Temple of God’ ;
only, it is not properly managed.

We ought not to hate either the temple or its idol

because the servants of the temple are not doing then-

work properly. Never therefore hate men of bad

tendencies. We have only to pity the mismanage-

ment and extend our helping hands as much as lies

within our means and power to better the manage-

ment!. Never hate even the one who considers you

his worst enemy 2
. Always try to return ‘love and

pity’ for ‘hate’, and ‘help’ for ‘harm’. Not only towards

your brother-man but even towards the brute-ci eation

you should preserve the same attitude. In the body

of the brute, as much as in man’s body, there is the

Divine Dweller present ;
the brute body is as much

the temple of God, though the manager, as such, is

inactive and the accountant mostly powerless : so also

in the vegetable, though in it internal management is

nearly at its minimum point, the manager being virtu-

ally sleeping. In fact, in every body the presence of

God therein makes the body worthy of our reverence

1. tter: wr ^ ^ i
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and worship 1
.

10. This may perhaps sound a little strange to

those who are able to see only the outside appearance

without being able to pierce
Inner truth to be

, , -in
known

through the veil or manifesta-

tion and realise the inner Glory’.

Whenever we see, we should see not only with the

physical eye, but with the eye of discrimination also.

The physical eye by itself, may not give us the requir-

ed idea of things. It will be able to give us only as

much idea as we will get by looking at a piece of

paper on which something is written in a language

unknown to us. Our eyes, no doubt, see the characters

written hut without conveying to us anv idea of what

the writing is about. The reason is, we are not able to

pierce through the form of the letters into the meaning;

we do not see with the eve of knowledge of the langu-

age. In the same way, our understanding may he

dulled by ignorance and we may see only the form

if we see with the physical eye alone. This darkness

of ignorance we must remove by the light of know-

ledge and discrimination ; and then, this form will of

1. 5# siRST yr*T^n%Tcr i (^fR-gr%i%^:).
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itself vanish from our sight, and we will be face to

face with the Inner Truth. It is then we know that

every one that we see, every body that we meet, is the

Self, Supreme Atma Himself, in a particular manifes-

tation. 1

17. True worship is established only on this

Supreme Truth being realised. For, the object of our

reverence should he known to he

worthy of the same ;
otherwise,

no genuine feeling of reverence is possible. So long

as our view is limited to the external building of the

temple, so long as we are caring only for the officers of

the temple, and so long as our dealings are only with

them, ourselves not going one step beyond the office-

quarters, no pious feeling is likely to make its appear-

ance in us. You may admire the external beauty of a

man’s person, you may raise his qualities to the skies,

True reverence.

ami*
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vou may even sincerely consider his pleasures your

^^pkasui^s, his suffering^ your suffering^, but all this does

not mean pious reverence if you do not realise that, be-

hind the external appearance and the internal qualities,

there is,within the innermost region, within the Garbha-

griha of the temple, the Sacred Presence of Pile One

Prime Root of alf the Self 1

t 3T?ff: 5K[> Hffm r^J:



DISCOURSE II.

Individual Soul or Jeevatma.

(«RWT5«|! ^°)

1. It was mentioned iu the last discourse that the

reality in every being is the Self ( Atma) Who pervades

and sustains1 all the three pheno-
inUoduction.

menal regions, the physical, t*he

lower mental and the higher mental, and shown that

the universe and the several bodies in the universe are

hut the seats or temples of that universal Self. It

was also mentioned that the real Actor in all is

Individual Soul or Jeevatma. Let us try in this

course to study a little more fully the nature of

Jeevatma who is the Soul of all phenomenal

A right understanding of the nature of Jeevatma

means also right understanding of the nature of phe-

nomenal life. To study thoroughly the nature of phe-

nomenal life, it is necessary that the most complicated

of phenomenal existences must be taken up and

analysed. The subject of such analysis ought to have

in itself all the aspects of phenomenal life exhibited.

the

dis-

this

life.

1 . form \
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Such a subject for study, we are told, is found in

‘man’. The study of man is the study of the universe.

2. Man has a physical body. He has gross tend-

encies and desires. He has higher thoughts and aspira-

tions. The physical body alone.
Study of Man. 1

for obvious reasons, cannot be man.

The desires are not ‘man' for they are many and they

appear and disappear while ‘man' continues the same

all the time. Higher thoughts also for the same

reason cannot be themselves ‘man’. In ‘man' we find,

in addition, a something which rules the physical body

and guides and controls desires and thoughts. I

compel my physical body, while writing this, to be

in a particular posture for some time. Desires which

are not consistent with the ideas herein expressed are

not admitted and, if they come in stealthily, they are

soon forcibly ejected. Even thoughts of a higher

kind which are not wanted at present are dismissed,

and I am able to select only such thoughts as are requir-

ed for my present purpose. So, there is a mighty Princi-

ple in man that is the master of his physical and mental

activities. This master is the Real Actor, the

c Individual Self ’ or ‘Jeevatma . The study of man

means the study of this Jeevatma with certain physical

and mental natures. Physiology and connected sciences

deal with the physical body alone. Psychology and

connected sciences consider and analyse the mental
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nature of man. This discourse is only intended to

consider in brief the nature of ‘Jeevatma’ in man.

3. What is ‘Jeevatma’? This question relates to

an existence which is, as mentioned above, beyond

the physical condition and beyond
Nature of Jeevatma

,
, rpi

j

to be known through the mental also. J hose who
Agama.

|iave studied only the physical

side of man's nature can know nothing about it. Those

who are using their powers of investigation and

analysis for discovering the nature of, and the laws

relating to, desires and thoughts cannot directly know

about Jeevatma who is beyond them. Jeevatma can-

not be known through mind. Whatever is had through

mind is a mental state. Jeevatma, as indicated above,

is the controller of mental states, and is different from

them and transcends them. Then, how is ‘Jeevatma

to be known ? As regards knowledge generally there

are, among others, four principal ways of getting it.

They are sensation or Pratyaksham, reasoning or

Anumanam, authority or Agama and Self-Realisation

or Swanubhava. Pratyakshagnanam is knowledge

received through the live senses. Anumanagnanam is

knowledge reached by process of reasoning. Agama-

gnanam is knowledge attained through information

from the knowers. And above these three is found

Swanubhava or Self-Realisation which is the most cer-

tain and conclusive of all the four. Jeevatma is be-
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yond and above sensations or mental impressions got

through the sense-organs. The senses cannot reach

him. It is therefore said that Jeevatma cannot be the

object or Vishaya of Pratyakshagnannm 1
. Nor can he

be directly known by any process of reasoning. All

reasonings belong to the region of mental states and

can never discover Jeevatma who is beyond them,
V

having them under his control. Therefore, we are told

that Jeevatma cannot be the object of Anumanagnanam

also2 . The other two chief portals of knowledge are

Agama and Swanubhava. The latter is at present out

of question so far as most of us are concerned. It will

be long before we shall be able to actually recognise

our Swanubhava-Realisation of the true nature of our

Self. As we are at present situated, our only hope is

in Agama3
. It is only through words spoken and

hooks written by those who have had Swanubhava-ex-

1 . * fagrlr ^m i
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perience of the Self we may be able to ascertain the

nature of the Self. If we have no faith in such words

or books, we have indeed no other means of knowing

about it, and we must wait until such faith comes to us.

Faith is necessary and we cannot afford to despise it.

In fact, in no department of knowledge can anything

be known without some degree of faith in the words

spoken or written by others. If faith in Agama is se-

cured by the student of Atma-Vidya, it lays before

him a vast store of information regarding the real

nature of the Self*. By Agama is herein meant the

Aryan Vedic Scripture and the philosophical and the

theological works of the great Sages and Seers. In

the light of Agama as thus understood, let us consider

in brief the nature of Jeevatma.

4. Jeevatma in man is generally considered to be

the experiencer, thinker and actor. He ensouls the

physical body, receives sense-im-
Bodies of Jeevatma. . , . , , ,

pressions, thinks, desires and acts.

Sensations, thoughts, desires and the will belong to the

life-aspect of the subtle body of Jeevatma, called

‘ Mental body ’. In other words, they are the result

tf(5T...W. v)
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of the ensouling of the mental body by Jeevatma.

Physical life is the result of the ensouling of the physi-

cal body, the body of flesh or Annamaya-Kosa by

Jeevatma. This ensouling or enlivening takes place

by this Annamaya-Kosa being kept intact and inter-

penetrated through and through by another subtle (yet

physical)body of life-currents, named Pranamaya-Kosa.

This subtle body is chiefly made of 6 ether ’, through

which alone such currents are possible. As physical

life is related to the physical kosas, so are mental states

related to the mental kosas, called Manomaya-Kosa

and Vignanamaya-Kosa, the lower and the higher

mental bodies. These are termed 4 lower ’ and k higher

,

respectively, because the tendency of the former is to

drag the Jeeva down into worldliness, and that of the

latter is to raise him up to his true Spiritual State of

being. We are told there is a still subtler or finer body,

a fifth one, by name Anandamaya-Kosa. This Anan-

damaya-kosa is unlike the other or lower four bodies in

that it is not exactly a kosa or body at all, but is only

the cause of the other four, and, unlike them, it forms

an essential part of the nature of Jeevatma himself. Jee-

vatwam or the 6 individuality ’ of Atma exists by virtue

of this Anandamaya-Kosa which is nothing else than

what is generally known bv the name ‘Avidya ,
that

aspect of the Power of the Universal Self which is the

root of separateness and differentiation, and which is
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therefore called the ‘ causal body’, ‘ Karana Sanram ,

of the separated Individual Jeeva. The exact

of Avidya will be considered later on in the discourse

on ‘Maya’. Atma without Anandamaya-Kosa or

Avidya is not Jeevatma, but the All-Comprehending

Sarvatma or Universal Self. Jeevatma is therefore

called Avachchhinnatma or Atma individualised or cu

out, as it were, or limited by Anandamaya-Kosa which

creates the notion of “ I and Thou ” or Ahankara. Al-

though in reality the term ‘ Jeevatma ’ denotes this

Avachchinnatma, it is not understood always in thi*

sense but is also made to apply to some phenomena which

are imperfect reflections or incorrect copies of the real

Jeevatma. It is because of this varied use of the term

‘ Jeevatma ’ it has been said that J eevatma may be

considered as of three kinds 1
.

5. Let us take an ordinary man. In his waking mo-

ments he gets impressions from the outside world, uses

Pratibhasika and them in the building up of his

Vyavaharika Jeevat- mind by comparing and contras-

mas, i. e ,
Dreamer ting, sends out mental forces, some-

times accompanied by physical

action, and in a number of ways gathers manifold expe-

and Thinker

1. i
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riences. He who, being within man, gathers such expe-

riences in such waking or Jagrat condition is known by

the name Vyavaharika Jeevatma whom I call, for the

sake of convenience, by the name 6 Thinker ’ in these

discourses. Let me suppose that the man is sleeping

and is passing through certain dreams. In the state

of dream or Swapna, as in w'aking moments, there is an

experiencer who has his own universe about him in

which he is active, experiencing pleasure and pain.

These experiences, however, are not altogether original

and they generally depend for their origin on the ex-

periences of the man in his w'aking moments or Vya-

vaharika state 1
. The dream-consciousness is gene-

rally only a twisted reflection or an incorrect and imper-

fect copy of the waking consciousness. Some of the

waking or Vyavaharika experiences are put together

in new’ combinations in the dream condition, often with-

out arrangement or coherence, and these dream expe-

riences are considered real by the dreaming Jeevatma,

who is himself an imperfect reflection of the Thinker.

If we analyse the nature of the experiencer or J eevat-

srfcwrfaq; i
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ma in the dream condition, we find that he is not al-

together the same as the Thinker or Jeevatmn of the

waking condition, but, at the same time, appears as it

linked to the latter and he seems to comprehend his

oneness with the Thinker, having memory, during the

dream, of the waking experiences to some extent,

though greatly limited. The experience!- in dream is

not exactly the experiencer of the waking state but is,

as it were, a partial reproduction of the latter. I he

characteristics of the dreamer are all imperfect reflec-

tions of the characteristics of the waking Thinker. The

experiencer or .Teevatma of the dream is therefore call-

ed Pratibhasika .leevatma or ‘Jeevatma by Reflec-

tion ’. As soon as the dream vanishes and the man is

awake, the Pratibhasika Jeevatma. whom I shall call

“ Dreamer ”, along with his own xjnverse, disappears

altogether. The Thinker recollects certain experiences

of the dream, sometimes vividly, sometimes dimlj

Now, a doubt may arise :—if the Dreamer is only a re-

flection or copy of the Thinker and therefore diffeient

from him, how is recollection of dream experiences

possible? The words 6 reflection ’ and 4 copy ’ ought

not to be understood in their ordinary sense. For

want of better words these are used. A\ hat happens

is this. The Thinker divides himself, as it were, du-

ring sleep, into the perceiver, the Pratibhasika Jee-

vatma or Dreamer, and the perceived, the Pratibha-
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sika Jagat or dream-created Cosmos 1
. If we carefully

examine whence the dream-seer and the dream-seen

come, we find that both of them emerge from within

the waking experiences.', the Thinker. No doubt, the

Dreamer is not exactly the same as the Thinker, but

only a partial reproduction of the latter. Still, on the

termination of the dream state, both the Dreamer and

the dream-Cosmos merge into their source, the waking

Thinker, and it thus becomes possible for the latter to

recollect the experiences of the dream-condition.

When once the dream vanishes, both the perceiver and

the perceived of the dream are seen to be unreal and

as but impermanent dual modifications of the perceiver

in man while awake. But as long as the dream conti-

nues, the Dreamer is real, and so also the dream-Cosmos.

What is it that makes these appear real ? It is the

Moha or illusion of sleep or Nidra under whose influ-

ence the dream activity is going on. Reality of the

dream and of all its experiences vanishes as soon as

sleep is shaken out, and the perceiver and the perceived

of the dream are no more to be found2
.
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6. Then, let us consider the nature of the Vyava-

harika Jeevatma or Thinker. The Great Ones tell us

that our waking experiences are as
Vyavahanka and Pa- °

,
_

tamarthika Jeevat- much unreal as the dream expen-

mas, i. e. Thinker and ences, and the thinker, our pre-

the Soul. sent ; I \ is as much impermanent

as the dreamer. No doubt, so long as our conscious-

ness is working in the Vyavaharika condition, we, the

present perceivers, are all real, and the universe around

us also, in the same way as the dream experiences were

real so long as the dream continued. Relatively speak-

ino-, as between the waking or Vyavaharika condition

and the dream or Pratibhasika condition the lattei

appears to be unreal and the former real. I' util the

real is brought under actual experience, the unreal

appears real by illusion. In the case of the dream, the

creator of this illusion is Nidra or sleep. We are told

there is a state which is more permanent and real than

our present Vyavaharika waking state, and that what is

now considered by us as real is in fact unreal. Of

course, it is not easy for us to believe that our present

realities are unrealities, as it is not easy for the dream-

er to believe in the unreality of bis dream experiences.

Still, we are assured by authority that the present

Thinker in man, the Vyavaharika Jeevatma, is himself

( *° )
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unreal anil is but a bad copy or partial reproduction of

the Real or Paramarthika Jeevatma or the Soul. The

Thinker bears to the Real Soul a relation analogous to

that between the Dreamer and the Thinker1
. As the

dream-perceiver and the dream-cosmos are created

within the Jeevatuia of the waking state through sleep,

so, the perceiving Thinker and the perceived universe

of the waking; Vvavaharika state are created within theO t'

Paramarthika Jeevatma or Soul through the grand

sleep, the deluding Avidya, an aspect of Maya, the

Root-cause of multiplicity in existence2. The real or

Paramarthika Jeevatma creates, as it were, in himself,

through the intervention of the dividing Avidya, a dual

manifestation as Thinker, the Vvavaharika Jeevatma,

and objects of perception, the Vyavaharika cosmos, in

the same way as the Thinker creates out of himself the

Subject and the Object of the dream state. The

Jeeva of the waking state therefore is not in reality

the same as the Soul, but is only one of his two

manifestations or appearances, namely, the appearance

1. fir i
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as the Subject in the waking state or Thinker, called

Chidabhasah. So long as our consciousness is work-

ing in the Vyavaharika state, this Chidabhasah or

Thinker and the perceived universe around are all real.

But if the deluding cause, the Great Sleep, Avidya,

is removed by Para-Vidya or True-knowledge, reveal-

ed through the words of the Holy Guru, this Thinkei,

as also this universe, disappears altogether, and the real

Paramarthika #J eeva, who appeared to be till now

under the influence of the limiting and separating

Avidya and all along dreaming, so to say, by creating

multiplicity within himself, stands alone and supreme

tor evermore in the Infinitude of feat-Chit-Anandah

It should be borne in mind that by knowledge or

Gnanam is meant not intellectual conception or grasp
%
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which is only a mental state, but direct Self-realisation.

Just when such realisation is near at hand, the unreali-

ty of our present conditions and environments becomes

apparent. It is such realisation that is promised to us

by the Great Ones. Only, we should be prepared to

listen to their words of wisdom and to follow them in

the way prescribed by them. Some of us may remem-

ber that in some of our dreams themselves we have

discussed whether our then experiences were real or

only dreamy. Our present discourses and discussions

about the unreality ot‘ this universe are of a similar

kind. If at the end of such enquiries we arrive at the

conclusion that the Thinker in us and the cosmos

around must be unreal, then it will become easy for us

to shake off Avidya which seems to veil the Paramar-

thika existence and which has brought about our pre-

sent limitations and the consequent degradations.

7. As soon as Avidya is begun to be kept at a dis-

tance by ripening Gnanam or true knowlege, Jeevatma

Paramarthika Jeevat- begins to lose his characteristic

ma alone is real. Jeevatwam or individuality. He,

no doubt, may remember his past sufferings and enjoy-

ments had in the double dreamy conditions of existence
*

the Pratibhasika and the Vyavaharika, which have

appeared over and over again; but he realises now,

though he is still in the Vyavaharika state, that it was

not he himself in reality that had such experiences, but
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that it was a kind of shadowy being originating fronri

hithself on the occasion of his sleep under the actiT*

influence of Avidya, and that he has all along been

himself in his Paramarthika state, without change or

modification. He realises that, of the three .1 eevatmas,

the Paramarthika deevatma alone is real and the other

two, the Thinker and the Dreamer, are in fact only a

copy and a copy of a copy respectively of the Real

(Paramarthika) Soul.

8. This Soul is the common witness of the three

states of existence, the dreamy, the wakeful and of

Unity of the Self un dreamless sleep or Sushupti. In

der all conditions. the state of dreamless sleep, the

Soul is self-centred in peace and bliss, without there

being any activity under the influence of Avidya, and

this Sushuptaic state resembles the Supreme Paramar-

thika state. Tn both the states there is the Swanubhava

Realisation of the Noumenal existence, characterised

by unlimited peace and bliss. The difference, however,

is that, in the state of sleep, the individual is not

free from Avidya, though Avidya is then in a non-ac-

tive condition. The Paramarthika state, on the other

hand, is one beyond and above the reach of Avidva:

and, in fact, from the Paramarthika point of view.

Avidya can have no existence at all of its own as will

be shown in the next discourse. It is on account of the

recurring active manifestation of the lingering, illusive

4
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Avidya. the sleeper comes back to the Pratibhasika

and the Vva \ almrika states of existence. The Dreamer
and the Thinker arise from the sleeper when the latter

is actively affected by Avidva: It. is activity under
• • •' •

the influence of Avidya that preserves the existence of

the shadowx or unreal Jeevatmas. the Thinker and the

Dreamer 1
. This activity belongs primarily to that

man dentation of Avidya, which creates the distinction

between the actor, the action and the thing acted upon,

namely, the manifestation as the 4 Mind tin* creator

of duality. (I say ‘primarily ’, because, even the

mind cannot by itself be active without the presence of

the universal source of life, the One Self, the Witness

of ail. Though all .activity is b\ virtue of this

One Life-giving Source, this latter cannot he Himself

the actor, because, in and for Him, differentiation,

necessary for action, cannot he. Though the Sun is

the one source of life for the Solar system, and his

presence makes all activities possible throughout his

system, he is not the actor, nor is he, in the least aff’ect-

1 . 03 1
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od by such activities!). Bodies, physical and mental,

by themselves, are not harmful. It is activity in the

mental body that keeps up the two conditions of being,

the Vyavaharika and the Pratibhasika. Mental acti-

vity along with physical wakefulness, to out, it more

properly, mental activity turned outwards through ex-

ternal sense-organs creates the \ yavaharika condition

of the Thinker; mental activity accompanied by physical

exhaustion or sleep, that is to sav, mental activity turned

inwards into its own store of previously acquired impres-

sions is the dream. If both the bodies, physical and

mental, are exhausted or do not work, there is ordinari-

ly the dreamless sleep. In this last condition, there

being? no mental activity, there is no duality or limita-
o •
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tion necessary for the continued active' existence of the
«

two lower or shadowy .Teevatmas, and the Paramar-

thika Jeeva or Soul alone remains to be the One Wit-

ness of this state of dreamless sleep, as, indeed, of all

other states of existence also 1
. This Witness is in no

way affected by any of the three conditions of limited

existence. H e is called Paramarthika Jeevatma, because

He is taken as appearing through such limiting condi-

tions of being. By Himself, He is no Jeevatma at all,

and the term ‘Paramarthika Jeevatma is, strictly speak-

ing, meaningless, the element of Jeevatwam not being

in Him. He is One and Universal2 . Atma-Vidya

enables the student to recognise the unity of the Self

under all conditions and to see that all differences arise

only from the nature of such conditions, and not from

1. a: fafaa swiw i

q< cT?q fanRiicr gismqofivtTi a%3. i

(qjrefifrt. g—«.
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Atma Himself 1 . It is on account of difference of con-

dition different names are given to Him, names wine

indicate the nature of the condition of His manifesta-

tion. When He is considered as the ensouling life of

the out-ward—turned mind, active through external

senses, and as being therefore the ultimate subject qr

Witness of the states of external perception (mental

states comprehending the vast extention of outage

things), He is called Viswa. This Viswa is the exter-

nally active Thinker of the waking or Vyavaharika life?.

When Atma is taken as the ensouling life of the inward-

turned mind, active only in the varied manipulation of

impressions previously gathered from outside and stor-

ed up within the mind, and as being therefore the Wit-

ness of mental cogitations (states of mind created by i&

process of internal lumination alone), He is calleid

Thaijasa. This Thaijasa is the internally active Drea-

rmtsf^n^r: i
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mer1
. When Atma is considered as the guardian soul

of the mind and of the physical body during the period

of their rest or condition of non-activity, and as being,

.as He ever is, in His own state of infinite bliss and

peace which, of themselves, appear in consequence of

such mental non-activity, He is called Pragna. This

Pragna is the Drik or seer in the state of Sushupti or

dreemless sleep .
2 The Paramarthika One Soul is the

Witness3 in all the three conditions, bearing these

three names, Viswa, Thaijasa and Pragna. A closer

study also shows that this triple nature of Jeevatma

is not only made manifest separately in the three con-
• *

ditions of wakefulness, dream and sound sleep, but is

also perceived in the waking state itself. The One-

ness of Atma in all the three conditions of being can

be discerned in the Vyavaharika state itself. When

Jeevatma is receiving, by way of sensations, impres-

sions from the external world, be acts the part of Viswa.

When he by closing his eves or otherwise mentally re-

1. I
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views his previous sense-impressions, lie is Thaijasa for

the time being. When he, after some practice, suc-

ceeds in keeping his mind vacant, having nether sense-

impressions nor internal cogitations, and remains ... the

state of indifference or Udasinasthithih he is himself

Prague. He is ,„,!>/ one, hut is known by different

names when he is considered as being under different

conditions!. He, in reality, is neither Viswa, nor

Thaijasa, nor Pragma. Though he is the ultimate

Witness in all the three, he is quite independent <>1 the

conditions of the three. His own is said to be the

Fourth or Thuriya state, that is to say, a stale beyond

all such limited conditions^. These conditions appear

1. nfcsrftr ft^s: t
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to be true only so long as their creator, Avidya, seema

to subsist.

9. Mental body is created by and in Avidya for it*
• *

I

own active manifestation. In the state of deep-sleep,

Voluntary with- °wiu8 to the condition of exhaus-

drawal of life from tion of the mental body, Avidya it~

mental body. self appears to have retired, but

this retirement is not real, blit is only temporary and

partial. Even this seeming retirement leads to the

actual experience of infinite bliss and peace owing to

the absence of mental activity. This retirement of

Avidya, instead of being made to depend upon the

condition of exhaustion of the bodies, is voluntarily

brought about by the knower of Atma even during

the waking state by rendering the 6 mind
1

inactive

as in deep-sleep1
. This removal of activity is

#
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more or less completely effected in the states of

Samadhi1 or Spiritual trance and Udasinasthithi, th«

.tales of quietude and indifference, by the Soul by

withdrawing from the mental body all life which is in

reality His own. Avidya, whenever it brings about

activity, does so only by virtue of the life inherent in

the Soul. If that life is withdrawn from the mental

body by the Soul Himself, Avidya becomes altogether

powerless, and becomes itself merged in Him. Thi.

happens soon in the case of the one who realises that

he. in reality, is the Paramarthika Jeeva, the Heal Soul,

that the thinker, the dreamer and the sleeper are only

his own shadows, that Avidya, the creator of the grand

panorama of the universe, has no existence apart from

himself, and that all limitations and the consequent

miseries and degradations which make up the facts and

the events of the Universe are all due to himself, be-

cause he lends his own life-spirit to Avidya which, in

consequence, assumes the shape of ‘ active mind ’ and,

as if by a kind of magic touch, creates a host of multi-

plicity of phenomena in the one Noumenon, the

Self.
;

10. Here,, some reader perhaps may ask what real

happiness can there be if the ‘mind, through which

1. w i
W,T“
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alone is happiness ordinarily felt,
Happiness is of the . , . . . . J

. ~
« is rendered absolutely inactive. But
belt. J

we have to realise that real bliss

and peace are not in the ‘mind’, nor are the v created by

it. They belong to the ultimate Noumenal Self in us.

Whenever there is any feeling of happiness, by what-

ever cause it may be produced, there is, for the time be-

ing, an unfolding of the nature of the Self. The limit-

ed happiness of Jeevas is but, so to sav, an infinitesimal

part of the Supreme Happiness of the Absolute Self1
.

The Self, in the ordinary man. appears as if covered

by a thick coating of Not-Self or the Phenomenal.

This coating is formed of physical and mental natures.

The ordinary man identifying himself with his bodies,

physical and mental, thinks that happiness is possible

only through such bodies and by means of objects that

can favourably affect such bodies. So, in order to have

happiness, he has recourse to more of not-Self, and, by

his arranging to have this additional not-Self poured

down on himself with considerable force, his original

coating gives way to some extent and the underlying

Self is revealed for a moment, just in the same way as

water poured down with force into a shallow vessel, al-

ready containing water, reveals the bottom of the vessel

for an instant. Such revelation of the Self implies “feel-

(
1 * )
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ing of happiness.” But, the man unfortunately does not

know that, by so attempting to secure happiness

through, and by putting on more of, not-Self. he

makes his limiting coating or encasement thicker still

and renders future happiness more difficult to he

secured. The additional pouring of water may no

doubt expose to view the bottom of the vessel for a

moment, but the immediate result is that the bottom

becomes at once covered by a greater volume of water

over it. The man who will have the bottom permanent-

ly in his view should not pour more of water into the

vessel, but should completely empty it of all water.

The student, who earnestly wants to have eternal

happiness, should first understand that he is in reality

the Inner Witness, the Self, Whose very nature is

infinite bliss, and then try to remove from himself,

that is to say, to rise above, all the limiting and

hiding encasements, physical and mental .
1 It is

these encasements, which he has himself brought into

existence, like the silk-worm that weaves its own

bondage, that prevent the full realisation of the

inherent bliss. These encasements however can affect

such realisation only when the attempt to realise is made
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through them. The real Jeeva in man is inside, within

the physical and the mental encasements, so to say,

and he can directly realise his true Inner Glory 1 by

introspection into his owu nature. If, instead of

doing so, he takes the wrong course of getting at his

own inherent bliss through the medium of the mind

and other external encasements, difficulties stand in

the way, and happiness, when secured, looks small and

meagre, because of its being realised through mediums

characterised by limitation. The mind is alwayslimit-

ed, and happiness secured through it is also limited.

Such happiness is limited not only in intensity, but

also in duration. Happiness had through the mind is

of three kinds, because of the Gunas of the mind:—

Satwic happiness begins in suffering and ends in enjoy-

ment; Kajasic happiness begins in enjoyment and ends

in suffering; and Tamasic happiness is true happiness

ueither in the beginning nor in the end, and it is

characterised by dullness and slovenliness, and ignorance

and illusion 5*. Real unqualified happiness, which i*

beyond the three Gunas or qualities, and which subsists

• •
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without time-limit, is above the reach r of the mind.

This supreme happiness or Bliss-proper cannot be real-

ised so long as attempt is made to secure it through the

mind, and so long as attachment to happiness secured

through the mind continues. The one chief means of

securing higher happiness is to give up or renounce the

lower one. Although the happiness that is so renoun-

ced is no doubt happiness, however low and limited,

still, even ordinary prudence demands such renuncia-

tion, because it leads to a higher state of bliss. 1 he

renunciation again of this higher happiness will again

lead to a state of bliss superior still more, and so on.

This fact is mentioned in detail in the Sacred Sruti. 1

The highest and truest happiness which is of the Self

alone can be reached only when everything that is se-

curable through not-Self is completely renounced. This

happiness, which is infinite, is part of our essential

nature. Being the Self as we are, and having infinite

Bliss in ourselves, the truth is clear that, if we remain

ourselves alone, we remain ever in Bliss.2 The ex-

2. qt I HPf suvq ajJnr gti; -w
sr
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pression *h attainment of Absolute Bliss ” means only

being as we are ever in Bliss". Our present 4 I \
the Thinker of the Vyava banka state, knows not this

Bliss, because lie does not look within himself for

happiness, hut sends all his force outwards through the

mind to search for happiness abroad. This means, he

renders active his encasements, physical and mental,

and in keeping up this activity all his time and ener-

gy are wasted. The Great Ones actually wonder how

much of enormous trouble the man of the world takes

for getting some shadowy hits of happiness. They

tell us plainly that tin* more we trouble ourselves

about happiness the less we get in actuality. All

attempts, activities and troubles mean the energising

of the physical and the mental bodies by the Jeeva

and the searching for happiness through such bodies.

— v»— ^ 3— \ «f)
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Real happiness is in the Inmost Self. I he search,

however, is usnallv all outside. The Thinker, instead

of looking within himself, being where he is. travels

far and wide in quest of happiness in vain.

11. Tin* Great Ones, ever having pity and love

for him, look for an opportunity to help him. and when;

tin* time arrives and tin* l hinker

becomes qualified to receive in-

structions iu spiritual matters, teach and slowl\ guide

him bv saving:

—

The Great Teaching
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“O, Thinker, your accustomed ‘guide, the ‘mind’,

cannot help you in thesearehfor eternal happiness. The

mind, being generally outward-faced, cannot reach it,

and does not even know where it is. Do not

therefore trouble your mind, but give it rest. When

the mind is at rest, you are no more the Thinker, but

the Inner Witness who has been witnessing the

appearance and the disappearance of mental states.

You will then realise that no limitations actually

belong to you, but that they belong to your appearance

as Thinker under mind-limitations. You are now

making serious attempts and taking immense trouble

to secure happiness by means of mental activity,

sometimes followed by its consequence, physical

activity also. The result however is poor, and natu-

rally it ought to be so. Your activity drags you away

from the real fountain-head of infinite bliss, your

Self, and the worse pity of it is that you mistake this

activity as the real cause of happiness. Instead of

b^ing your help, it is an actual hindrance to your

realising happiness. It not only keeps you away from

happiness, but it also gives you positive pain, worry

atid trouble. Happiness is your own property. The

mind is only your hanger-on. The mind depend*

upon your life for its existence, and you are not depend-

ing on it for yours which is ever-blissful. But, you

think that you have lost the key of your treasure-house

of Happiness, and you ask your hanger-on, the mmd.
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to find out the key for you. As a matter of fact it

cannot find it out, because it knows not where to find it

out. Still, you have empowered it to make the search

for you. You place yourself under obligations to it. I hr

mind at once arrogates to itself the power to discover

the key, and promises to do so. ^ ou supply it with funds

for use in the course of the search, by lending to it your

very life. Nay, more than this, you yourself follow’ it,

encourage it, procure all sorts of conveniences for it.

and, in fact, subject yourself to a good deal of trouble

on its account, all this, because it has promised to do

for you what is nor possible for it to do. Then

comes the stage of disappointments. Von see that the

mind does not actually give you any real clue of bliss

proper. You begin to withdraw your confidence from

it. More experiences in the same line teach you that

it is altogether impossible to reach the desired goal

w ith the aid of the mind. When your hanger-on sees

that you are beginning to understand its incapacity to

achieve the end in view’, it slowly and by degrees

hides its head from von. and leaves you alone to

mournfully regret your having placed yourself under

its guidance without knowing its capacities properly.

Just at this stage you long for a proper guide who can

directly take you to the very spot where the key is

kept. Then appears before you the Holy Guru, the

One Who knows where the key is, and He at once

5
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reveals the truth by savins::— ‘Mv dear child, do not
• • * •

be vexed- Know yourself, and you will pass beyond

all sorrow 1
. The kev that, von want is not outside

• ••

yourself. Place vour hand at the heart, and you feel
• • ' •

the presence of the longed-for key just there, inside

the outer covering. Id has always been there, and you

unfortunately Forgot about it on account of Avidva.
• " *

You placed yourself unnecessarily under the guidance

of the poor weakling, the mind. Tt dragged you away

and put you to a lot of inconvenience and trouble*

The kev is here and now. Take it, and go back to
%

vour own abode. I >o not place yourself under the

guidance of the mind any more. It is altogether in-

capable of anv real help to you. In fact, it acts as a

clog and causes hindrance to you in a number of ways,

j do not ask you to have it dismissed summarily or put

out of existence at once. Only, do not any more

delegate to it any of your inherent life-powers. It

is not competent to wield such powers properly. Al-

ways keep it at a distance. Do not freely mingle

with it, nor give it any opportunity to influence you

in any manner possible. Then, you will see that the

mind, being kept, as it is. in its own subordinate posi-

tion. no longer troubles you with its impertinent
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isiveness, and you may now compel it to »>e or

service to you by leading you to your abode back

asjai,, from where it had taker, you by its misleading and

mischievous activities. The mind has. no doubt, to be

active for taking voii back also. But this activity,

known as hit rosport ton ,
is helpful, unlike the outward-

turned activity hy which you were abducted away from

vour home. The mental process of introspection is the

means of liberation from evil 1
. Just when you are

about to actually enter into your borne, mind stops at

the threshold, for it has no admittance inside where

nothing’ finite can he, and the mind is finite. While
«
u

just at the threshold, you may then dispense with the

mind altogether, unless von choose to retain it for the

helping of your wandering brothers who are in need of

a proper guide to take them back to the same Abode.”

By teachings like the above the Soul gets rid of

all the troubles arising from mental activities, and the

inherent, ever existing. Eternal Peace and Bliss (with-

out space or time-limit) of the Self is realised for

ever-more. It is non-active rest in oneself that reveals

this highest state of being, the lofty state of the

1 . Wiring* 1
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Paramarthika Soul, the Witness or Atma 1
. Every

Jeeva, high or low in the scale of evolution, is hunting

after happiness, and turns away from evil, because of

this Supreme Truth that the Inner Real Self is in His

own nature ever blissful and absolutely free from

bondage or limitation which is the prime root of evil.

The real nature of one's own Inner Self can therefore

be realised only by him who is calm and self-centred,

without being ruffled into manifold activities caused by

the loose, restless mind and its dependants, the runaway

senses2 . The proper training of the student of Atma-
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Vidya is therefore in the direction of bringing about

the cessation of all mental activities! and by enabling

him to realise his oneness with the Ultimate Witness,

the Self, in him. Cessation of mental activity cannot

be brought about at once, but it becomes possible by

well-directed, steady practice in concentration, of

which more will be said in the discourse on ‘Image-

A doubt

worship .

12. Lt has been stated above that in the state of

dreamless sleep or Sushupti there is actual experience

of infinite bliss and peace. It

may perhaps be rightly asked

whether the state of the Jeeva in dreamless sleep is

not one of thorough annihilation, at least, a state of

existence dull, dark and characterised by ignorance. If

what is meant by ‘Peace and Bliss’ of the state of libe-

ration be nothing hut an experience similar to that in

dreamless sleep, then Mukti or liberation, which is the

qq*uft ^ OTTO: II
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aim of Atrna-Vidya, can mean only ‘Empty Nothing-

ness’. The fact, however, is this:—Tn the state of

dreamless sleep there is. no doubt, the realisation of in-

finite peace and bliss, but the consciousness of such

realisation is thoroughly darkened by the overhang-o • •

mg, blinding and limiting Avidya though then inactive.

Although in the state of dreamless sleep and also in

the state of liberation there is absolute freedom from

the evils of duality, from the troubles and worries of

waking or dream life, yet the latter state, that is to say,

the state of the Real Self Who is in the Fourth State,

as it were, is altogether different and is one of infinite

blissful consciousness, quite beyond the darkness of

Sushuptaic ignorance 1
. At the end of dreamless sleep,

when Avidya begins to display its power of active

1.
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manifestation, the Sushuptaic freedom from the evils

of duality vanishes, and the sleeper eomes back to his

workhouse in the prison. But, so long as the state ni

sleep, Sushupti, continues, the co-existence of Avidya

does not in the least detract from the peaceful nature

of the Sushuptaic experience. Generally, we. the

Thinkers of the waking life, do not comprehend th«

real nature of the state of Sushupti exact!}’ as it is, <>i

remember completely our own experience during deep

sleep; and it is indeed no wonder that we are not able

to remember better, because, the Jeevatma that tries to

remember in the waking state is not the Jeevatma that

was the experience!* in deep sleep. Viswa and I haijasa,

who are. as s/tch , different from Pragma, cannot have

vividly before them the real state of the latter, in the

same way as the Dreamer, though having some slight

remembrance of the experiences of the waking

Thinker, is not able to remember all the events and

all the corrective experiences of the waking

state. The Dreamer, being only a partial represen-

*KT * ^ ^ i
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tatrve of the Thinker, does not exactly know

the nature of the state of the Thinker. So, the

Thinker, our present 4 T, does not fully understand the

nature of the state of t lie Jeeva in dreamless sleep.

Pragna, being the actual experiencer in that state,

can alone realise what its nature is. But, in as much

as even the condition of Pragna is not free from

Avidya, the maker of illusion, it can only be the Heal
V 7

Parama rthika Soul, Who is the Ultimate Witness in

ail the three conditions, and whom Avidya cannot

approach against His will, that can realise fully that

supreme absolute bliss and peace of which the

Sushuptaic bliss and peace are themselves imperfect

copies. We cannot have any adequate conception of

such a happy state of the Ileal Soul, the Common

Witness of the three states of being, so long as we

are identifying ourselves with the Thinker of the day

and the Dreamer or Sleeper of the night1
. We can

have some conception of it by carefully analysing oui

remembrance of the Sushupti as a quiet and happy

state, untouched by the mischief of duality, the root

of fear and hate, and by trying, to the best of our

powers, to ascertain and understand what is taught

1. ftfS
%frt fafecT: i
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A similar doubt.

11.]

about the Supreme State of Atma in Agama. the

Sacred Words of Wisdom.

13. It mav also he asked:— If, as a matter of

fact, the supreme state of blissful consciousness is our

own in reality, how is it we do not

possess now that supreme con-

sciousness and happiness ? Is it possible that we can he

ignorant or deprived of our very nature? How can .t

he said that Nidra and Avidya. emanating from Atma

Himself, have managed to delude Him ? The answer

is simple. Atma cannot be. and has never been, delud-

ed. When vve sav ‘we are deluded , by the term we

is meant not Atma at all but His refleetion. *he

Thinker. The Thinker or Vyavaharika Jeevatma,

with whom alone, as remarked above, we are identify-

ing ourselves now. is, no doubt, deluded by Avidya, in

the same manner as the Dreamer is deluded in Nidra

or sleep. Tn the ease of the Dreamer, the corrective

experiences of the waking state, as indicated above,

are not properly remembered, and the Dreamer finds

it difficult to get out of dream-illusion. In the same
n

way, in our present or Vyavaharika condition \%e are

deluded by Avidya.

14. When, by the rise of knowledge ot the Self,

acquired through Agama in the beginning, and verified

later on by Swanubhava or actual
Self like au actor ou ... . . , , . . .

the stage
realisation, Avidya is about to tie

removed, we, as the real Atma, not
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as mere Thinkers as we are now. will then recognise in

consciousness, in such a happy 'Stage, that the apparent

arrival at that stage, the existence of the so-called

lower stages, and the manifold experiences relating

to them had under the influence of the deluding Avidya

are all unreal 1
, and are hut the playful manifestations

of the One Supreme Self under the cloak of a voluntary

limitation created in and bv Himself. The Self may

perhaps he compared to an amateur actor on the stage

appearing under a self-chosen guise. (The comparison,

be it remembered, holds good only to a limited extent.)

For the time being, the actor identifies himself with

the character assumed, and acts his part accordingly.

So long as he does not care to bring within his recollec-

tion his own true nature, he. is found acting out his

part, consistently with the form assumed. If. while

so acting, lie becomes conscious of his own true state o

being, the striking contrast between the inner reality

and the outer appearance becomes at once clear.

we, .leevas, would only try to raise oursel ves up to

that lofty state of consciousness^ wherein we may

l7 st fsTCW it ST5! * * WTO 1
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realise o..r inner and truer Self, we shall at oner re-

cognise the unreality of all forms and be, as ever, the

same Sat-Chit-Ananda-Swarnpi, the One Se wit i-

out. a second.

15. According to the extent of limitation wlm-li

seems to be imposed on the lower stages of existence ol

.lecvatma. the Sat-Chil-A nand*

AS above, so below.
sUte of the Slipreme appears also

to he proportionately limited. The Noumena! or Sat

aspect of the Real Self appears as if limited within

the narrow individuality of the dreamer and the thinker.

The supreme consciousness or Chit shows itself forth

as the meagre intellectuality of the thinking Jeeva.

The absolute bliss or Ananda of the Most High is

reflected in the shape of worldly happiness whieh

depends, for its eont.inued existence, on intermittent

suffering. Thus, we see that our sense of existence,

and our intellectual and emotional natures are not

altogether peculiar to our lower conditions of existence.

All these are hut the meagre representations of the

Spiritual Verities of our Real Self. We can have

down below here nothing which is not a copy of what

exists above 1
. As our dream experiences are generally

but the copy of our waking experiences, twisted

and recombined by the medium Nidra, so are all the
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experiences of the Thinker but the twisted representa-

tion of the Supreme State of Sat-Chit-Ananda of

the Heal Self, the Absolute State of blissful conscious-

ness and peace eternal, the State which is realised at

the end of Gnana Marga, the Path of Knowledge, the

Path that can be trodden by the willing student gifted

with faith enough to follow the Divine Teacher of

At ma-Vidya.

1 . arhii4«l*3^f N 1
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DISCOURSE III.

Soo>uC-5L „ ... . _
The of Illusion

OH

Maya.

Introduction.

( urJTiqRT )

1. In the course of the study of the nature of

Jeevatma or Individual Soul it was pointed out that

the Self iu the individual is none

else than the One Universal Self,

and that the seeming individuality of Jeevatma is due

to Avidya, an aspect of the Power of the Universal

Self, that is the root of separation and differentiation.

In other words, in the One Unlimited Absolute Self,

Who is the ultimate Noumenon, is created, as it were,

a vast multiplicity of individual Souls who are no. in

essence different from the One Self*, but who, not-

withstanding their real unlimited nature, seem to work

under limitations arising out of Avidya which is not

outside the Self, such limitations being the cause of

ihtcic*it

• H)
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phenomenal existence by virtue of the separation of

•subject’ and ‘object.* To state more ’briefly, the

Phenomenal arises out of the Noumenal, the limited

out of the unlimited, the main out of the One. On

enquiry, we are told that • Maya '
it is that makes all

this possible 1
, and that Avidya is but an aspect oF

Maya. We shall now consider wlrnt ‘ Maya ’ really

is. and bow She brings forth the manifoldness of the

universe through Avidya, an aspect of Herself. ‘Maya

being known, everything is known, as She is the

Ultimate Cause of manifestation, as the Great Ones

say. Comprehending rightly the nature of ‘ Maya

t.|,’e Mother of the Phenomenal, realisation of the Self.

the Ultimate Noumenon. is soon accomplished. The

final goal of all knowledge is the realisation of absolute

freedom from evil and of supreme bliss, that is to say,

the escape out of the troubles of duality and separation,

and the realisation of the absolute Unity of the Self.

There is in fact none else than the Infinite Atma who

is. in his Sat-aspcct. the Ultimate Reality in all. m

His Chit-aspect, the One persistent Witness of all

states of consciousness, and, in his Ananda-aspect, the

unfailing fountain-head of absolute bliss. All else is

unreal, being, as it is said, the result of ‘ Maya.’

1 uraromfo* 1
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2. What is Maya then? What is really not is

*Ma\ a (ifq-ma-sa-maiia). Maya thus means ‘unreality.

Nevertheless, Mava is said to he

Nature of Maya
t iie callse 0f the perceived universe.

st lted

If Mava is absolute unreality. She

cannot lie tlie cause <>f anything. So, the term
*

reality
' of • Maya ' must have a peculiar siguiticance,

and let us trv to know what it i>. h rom Aganui it is

ascertained that Mava is Sakti or Power of the Sell' 1
:

She has iu» existence apart, from the Sell*, She mani-

fests Herself in Him. and disappears in Him : Her

results, the modes of phenomenal existence, are

transitory, having no sustained existence, and are ever

ehaiioino-. Such is the description of Mava. In order

that we inav understand it rightly, we \n i 1 1 do well to
%

heoin with a study of 4 Man,' who is the universe in

miniature.

Let us take man. Let it he supposed that his

hand moves to take hold of an enjoyable object. This

motion of the hand is the result

of the motor currents sent to

the muscles of the limb from certain nervous

centres which are affected by tlie rise of a mental state

called 4 volition ' or 4 will. 1 bis ‘ will to move arises

Power in Man.

I . l
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from and follows another mental state, namely, ‘desire'

to move, and this ‘desire ’ itself arises as a result of a

presentation in consciousness of the desired object. 1

shall call this presentation in consciousness together

with the subsequent processes of intellection, if any,

by the name ‘knowledge.’ Behind this knowledge

there is the Reality in man, the 8elf, Who is the ulti-

mate source in and from Whom arises this knowledge.

He is in fact the Witness of the rise and fall of know-

ledge, desire and will. Though these mental states

ultimately originate from Him, He is different from

them. He is the witnessing ‘ Subject ’
( Drik) and these

form His witnessed ‘Objects’ (Drisyani ).
1 These mental

states, though different from the WitnessWho is the Self,

arise in Him because of a Power existing in Him, namely

the Power to know, to desire and to will. Knowledge,

desire and will are occasional manifestations of this

Power in Him. This Power to know, to desire and to

will is ever in the Witness-Self, whether or not there

is actual knowing, desiring or willing. Actual know-

ledge, desire and will appear and disappear in the Self

1. ^ I
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by virtue af this triple power. The power of know-

ledge (
Gnanasnhli

)

has to be distinguished from know-

ledge (Gnauam), the power of desire (
Ichchhusakti

)

from desire < Ichchha ), and the power of will (
Kriyasaltti)

from will ( fcriyu-)• [It is to be noted that the tei in Ivn^ a

is ordinarily used to mean ‘Action.' The term ‘action*

itself denotes directly the ‘ will ’ that results in volun-

tary activity. The responsibility lor all action is

because of the 4 will * that is the immediate cause of

such activity, lienee the term Kriya ’ is properly

used to denote ‘ the will’.] The power in the Self is

only one, and is indivisible from Him. It is only

in its manifestation its triple-sidedncss is exhibited.

4. In trying to ascertain the exact, nature of tins

Power in the Self, let ns take for
Katurc of Power.

, , T , c l

example, l'»e l ower or Will oy

itself, as distinguished from actual will. Is the power

real or unreal? The nature of the answer depends upon

the answerer. Broadly speaking, three answers arc

possible. :
—

(1) The ordinary ignorant man identifies the

power of will with motion actually perceived. He is

not able to appreciate the difference between the power
of will and actual volition and action. His observa-

tion is only from the side of external appearance. He
i* i

cannot properly examine the real nature and the source

of ‘activity’.'’ He sees motion actually taking place
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and he believes that what is called ‘Power to will’,;

it being in his view identical with volition and action,

is real or Sat. :1

( 2) The thinking student or seeker of knowledge'

examines volition and action a little more deeply, and

finds that they are real only for a time. He sees they

are subject to change and they disappear also. He

learns that the truly real ought to be real for all times

and under all conditions. The reality in a gold ring is

only gold and not its form as ring which is liable to

change. What is absolutely real should have been in

existence in the beginningless past, should he in exis-

tence in the present, and should continue to he so in the

eternal future. ‘*Kealit \
" means reality during the three

periods of time 1
. What is not real at all times is unreal

or Anitya. So, the Power of Will, being identified with

changing will or volition resulting in perceived motion,

is, in the opinion of the student, not real (na sal). On

further research, the student discovers the subtle dis-

tinction between the Power of Will and the Will itself.

Still, he finds that, apart from actual will, the Power

by itself is not known at all. Tn this way, his view

about the unreal nature of the Power is confirmed,

feut, he soon begins to argue that, if the Power were

unreal, no perceived results can come out of it, what-

ever may be the nature of the results, whether perma-

} > \mwpr* GwwiWj! 1
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nent or otherwise. Then he takes it that the Power

ought to be real also (Sat). But, he soon finds that it

cannot be both real and unreal (na satlasat). Then,

he vaguely concludes that the Power possesses, in fact,

a characteristic which cannot be accurately described

in words, hence Anirvachaniya. Further earelul en-

quiries enable the student to dimly discern 1 he existence

of the Self in man, the Ultimate Witness 1
,
Who sees

the rise and fall of volition and other mental states

within Himself; sees, not through any organ of sense,

but bv direct realisation in consciousness inherent
v

in Him. The student then arrives at the final con-

clusion that the Power of Will in man is a bridge, as

it were, between the Witness and volit ion and is tli- r**-

fore different from both.

^3; To the wise who sees from the standpoint of

view of the Self or Witness in man, the Power of

Will has no existence independent of the Witness, and

its apparent reality is only by virtue of the Reality

of the Self. It has no separate existence for itself.'

The only Reality subsisting at all times, Sat, is the

Self. His Power, when considered apart from Him,
is absolutely unreal or Asat, but when considered with

Him is co-existent or one with Him. It is infinite as

He is, and it is only its manifestation as volition that

is characterised bv limitation or finiteness. When the

1. ft *TTS&t... I
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Wiil to move the hand becomes manifest, infinite possi-

bilities of other modes of volition are locked up, as it

were, in the Power of Will. The really unlimited

Power of Will exhibits limitation in its resultant select-

ed state of volition, the rest of the possibilities being,

for the present, left in the back-ground. As is the

Power of Will, so are the Power of Knowledge and

the Power of Desire also understood differently.

5. As is Power in man, so in the universe is Maya

or Infinite Sakti or Power of the

Nature of Maya-
Univers .,i Self considered in three

three views.
ways:

—

(1) To the vorldly-rninded or ovter-attentioncd

,

Mnvsi, being considered as identical with the perceived

Universe, is real.

(2 )
To the Student oj Atnm-Y idyu, Maya is

neither real nor unreal nor both and is incapable of

description by words

^

(3j To the Saint, Brnlimagnani or Jeevan-Muk-

ta, Maya, as apart from the Self or Atma, is absolutely

unreal

l ^ gefr
i (fllflimw'R)
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6. Those who enquire tire in the second stage, the

Stage of the student. To them Maya is the bridge, as

it were, between the Unmanifest

„ . „ Absolute Self, Para-Brahma, and

qualities are Tamas, the Manifest. Universe, and She '3

Eajas and Satwam. therefore different from both.

She has her existence in the former, and is the <'nuse

of the latter. As in Man. Maya-Sakti in the universe,

although unlimited in Herself, is the ultimate cause of

motion under limitation, and therefore of the universe

itself which has its existence in motion or vibration, by

successive manifestations of Herself as Gnana-Sakti,

Icbchha-Sakti and Kriya-Sakti. Of these manifesta-

tions some details will be mentioned in the last

discourse. Maya, being the cause of limited mani-

festation as the universe, is also the cause of differ-

£ntiation by virtue oF three qualities of limitation or

modes of motion or activity orginating from llet,

which correspond to the three aspects of the Infinite

Self, Sat, Chit and Ananda. This correspondence

is because of Maya being inseparable from the Abso-

lute Self. The triple aspect of the Self is reflected

through Maya as the triplicity of Her Grunas or quali-

ties. These qualities are Tamas
,
Rajas and Satwam,

which have reference respectively to dark ignorance qr

dullness and comparative inactivity, illusive light or

perversion and dividing or disharmonious activity ,
and

jpuve light or knowledge and harmonious activity. These
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qualities are discerned, not in the Unmanifested Maya-
Sakti ("the unrevealed Power in the Spirit) but in Her
emanation as Manifested Nature characterised by
diverse differentiation in the modes of motion. Pure
Maya, as Infinite Power, is one with the Infinite Self,

and is incapable of division or analysis, and the ordi-

nary expression * Triplicity of Maya’ can have no
direct reference to Her. She knows no differentiation,

and in Her is preserved the equilibrium 1 of gunas or

qualities, which is the characteristic of the state of

non-manifestation. I he qualities become manifest,
and their very existence is known, only when this

one of the three qualities

putting- itself forth more prominently than the other

two. The triplicity of the qualities is in fact indivisi-

ble, and the nature of any particular quality is deter-

mined by finding out which of the characteristics is in

the ascendant, whether Satwic, Rajasic or Tamasie.

The first appearance of qualities or Gunas is the first

emergence of Maya out of Her Unmanifest state into

the state of Manifestation, and is the beginning of a

universe, just as in the case of a man the first appear-

ance of a mental state, being a manifestation of the

Power in him, is the beginning of voluntary morion or
r* •

activity.

7. After Maya becomes manifest by the predo-
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minanoe of one of the three qualities over the other

two, She assumes different names

Names of manifested according1 to the nature of the

Maya Tatnaei, Avi-
predominant quality. If the qua-

lity ‘Tanias' is in the ascendant,

Maya is called ‘Tamasi/ if ‘Rajas’ is predominant, She

is called “ Avidya”, and if ‘Satwam’ is predominant, She

is called by the name ‘Maya' itself1 . This qualified

‘Maya* ought not to he mistaken for the unmanifest

pure Maya or Moolaprakriti, and to avoid any confu-

sion I shall call this ‘Satwic Mava', because of the

predominance of Satwa-Guna in Her.

8^ The Self exhibited tlivouyli [or putting forth as

His primary means of manifestation ,
otherwise called,

, Cansa/-hodt/ or Karanopadhi] Sat*
.
Eswara, Jeeva and

Matter—the three wic Maya is Eswara or the Supreme

Principles of the Logos, the First, Cause of the

Universe.
emanation of the universe. This

Karanopadhi or Causal-body is, as stated above, given

the very name ‘Mava’, because it is the very first

manifestation of the pure Maya-Sakti, and through it

alone the very existence of the latter is inferred. The

Self reflected throuyh Avidya or Rajasic aspect of

Maya is
‘Jeevatma

\

the Individual Soul. Avidya is

1. affair
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his Causal-body or Karanopadhi. As ,the quality
‘Rajas’ indicates disharmoniousness and multiplicity,

Jeevatmas or individual souls appear many and differ-

ent. Each Jeeva seems to have a distinct and separate

life and existence. On the other hand, the quality

‘batwam indicates harmoniousness, and unity amidst
diversity characterises the nature of ‘Eswara’ Whose
means of manifestation is Satwic-Maya. Eswara s life

is the one central life that pulses through the whole

of the complex universe which may be considered as

his body. His causal Upadhi, Maya, is perfectly

unifying and so harmless, being incompatible with

separated ness which is the root of fear and hate. The
Sat-Chit-Ananda aspect of the One Self is Therefore

unaffected by Satwic-Mava and is manifested in its

fullness in Eswnra. the universality of Atma being

preserved in Him. Whereas in Jeevatma, as pointed

out in the last discourse, Avidva being his upadhi and

cause of individuality, the Ananda of the Universal

Self is represented by faint individual relative happi-

ness-, the Chit or supreme Consciousness of His state

is represented in the Individual by mental states under

disabilities
,
and Sat or All-Pervasive Existence by

exisentee vnder innumerable bodily limitations . It is to

the dividing and differentiating Avidya is due the seem-

ing existence of countless gradations in the degree of
r ® °

happiness, in the comprehensibility of states of concious-

ness andin the nature of the embodiments ensouled by
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the Self. Of the three aspects Sat, Chit and Ananda,

generally speaking, the Ananda aspect is least manifest-

ed in the case of the Jeeva, the two other being more

prominent, on account of the circumstance that with

separatedness, the result of Avidya, arise fear and hate

which overshadow the element of Ananda. '1 he Self

appearing through Tamasi is called Matter (the

Self is the material cause even of Matter1
). Matter

is characterised by dullness. The predominant aspect

of Maya manifested in it being only Tamas or Inertia,

the Sat aspect alone of the Self is prominent,

the other two, Chit and Ananda, being subordinated.

No activity is ordinarily perceived in it, neither

individual activity as in Jeevatma. nor universal

activity as in Eswara. \\ ithout doubt, ‘Matter is

not altogether without activity or life. But this

activity belongs not to matter itself, its causal Upadhi

being Tamasi, but to tin* central Kswaric life of the

universe. The whole universe is one huge organic
* •

i .
•

:

bodv enlivened by Eswara, the One Supreme Self^.

This organic mii.verse comprises within itself a vast

1 . cTOTgT 3Tt^T5T: I faflR ^ *
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number of minor organic bodies enlivened by Jeevas

or individual Souls and a vast store of inorganic matter

used in and for the building of organic bodies when-

ever required for the habitation of Jeevas, the build-

ing of the several Lokas or worlds or planes of support

for Jeevas, and the preparation of objects with which

to sustain the bodies of Jeevas, such as food 1
.

From the above it is seen that from out of the

three sides of manifested Maya, namely, Satwic Maya*

Avidya and Tainasi, have emerged the three main

Principles, Eswara, Jeeva and Matter respectively that

together make up the universe. These three Principles

are severally named in the Divine Song, Sri Bhagavat

Gita, as Purushottama, Akshara and Kshara. They

are also named Paramatma, Kootastha and Bhuta.2

9. The whole universe therefore, with all its

2. gw ^ ^ i
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diversities, is the emanation from the triple-sided Maya.

But the three qualities or Gunas

The only Reality in ^ Maya can themselves never lie

the three Principle.,

^ for the ultimate supporting
ik the Self.

Realitv or Asraya of Maya, name-

ly, the Absolute Self or Atmai . The gunas seem to

arise and vanish in Him, in the same way as mental

states arise and disappear in the Witness in man.

But. for the Witness in man no mental state can

possibly arise. So, but for the Ultimate Self the tripli-

eity of Maya can never appear. The \\ itness and the

Absolute Self are the only Reality. The causal

Upadhis and their modifications, as bodies and forms,

in man and in tbe universe have alike no independent

existence of their own. It is again the shadowy,

existence of the upadhis that creates the seeming

separation between the Witness or individual Self in

man and the Supreme Self in the Universe. 1 he

Unreality of the Upadhis, that is, of Maya, Avidya

and Tamasi, being realised through Atma-\ idya or

Knowledge of the Self, the identity of the Witness or

Sakshi in man and the Universal Witness or Sarva-

sakshi in the universe is realised once for all, the only

1. ttRvugHrft as* fe*ufci i
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Reality and common factor in Eswara, Jeeva and

Matter being the Self. This realisation is possible be-

cause of the supreme truth that, as in the universe, so

also are there in man himself, who is the universe in

miniature, the three main Principles, Eswara, Jeeva

^rul Matter. In his inactive, Tamasic state as in Su-

shupti, the matter-side of his nature is alone prominent,

his physical body and life. When he is mentally

active, either in the waking or the dreamy state of

existence, lie is sometimes Eswara, sometimes Jeeva.

When his mental states are Satwic ones, he is acting

the part of Eswara; and when they are Rajasic ones he

acts the Jeeva. When none of the qualifying gunas of

his nature is in the ascendant, that i> to say, when his

gunas have subsided into the state of equilibrium,

he is the Self, absolute and unqualified, as in

Samadhi. * Matter as such is no more perceived,

Jeeva and Eswara are one in the Self, their

Jeevatwam and Eswaratwam being both unreal ,

1 and

the three qualities of Maya themselves seem to merge

in the three Atmic aspects, Sat, Chit and Ananda.

It is such realisation that is referred to in the famous

1 .
adrift®* I
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exclamation of the Jeevan-Mukta in the Ved.c-bong

at the close of the Thaithiriya U pan,shad .

U) Thu* it is found that phenomenal separate,

JLce ZU >, "y »" «'» >™"
existence,

worrie8 of duality, is indeed .....

Meaning of the “Un- ^ looking at it f.om the stand-

reality of the Pheno-
j nt ()f view of the Ultimate

menal ‘”
Self It is "nre"' °" hJ S'''”"

tkiS

stand-roiHt. The Upanishads and Sri Sonknruehnr?*

never meant anything more. The universe as such,

is unreal /« ike .Saint or Goani, not to Agama has

never used the term ‘unreality’ in this eonncet.on in the

sense in which it. is sometimes used by some ‘Ideanst.c

Philosophers of the West’ who say that the universe

is only a bundle of sensations and has no subsisting

reality. The Vedanta says that the universe can he no-

where but for the ultimate subsisting reality, the Self,

Who alone is true, all else being but Uis manifest:.. ,on .

( U To the ignorant, tbe world ns such isj-oah

1 . tracflUl 1 V X W X EhT \ 5 11

2. 33i 33^*33 mar'll: ^3-

?3a ati%^t * a3i atwtivt: 3.^if3c5i3-

5fq 31 3*3 3tV-*.e‘-33 1

?r33nT3T33r3tifl3a 3 3<t'3g'g3T ... I
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(2) If One begins to investigate properly the

world-reality will seem to disappear.

(.*») At the end of the investigation comes the
ft

realisation of the oneness of the many and the unreality

of the universe as suchV

11. Thi s unreality of the universe and of its source,

Maya, is taught in various ways in the Vedanta by

means of illustrations and similes.

Comparisons must necessarily be
* ••

partial and in some measure in-

adequate as they cannot fully illustrate the nature of

the Incomparable and Infinite One Self2 . Without

Teaching by illustra-

tions.

fMtarerwra g *Rqr qr^tss*-

flmqjRgrj ?frfar ^tioirr sir i cirq'ri-

q;m%?tqmsg?T trerTsrcroroi i

sftsr. *jr. %. %.)

i (h^rf^TRiR .)

1. ^TOJTR *I*TI€g JWI i

cmr q^i-ag n (qr. ?q. 41. ^r)

^R!I% I (^I^ROjp&iqRqg v. v- t ^)

sT5T»I[?TR|5TH*!RlcflRl Rl^g I

'
U'JSl PI^R STIR4 4l fc<T II

a. R»ir«TR aHPUg^lftg I

(qriwer, «tt. q. i<;^)
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this circumstance being properly understood* ques-

tions in reference to such illustrations are sometimes

asked in various ways, as if illustration implies identifi-

cation. The chief object of Agama is to convince the

student, by referring him to matters within bis ordi-

nary knowledge, of the fact that it is owing to illusory

limitation and the consequent ignorance absolute free-

dom and bliss of the Self are not at present realised by

him, and that, if he should follow in the foot-steps of the

Great Ones who have crossed the trammels of bondage,

he will soon realise his own true state, h or instance,

in the ordinary Kajjusarpa illustration, that is to say,

in a ease in which a man, while walking in the dark, mis-

takes a rope for a serpent, gets terribly afraid, runs

away from the rope, and, in case his feet should have

touched it. even seems to feel that he has been bitten

by the imagined serpent and that bis body is affected

by poison, bis suffering is due to the cloud of darkness

around the rope, .the man not being able to pierce

through the darkness and to see the subsisting reality,

the rope. So, in the universe, the ordinary man,

without being able to pierce through the illusive, dark

Avidya which shadows, as it were, the real nature of

the Infinite Self, mistakes this ever blissful, absolutely

free Self for the individual actor and sufferer of the

world. This darkness of ignorance, Avidya, has to be

Removed by the light of Atma-Vidva* .and .the true
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nature of the Self will then be realised h Another
illustration namely, that of the Spider is given to show
the nature of Eswara and Idis relation to the universe^.

The Spider weaves out an extensive web of an ex-

quisite nature and symmetrical in its parts, all out of

himself. He reserves for himself the central place in

it, and from there he is able to feel the slightest touch

or disturbance in any tin* smallest fibre in any portion

of the web. Though he is in the centre, he is free to

be anywhere in and outside the web which can confine

in imprisonment only other insects caught in it. The
Spider not only makes the web, but also preserves it in

good condition, and, if it so chooses, it can also swallow

up the whole web-fibre. More or less simihuly is

Eswara functioning in the universe, lie creates the

universe out of Ilimsclf, preserves it, and, at the end

of a cycle, Kalpa, dissolves it unto Himself. The
whole universe, as once before observed, may also he

1. arfrfcm faw.feTOF I

faisjcTHf W R5SRI fawraft I

(nr— 3?. nt3—^r)

2 . ^
r|sWT^rc?r»T?m!f '

whrr i (agffqfjjqa:
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considered as His body. His is the central, ensouling

life of the universe. Nothing can take place or be done

in it which is not within His universal consciousness.

Whenever there is anything seriously wrong anywhere

which cannot be set right except by Himself in person

He is there at once assuming a suitable form 1
. Although

He assumes such embodied forms oecassionally, He is

not bound by the Karmic Laws of the universe2 .

H* is, on the other hand, the Supreme Lnforoer of such

Laws. By the side of this illustration of the Spider,

which indicates the nature of Eswara, an illustration

of the common Silk-worm, which indicates similarly

the nature of Jeeva, may also he usefully considered.

The worm produces silk-fibre from itself. It weaves

around itself a thick coating of fibre. When this coating

has become very thick, the worm virtually finds itself

confined within a wall of limitation of its own making.

This wall it pierces through, and it is free again.

This illustration is intended to show that, although our

present circumstances and environments prove such

hindrances to our progress as we are not now able to

get over, they are of our own making, being the results

1
. ft *IRcT I

(VRT^rcTT X *)

2 . ^ ni I (*T*Tq^TrTr x <)*)
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of our free action in the past, that we must be prepared

to take some trouble to undo what we have done to our

own prejudice, and that, as in the case of the silk-worm

which, though confined, uses the little freedom left in

it for piercing through the encircling impediment around

itself, we have with us freedom still to use for escaping

the binding effect of our self-imposed limitation. It

is our freedom of action ill-used in the past that was

the cause of our present disabilities. It is again free-

dom of action in the present within us, not outside us,

that should be used for piercing through the wall of

limitation we have built around ourselves. Freedom

ill-used causes bondage, and freedom well-used, though

at present cabined, causes liberation.

Karma- Bhakti-

Gnana-Margas.

12. The process of this piercing may indeed look

very difficult, especially in the eyes of a person who is

ignorant of the true nature of

bondage and of the means of

liberation. The cause of bondage

being rightly understood, the means of liberation may

appear clear. For us, Jeevas, the cause of bondage

is Avidya, the Rajasic side of Maya. If we get rid

of this Avidya 1
,
we shall he free, and for this there

are two ways, rather, three:

(
sfai. HI.)
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(1) By forcibly piercing through or cutting down

Avidya with a strong hand holding firmly the weapon

of Wisdom, that is to say, by continuous contemplation

of the Self alone, without being troubled any more by

ideas of individuality; an actual sweeping away of

one's own separatedness. This method is very difficult;

it is the way of Sankhya-Yoga of Sri Bhagavat-

Gita, or Gnana-Marga.

(*J) By the milder means of rendering our U pad hi

or covering of limitation finer and finer, so that it may
he torn away easily when it becomes very thin. This

is the process of converting the ITpadhi, the thick

Avidya or Rajasic Maya, into the finer Satwic Maya.

This is theprocess of purification of Upadhi by the

acts of Karma-Marga which leads to the clear-

ing away of all Rajasic qualities and the cultivating of

Satwic ones. (What are Rajasic and Satwic qualities

respectively is stated definitely in the Divine Song,

Sri Bhagavat-Gita.)

(3) This conversion of Avidya into Satwic Mava
can be more easily and successfully brought about by
the aspirant by gradually imbibing the qualities of the
One Whose Causal-Upadhi is Satwic ^laya, namely,
Eswara Himself. A constant contemplation of Eswara
and His qualities results in such imbibing. This is

Bhakti-Marga, the path of devotion. By this method
can Avidya, without much difficulty, be replaced
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by Satwic Maya, and the unity of Spiritual Existence

will soon be realised.

13. By ‘Realisation of the unity of the Self’ in the

whole universe is meant, as indicated in para 9 above,

such realisation in all the Principles
Image-and-Guru-

worship.
comprising the universe, namely,

Esvvara, .Teeva and Matter. In

this connection, it may be mentioned that the Aryan

I mage-worship and Guru-worship, rightly performed

under proper guidance and with true knowledge, lead

the devotee to the realisation of the Self in all the three

Principles. For, in such modes of worship, the Bhakta

contemplates on the inner Spiritual Reality, the Self,

that lies behind the coarsest veil of manifestation,

Tamasi of Matter, of which the Image and the body of

the Guru are composed, behind the subtlest veil of mani-

festation, Satwic Maya of Eswara Whose universal life

i> pulsing through the Image and the body of the Guru,

and behind the veil of Individuality, the work of

Avidya, which appears to overshadow the real Spiritual

A at ure of the adored Guru. By combining together

Image-worship and Guru- worship, the triplicity of

Maya is got over with great ease and definite certainty,

and the ultimate goal of Guana Marga (path of know-

ledge) is itself reached by the truly devotional (more

will be said of Image-worship in a separate discourse;.

The devotee admires and imbibes the excellent and
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elevating Satwic qualities of the Guru and of Eswara.

As very often seen in this complicated universe ensouled

by Eswara, so perhaps, now and then, even in the

personality of the chosen Guru some Rajasie and

Tamasie qualities may also he seen exhibited. Rut.

the devotee is strictly asked to direct his attention t<»

the Satwic qualities alone. However careful may he

have been in the selection of his Guru, or however

much qualified to merit the august presence before

him of the holy Gurudeva, he may happen, once in a

wav. to discern the traces of the lower qualities even in

this his ideal Teacher. But, he must remember that

the Gurudeva is not only his teacher but also his

examiner. As is the case with the whole manifested

universe of Eswara, so also the personality of the

Gurudeva has its many-sided nature. The activity of

the mind of man is twofold. The currents of mental

force are some of them external or out-going, and some

internal or Self*reaching. The former lead to the

phenomenal multiplicity of limited existence, and the

latter to the noumenal unity of the Infinite Self. The
former are repellant and throw out those who come
under their influence, and the latter are attractive and

those who are drawn by such in-going currents are

passed into the very inmost Self. Although the holv

Guru may sometimes exhibit Rajasie or repellant

feelings, the duty of the devotee is to guard himself
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carefully without being, in the least, influenced by such

exhibition; and whenever there is a manifestation of

the Satwic nature of the adored Guru, the devotee

must be equally careful and ready to at once throw him-

self, in admiration, into the Satwic currents of the

Guru's introspection, which lead to the realisation of

the Sat-chit-ananda nature of the inmost Real Self in

the holy Gum. The Gurudeva may even sometimes

exhibit Rajasic feelings to test the faith of the devotee.

Even if some defects should actually be present in the

Chosen Guru, the devotee may utilise those very

defects for his own good by training himself to ignore

those defects altogether and to admire, imitate and

follow only that which is good in the Guru. Pitiable

indeed is the condition of the man who is not trained

to appriciate merits in others, but who has made him-

self keen enough to discern only the faults in them,

especially in those who are legitimately in the posi-

tion of Teachers for the whole humanity by reason of

their pure heredity, their sustained austerity, tlieii

faultless and noble antecedents, their immense and

deep learning, their unbounded sympathy and love tor

all, their readiness to help and their absolute selfless-

ness. True devotion to the holy Guru is absolutely

necessary for every genuine student of Atma-\ idya 1
.

1 . %% to vmmi w gfr i
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14. True devotion and true knowledge are, m the

main, but the same, and they lead to the same end;—

Devotion, in truth, is hut the

Emotional aspect of Guana or

Knowledge. To the student of the path of Guana the

universe is but the SelD, the ultimate Noumenon, as

appearing to be limited by the unreal or Phenomenal.

The real object of all perception is only the Self in

manifestation. To the ordinary man perception is of

qjfqcir 9I«fl: TTfrw^: II
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manifestation alone which is mistaken for the Real.

So long as he is acting out his part in life, consistently

with his external form, without trying, by means of

introspection, to realise in conciousness his own true

nature, the whole universe around is indeed real to

him. But to the student of Gnana-Marga Jeevatwam,

which implies individualisation and separateness

in the Self, is shown to he absolutely unreal. As

Eswara is none but the One Self as appearing to be

governed by Satwic Maya, so is Jeeva also the Self

governed by Avidya. The numerator, as it were, in

both is the Infinite Self, and any quantity of limited

denominator cannot in the least affect or lessen the

Infinity of the numerator. The Infinite-Self remains

for ever Infinite. We are all that same Self. Such

realisation is the goal of Gnana-Marga1
,
and the Glory

of the Mukta or Liberated2
.

1 . fTRg i ( )
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DISCOURSE IV.

On Evolution.

1. Man. we are told, is the universe in miniature.

The study of man is the study of the universe. The

reality in man. as in the whole universe, is the Self

alone : all else is unreal, being the

Universe exists for
()ffsprillg9 as it is said, of Maya

Jee' ab
‘ Who has no subsisting reality of

Her own apart from the Self of Whom She is but the

Power. Corresponding to the three aspects of the

Self, Sat, Chit, Ananda, She exhibits in Herself the

three primary qualities or Gamas, Satwam, Rajas and

Tamas, and this correspondence is because of the fact

that She is inseparable from, and in fact one with, the

Self. The Self is ever the Infinite One and His

Maya-Sakti (Power of Maya), though also Infinite,

—

being one with Him, is the means of manifestation

and is therefore the source of finiteness and many ness.

She is the mother of the Phenomenal. There is mani-

festation when some one of Her three Gunas, by be-

coming more prominent than the other two, disturbs

the equilibrium of Gunas of Her unmanifest state. In
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the state of manifestation, She assumes different

names, according to the quality that predominates.

It has been pointed out that when Satwam is in the

ascendant, She is known by the name Maya itself,

that when Rajoguna is prominent She is called Avid-

ya, and that when Tamas is predominant She is known

as Tamasi. It has also been stated that the Self,

appearing through Satwic Maya, is Eswara, appear-

ing through liajasic Avidya, is Jeeva, and appearing

through Tamasi, is Matter, and that the universe of

manifestation comprises these three Principles, Es-

wara, Jeeva and Matter. Of these three Principles,

.Jeeva is the one for whom the universe is in existence.

It is not to serve His own purpose Eswara enlivens

the universe, for He has no purpose of His1 own, He

being Apthakamah. He is compelled by no binding

reason to manifest His life under limitations.

All that may be said is it is His Swabhava 2

or nature to put forth such manifestation. By

virtue of His appearance as the JSnlivener of the

universe, Jeevas or individual beings are placed with-

in the divine influence of His life, and they, each of

1 . i? wfifer fifa* 1

2 .
^ 1
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them, partake of that life, according to their respective

needs in their progress onwards towards the ultimate

goal of their individual existences. It may he said

that, if there should he a purpose served by the main-

tenance of the universe, it is the purpose of Jeevas

that is so served. The third Principle, Matter, as

shown in the last discourse, serves also the purpose of

Jeevas alone, because, its use is only in the prepara-

tion of the bodies of Jeevas, of Lokas or Regions for

the habitation of Jeevas, and of the articles of susten-

ance for the up-keep of the bodies of Jeevas. the

whole universe exists because of the existence of Jee-

vas. The Essential Characteristic in the Jeeva,

Jeevatwam or individuality, rests, as indicated

above, on Avidya, the Rajasic aspect of Maya,

and it follows therefore that the universe is preserved

on account of Avidva. Avidya is the very root of the
•' • •

universe1 . "When this root is unearthed, when

Avidya is dispelled by Atma-Vidva, the illusive

nature of Jeevatwam and of the phenomenal universe

is alike realised. But, so long as Avidya is allowed to

domineer, the universe is true, Jeevatwam is real, and

progress onwards in Evolution and retrogression

(vrrn^an — 11.>
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backwards in Involution of *Teevas are also facts.

~ • The term ‘Evolution means generally unfold-
ment or unrollment. An entity is said to evolve
when it unfolds or shows forth, by degrees, the several

powers locked up in its inner
Evolution only for

, , ,,

Thinker.
nature, by gradually removing,

one after another, the impediments

which stand in the way of such powers being exhibit-

ed. Evolution has reference only to the Thinker

( Vyavaharika Jeevatma of the waking condition;

who is active both externally and internally under the

influence of Avidya. No theory of Evolution can be

true when the Real Paramarthika Jeevatma, the Soul,

is alone considered, for He is One, Universal and

Unchangeable; nor can any such theory have reference

to the Dreamer (Prathibhasika Jeevatma) because, he

is only a shadow, as it were, of the Thinker, having no

subsisting1 individuality or definiteness of embodied

existence independently of the Thinker. If there

should be any true Theory of Evolution, it can

relate to the Thinker or Vyavaharika Jeevatma

alone. The Thinker being an embodied, individual

Jeeva, when he progresses onwards, there is

gradual concomitant change, by way of improve-

ment, in his embodiment also. This embodiment

continues to exist until he is finally merged in the

Real Soul.
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3. These facts being remembered, the term ‘Involu-

tion’ may be roughly defined as follows: It means

the gradual unfolding of the nature and the powers of

the Inner Reality in the Thinker,

“ Evolution " and
nainely 9

Paramarthika Self; it is

“ Involutiou ”•
the steady progress of the Thinker

or Limited Individual Jeevatma towards the state of

the Real, Unlimited, Universal Sarvatma in whom he

is to be finally merged in Eternal Bliss and Peace,

such progress being followed by a gradual improve-

ment in the garb or outward appearance of the Think-

er, that is to say, by a gradual subtilising of the

limiting body, until the garh or body is finally dis-

pensed with altogether. Evolution, then, meaning

unfoldment or iinrollment, may perhaps be considered

as necessarily implying an antecedent Involution which

is the act of infolding or inwrapping. It may there-

fore be said that, for the appearance of the Thinker

himself, there must have been considerable antecedent

involution from the Paramarthika state of being. But

when did the first appearance of the Thinker take

place, none can tell. If, as a matter of fact, 1 aia-

marthika Self Himself should have become degraded

into the condition of the Thinker, it may be possible to

say when such degradation took place. But the

fact is. He has never been, nor can ever be, degrad-

ed. The creation of the Thinker in Him is no real
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fart, but, there is only an appearance of the Thinker
by virtue of ignorance and illusion, and none can date

the hegining of these. Hence the question—when did

the Keal Self come down in involution to the state of

the Thinker, that is to sav, when did Avidva first

create Jeevatwam or individuality— need not and

cannot he answered. Avidva and Jeevatwam are

therefore described to have been beo-mninoless, Anadi.n o 7

[The Theory that the Spirit actually descended along

the downward arc of involution until He reached the

stage of the mineral, and from this stage He goes up-

wards along the onward course of evolution back to

His highest and truest state, is based somewhat upon

a misapprehension of facts and is not supported by

the Aryan Scripture. The acceptance of this theory

will necessitate the acceptance of the opinions, among

others, that Jeevatwam is actually created at some

particular stage, and that there is evolution from the

stage of the mineral, opinions which are directly

contradictory to the teachings of the Great Ones.

That there is and can be no evolution from the

mineral stage will be pointed out later on.] The pro-

gress in Evolution of the Thinker is considerably

expedited, as pointed out in the last discourse, by

going along the path of devotion, Bhakti-Marga,

steadily imbibing, as he goes on, the satwic qualities

of Eswara. The devotee, on reaching the end of this
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path of devotion, will be found placed almost in the.

same exalted position as of Eswara Himself. The

Thinker (.Teeva), as such, has his existence m Kajasio

Avidya. Avidya has elevating Satwic Maya above,

and downward dragging Tamasi below. The Jeeva

stands between <hem, and is ever subject to their in-

evitable influences. His devotion to Eswara, Whose

Sakti is Satwic Maya, raises him up ;
his yielding to

Tamasic slovenliness brings him down 1
. His rising up

is ‘Evolution’ and his going down may be called ‘Invo-

lution.' The Jeeva is Evolving upward when he is

on the way to get out of the control of Avidya, lising

to a superior state of being. He may be said to I n-

volve when he gets domineered over by the 1 ainasic

aspect of his nature. ‘Evolution' is the ascent towards

the state of absolute, blissful consciousness realisable

on the attainment of freedom from out of the in wrap-

ping limitation of Avidya. ‘Involution’ is the descent

into ignorance and misery, the following of Tamasi.

Involution is the degradation of the Jeeva for allow-

ing Tamasi to domineer. The degree of involution in

any case depends upon the extent to which Tamasi is

1. raw ftrsfcr irercri: i
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allowed to domineer. In a large number of cases such

degradation takes the form of a special punishment

in the shape of life in the sub-human kingdom.

Evolution is completed when the Thinker, having be-

come altogether free from Avidva, is no more an in-

dividual Thinker, hut, shines in the infinitude of

his bliss and peace as Paramarthika Pure Self.

Involution may he considered as completed when

Avidya and Tamasi together have exhausted all their

powers of limitation by appearing to confine the

Thinker within the thickest possible wall of enclosure,

so that his verv existence within may not even he sus-
* •

pected; in this lowest stage, the Thinker being, for

the time, almost deprived even of the powers of feeling,

he is verily in a Sushuptaic or sleepy condition (as in

vegetable life). In the great state of the universe,

some Jeeva Citizens are sent down to the prison-cells,

because, they commit grievous sins and are guilty of

gross perversion, being completely influenced by

Tamasi, while others are given State-privileges and

honours, in the shape of life in the higher or happier

regions, because, these latter work on well against the

forcible downward current of the influence of the

lower nature.

4. As, accordingly. Evolution implies elevation and

reward of the Jeeva, and Involution implies his degra-
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dation and punishment, they can, in

Evolving Thinker- . . '
, .

J
.

, . justice, have reterence only to the
of man alone. J J

one who is free to choose between

good and evil, that is to say, between descent into

bondage, ignorance and misery on the one side, and

ascent unto freedom, light and bliss on the other. It

is only free, voluntary, deliberate submission to Tamasi

that can be properly punished. It is only free,

voluntary, onward march pushing aside tin* opposing

currents of the lower nature that deserves reward.

Evolution and involution therefore can be only for the

responsible, free agent, and for none else. Such agent

is found only in the Thinker in Man. The normal

condition of the Thinker is maintained in Man alone.

I shall call this Thinker in man by the term ‘man

itself. Man stands between good and evil, and it is

left to his free choice to choose between them*. It is

left to him to rise up to the Divine state, or fall into a

sub-human existence, or have his life, as man, repeated

over and over again with its numerous troubles and
anxieties. It is on account of the various modes of

1. few few Rrfen% hr: I
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choosing, men themselves appear now as the ensouling

.1 eevas in all the grades of individual existence in the

universe, human, super-human and sub-human. It is

his actions or Ivannas, done by him «* man, that deter-

mine the nature of his future existence. It is said

that, as a result of very bad Karma, he takes sub-

human bodies (namely, lower animal and vegetable

bodies), that, as a result of very good Karma, he is

given super-human bodies of light and happiness and

that, when his Karma is partly sinful and partly

meritorious, he takes again another human body*.

This is, however, only a general statement which is,

no doubt, true. The details, however, of the working

of the Law of Karma are innumerable, and they can

be found out only by a close study of the Sacred-

Books. When the Thinker comes again into h.s

normal human body, he becomes again competent to

do fresh acts of Karma, and he may by such acts,

either add to or subtract from, or modify the effect o ,

1
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his previously acquired store of Karmas. When he is

in other bodies, he does not do any fresh Karma, but is

only experiencing the results o£ the Karma he did while

in human body. Every non-human Jeeva, high or low,

that is to say, super-human or sub-human, must have

been at one time ‘man,' and his present enjoy-

ments or sufferings are only the direct results of the

Karmas he did then. It may be said that every Jeeva

of the universe, from the lowest tiny plant up to the

highest Spiritual Saint, is either man-past or man-

present (if I may use the terms). Understanding the

term ‘man’ in this broad sense, we can say that the

whole universe is in existence only for man, that is,

the Thinker in man. This Thinker is the Vyavaharika
deeva of every description in the universe. This
Thinker, who in his own normal state, is ‘man , misuses

his powers of thought and creates more and more of

limitations around himself by persistent thoughts of
narrowing selfishness and by outward exertion to

achieve the selfish end in view at the expense, or to

the sorrow, of another or others. The Thinker, for
such misuse of powers, is punished, whenever necessary,
by b^ing compelled to assume sub-human forms devoid
of powers so misused. Such are the Jeevas of the
lower animal kingdom and of the plant-life. In the
same way, the normal Thinker in man, by long practice
in selfless and meritorious actions, rises to a superior
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state of being. The whole universe is supplied with

•Jeevas of all grades of existence to inhabit it all over

from out of the one central class of ‘Humanity.’ Some

do -ood and go above to states of existence higher up.

Others do evil, and go down to lives below. After

their experience of happiness or suffering, as the case

may be is over in those other conditions of being, they

come back to their own normal state of humanity, and

continue to do good or evil in conformity with their

previous habits. They go again to other states and

come back, and so on. Thus, it is seen that no Jeeva

iu any region or state of being other than the human

can be said to belong really to that region or state.

He is only temporarily there. His place there is only

as reward or punishment for the time being. In the

X case of'going upwards tow.rd. the D.v.n,

,

o oing downwards into the sub-human states of

existence, he has to start only from his own abode of

‘humanity’ wherein alone he can do acts for which

can be held responsible. Reward and punishment have

reference only to the human kingdom. Humanity .«

the only school where the distinction between good and

had is tauo-ht and where provisions are made foi

Xng“p - ‘he
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of such training, is able to pierce through the wall of

limitation, Jeevatwam, which has made the Infinite

Self appear as the Thinker, and to rise up, by gradual

means, to his own Paramarthika state of absolute

freedom, and this process of piercing and rising is the

process of Evolution.

To find out the exact nature of this process of

Evolution of the Thinker in man,

we have to know the general

results of the different kinds of

Karma, good, bad and mixed. By a general study of

the nature of the working of the Law of Karma, the

following facts may be ascertained :

General results of

Karaia.

(a) Good Karma:—Its results:

—

i. Purification of the Mind, that is to say,

the removal from the mind of its

drossiness which is the effect of

thoughts of narrowing selfishness and

gross sensuality.

ii. Happiness in the higher regions, Bhu-

. . varloka and Swarloka, during the

period between death and re-birth in

the physical world, Bhooloka. If the

Karma is of an exceptional nature,

the Thinker may even be made an

office-bearer with authority in such

higher regions.
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iii. Coining back, as man again, to earth-

life with facilities for further purifica-
#

tion of the mind.

N. B :—If the Karma is done without attachment

to its fruits or results, and the Thinker has been going

along Gnana-Marga, the path of knowledge, having

his mind completely purified, he is not bound to return

again to earth-life.

(&) Bad Karma :—Its results :

—

i. The Mind becomes more and more im-

pure.

ii. Suffering in the nether region or Hell

( Portion of Bhuvarloka ) during the

period between death and re-birth here.

iii. If the Karma is very bad, the Thinker,

after his suffering in Bhuvarloka is

over, is made to take birth in the

world in the lower animal or vegetable

kingdom as part of his punishment.*

1. ngwfci: ^
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In some cases, these lower births

immediately follow the prev.ons

earth-life.

iv. After his sufferings in the hell or as

sub-human Jeeva are over, the

Thinker comes again to assume man s

body. He is then placed within en_

vironments very unfavourable for his

progress onwards. These bad en-

vironments or impediments to advance-

ment are in consequence of his own

previous misdoings.

Mixed Karma:—Its results:

(Partly good and partly badj

i. The Mind becomes purer in certain res-

pects and more impure in certain

others.

ii. The Thinker suffers for some time in

the hell, and enjoys for some time

in the happy regions above.

iii. Afterwards, he ordinarily takes birth

here again as man.

N.B :—It should be clearly kept in mind that Lokas

such as those mentioned above are different from one

another, not locally or spatially, for, all Lokas or Planes

of existence are everywhere, interpenetrating one
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another, hut by virtue of the difference in the density

or substilty of matter with which they are respectively

built and in the graded capacities of Jeevas which

enable them severally to function in them.

In all the above cases, the formation of the

physical body and the selection of the parents for re-

birth are all in conformity with the mental condition or

tendencies of the coming Thinker. The terms

•Punishment' and ‘Reward’ in the above have to be

understood in a peculiar sense. They mean some-

thing more than what they literally imply. In provid-

ing punishment in the shape of sub-human life, Eswara

brings about certain states of existence in which alone

some of the defects created by the Thinker in himself

may he purged out of his nature. In sending the

Thinker to the regions of suffering or happiness, as

the case may be, Bluivarloka and Swarloka, after

death in Bhooloka, the Divine object is that the

lessons learnt by him as man in his earthly life may

be assimilated by him by repeated experiences of the

results of his usual thoughts, bad or good, so that

definite and more or less permanent faculties of mind

may he formed, with which he has to come back to

humanity for learning further lessons.

H. From the above facts it .may be gathered that

the chief effect of Karma is on the ‘mind of man.'
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Good Karma purifies it, bad Karina renders it impure.

The suffering of the Thinker
Main points relat-

jn the heU> his going down to
ing to Evolution. _ . . , , .

the sub-human kingdom, and Ins

enjoyments in the happy regions, are all only tempor-

ary deviations from, or breaks in, the regular path of

Evolution. They do not themselves form part of the

course of Evolution, though they are, no doubt, neces-

sary, as indicated above. Strictly speaking, Evolu-

tion only denotes the gradual purification of the mind

of the Thinker and his consequent, steady, on-ward

progress. ‘Involution’ is the process by which the

mind becomes more and more impure. The purifica-

tion or otherwise of the mind takes place only in the

earthly life of man. Having these facts in view, it

may be said definitely that the theory of evolution can

have reference only to the progress of the Thinker in

man from his own position as Vyavaharika Jeevatma

to the ultimate state of being of the Real Paramarthika

Self, in the course of a long series of earthly lives as

man, bv a steady, gradual purification of the mind, so

that the Inner Atma or Self may, in the end, shine out

completely in the immensity of His Glory. The main

points on the subject may be stated as follows:

—

(1) Evolution and involution are only for ‘Man’

as such.
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(2)

‘Evolution’ means the purification of his

mind and his consequent progress from the condition

of the limited Thinker to the state of the Unlimited

Self.

(3) Man can bring about his progress or

deterioration only in the earth-life, in which alone

responsible Karmas are performed.

(4) Daring his stay in other Lokas, in the

period between his death and rebirth in Bhooloka, his

mental acquisitions of the preceding earth-life are

transformed into permanent faculties of mind, and

there is neither Evolution nor Involution for him in

such other Lokas.

(5) In every lower animal or plant, its ensouling

•leeva is only undergoing a temporary punishment for

some bad Karma he did as man formerly.

( 6) The modern, generally accepted, Theory of

Evolution, propounded by some of the Western

thinkers, that there is gradual progress from the

mineral condition to the vegetable, from the vegetable

to the animal, and from the animal to the human, is

not true.

7. In the first place, no Religion of the world

supports the Western Theory of Evolution. It is only

during the last few years Prof. Henry Drummond
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and some other thinkers have

No Religion sup* peen making some unsuccessful

ports the Western
attempts to reconcile together

Theory
' Religion and the Western Theory.

Prof. Huxley however thinks that the doctrine is

neither theistic nor anti-theistic. The religious in-

difference found in the theory as propounded by Mr.

Darwin and also by Mr. Herbert Spencer is well-

known. Mr. Benjamin Kidd, in his work “Social

Evolution”, says that “the tendency of the doctrine

of evolution has been generally considered to be on tin*

whole profoundly anti-religious”.

8. In the Western doctrine, even as described by

Prof. Henry Drummond in his work “The Ascent

of Man”, “ Evolution ” means
The Western Theory

. rovenient [n forms or phenome-
is in itself defective. . • 1 _ r

nal appearances, physical 01

mental, without regard to the underlying ‘Reality’

which bears such forms or is the cause of such

phenomena. The Western evolutionists say that

Evolution is going on in the universe. But, what it

is that is evolving they have nothing definite to say

about. They observe different bodies or objects in

the universe occupying different positions in the matter

of degree of advancement, and say that one is more

advanced than another. Then, they make a regular

scale of different degrees of evolution or advancement.
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But, they do not distinctly say that what is now found

in the more advanced state of being must, in its

essence, have been in existence formerly, and must

have been then in a less advanced condition. In other

words, they do not say that the underlying entity,

which bears a more advanced form to-day, is the same

that formerly must have appeared in a coarser garb.

If, accordingly, they do not posit the existence of a

continuing entity, it is not possible to see what can be

meant by ‘advancement’. If it is not the same entity

that makes the advance from the lower to the higher

state, no advancement or Evolution takes place at all,

for, there is nothing permanent that advances or

rises in evolution. In fact, the Evolutionists of the

West, in general, have ignored the possibility of the

continuing presence of the subsisting Reality, and

have only directed their attention to some stations on

the road of evolution, without trying to know whether

there is any one journeying along the road, and, if so,

who he is and how he is going on.

9 . The leaders of the modern Theosophical move-

ment seem to hold that the Western Theory is partially

true as it deals with the evolution

The Aryan Scripture
q£ the form _ s id e of things. They

and The Theory of
a iso say that the Ancient Aryan

Evolution. _ , . c .

Scripture reveals the tact 01

Evolution that goes on in the universe in respect of its
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form-side and its
life-or-consciousness-side together

(the term ‘Evolution’ being used m a sense sum a>

i • i vl if is used bv the Western thinkers),
that in which it is useu uj

The fact seems to he this :-The Western Theory of

Evolution has considerably attracted the attention oi

a (rreat many thinking minds by reason of its being

able to explain many facts in nature which are other-

wise bv them considered quite inexplicable. It has

satisfied the minds of many by showing that the

universe is not one of a chaos, and that everything is

o-oino- on in it according to definite order and law.

The'fascination inherent in the Theory itself is

considerably increased by the excellent way in which

the Theory is put forth and propounded by the lead

in <r Evolutionists of the West. Theosophists, who

have had the benefit of the study of the lucid works of

such leading authors, have in themselves imprinted

permanently the principal ideas dealt with in such

works, and they, in spite of their genuine attempts to

have complete independence of thought, have not been

able to give up such ideas, and the consequence is that,

when any passages, which appear to express similar

ideas, are met with in the Sacred Literature, to whose

immense store of Wisdom and Light they are now

introduced little by little, they are at once naturally

inclined to conclude that the very same ideas, which

have already gained ground in their belief, are suppoit_
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ed by such passages. But, a careful examination of

such passages will show that they give no manner of

support to such ideas at all. The Western Theory of

Evolution does not represent facts in nature. Not

even partially it is true. The latest Theory of Evolution

of Consciousness, propounded by Mrs. Annie Besant,

may be accepted only to the extent to which it can be

applicable to the progress or evolution of the Thinker

in man. The idea, however beautiful may it be, that

there is gradual Evolution from the stage of the mineral

to that of the vegetable, from that of the vegetable to

that of the lower animal, and from the latter to that of

man, has no foundation whatsoever and is supported

by no passage in the Aryan Scripture.

10. No Evolution is possible from t lie stage of

the mineral to that of the vegetable. For, there is

nothing in the mineral that can
No Evolution from . . ,

, .

,
_. t . evolve. As observed in a previous

Mineral Condition. 1

discourse, there is, no doubt, the

life of Eswara in the mineral also. But there is no

entity or Jeeva in it that can progress onwards. The

whole mineral kingdom has emerged out of the Tamasi-

aspeet of Maya, and it forms the material which goes

to make the bodies of .Jeevas and their means and

places of support. There is no Jeeva in every atom

or particle in the mineral kingdom; but only, the

bodies of Jeevas are composed of mineral matter.
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Mineral matter, not composing the body of .Ic(\a, 1

called ‘inorganic matter’. The body of deeva though

also composed of mineral matter, is called ‘Organic

body’. The difference arises in the following waj

.

The lowest phenomenon conceivable in the physical

world is the physical atom. A combination of several

such atoms gives rise to two kinds of existence, the

organic and the inorganic. When an object consists

,/a number of atoms only without there being any

Co-ordinating life-principle connecting together those

atoms in harmonious co-operation for serving some

common end, it is termed ‘inorganic substance.’ Such

are all objects which are generally considered ‘inanimate.

Not because there is no life at all in such objects they are

called ‘inanimate,’ for they have their very existence

in the life of Eswara, but because these several atoms

or primordial units, as Mr. Herbert Spencer would

call them, are not in their combination governed by a

common principle of life which compels such units or

atoms to work harmoniously in definite ways to serve

a common object. In an organic body, however, the

constituent atoms are kept together by such a

superintending and controlling life- principle of an

entity or .Teeva who is the occupier of the body, and

the atoms are made to work harmoniously in particulai

directions. It is the presence or the absence of such a

connecting life that makes, in fact, all the difference
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between the organic and the inorganic sides of nature.
Thus, there is immense mineral matter outside the
bodies of Jeevas, that is, not ensouled by Jeevas. It

is clearly mentioned in the Holy Books that Jeevas
are only in four classes of bodies, namely, Jarayuja,
Andaja, Swethaja and Uthbhijja, in addition to the

Manasa bodies of Devash Uthbhijja are the plants,

and they are mentioned as the last or lowest class of

Jeevas. 3 his shows that there are no Jeevas in the

mineral. 3 he view that is now and then expressed bv
some modern thinkers that “every grain of sand has

its ‘J eevatma’ ’ is not correct. It is sometimes argued

that, because Sruthi says that from ether has

sprung (ias, from Gas has sprung Fire, from Fire

Liquid, from Liquid Solid, from Solid Plants, from

Plants Food, and so on2
,
the fact of evolution, both

within and above the mineral kingdom, is evidently

declared by Sruthi Herself. But, no evolution i s

meant to be described by such statements. The

1. i
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passage referred to only indicates the manner in which

a reincarnating Jeeva comes hack to ea.th- i

may also he taken to mean that the above substances

have been created, that is to say, have come out ...

manifestation, in the beginning of a Kalpa or yc <

of the Universe, in the order mentioned, and that each

of the atoms of which each substance is composed .s

made up of several atoms of the just preceding subs-

tance. Several ether-atoms together make one gas-

atom, several gas-atoms make one fire-atom, and so on.

Several molecules of earth go to make clay. With

lumps of dav brick is made. With a number of

bricks a room is built, and a number of rooms are

found in a house. It cannot be said that earth evolved

into clav, clay into brick, brick into a room, and room
r * - .

into a house. No question of evolution arises at all.

There is the Supreme Maker of all things, Who, in the

beginning of every Kalpa, prepares the necessary

materials of all grades of substance from out of the

one Primordial Root-matter, Prakrithi or Tamasi

of Mava.

11. As regards the alleged evolution from the

vegetable condition to the animal, and from the

animal to the human, there is no authority except the

hare statement of the Western
Nor from vegetable Evolutionists. They cannot actu-

to animal, and animal r
. ally trace the passage ot an

to human. J 1

entity from a lower to a higher

9
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state of being. They are only able to see that one

being is more advanced than another, and that this

universe is inhabited by beings of manifold grada-
• 1 P

tions of advancement, physical and mental. Only
this much is directly perceived by them. They, then,

mentally arrange the beings under different groups,

and these groups, as well as the beings in each of

these groups, are then arranged according to a

regular and graduated scale of advancement. Thev,

then, perceive that the ladder of advancement created

by them presents a really beautiful appearance, and

they infer that Nature, beautiful as She is, must have

brought about the advancement of beings only in the

order in which the rungs of the ladder appear. They

have, however, to realise that their theory of evolution

is built, not upon facts in nature actually experienced

by them, but only upon their own inference from ex-

perienced facts. The question is—how far is the in-

ference acceptable? A big library may contain a

large number of books of different gradations of

thought or size. They may be arranged in some
%

regular order. Can it be proper to infer that a book

written by an advanced author lias evolved out of a

hook written hv an ordinary man, or that a big volume

has come out of a small book? The comparison, how-

ever, mav not be <[iiite appropriate, but it sufficiently

indicates the nature of the objection that may be valid-

ly raised against the present-day theory of evolution.
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Again, if, as the Western thinkers say, there is

growth or evolution from the vegetable state to the

animal and from the animal to the human, the question

;ir j ses_What is the cause of growth? Why should an

entity which was sometime ago in the vegetable state

now appear in an animal body? Is its advancement

or promotion to a higher state of being only accid-

ental? If not, in what way did it merit the promo-

tion? Is a vegetable capable of doing any responsible

act or Karma for which it is rewarded? It it is itself

not capable of doing any, is its ascent in evolution com-

pulsory and due to the act of another agent? If so,

does it mean that the fruits of action may go to one

who did nothing to merit them? Among the lower

animals themselves, one is found more unhappy

throughout its life-period, from the moment of its

birth, than another. Why should it be so? \\ hat is

the cause of special suffering? The Theosophic idea

of Group-Souls does not seem to throw real light on

this question. It is sometimes said that the animals

themselves may not feel as we suppose they do. What-

ever may be the intensity of the animals' feelings, indi-

cations are clear enough to show their feelings of pain

and pleasure separately. The differences in the ani-

mals’ experiences of pain and pleasure must have their

own causes. What are they? The causes must re-

late to the previous existence of the Jeeva in question.

This previous life could not have been that of a lower
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animal; for, lower animals can do no responsible

Karma. The law of Karma and justice, if it is true at

all, shows unmistakably that there is no real founda-

tion for the belief that there is evolution going on

below the stage of man. Every brute, every little

insect and every one of the plants and trees, all were,

and are going to be again, human beings themselves.

They are all only temporarily suspended from the class

of humanity for some offences. They are always

Thinkers, as we are now. Only, they have, by

compulsion, ceased for some time to think. We, as

Thinkers, are all connected together by the bond of

Universal Brotherhood, all being, as we are told, the

sons of the Lord of Mind.

A doubt.

12. A doubt may perhaps arise as the following:—
If all non-human states of being are only the results

of previous human Karma, in the

beginning stages of the universeO O O

there must have been only men, and none else. Is

there any authority to show that there was a

time when there were men alone, and that the non-

human states of being appeared only later on ? The

question presumes that there was a beginning for the

universe. The universe has had no beginning at all.

No doubt, every Kalpa or cycle of the universe has

a beginning. But, at the beginning of a Kalpa, the

universe makes its appearance in the condition in which

it was just before the Bralaya that preceded the
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Kalpain question. The universe makes its appear-

mce in every Kalpa, and is dissolved in every Pralaya.

This alternative existence of Kalpa and Pralaya ias

had no beginning. None can say that there was a

beginning for the existence of the Power of Maya in

the All-Self. As there was no beginning for the

universe, there could not have been any period of time

when there were men alone. At all times there have

been human as well as non-human states of being in

the manifested universe. These facts also show that

Karma too is beginningless.

13. Having seen above that Evolution can be only

for the Thinker in man and that it is his progress from

the condition of the limited

What is progress
Thlnker to t ile state of the un-

of Thinker.

limited Self, let us try to ascertain

how this progress can be brought about. Progress of

the Thinker means the improvement and growth of the

‘mind’ through which he thinks. The question is

when is the mind said to grow? In the first place,

what is meant by growth? As most of us are at

present situated, we cannot directly perceive the actual

growth of the mind and say what it is. We are how-

ever acquainted with ‘growth in the lower or physical

plane or state. Nature being uniform, she may be

presumed to have ‘growth’ in the higher or mental

plane effected in the same or similar manner. What

is then meant by ‘growth’ in the physical plane ? All
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vegetable and animal bodies develop out of the 1 ife-

^le un^ cell. The Western Scientists all agree

in saying that the embryonic cell is the same for all

living things, although, as regards the simplicity of

the cell, there is difference ol opinion (Vide H. H.
Donaldsons “The Growth of the Brain*’). The
embryonic cell of the plant is the same as that of the

animal; the embryonic cell of the lower animal is the

same as that of man. The embryonic cell sometimes

divides itself into two or more cells and sometimes, as

in the case of the lower forms of life, becomes

associated with new cells coming from outside. In

any case, development of the embryo implies multipli-

cation of cells. In this way, the embryonic cell

develops into a perceptible body, whether of a plant

or of an animal. Mere multiplication of cells, again,

cannot make a living body. In the dead bodv, forO •' 7

instance, for sometime after death, there is found a

large number of cells crowded together, but the body,

as a whole, has ceased to be a living body. The living

body requires a connecting life which keeps together

and enlivens all the cells. So, along with the multipli-

cation of cells, there is also the widening or expansion

of the life within so as to control all the cells together.

As is the case with physical life, growth of the mind

means expansion of the mind. A man’s mind is said

to expand when his thoughts extend beyond his

physical body and beyond his personality. As the
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physical body grows by multiplication of cells <!„•

mental body grows by multiplication of personalities.

As the original unit-cell is the earliest and lowest state

of the physical body, thoughts of one's own interests

alone belong to the lowest stage of mind. Mind grows

when the interests of others are also considered, as the

physical body grows by the packing together of more

cells. As there is a connecting life for all the cells

together, selfless thoughts or thoughts of others

interests should be bound up together by a connecting

and unifying knowledge that all are only One Self and

that division or separation of interests is inconsistent

with the Absolute Unity of the Central, Common Life.

The end of evolution of the Thinker is reached when

the evolving mental life becomes, by expansion, identical

with the All-including Life, the Universal Self (here,

note the fact that the term Brahma—meaning Universal

Self—is derived from the root ‘Brih’ to expand)

Without doubt, man, as man or Thinker, belongs to

the mental world, as his very name indicates (Sans, root

4 mun' means ‘to think ’ ). But, he is, in reality, the One

Self appearing to he enclosed, for the time being, in a

covering made of mind-stufF. If he wants to rise from

‘ mind to 4 Spirit,’ he should learn to get out of the

limitations of the mind, and he should get rid of all

ideas of personality and individuality. If he will

rise to a nobler state of existence than his present one,

he must see that his thoughts cover the interests of
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others and that those thoughts go on infinitely expand-

ing. He must both intend others’ benefit and act for

others’ good. His mind is said to expand, and he is

said to make real progress only when he is purified

bv such altruistic thoughts and actions and bv constant

practice in genuine renunciation. In this way, the

mind has to expand and expand until the limiting

mind-covering becoming very thin is torn asunder.

Then, the limitations of the Thinker are removed.

He ceases to exist as Thinker any longer, and his

Inner Self, the Paramarthika Soul, shines in His

infinitude of existence, consciousness and bliss (Sat,

Chit and 'Ananda).Thus is realised the ultimate end of

the existence of the Thinker. If, however, the

Thinker’s thoughts and actions are directed exclusively

towards personal and selfish ends, he is not performing

the duty of man. He does not see his mind expand.

On the other hand, it contracts more and more, and

gets consequently thicker and thicker. The thinker,

being only passively submissive, allows himself to be

thoroughly controlled by the mind-infiuences, instead

of himself being the master and controller of the mind

and of the senses, putting them to proper uses and

improving them for serving nobler purposes. He is

not going forward in the path of evolution. He is

only enacting the brute, preparing his own way

for a future actual brute-life. There is this

difference now between him, as at present lie is, and
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the brute. He is in n worse predicament than ti.e

other. He being man, every thought of his is a Karma.

The brute is an irresponsible agent. Nature has Her

strict accounts in which every Karma of man is

entered. Man should therefore be very particular n>

seeino- that the fruits of his Karma are not bitter ones.

He should think only such thoughts and do only such

actions as may widen his mind and raise him up in

evolution.

14. This is, no doubt, easily said ;
but to actually

bring about the expansion of the mind is indeed veiy

difficult. If, however, the mind is

trained regularly and in the proper

direction with the aid of the proper Guru, the goal

may not be far distant*. We should try to overcome

any difficulty that may stand in our way. We should

strive to widen and widen our circle of sympathy,

though by slow degrees. Let us believe that we are

no child-SSouls and that we have advanced far enough

in evolution as Thinkers. The bodies we are now

wearing are not the first of the kind we have been

made to wear. Our minds have had considerable

Re-incarnation.

(

)
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progress with other bodies like these, before we came
into these our present bodies. Had we had no such

progress before, we could never have found our way

into the bodies of our advanced parents. The blooming

intelligence of the youthful genius among our brothers

is not a creature of yesterday, brought into existence

by a capricious God, but it has had a long history of

its own. It is ignorance to say that we have come

for the first time into man’s body only now. We have

had several such bodies before, and we are, most- of

us. waiting to have many more- The student of

physiology knows that particles of our bodies are

coming and going every moment of our life-period,

while the body, as a whole, continues the same. These

bodies can live only if fresh particles come in, and

worn-out ones go out. The subsisting reality in

these is the physical life. Any element grosser or

lower than that can come and go without affecting it.

In the same way, the higher life, the subtiler mental

life, subsists, and gross physical bodies come and go.

Progress of mental life depends to a very great extent

upon frequent changes of physical bodies 1
. This

change of body, this going and coming of the body

of the Thinker is called ‘ Death ' and 4 Re-incarnation.

1. W I
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Heredity.

15. Some of the chief Western thinkers have

suffered much for not having known the fact of

reincarnation. There are man>

facts in Nature which they are

unable to explain. They try, in vain, to explain many

facts by reference to the law of physical heredity.

The parents are the cause only of the physical body,

and not of the mind or of the .Jeeva. They can never

transmit ‘mind’ to their children, unless it be tluough

the physical body, and unless it be that the ‘mind is a

production of physical matter, a theory which has now

been given up, or disapproved of, by the best thinkcis

of the West, a theory which is just the reverse of the

fact of Nature. The.Ieeva, again, conies from afar,

according to all the religions of the world. It is the

physical body that is the expression or garment of

the mind as we 11 as of the Jeeva, but, not either ot

these the expression of the physical body. The Jee\a

is the actor, and the body is his instrument. It is not

all instruments that can he safely entrusted to all

actors. That bodies and their environments differ from

one another every one knows. Different Jeevas have

to wield different instruments, and under different

conditions. Unless these different Jeevas are already

differently qualified, there is no reason lor giving

them different kinds of instruments to work with.

The mental peculiarities of the reincarnating Jeeva

require certain physical peculiarities for properly
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expressing themselves, and the Jeeva i>, by the Law of

Nature, attracted to those j)arents who can furnish
bodies bearing such physical peculiarities. This is the

reason why it is found in most cases that the physical

and mental peculiarities of the issue are similar to those

of the parents. This is only consistent with the fact

that physical heredity can transmit only physical

peculiarities. Had the Western thinkers known the

fact of Re-incarnation, they would not have felt the

necessity for appealing, for a great many solutions, to

the Law of Heredity, a law which has a very limited
• «

application.

16. A careful consideration of the Laws of Karma
and Re-incarnation together will show that, if the

Western Evolutionists had the
Value of Western . ~ r . , , , r .

0 benefit ot the knowledge ot them
Scientific con- ^

elusions. their theory of evolution would

probably have been quite different

from what it is now. The Western Evolutionism, as

it is. is, no doubt, the outcome of genuine, long-

continued thinking of mighty intellects. But, the

theory, rather, the alleged growth and process of

evolution are abstractions of a very remote kind.

(It mav be noted in this connection that what is called

the “species'’ which is said to evolve, according to the

Western system, is itself but an abstraction.) They

are not the realities. They are not even “the ways

in which reality appears to us or may be conceived
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itself to ...” ... Me. F. B J«™»

in his recent lectures on ‘Religion in Evolution ,
but,

they are only abstractions from the appearances

„f the reality. That the Western Sciences and the

Theory of Evolution are only hypothetical and can

never f ive a full explanation of the universe, and that

they do not aim, and avowedly do not aim, at more .s

conceded by Mr. F. B. .1 evens. He also says:

“Any hypothesis is now recognised by Science provid-

ed that it is capable of explaining the facts which

require explanation. And only so long as it does

explain them is it thus recognized. The moment it

fails, „r a more comprehensive hypothesis emerges,

that moment the old one is thrown on to the scrap-heap

of Science AH that she (Science) requires of her

hypotheses is that they should account for the facts:

verification, in the sense in which that word is defined

in Mill’s Logic, Science does not now profess to attain

or even aim at.” Thus, it is seen that the conclusions

of the scientific investigations of the West are not

quite infallible. They are, in fact, based upon no

permanent foundations whatsoever. They are always

liable to change.

It is satisfactory, however, to note that the tendency

of the course of Western Science is now getting less

and less opposed to the philosophical Truths of the

Ancient Aryan Faith, and that the Western Science
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itself fairly promises to become, sooner or later, a faith -

as all true phenomenal

ngas or auxiliaries of
the Noumenal science.



DISCOURSE V.

The Four Stages of Evolution

AND

The Caste System.

1. In the last

of what is meant

Introduction.

discourse a rough idea was formed

by evolution. Let us now try to

mark out the principal stages of

evolution and to see what peculiar i-

ties belong t*o each of them.

2. This universe is a universe of activities, and it

may, for our present purpose, as also the manifold

existences in it, be divided or

Activities classified classified according to the nature

of the activities exhibited therein.

Such activities may be classed under three heads:

—

and Renunciation

(1) Activities brought about by outside agencies.

In such cases, the activities are the results of implicit

obedience to external influences.

(2) The next class of activities is where they

result from inward selfish promptings or desires, very

often following external impulses. These activities
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differ from those of the above class in that they are

the immediate results of the prompting desires of the

actor and are only indirectly connected with external

impulses, if any, which produce in the actor such

desires, while in the first class activity follows immedi-

ately, and is the direct result of, such external impulses.

(3) IS ext come activities resulting not from any

selfish motive but from motives altruistic and selfless

in character. Those who identify their interests with

the interests of all others, and who are not blinded by

external appearance of separateness, do only such

actions as tend to universal good, actions intended to

hasten all towards the ultimate uoal.

The activities belonging to the last of the above

classes are peculiar in their nature. They are activities

so far as the uni verse is concerned, and are non-activi-

ties with regard to the acting entity. Curiously

enough, such activities may be considered as activities

and renunciation at the same time. The acting indivi-

dual is acting for the good of all and is not acting for

his individual benefit. While acting with all zeal and

vigour, he has renounced all actions which may fix him

to the wheel of Karma which constrains every one to

experience the consequences of such actions. When

we study this class of activities carefully, we find that,

though they are in themselves activities, they are

based upon renunciation. Their object is almost
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identical with that of renunciation proper. Still, the

path of this class of activities and the path of absolute

renunciation remain distinct, the latter being more

direct and immediate with reference to the Ultimate

End; and it is even said that one who has adopted the

way of absolute renunciation realises the oneness ol

the many to such an extent that voluntary activities,

which necessarily imply some distinction between the

actor, the action and that which is acted upon, become

no longer possible for him. It is absolute renunciation

of this kind that throws open the gates of the Infinite

Absolute Existence. Such renunciation is said to be

the very opposite of ignorance, greed and activity 1
.

3. These considerations give us some idea of the

several stages of the path leading up to the Divine

Abode, For the sake of conveni-

ence, we shall call each one of

these stages a path by itself. The first or lowest path

is the path of obedience and has reference to the first

class of activities brought about by, or being the

result of obedience to, external influences. The second

is the path of selfish action done with a view to secure

The Four Paths.

10
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benefit or profit to oneself, and this patli corresponds

to the above second class of activities.
rlhe third,

which corresponds to the activities of the third class,

is the path of action for the good of others. The

fourth and last is the path of renunciation, altogether

avoiding, rather beyond, all activities. R very thing exist-

ing or taking place in the universe has reference to

one or the other of these four paths.

P;it hs and Gunas.

4. [ may mention here that these defined stages

have reference to the three Gunas which have brought

about the existence of the universe,

Tamas, Rajas and Satwam. It is

enough for our present purpose to say that in the first

path the external agencies convert Tamas or dark

ignorance or inertness into Rajas or conscious selfish

activity of the second stage. This activity increases

as selfishness grows: and when egotistic Rajo-Guna

is fully developed, and when all the unpleasant lessons

of egotism are learnt, the Jeeva in question enters on

the third path, the path of Satwa-Guna or goodness.

Tt is after this quality of goodness is firmly established,

it is after the Jeeva identifies his interests with the

interests of others, the fourth path, the path of renun-

ciation. becomes open to him, and it is at the en o

this final path the equilibrium of Gunas is secured for

evermore, the Soul being then called ‘Gunathithah

,

beyond all qualities of limitation.
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Classification by

reference to the

Paths.

5. The whole of Humanity is progressing m the

line of evolution along the above-mentioned four

defined paths.
r

l hese paths can

be and are definitely marked in the

universe as a whole, in the nations

of the world, in the classes in the

nation, and even in the life of the individual man.

Any classification or division of the planes of existence

in the universe, of the several nations of the world, of

the classes in a nation, or of the life-period of a man,

adopting as the principle of division the principle in-

volved in the fourfold division of the path of evolution,

must be as natural as the paths themselves are. Let

us consider how such classification or di\ ision maj be

made.

Paths and Lokas.

6. We shall, in the first place, take the universe,

the whole manifested existence. The physical side of

the universe, Bhooloka, in which

the Tamasi aspect of Maya is

most largely manifested in the inert density of its

matter, has reference to the first path of evolution.

The second, Kamic-or-desire-region, Blnivarloka, is

related to the second path, the path of action for one's

own benefit. The third, namely, the mandsic or pure-

mental region, Swarloka, bears reference to the third

path, the path of action for the good of* others.
! The

Super-Manasic or Spiritual region, the Abode of the
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Supreme, the Plane of the Thuriya, corresponds to the

path of renunciation.

7. Next let us take the different nations of this

world. They also may be classed under four heads.

„ . ,
First come those backward races

Nations Classified.

that are in the lowest grades of

evolution, such as those in Central Australia and Western

or Equatorial Africa. The only mode of raising them

in the scale of knowledge is that which begins inn “

successfully making them obey the commands of the

more knowing. If they do not so obey, no progress is

possible in their case. The first lesson of knowledge

is the lesson of obedience. It is after we have secured

obedience in the man who may belong to some one of the

Negro tribes of the Bight of Benin or to the Bantu

family of the Kongo Francais that we are able to give

him further teachings in knowlege or civilization.

Under the second class of nations, nations progressing

along the second path, the path of selfishness, the path

of profit to oneself, come those nations that are known

as the great commerical or trading nations, the nations

of profit and loss, the nations like the English whose

ruling Goddess is, to put it in the words of Ruskin, “the

Goddess of Getting on” or “Britannia of the Market,
’

or whose average individual member is not much

troubled by any care “provided the price of stock does

not fall ” as the great Carlyle observed, as also those
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nations of military power that use their power for

bringing countries, one after another, under their rule

or subjection, not so much induced by a motive to

extend to such countries the manifold benefits of a

powerful and at the same time sympathetic Govern-

ment, as prompted by the chief object of securing all

possible benefit to themselves. Next come those

mighty nations whose motto is ‘Help and uprightness/

whose principle of Government is ‘just administration,

and whose military glory is a wall of protection around

the helpless and the weak and the strength of

the righteous cause. Then finally, in the highest

stages of evolution of nations ought to be seen, wend-

ing on its way along the fourth path, the path of renun-

ciation, the nation which, not being a nation of yester-

day, has had an existence running over millenniums of

years and which, having had such immeasurable past,

has far outgrown the savage condition and has a civili-

zation simple and pure, a nation which, leaving the

second stage of evolution behind, the stage of selfish-

ness, has found a great number of its people imbued

with a spirit of selfless love and sympathy, everywhere

exhibiting charitable inclinations, a nation which has

had its glorious military history, a history which tells

us that the only wars that were fought were provoked

by just cause and ended in the establishment of righte-

ousness, in the protection of the weak and in the extir-

pation of the vicious, a nation again which, having
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thus trodden the three lower paths, passing now along

the final path of renunciation, and having the benefit

of a proper appreciation and the spread of the know-

ledge of the highest Spiritual Truths by and among a

large number of! its people, is actually in the position

of the Spiritual Teacher to the rest of the nations.

Such a highly evolved nation was the Aryan Hindu

nation as was in existence before India became infect-

ed by corruption from inside, and poisoned by ruinous

influences from outside. Whether or not thinkers

agree as to the place of the Hindu nation among the

nations of the world, this much is clear that nations in

general may be classified according to the particular

stage of progress reached by each of them, with specific

reference to the aforesaid four natural paths.

The Caste System.

8. Let us then make our study more limited in scope

and try to know whether we can recognise the four

distinct paths in the case of classes

of men belongingto a single nation.

Every highly evolved nation must consist of groups of

individuals, each such group having specific reference

to some one of the above mentioned paths. In this

connection, we must know that the particular stage of

development of a nation may be ascertained by the

stage of spiritual progress reached by the highly

evolved members of the nation and by the general sense

of appreciation in the nation of the progress made by
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them. It is not necessary, in order to call a nation an

advanced nation, that all the individual members of the

nation should have made much progress. It is sufficient

ifthemostpromine.it of them have advanced far

emmo-h, and the other members are more or less able

to appreciate the real merit of such advanced members.

In every highly evolved nation, therefore, there will

necessarily be found some men least evolved, some men

most highly evolved, and the others having their places

between these two extremes. The tour paths that we

are stud vino* indicate the true and natural principle of

classification to be made of the people of a nation, and

it is only in advanced nations that we will be able to

trace all these paths of varying degrees of progress.

It may be remembered that it is only in advanced

organisms are found definite internal differentiations.

Any classification made on the basis of this four-fold

nature of the path of evolution must be indeed natural,

and any kind of social fabric built on the foundation

of such natural classification should be the most

desirable one and therefore acceptable to all thinking

men. It is upon this foundation the Aryan Caste

System has been established; and such a system was

found to be possible of establishment only in the Hindu

Aryan 'Nation, it having been the only nation of

sufficient antiquity wherein the four stages were

distinctly traceable. I know that some of the Indian

social reformers of the present day, being largely
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influenced by a new material civilization from the

West, may find it difficult to believe that our caste

system is founded on natural truths. The Western

civilization is a civilization, empirical in character and

built up, not by spiritual men able to see things in

their true light, but by the ordinary run of humanity,

and based upon experiences running over only a few

hundred years, a civilization which preaches on the

one hand equality of men even with respect to social

status and position, but which, on the other hand, is

altogether unable to prevent the inevitable formation

of classes in the West, whose conventionalities consider-

ably check the practical application of the principle

of what they call “Equality of men’*, an expression

altogether misunderstood and misapplied by the

Western thinkers. We shall see what some of the

most prominent Englishmen themselves have to sav

about the state of their society and civilization and

about the principles guiding them. Mr. Benjamin

Kidd expresses his opinion in the following words:—
“Those who wish to see the end of the present condi-

tion of society have taken most part in argumentation.

Those who have no desire for change are of the class

which always waits for action rather than argument.

But a large section of the community, probably the

largest section, while remaining unconvinced by the

arguments used and more or less distrusting the

methods proposed, feel that some change is inevitable.
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It is with these that will probably rest the decisive

part in shaping the course of future events. But at

present they simply sit still and wait. Thc> have no

indication as to the direction in which the right path

lies. They look in vain to Science and authority for

any hint as to duty. They are without a faith; for,

there is at the present time no Science of human

society. Many of the spokesmen of Science who

concern themselves with social problems continue to

speak and act as if they conceived that their duty to

society was to take away its religious beliefs. But it

is not that they have any faith of their own to otter

instead; they apparently have themselves no grasp of

the problems with which the world is struggling as

best it can. Science has obviously herself no clear

perception of the nature of the social evolution we

are undergoing. She has made no serious attempt to

explain the phenomenon of our Western civilization.

We are without any real knowledge of the laws of its

life and development or of the principles which under-

lie the process of social evolution which is proceeding

around us/’ From these words, we see that the Eng-

lish nation and perhaps similarly the other Western

nations also are themselves unaware of the principles

which guide their society and their civilization, and

they simply allow their society to take its own course

to whatever end it may lead them to. What is the
«

precise nature of the Western society, and what is the
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nature of its general tendency, Prof. Huxley describes

in a somewhat forcible language. He says:—“Even

the best of modern civilizations appears to me to exhibit

a condition of mankind which neither embodies any

worthy ideal nor even possesses the merit of stability.

I do not hesitate to express the opinion that, if there

is no hope of a large improvement of the condition of

the greater part of the human family, if it is true that

the increase of knowledge, the winning of a greater

dominion over Nature which is its consequence, and

the wealth which follows upon that dominion, are to

make no difference in the extent and the intensity of

want with its concomitant physical and moral degrada-

tion amongst the masses of the people, I should hail

the advent of some kindly comet which would sweep

the whole affair away as a desirable consummation
—

’

(On Government, Nineteenth Century, May 1890).

Similar thoughts are expressed by several others. As

regards the Western science of Sociology, Mr. Leslie

Stephen in a presidential address (March 1892) says

that “There is no science of Sociology properly scien-

tific and that what is now in existence is but a heap of

vague empirical observations, too flimsy to be useful

in strict logical inference.’' It is such a condition of

society, it is such a kind of civilization, to destroy

which in one sweep Prof. Huxley would hail the

advent of a comet, that some of our imperfectly edu-

cated young men, and unfortunately some of our older
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people also, would wish to substitute in India in the

place of our ancient civilization. As to the desirability

or necessity of any such substitution the great Sir

Thomas Munro has given his opinion in the following

words:— “I do not understand what is meant by the

civilisation (civilising) of the Hindus; if 1

good system of agriculture, unrivalled manufacturing

skill, a capacity to produce whatever can contribute to

convenience or luxury, schools established in evei

y

village for teaching reading, writing and arithmetic,

the general practice of hospitality and charity amongst

each other, and above all, a treatment of the female

sex full of confidence, respect and delicacy, are among

the signs which denote a civilised people, then, the

Hindus are not inferior to the nations of Europe: and

if civilisation is to become an article of trade between

the two countries, I am convinced that this country

(England) will gain bv the import cargo.” (Along

with this opinion, we may note also the recent

contribution bv tin* Hon. Alex. Del Mar of New ^ ork

showing that our Arvan Hindu civilisation must have

been itself the progenitor of Western civilization). Our

Aryan civilisation is one gradually built up, during a

period of unimaginable length, by Divine Seers after

considering rightly the nature of progress in evolution,

understanding correctly the mode of working of the

Law of Heredity, knowing fully the natural influences

of particular environments, conditions and circumstan_
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ces on persons subject to such influences, in short,

realising thoroughly the unbreakable character of the

Law of cause and effect. As an integral part of such

civilization is found a system of castes, four in number,

corresponding to the four natural paths of evolution.

To state briefly, of. the four castes, the Sudras are

intended to go along the first path, the path of obedi-

ence; the path of the Vaishyas is the second, the path

of gain or profit to oneself; the third path, the patli of

action without attachment to the fruits thereof is for

the Kshatriyas whose duty is to fight, for the mere

sake of fighting, in a righteous cause, and to protect

the subjects; and the Brahmins are intended for the

final path of renunciation.

9. It is not within our power to question the

wisdom of the establishment of such a Caste System.

But certainly it is within our

Us modern condition. ^ ^^ ^ successf ul

working of any such system, and it may he plainly said

that we have very successfully done this. Let u>

consider the grand old ideal and at the same time

witness around ourselves the actual state of things.

Where are our Brahmins!1 Certainly, we, man} of

the Brahmins of to-day, have our threads on and we

daily go through the farce of Sandhya worship. But.

applying the real test of Brahminhood, are we really

prepared to tread along the path of renunciation?

Have we any the slightest early chance of placing our
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foot on that path? Can we say, with the least truth,

that we have outgrown the other stages/ Are we,

with our present notions of things and motives of

action, fit to tread along the third path even? How

many among ourselves are so unselfish that our actions

are done without being influenced- by some personal

motives? As a matter of fact, most of the Brahmins

of our day have come down to the second stage ol

evolution, the stage of selfish action. The Brahmin

fell, and with his fall came the fall of other castes

also. The head got disordered, and the whole system

has become confused. The Brahmin became selfish

and a prey to the love of wealth and fame. He

initiated change in society, and this change is going

on day by day with increased vigour. The Brahmin

does the business of a Vaishya, the Kshatriya as

Ksbatriya is no more, the Vaishya wants to pass for

a Brahmin, and the Sudra wants to abolish altogether

the system which makes his position not a very envi-

able one. The Brahmin, having lost the inner light,

the light which had made him Brahmin, would still

preserve his dignity as Brahmin and would demand

from the Vaishya and the Sudra the respect due to the

ideal Brahmin. The Vaishya and the Sudra however

find in the modern Brahmin nothing that deserves any

such respect, feel insulted by the arrogance of the

Brahmin-in-form, and strive very naturally to raise

themselves up to the position which, as they believe,
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has been unwisely and improperly assigned to the

Brahmin. I am far from blaming the Vaishva or the

Sndra for his attitude towards the modern Brahmin.

It is the Brahmin that has wrought all this mischief.

10. Let us now briefly consider how and whv the
• i

Brahmin fell with a view to see whether there is any

chance still left to set things
Causes of the fall of ... • mi r

_ „ , aright in society. 1 he following
Brahminhood. ‘

are among the causes* of his fall:

—

(1) Firstly, the original vernacular of the

Hindu Aryans, which was the same as the language

of the Vedas or the Great Aryan Scriptures, namely,

Sanskrit, gradually ceased to he the vernacular

even of the Brahmin, and many of the truths revealed

in the Vedas were either forgotten or left unrecognised.

T1 ic change in the vernacular of the Brahmin brought

him more and more into contact with the ideas belong-

ing to the place or race from which he borrowed his

new language, and it created a wide gulf between him

and his original pure Aryan ideas. If, however, his

new language was not altogether different from Sans-

krit, but only a dialect or corruption of Sanskrit, the

dialect became for all practical purposes so much

differentiated from the original tongue that the latter

was to a large extent forgotten. Anyhow this change

in the vernacular was surely a change for the worse so

far as the possession of the Vedic ideas by the
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Brahmin was concerned. Still, I believe this event

may be utilised for our good. By the change m the

vernacular, by our touch with the ideas other than the

purely Aryan or Vedic, our Held of knowledge mo-

have got widened; but this widening of knowledge >

useful only if our original Vedic ideas remain without

being narrowed: and, if we have already lost man; of

those ideas, as most of us have surely done, it is our

duty to recover them hack one hy one.

(2) Some are of opinion that the Brahmins of old*

having been enjoying large patronage and support

from the Kshatriya-Kings, were able to preserve un-

sullied their particular duties or Dharmas, and that

with the cessation of such patronage they became

graduallv degraded. So far as we are concerned, such

cessation of patronage Iras its own use, and it has

placed us in a position to try our own independent

strength and stability, without depending upon any-

thing external to ourselves: and in this view this cause

of our fall may also be for our good.

(3) As another cause I may mention that the

frequent invasions over India by several foreign nations

have considerably checked the spread of Vedic ideas

and the due observance of Brahniinical duties, and this

was particularly the case during the period of the

Mohammadan conquest and rule in India. The pro-

pagation of religious truths was altogether stopped,

.and books of wisdom had even to be kept hidden.
• ^ * « • A
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(4) And, I may also add that even our present

vernacular languages are being neglected by us, and

the ideas of religion with which many of our later

vernacular books are full seem to lose all their hold on

us.

These and probably many other causes also

brought the Brahmin down from the high position that

was his, and with him others also became disregardful

of their respective duties or Dharmas. Although in

the course of his fall the Brahmin continued rapidly to

lose one after another the pure Aryan ideas of religion,

lie had nevertheless the special advantage of be-

longing to the developed section of the Aryan com-

munity. He was naturally in possession of a clear

intellect, and he was in consequence taken into ad-

ministrative and other kinds of service for remunera-

tion by foreign and native rulers. His tasting more

ami more of the alluring fruits of remuneration in

these and in other ways, together with his gradual loss

of all ideas about the principles of renunciation, soon

brought him down to the level of the Vaishya, and he

was virtually made to re-follow the practice of hoarding

up money and securing everything to himself to the

exclusion of others. As the Brahmin thus fell,

the darkness of ignorance spread thicker over the

land, and the real Vedic religion became cloud-hidden,

and the Aryan religion itself degenerated into a

religion of forms only, sometimes of grotesque forme
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even. Consequently many people, not satisfied with

the form of religion followed by the ordinary Hindu,

not knowing the ultimate Truths revealed by the Vedas,

and at the same time being largely influenced by an

alien civilization of a materialistic character, tinned

their backs upon our Aryan religion altogether and

became more or less a prey to blind heterodoxy.

11. The present day condemnation of the

Caste Svstem even by some earnest thinkers is due,
•/ *

for the most part, to the fact that

in modern times members of the

higher castes attend more to their

rights than to their duties. The

foundation for the Caste System is laid upon natural

differentiations in the modes of activity and has

reference only to varying duties or Dharmas. Differ-

ence in duties leads to difference in castes. The

question of rights arises only incidentally. The mere

fact of a man being born in the higher caste, though it

is proof enough that he qualified himself in his previous

lives to be admitted into the caste to which he now
belongs, is not sufficient to entitle him to any respect

due to the member of that particular caste unless he

Caste System based

upon Duties, not

Rights.

rightly performs the duties the Great One has prescribed
for such member. If the duties are performed
properly, regard and respect will of themselves come.
One caste is regarded 1 as superior to another only in

11
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the sense that the duties of the former are more

onerous and useful and more difficult of performance

and that the person rightly performing such duties

deserves better treatment and commands greater

regard.

12. A careful analysis of the Caste System will

show that the castes, having reference to their charac-

teristic Gunas or qualities 1
,

re-
Castes defined. . £ .

present the several stages oi the

evolution of the Jeeva, the Thinker, from the

lowest condition of dullness\>r inertia, Tamas, up to

the highest Spiritual state beyond all Gunas (Guna-

thithasthhithih):

—

(1) The Sudra is directed to obey and be of

service to the members of the other three castes.

Obedience to command is the first step in the progress

of man, and the inherent Tamoguna or inertia in him

is thereby gradually shaken out andjie is trained to

be active. The characteristic result of the passage of a

Jeeva through this caste is |thej conversion of Tamas

in his nature into Tamo-Rajas, a mixed quality of

dull activity prompted by selfish motives which have

l . rw i

(*r
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relation to the

or benefit.

THE CASTE SYSTEM.

avoiding of evil and the securing of good

r2
)

In the second stage, the stage of the Vaishya,

the Jeeva develops his qualities by frequent repetition

of Tamo-Raj asic activities necessary for the due per-

formance of his caste Dharmas. In the course of the

training in Vaishya life his Tamo-Rajasic qualities

are gradually changed into simple Raj asic qualities.

It is Vaishya Dharma to amass wealth in all honest

ways possible, though tinged with selfish motives,

by agriculture, rearing cattle, manufacturing articles,

carrving on trade and the like.

(3) In the next stage, the Ivshatriya Caste, the

Jeeva in -question improves still more his qualities by

rapid strides and the end of this third stage is reached

when his Rajasie qualities are thoroughly replaced by

pure Satwic ones. The Ivshatriya is the ruler and is

directed to work and struggle in order to protect the

interests of others, and the ideal Ivshatriya is the one

who performs his Dharma or duty for duty’s sake with-

out in the least considering his own selfish ends. This

is what was taught to Arjuna by Lord Sri Krishna in

Sri Bhagavadgita. Genuine altruistic, Satwic, quali-

ties are the fruits of proper Kshatriya training.

(4) Then comes the last stage, that of the

Satwic Brahmin. After reaching this stage the Jeeva
has to enter into a course of training of a very difficult
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nature. Till now, “development*’ meant, in the begin-

ning*, mere shaking out of inertia, and later on, conver-

sion of one set of qualities and activities into another.

Change was not considerable. But now, in the fourth

stage, the Dharma of the Brahmin caste relates to ao /

kind of training whose ultimate object is to take the

•Jeeva away altogether beyond all qualities and activi-

ties which originate from differentiation, and to lead

him on to the Supreme Real state of Being, charac-

terised bv the absolute Oneness of the all in the Self,

and in the course of such training the Brahmin be-

comes naturally the Spiritual teacher and general

guide to the community at large.

Caste system natural.

13. Such are the four Castes established, in the

Ancient Aryan nation, corresponding to the several

ascending gradations in qualities

and activities. The Dharmas of

all the Castes together carry on the work of the Lord,

the Supreme Purusha, \Y ho ensouls Humanity and

guides it upward. Each Caste is as much important

as any other. The Sndra is the busy, running work-

man, making his appearance in the lowest, the feet-

portion, as it were, of His Divine Manifestation as

Humanitv; the Vaishya is the supplier and store-keeper

and is the main pro)) and support for all (like the thighs

supporting the whole body—note also the fact, that the

thighs are'sometimes associated with desire for pleasure

and that the Vaishya caste belongs to the second
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stage of desire); the Kshatriya is the king and proteetoi,

representing the mighty arms of the Divine Guardian

of Humanity; and the Brahmin, being the general

teacher1 and spiritual guide for all, represents His

head and is said to have come out of His mouth2
. Each

1. Wir: \
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one of these four Castes is depending in some way or

other on the other three. If any one of them should

fail in the performance of any particular caste duty

or Dharma, all the four suffer 1
. A nation having such

well-organized Caste System may also be compared to

the advanced, internally well-organized, human body.

Physically speaking, all activities in the body are

o-uided bv the brain and the whole nervous system.

The muscles are the actively controlling organs in the

body and their varied activities protect all the other

parts of the body and enable them to successfully carry

on their respective functions. I he Ivshatriya nia) he

compared to the muscular system and the Brahmin to

the nervous system including the brain. The Vaishya s

duties are performed in the body by the lungs, the

stomach and the digestive organs which are the suppliers

of the body with air, food and water, and manufacturers

of substances used in digestion and for assimilation.

The busy workman, the Sudra, is like the running blood

handing over to each tissue its needs, taking away from

it things not wanted by it, and in fact being of immense

service to the former three. If all perform their res-

pective duties properly, the work of the whole will go

on unimpeded. All the different systems in the human
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body are equally important, fulfilling the object of one

life. Such definite internal differentiations in the body

make their appearance only after the body has consider-

ably advanced in development and not before. Neither

such differentiations in organism nor definiteness of

separate functions are seen in the lowest orders of

animal life or in the early stages of the human

embryo. These facts may by analogy point out the

reason, as indicated once before, why definite Caste

System has not been established in nations other

than the Aryan Hindu. In the body and in the

nation, it is difference in functioning that marks

the difference among organs or Castes as the case may

be. It is the performance of function that is to be

attended to. It is indeed unfortunate that, in the

modern Aryan Hindu Society, Caste functions

or Dharmas are not much cared for, but, show of

regard alone is strenuously and improperly insisted on

by people whose birth has placed them in the higher

castes.

14. I have heard it said that the Caste System is

based upon the principle of ‘Division of Labour’ and

Caste System one of

necessity.

that the System may be abolished

or at least considerably changed

as modern conditions show that the

system can no more work satisfactorily in continuity

with that principle. But the fact is that the Caste

System has never had any direct reference to such a
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principle of 6 Division of Labour ’ although it must be

admitted that, as a result of its working, that principle

also is served. Caste System is a system of necessity.

This world of ours is a world of schools for the Jeevas.

The Jeevas come here, join in the schools, learn a few

lessons and go back for a time for assimilating the ins-

tructions gained in life here. The several nations of this

world are so many schools. Each nation has its general

education and its special teaching for its members.

Most of the nations of the world at present are like

the Madras Pial Schools where students of varying

aptitude and advancement are kept together indiscrimi-

nately, each one of them being taught by the teacher

separately amidst some confusion. This mode of

teaching may no doubt be possible and even desirable

so long as there are only a few students in the schools

or so long as the students, though many, do not among

themselves vary much in the extent or degree of their

training and development. But, when the students

have become many and their respective qualifications

have become very much varied and marked, the Pial-

school -system would no more work properly. Classes

must of necessity be formed in the school. The qualifi-

cations of the students are noted and classified, separate

classes are formed for teaching separate groups of

students possessing more or less similar qualifications,

and thenceforward students who come anew are ad-

mitted only into such classes as suit them for their
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further training. It is this principle that underlies

the establishment of the Caste System. 1 he object of

the formation of classes is to train up the students

better and sooner, to avoid confusion, to give the

students a definite idea of the lessons they have to learn

and to give them better facilities for improvement, by

mutual consultations and comparing of notes with their

co-students in the class, so that, they may learn better

the teachings of that class. Accordingly, in the history

of the Aryan Hindu nation there was a time when it

was found necessarv to divide the nation into classes,

called Castes, so that the Jeevas who might thereafter

incarnate in this nation might be directed to be born

in the particular castes whose Dharmas they had to be

trained in for ensuring their progress onwards. In

the beginning of the cycle or Kalpa there was no Caste

System proper, there then being only Brahmins. As

days rolled on, there was increasing change in environ-

ments and conditions of being, and on the appearance

of men possessing diverse qualifications and varying

in large measure in respect of their avocations in life

and their Ideals in aspiration, the necessity for the

Caste Svstem arose1
.

1 . * fasnmrer ^jtrt *r i
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15. It is very often seen that many inquirers
mistake the rules of the formation of Castes for the

™ rules in force after their formation,formation of, and

Admission into,
Discussions arise and doubts are

castes. expressed without noting the fact

that iu the Aryan Sacred Books
reference is sometimes made to the former set of rules

and sometimes to the latter. When the Pial school

is converted into a Classed School (if I may use the
%

term) the then mental condition of the students is alone

taken into consideration by the Head of the school,

who effects the conversion, and not their condition as

it was at the time of their joining iu the school origin-

ally. But, after the classes are formed once for all,

fresh students are not indiscriminately admitted into

any class, but, the head of the institution admits such

new students by examining them and putting them in

the classes suited to them. It is the Head-master that

determines the question of fitness for admission into

particular classes, and the question is not for the

students to consider or discuss. In the same manner,

it is no doubt a fact that for the first formation of the

Castes the then qualifications, Guna-Karma, of the

tleevas were alone considered irrespective of their

5c?m: rgr^r qoiWt ’Trrc: i

snsFii: sn^mwrsj sjiqi qWr:
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birth1 . But, after the actual formation of the castes,

the Guiding Intelligence, Eswara, by duly considering

the previous Guna-Karma of the re-incarnating

Jeevas, directs them to take birth in the appropriate

Castes best fitted for their further training. It is the

Gnna and Karma that virtually determine the birth of

Jeevas in particular castes. Karma is always with

body. Suffering or enjoyment which is the result of

Karma is also with body. The choice of body is made

by Eswara, the Supreme Administrator of the law of

Karma. So. after the establishment of the Caste

System, birth determines the Caste of an individual,

and it is the surest test. Some seem to think that

Gnna, mental condition, alone is the criterion for fixing

the Caste of an individual under the System. In the

first place, it is a very unsafe guide. The true mental

condition may not be properly ascertained. Again,

different people may have different impressions about

the mental condition of the same individual. The

.particular nature of his Gnna has to be ascertained,

not by direct perception, but only by way of inferences

based upon the outward manifestations of such Guna.
Such outward manifestations themselves may not be
rightly observed and understood by the observer, or, in

the same manner by different observers. It may also

(wsnfiar *
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appear that constant changes are perceived in the

mental condition of the same man. If the determina-

tion of the Caste of an individual should depend upon

our flickering notions of his Guna, the state of society

would he most confused, no man can definitely know

what Dharmas are his own to follow, and there would

be no end of disagreement and discussion as regardso o

the duties and the status of particular individuals in

the nation. Further, Guna or the real mental condition

of a Jeeva becomes well manifested and can possibly

be observed only after the lapse of some years after the

birth of the individual. But, the Aryan Shastras

direct a great many purificatory and other ceremonies

and initiations to be performed during these early

years in the case of the Brahmin and other Dwijas.

If the Caste itself of an individual has to be discover-

ed later on, what becomes of these ceremonies and

initiations and those Shastras? All these and various

similar difficulties are avoided by the Supreme Lord

by Himself taking up the responsibility of fixing the

Caste of Jeevas by making them take birth in certain

definite ways and by giving us the benefit of a sure

test, the test by ‘birth / 1 But, ‘birth’ by itself alone

1. ^TlfcRRBir l
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cannot entitle any one born in a higher Caste to

claim superiority over others. Referring again to the

analogy of the school, though it may he generally said

that a higher class student is superior to a lower class

student, the former, if he has ceased to learn his lessons

properly, may from another point of view he considered

inferior to the lower class student who is study-

ing regularly according to his teacher's directions.

‘Superiority and ‘inferiority* are relative terms

having varying significations when considered from
different points of view. It often happens that a stu-

dent, after being admitted into a class, becomes indolent,

does not work properly and perhaps forgets even the

lessons learnt in a lower class. In the final examination
for the class he may he found backward to such an
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extent that he deserves being sent two classes down.

But, so long' as he is in his present class, he in fact

belongs to it, though he may be always placed last in

the class, and though he may subject himself to ridicule

by his fellow-students and also by the students of the

lower classes. In the same way. in our modern Hindu

society there are people who are placed by birth in

higher castes by Eswara, but who at present have

shamefully degraded themselves by actions in this life,

so much so, that they have brought the very Caste

System into ridicule and condemnation. They will

have their own final examination and the result is not

difficult to guess. Tt must also be remembered that a

student may be so hopelessly bad that the teacher is

compelled to send him to a lower class even in the middle

of a year’s course of study. Provision is made in the

Aryan Shastras for degradation in Caste in the same

life. Similarly, extraordinary provisions are also made

for elevation in Caste in the same life if there should he

any exceptional circumstances and reasons justifying

such elevation, as in the case of the great sage

Visvamitra.

16 . Very often it is observed that a person born in

a lower caste, for instance, a Sudra, exhibits really

superior intelligence, understands

much better and sooner than many

born in the higher castes, posses-

Advanced Jeeva in

lower Caste.
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ses lofty thoughts on morals and religion, and, in fact,

puzzles the student of Atma-\ idya as to how it has

happened that a developed Jeeva is dwelling in a

Sudra body. But, the inquirer soon learns that it is

not without an object. Eswara has placed such deve-

loped Jeeva in such a body. A student may be

studying, for instance, in the fifth class. He has come

up to this class bv gradual improvement after passing

one examination after another. Still, he may have for

sometime regularly neglected one particular subject,

say, Mathematics, in which he once attained profi-

ciency. He may be all-clever in other subjects. In

the final test of the students of the class the teacher

finds that this particular student, though proficient in

other subjects, is extremely backward in Mathematics

and has forgotten even the lessons taught in the lower
c* n

classes. Then, it is found desirable and neeessarv that

he should he for sometime sent to some lower classes to

make up the deficiency, and he is sent down accord-

ingly for re-learning that particular subject. He re-

learns and comes back. He is afterwards retained in

the same fifth class or promoted to the sixth according

to the degree of proficiency he has regained. Simi-

larly, in the Caste System there are certain permanent

lessons taught in the course of the training of Jeevas
in each of the Castes. For instance, the acts of obe-

dience, enforced in the Sudra Caste, by numberless

repetitions make a permanent mark in the Jeeva in the
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shape of humility and submissiveness, patience and
forbearance, and regard and respect for others, neces-

sary qualities to be preserved with care throughout the

whole course of evolution of the Jeeva. Let us sup-

pose that a Jeeva, after reaching the stage of the

Brahmin, neglects and loses one after another these

precious qualities, though at the same time he studies

the Vedas and the Shastras and gathers a good store

of information in many departments of knowledge.

Eswara however sees that all his knowledge may be of

real use only if he is compelled to regain the excellent

qualities lost by him. For this purpose, he is sent

down to take birth in the Sudra Caste for an incarna-

tion or tw'o in order that he may make up the defi-

ciency. Such Jeevas in the Sudra Caste we very fre-

quently meet. The only way of their fulfilling the

object of their being reborn in the Sudra Caste is by

following closely the Dharmas, duties, of that Caste. 1

1 hey have to relearn the lessons of obedience, regain

their lost qualities and ascend again to their own level.
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If, instead of doing1 so, they, being proud of tlicir learn-

ing neglect their caste-Dharmas and would not relearn

their old lessons, though a splendid opportunity has

been given them, the Headmaster, Eswara, knows best

how to deal with such a refractory pupil-Jeeva. If

however the Jeeva intheSudra body should realise that
he has come into his present caste to follow, and profit

b\ the benefit of, the Hharmas or duties enjoined on the
members of the caste, and that to follow them is his
merit and in no way derogatory to him, he will soon
rise above his temporary fallen condition and be again
placed among his fellow-students in the advanced class.
Any one who has studied the lives of Thuladhara,
Dharma Vyadha, Nunda and Vidhura will easily
appreciate this truth.

cvcro:i
%

17. It is also very .often seen that in the Brahmin
Caste a Jeeva is born under such circumstances and

Life of degradation in
S,,L'

,, ™ vi '°'>">ents that he

the highest Caste.
,as *° *’e bought up in a manner
thoroughly inconsistent with real

Brahmin life. The parents may be addicted to vice
and devoid of all observance of Caste-Dharmas. Their
friends and relations who frequent them may he equally
had. The child is brought up by such parents. Some-
times, it may happen that even during infancy the
child is led into some vices. The child grows, attains
boyhood v.ces are confirmed, very often multiplied tooManhood ,s reached and the man leads his life in

1

2
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shame and degradation. Even if he grasps some ideas

of higher and nobler life, he finds it almost impossible

to get out of the influences of the accumulated force

of his long-contracted habits. The question is:

—

‘Could such a Jeeva have been a developed Jeeva

entitled to inhabit a Brahmin body ? If it was, what

purpose is served by compelling the Jeeva to take birth

under circumstances, not only most unfavourable to

progress onwards but tending positively to drag him

downwards?’ The answer is this. Let us take the

analogy of the school again. Every good teacher tries

his best to educate his students up to the limit of pro-

ficiency fixed for his class by retaining the students in

his class as long as it is necessary and desirable.

Every student is given proper facilities to get through

his lessons. Such of the students as neglect and misuse

their opportunities of improvement are then and there

moderately punished, and they are taught, in the

beginning, in all mild ways, the value of such opportu-

nities. If, notwithstanding such mild and wholesome

teaching, the student goes on neglecting and misusing

further opportunities, the teacher makes him undergo

appropriate punishment for the misuse or actual mis-

behaviour and practically teaches him about the evil of

neglecting opportunities by compelling him to work

hard under difficulties brought about by such misbe-

haviour. With opportunities lessened, having work

rendered heavier, and with self-created obstacles on all
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rifles, the student is made to feel keenly for the waste

and the misuse of his previous opportunities. If the

student under such circumstances really regrets hisr»

mistake and tries to make the best use of the little

opportunity he may have for the bettering’ of his con-
dition, the teacher begins to help him and the energy
of his resolution itself enables him to work through
difficulties and obstacles, and the result is that he not
only learns the value of opportunities but also gathers
strength and courage by successfully working against
opposing forces. But, many students are not able to
stand this hard test. They grow desperate and become
worse. Then, the teacher, finding his last trial failing,
sees that there is no more use in retaining such students'
in his class and that they ought to be, of necessity,
sent to a lower class, so that they may have better
and ampler opportunities of learning their old lessons.
Similarly, the .Jeeva referred to above was a Brahmin

his
l
Jrevi°us life or lives, hut lost many an opportu-

nity for improvement, associated then with objection-
able characters, contracted bad habits, and did all
whose result is his present position. It is indeed a
pity that he should have so many difficulties to
encounter. But he is the author of them all. When
opportunity he had, he would not use it properly. Its
consequence is that, although he may now want to
....prove, obstacles are before him and proper opportu-
nities very rarely appear. He sometimes very earnestly
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wants to give up his had habits, but they would not

leave him. If he is to improve at all, he has to do so

by the side of such habits, and it is indeed a difficult

task. His people around him and his other environ-

ments are nil against his redemption, and even if he

should strive to rise, and to some extent succeed in

rising, above his acquired instincts while in solitude,

such people and environments drag him down again

while in their company, and he once more revels in

shame. But, if such attempts for escape are repeated

verv often, lie will gather strength more and more,

and he may have a very fair hope of raising himself

up early to the standard level of his caste-Dharma,

without any more fear of descent into sin. Such a last

chance is offered to the .Jeeva in question. If this last

chance is not a\ ailed of, the .Jeeva is bound to go down

to a lower caste in which he may take his own time to

tret rid of his dross and to relearn and regain all that

lie has forgotten and lost.

18. The above instances show that non-conformity

with Caste-Dharmas leads to results which evidence

immense difficulties and confusion

in the proper working of the

Caste System. The great use of

the System can be wholly realised

Work of destruction

at the end of Dwa-

para Yuga.

only if its rules are enforced by the intervention of the

Authority in Power whenever necessary. If however
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such Authority does not care for the System, the inevit-

able result is that ideas of duties become confused,

qualifications and training necessary tor particular

acts not being insisted upon, acts fail to bear the intend-

ed fruits, dissatisfaction and scepticism set in, blame is

ignorantly thrown on the bead ot the One who origin-

ally established the System, prejudices arise against

the same, and the very nature of the System is mis-

understood and misrepresented. The cloud of ignorance

irets thicker, and the so-called leaders and their

followers ,
1 both equally groping in the dark, fall into

the depths of worldliness and irreligion, beyond all

hopes of early redemption. Such was the fate appre-

hended at the end of the last or Dwapara Yuga by

Arjuna when be was asked by Lord Sri Krishna to

fight the great men of the Kshatriva Caste and kill

them. It was the Kshatriya that was the Power in

Authority in the times of old in this land, that kept

up the Caste System in working order, though latterly

the System exhibited symptoms of slight internal cor-

ruption. Arjuna had the keenness to see, though from

a somewhat different point of view, that, if that Power

should be cut down, Caste-confusion would set in, sins

would be multiplied, and the progress of the nation

1 . i
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would be considerably checked. It may be observed
that this particular fear of Arjuna about the nature

of future events was not referred to by Lord Sri

Krishna in the whole of the Bhagavadgita in a manner

to show that Arjuna was wrong in his apprehension.

But, the Lord induced him to fight by teaching him

that he ought not to care for the results of his actions,

that it was his duty as Kshatriya to fight in a righteous

cause, that birth and death have no reference to the

Kealitv in man, the Self, and that the Self is ever

existing in the infinity of consciousness and bliss. So,

Lord Sri Krishna evidently knowing the inevitable

results, expedited the great Maha-Bharata war which

ended in completely demolishing the Kshatriya wall of

protection around the Hindu Aryan Nation, and which

has brought the great ancient fabric of Caste System

to its present deplorable condition. The ways of the

Lord are not always known, but a purpose there must

be at the bottom of all this change. Let us try to

ascertain what this possibly can be.

19. Our ancient Sages have discovered that

different periods of the day (of 24 hours) have different

peculiarities and each of such

The Four \ ugas and periods is especially suited to the

Caste System. r -n i • i
.

performance ot some specific kind*

of duties

the day,

or actions. The early morning period of

preceding sun-rise, is the fittest for calm
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contemplation (JDhyana) on the nature of the Absolute

Self and for austere devotion (Tapas) to the Supreme.

The fore-part of the day is the best for the acquisition

of knowledge (Gnanam) after purification by active

worship (Puja) of Eswara. The rest of the day time

is to be spent in service in the shape of sacrifice

( Yagna) or offerings to other Jeevas, whether of this

world or of any other, and for the acquisition of

property for immediate use in this life. The night is

the period for enjoyment of life and sleep. It is also

the period when suffering is most keenly felt. Giving

(Dana) of food when demanded is always compulsory,

especially in the night. This day of ours (of 24 hours)

is, as it were, an inverted miniature image of the Great
Cycle of Time, the period of Mahayuga, which consists

of 4,380,000 years, and which is apportioned into four

smaller Cycles or Yugas, namely Kritha of 1,752,000

years, Thretha of 1,3 14,000 years, Dwapara of 876,000
years and Kali of 438,000 years,* inverted, because, the
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length of duration of each of these Yugas which corres-o
pond to the divisions of the day bears more or less an

V

inverse proportion. Kali being the smallest of the

1 ugas, and Kritha or Satva being the largest. Kritha

Yuga corresponds to the early morning period of the

day. It is the Yuga most favourable for contemplation

(Dhyana) and austere devotion (Tapas). It is the

period in which advanced Jeevas, who have risen above

the lower stages of action, and who are treading along

the final path of renunciation and contemplation, are

awake and functioning. It is also the period in

which advanced Jeevas take birth in the four Castes

and regularly perform their respective duties for the

common good of all. The less developed Jeevas

are then either sleeping in Maya without being

brought into manifestation or activity, or under-n * 7

going experiences, being elsewhere or in sub-human

bodies. It is generally known that Brahmins who

are spiritually inclined rise in the early morning,

about two hours before sunrise, and, after cleaning

and purifying their bodies, contemplate on the Self,

the Source of Light in all. It is also the time when

those who are mindful of their duties rise up and

work. This early morning period, it may also be said,

is just the time which other people find to be the

best fitted for sound sleep. When the morning hours

are over and the heat of the Sun begins to spread in

the atmosphere, all men are awake and the world goes
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on busy all over. People of different stages of advance-

ment, high and low, of different temperaments, of

different types of living, and of different avocations,

all are there in the work of the world. Such a state of

things arises when the second period, Thretha Yuga,

begins. This Thretha Yuga (to which corresponds

the forepart of the day) is best suited for acquisition

of Knowledge or Guana and active worship (Upasana)

of Eswara. The third Yuga, Dwapara, as is tin*

remaining portion of the day-tirne, is most favourable,

and afford proper facilities, for acts of Sacrifice. 1

Then comes the last period, our present Kali Yuga, the

Yuga in which Gift (Danam) is most efficacious, the

great night portion of Chathur-Yuga or Maha-Yuga,
when all the Dark Powers of evil are busy in their

errands of mischief and all the distinctions between man
and man perceived in the day are vanishing .

2 The
learned and the illiterate, the king and the peasant, all

act alike in the night. They eat, enjoy and suffer, and
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go to sleep. The vast gulfs of difference, perceived

among them in the course of the discharge of their

duties in the day, are all covered in the night by uni-

formity of conduct. When the present night Kali was

about to come, Eswara made preparations by means

of the Mahabharata war and other events to facilitate

the obliteration, one after another, of all distinctions of

Caste-Dharmas of the previous \ ugas. T. his process

of obliteration is going on day by day with increased

vigour, and the work of Kali for the past over 5,000
n *

years on Caste System lias brought it to its present

tottering conditon. Every one of the students of Atma-

Vidya knows that the inevitable levelling of Castes

must happen, as apprehended with great sorrow by

Arjuna, when the night Kali advances further on and

that the time must of necessity arrive when all will

have their sound sleep of ignorance.

20. My object in showing, as I have attempted to

do, that the Caste System is a system of nature and

necessity and that each of the

Caste Dharmas to be members of the Aryan Hindu
followed in Kaliyuga

, , p 11

community ought to tollow in

practice the Dharmas of the Caste in which he is horn,

is not to advocate any attempt at a whole-sale revival

of the ancient Caste System in all its purity, for, such

a revival is absolutely impossible in this Yuga, and the

System itself is going to he involved in hopeless confu-

sion, every one being a Sudra in conduct., as the great
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Sage, Vyasa, has himself declared 1
,
but my object is

to convince my fellow-students that the system is a

wonderfully desirable one, unlike what it is described

to be by people who are not competent to judge of it

and who are blinded by ignorance and perverted by

prejudices, and that it is possible and necessary for

some advanced individual Jeevas here and there to use

that System to the best advantage even in this Kali-

Yuga. It may be that in the night the generality of

mankind may be inactive and asleep. Hut, persons

who want to rise above the common run of people of

the time and to make rapid advances on the path of

evolution ought to take special pains to see that they

do not really bring themselves down to the level of the

ordinary man of the time, by recognising the fact that,

although the gulfs of caste distinctions may be filled

up in this Age, the vast expanse of space-intervals in

the place of the former gulfs may still be perceived
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and conduct may be guided accordingly. Although

the manifold differences in status and capabilities

between man and man perceivable during the day can-

not in the night be discovered by a casual visitor, still,

such differences are preserved in a latent form during the

night, and it cannot be said they have ceased to exist

then. Though at the time of* sleep in the night the

•Judge and the prisoner appear alike, the status of neither

of them becomes that of the other, even temporarily,

although the difference between them is not made out
r>

then but only during the court hours of the day, the

Judge sitting on the bench and pronouncing sentences,

and the prisoner standing in the dock and receiving

punishment. So, although the Caste-duties are not

actually performed in the present \ uga, the hidden

foundation of the system is still preserved, as also the

respective status of Jeevas by birth in the diffeient

Caste-sections of the community 1
. The wise man is

he who acts out his life even in this \ uga in conformity

with his Caste-status pushing aside all obstacles created

by the circumstances of the Age. He ought to realise

that his future depends on the nature of his present.

The judgeship of the Judge may be withdrawn from

1 . ?pT ^ ^ St ^ Sr 1
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him on the morrow if the Judge should so conduct

himself in the night that it is no more safe to continue

the judgeship in him. So, even in this kali-1 uga we

should strive to conduct ourselves in a way at least not

inconsistent with out Dhannas.

21. The very obstacles in these our days to regular

practice in Caste-Dharmas are a source of strength to

Some more reasous.
the practitioner (every one knows

that resistence increases strength)

and the present Age (lvali) may also he considered as

a period of test, when Jeevas who were discharging

their respective duties in other Yugas have been placed

under difficulties for testing whether their faith in their

Dharmas has become strong and unshakable. Let ns

stand firm by our Dharmas and prove that we are compe-

tent enough to be admitted into the higher path, the

path of calm contemplation. No doubt, we are in

Ivali-Yuga, and many of us are busy preparing for an

early sleep of ignorance. Still, there may be a few

among ourselves who may use even this night of ours

to the best advantage by purifying themselves by proper

observance of their Dharmas, and by sitting in contem-

plation on the Self just when other men lay themselves

down on bed for sleep. It may be remembered that

the A,ryan Shastras direct that the Seeker of the Self,

instead of throwing himself on bed with the idea of

sleeping ought to sit on it and try to practise such

contemplation until sleep overtakes him by force.
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Such attempts at contemplation may hurry on the

leeva to the attainment of final liberation even before

the end of Kali, nay, even in his present life-time itself

if they are sufficiently hearty and well-guided.

22. It may perhaps be asked :
—“ Where is the

necessity to hurry on now ? Time is infinite. We
XT may take our own time, accordingNow or never. -

to our convenience and leisure

to purify and improve ourselves by the adoption

in conduct of appropriate Dharmas. We need not

much trouble ourselves now, and we shall at present

take life easily, eat, drink and be merry.” This

view, no doubt, sounds very well, so long as the

real state of tilings is not known. The fact, however,

is this. As we are at present situated, the sooner we

make attempts in the right direction the better it is

for us. One moment of delay creates and places

before us more obstacles in the way of our progress.

As Kali Yuga advances, even the few opportunities for

improvement that we have got now will be taken away

from us, one after another. The advantage of physical

heredity becomes less and less as generations are more and

more removed from the great sagely ancestors, habits and

environments become worse, means of liberation get

scanty, temptations in the way are multiplied, the

guides for proper training become fewer, struggle

for even the bare existence of life becomes keener,
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occasions, in the midst of such struggle, for attempts

at spiritual progress become rarer, the bodies, physical

and mental, become weaker ;
in short, the whole of

nature, internal and external, will seem to conspire

against the aspirant and the result will be his thorough

vanquishment. 1 Our present chances for escape are

better and more numerous when compared to the future

ones. If now and here we are not able to save our-

selves, there is no room for hope in the future. 2 It is
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no doubt very difficult to shake off one’s lethargy.

Most of us have been sleeping and lying idle already

too long. But the past we cannot recall and mend.

The future, however, is in our hands. It seems certain

that we cannot afford to sit idle any more. Ivali seems

to have begun in right earnest bis work of destruction.

The house has already caught fire in the roof-top.

We should gather together the little energies we have

still got and try to escape at once .
1 People, highly

esteemed for modern culture and largely applauded for

wordly wisdom, may, without looking up, deter and

delay us by their sweet words of fascinating eloquence 2
,

but we should not mind all that. We should heartily and

strenuously engage ourselves in the due performance

of our respective Caste-duties, and, after we have

thereby secured real Vairagya or spirit of renunciation

and begun to feel the scorching heat of Samsara, it
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will be our interest and duty to run away immediately 1
.

A vast number may remain and perish in the flame of

Kali-Yuga, but that is no excuse for our not making

special attempts to escape. It is tor the benefit of

those who may be ready and willing to make such

special attempts these humble discourses are intended.

Caste-Dharmas and

Mala-dosha.

23. Again, as shown in a previous discourse, the

final object of all our education is to get rid of Avidya

by means of Para-Vidya or (i lia-

na (true knowledge). This true

knowledge arises and is assured

only by renunciation and by constant contemplation

on the nature of the One Self under proper guidance.

If we want to get out of the mischief of Avidya, we

should strenously practise contemplation and renuncia-

tion. In order that such practice may be established,

we should remove beforehand from our acquired nature

all the impurities (Doshas) or gross elements of obstruc-

tion by strict observance of our Dharmas. Impurities

in our nature are mainly of three classes. They are

Mala-dosha,'Vikshepa -dosha and Avarana-dosha. Mala-

dosha is generally the impurity caused by our bad

Karma done in previous lives. This impurity can be

removed by the due following of Caste-Dharmas or

13
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duties, which include acts of help to other Jeevas,

whether of this world, or of Bhuvarloka such as Pitris,

or of Swarloka as Devas. Vikshepa-dosha in the

Jeeva is that which makes his mind ever waver without

allowing him to stand firm in the Truth taught -or

revealed to him. This defect can be removed by

unswerving concentrated devotion ( Upasanaj. Ava-

rana-dosha is the inherent veil of ignorance (Avidya)

which blinds him and prevents his realising in consci-

ousness his one-ness with the All-Self. This can be

removed only by Guana or knowledge of the Truth of

Absolute Monism. Caste-duties are specifically pres-

cribed for getting rid of Mala-dosha which is the

grossest of the Doslias and which is a positive evil

brought on one’s own nature by antecedent misconduct

;

and this specific prescription is a chief peculiarity of

the Aryan practical religion. The necessity for

following strictly the caste-duties so prescribed is not

always rightly and fully understood. Some modern

thinkers believe that these duties need not necessarily

be performed by all, that these duties are intended only

to give a training in the life of virtue, and that for the

one who is already leading a life of common virtue the

performance of such special duties is unnecessary. In

the first place, the view entertained by such thinkers

is both partial and incorrect. Even taking the view as

if is, the question arises how far the mere following, in

daily life, of the ordinary and general rules of common
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morality alone can nullify the effect of a previous posi-

tively bad Karma. It has been pointed out elsewhere

that no man there is or can he who has not his own

store of past bad Karma, and man, as such, is himself

the result,in a sense,of mixed Karma,good and bad. ( )ne

who is hale and healthy can remain healthy in future

by observing merely the ordinary hygienic rules of life.

But the one who is affected by some disease has to see

something more done by way of special treatment. The

system of training in the performance of caste-duties

is a system of special treatment established by the

All-knowing for, among other reasons, the eradication

of the evils of past bad Karma, evils which otherwise

hinder the onward progress of the Jeeva towards his

final goal. Bad Karinas being many and varied, their

effect Mala-dosha is also of innumerable kinds, and the

duties or Dharmas to be followed by men have had

also to be classified and prescribed differently. Eswara,

bv making us take birth in particular castes, has placed

us in a position to know what kind of Mala-dosha we

have got and what the specific Dharmas are by the

performance of which we may get rid of the dross in us.

Some of these Dharmas, such as Sandhyavandana, are

so very carefully prescribed that they not only lead

directly to the removal of Mala-dosha by training us

in the acts of good Karma, but also simultaneously

prepare us to rise beyond the two other Doshas also by
training us in concentrated Upasana and enabling us
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to advance towards the goal of Gnana-Marga also.

Those who have cared to ascertain what Sandhya-

vandana means know this fact well. These Dharmas,

as indeed all responsible actions, have to be performed

by us only in earth-life, that is to say, in the plane

of Karma or activity. The path of action, particularly

its higher section, and the path of Upasana, though

different in their nature, are for all practical purposes

so much interwoven with each other that they have to

be trodden more or less together. Upasana is possible

only so long as the difference is recognised among

these three, the devotee (Upasakah), the object of

devotion (Upasyah) and their connecting element

devotion ; and so long also subsists the idea of a dis-

tinction among the corresponding three, the actor, the

thing acted upon and the action. In fact, the path of

Upasana and the higher section of the path of action

are practically one. 1 hus the path of Upasana

also has to be gone through only in earth-life. Even

the path of Gnana or knowledge, which is characteris-

ed by renunciation, has to be trodden only here (m

earth-life), for renunciation of activity there can be

only where activity is possible. Gnana-Sadhanas

{ means of attaining knowledge) have all to be practised

here. The seeking and the serving of the Gum,

the strict following of the directions of the Guru,

such as the subduing of the senses, and the consequent

realisation of the unreal nature of phenomenal
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existence have all to be made only here, the plane of

activity, the plane where the phenomenalism*? of the

Noumenon is most material. In short, taking into

consideration all that the word “Gnana”
1 connotes and

implies, the fact seems clear that the path of Gnana

has also to be ^one through only in earth-life. [It is

for these reasons in particular it has been said in the

previous discourse that man can bring about his pro-

gress or evolution only in earth-life and that in othei

Lokas there is no evolution for him. The Great Ones

refer, in this connection, to the possibility of Upasana

in the higher Lokas in some exceptional cases. These

are however rare exceptions which only prove the rule.

Sruthi makes reference also to the advanced Souls who

are enabled to function in Satya-loka and are to attain

Moksha from there at the end of the Cycle. The case

of such Souls has very little to do with the general

course of evolution of the thinker]. Thus, we find that,

we should strive to make the best use of our life on

earth, which practically is the only training ground,

with a view to remove from ourselves our bad nature

which overhangs our real nature, ever pure, blissful
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and peaceful. We cannot afford to neglect our Caste-
dharmas which, after directly removing the grossest of
our .mpunt.es, enable us to rise swiftly on to our own
lofty state of the All-Self.

24. As in the case of a nation or class, so in the
life of an individual also, we can trace the several

Asramas.
stages of evolution. In the case
of an ordinary man with little

spiritual development, his whole life is spent on the
first and the second paths, the paths of obedience and
selfish desire. In a spiritually advanced person we
may be able to trace the signs of his passage not
only through the first and the second but also through
the final paths, the paths of selfless action and absolute
renunciation. The Great One accordingly divided
the life-period of the Brahmin, the most highly evolved
among men, into four distinct stages or Asramas. Here
naturally a doubt may arise such as the following
If the Brahmin is intended for the final path, the path
of renunciation, how can it be possible for us to trace
in his life-period his passage through the lower paths,
which passage must have been over in his previous
lives, as the life of the Brahmin must be the life of
renunciation from its beginning* to its end? In

fact, no such doubt need arise at all. When it is said

that the Brahmin is intended for the path of renuncia-

tion, it means that his immediate goal is the end of that
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particular path. The end of Kshatriya life is to suc-

cessfully do actions without personal motives and for the

good of others, and so on. It is the difference in t ie

nature of the goal ordinarily reachable in particular

lives that makes the distinction among the castes. 1 In-

beginning is the same for all, and the end differs for

each caste. The Smlra life begins ami ends m

obedience or service. Though his whole life-period is

spent in service, he is allowed to be a householder.

TheVaishya life begins in obedience and ends in action

for profit. He lias two Asramas, the Brahmacharya-

srama, the stage of the student, and the Grihasthha-

srarna, that of the householder. The Kshatriya life

begins also in obedience, passes through the second

sta^e and ends in selfless action. He has thioe

Asramas, the Brahmacharya, the Garhasthhya and the

Vanaprasthhasrama, the stage of training in austerity

and devotion in solitude in the forest. Ihe Brahmin

life in the same way begins in obedience, passes

through all the other three stages, and ends in final

emancipation from conditioned existence, the fruit of

Kenunciation Absolute ; that is to say, lie lias all the

four Asramas, including the final one, tbe Sanyasa-

srama, the stage of thorough renunciation. 1 Some of
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us may be aware of the fact of nature that, as regards
the growth and development of the human body within
the mother’s womb, all the several stages of physical
growth from the condition of the cell up to that of the
complicated human body are passed through before the
human child comes out of the womb. When the

physical body of man has to start afresh from the
lowest condition, it is nothing strange that the mental
frame of the real Brahmin also starts from the stao-e

of ignorance but grows swiftly on to the stage of cons-

cious renunciation. And this peculiar fact of nature

lepeating itself in the life-period of every living thing
has been recognized by the Western scientists. Hence,
it is possible to mark the several stages respectively in

the life-period of the brahmin having’ reference to the

four ascertained paths of evolution. The Brahmacharya-
srama or the student’s stage is the first. In that stage

of life, the student should he obedient to the teacher,

and, as Prof, f . Max Muller would say, “the pupil is

a passive recipient, a learner and believer.” In the
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second stage, the Grihasthhasrama, the selfish action of

the less evolved is represented by the action of the

householder for the benefit of his wife and children.

In that stage itself the Grihasthha makes preparation

for the higher life and begins to cultivate therein the

habit of doing action for the benefit of all, action

for the mere sake of duty, which habit successfully

takes him on to the third stage, the stage of Vana-

prasthha. It is in thes tage of Vanaprasthha attachment

to fruits of action is wholly got rid of. The deeva has

to retire from the bustle of the world and to meditate

and confer the benefit of meditation on others. He
has to exercise self-control, control of body and mind.

He has to help and to teach, not expecting or caring

for any return of benefit, but with a view to see the

world better off for his existence. When he is in this

stage of life, he has to prepare himself for a still higher

life bv constant study of the Sacred Upanishats.

Such preparation, when completed, takes him on to the

last and most glorious Asrama, the Sanyasa, going

thereto, he renounces all that is finite or limited, and,

realising fully his oneness with the Infinite Noumenon,
the underlying Reality of all that exist, finds peace
unruffled and absolute.* Here is the object of indivi-

dual existence attained. (In this connection it may be

1. a?Fc*Tl sT^TT«T I
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mentioned that Smritis have declared that this final
Asrama of Sanyasa, at the end of which alone absolute
liberation is ordinarily attained, cannot be adopted in

this Age of Kali, except in the beginning period of
the \ uga during which the existence of the Vedas and
of the Systems of Castes and Asramas continues to be
recognized .

1 Now, Castes and Asramas are already
becoming so much confused and deformed that it is

certain that they will very soon disappear altogether,

depriving Jeevas of the benefit of proper training in

the glorious Asrama of absolute renunciation. If at

all we care to reach the Ultimate Goal of life, we
should at once, without any more waste of time, prepare

ourselves for securing the necessary qualifications that

may fit us to enter into such final and lofty condition

of life, before Varnasrama Dharmas become thoroughly

extinct and before we become completely blinded by

the fast approaching, all-covering and impenetrable

darkness of ignorance characteristic of Kali, the night

period of the Great Maha-Yuga).

25. Thus, it is seen that according to the rules of

•/
^ ultimate goal of existence, the

1. ...tram
i
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Sanyasasrama for the

Brahmin alone.

attainment of the supreme end,

the actual realisation of the One

Self, Brahma-G nanam, is in the

usual course of things possible only at the end ot tin*

final Asrarna of real Brahmin life, the Sanyasa. 1 It

is the specific characteristic of the life of the Brahmin,

to whom alone 2 the Sanyasa Asrarna is allowed and

prescribed, that it leads immediately and directly to

the supreme knowledge of the Self. This peculiar

characteristic which differentiates the Brahmin Caste
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from other castes which cannot approacli the stage of

Sanyasa is referred to iu some passages in Agama, as

in Vajra Suchika Upanishat and other works. Some
of these passages, with a view to give due prominence

to this connoting peculiar feature, define the very term

“ Brahmin r
' by saying 64 Brahmin is Brahmagnani.

26. Such passages, without being properly approa-

ched and understood, have given room to some

discussion in modern India. Peo-
“ Brahmin” and

, ,
. ...

, . „ pie, who are averse to recognize the
“Brahmagnani.” ...

desirability of the Caste System,

want to make a point out of such passages by saying

that only Brahmagnanis can be Brahmins and none else.

Such interpretation discloses the immense depth of

ignorance that lies beneath it. Such interpreters seem

never to have known that, if their interpretation should

be the proper one, that is to say, if only Brahmagnanis

can be considered Brahmins, the whole lot of Aryan

Shastras, prescribing different rules for different castes,

may seem useless and even ridiculous. Caste and

Asrama have reference onlv to the body. 1 From the

1. qRSfiipTcir: i
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THE CASTE

moment of the parents’ union and the consequent con-

ception in the mother’s womb up to death, and even

after a number of Samskaras, purificatory ceremonies

and initiations, are prescribed by the Shastras for the

Brahmin and other Dwijas ( twice-born ).i Does a Brah-

magnani require any purification or initiation? Is -t for

a Brahmagnani also the ceremonies of Garbhadhaua,

Jatakarana, Namakarana, Annaprasana and Chowla

are intended ? The Shastras make provisions, differing

according to the Caste, with regard to the age* before

which and the season3 in which Upanayanam or mitia-

1 .
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tion into Cxavatri 1ms to be made of the boys of the

first three castes. 1 ben the question arises Who is

the Brahmin boy to be so initiated ? Is it a Brahma-

gnani bov ? Does a Brahmagnani, who has already

realised the ultimate goal, the Self, require any
initiation into Gayatri ? Again, provisions are also

made for several Pravaschittas or expiatory ceremo-

nies for sins committed bv Brahmins. If Brahmagnanin
alone is Brahmin, it follows that Brahmagnani alsoP
may commit and be answerable for sins. The absur-

dity of the view of such interpreters is most patent,

and much need not be said by way of its refutation.

The passages in Vajra-Suchika and similar passages

elsewhere only indicate that the goal of Brahmin life

is the very ultimate goal of existence, the end of evolu-

tion. while the training of deevas in the lower castes

only places them at different intermediate stations in

the ascending line of evolution, and that a Brahmin

who has become a Brahmagnani is the best among“ p

Brahmins, he having aetuallv realised the final object

of Brahmin life. 1

1. apTHt srifar: srfarat i
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27. However, as matters stand at present, the

ultimate goal is far away from the present position of

the average modern Brahmin.

The modern ways. ^ movements are all ill the wrong

direction, namely, downwards. The greater the

descent, the swifter is his fall and more serious and

permanent is his injury. He however carries with

him some faint ideas of the Supreme Goal of life with-

out being in a position to understand it properly, and

sometimes earnestly wants to reach it, not knowing

that he is all the while running the other way. The more

he runs away from the goal, the fainter and more illu-

sive become his ideas of it. These ideas he transmits to

others and the result is:—all are deceived, as in the

case of the blind leading the blind!. Modern India

presents a curious state of affairs. The cloud of

irreligion and ignorance is hovering in her atmosphere.

Still, everyone talks of the Highest Iruth in religion,

and also wants at once to get at the h inal State of

Moksha or Absolute Liberation from conditioned

existence2 . Nothing less than Moksha is man’s aim

now. The lower he falls the higher he wants to soar.

1. sfarorar r )
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He forgets altogether that the very Shastras which
deal with the state of liberation deal also with Caste
and other duties, Varnasrama Dharmas. But, the
modern educated Hindu finds the latter personally very
inconvenient and gives them up. He would not how-
ever admit that he is acting against the Shastras, and, in

order to justify his own ways, he makes attempts to

show that the Shastras themselves have prescribed such
ways, and a vast number of his colleagues, similarly

situated, are always ready to applaud him for his

wonderful discoveries following such attempts. Socie-
ties, Samajas and Schools of thought which ignore or

even discard Caste and Asrama Dharmas readily find

favour with them all. This half-hearted method of

following the Shastras has done more mischief to the

Aryan religion than non-Hindu mission agency or

even materialism or atheism. These can only attack
it from the outside and can be successfully combated.

Even if there should be caused some injuries in the

combat, they are not more than skin-deep. But, the

ways of the modern half-educated Hindu are more

dangerous. He acts as poison inside the system,

contaminates the whole of it, and hastens its early

destruction. If we really care for India and her

ancient Aryan Religion, immediate steps ought to be

taken to avoid this speedy culmination of evil.

28. The cure must begin in the Brahmin commu-

nity. The nervous system ought to be set right before
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the tone of the whole body can
Remedy is With improve. Mischief originated in

the Brahmin.
, , . TT
the Brahmin. He ought to initiate

also the change for the better. In the first place bo

should understand that his present much-boasted,

superiority has no reference to him personally but

belongs to. and indicates the grandeur of, the elevating

Brahminical Dharmas. He should remember that he

is one having certain duties to perform, not mere rights

to exercise, and that regard, if claimed and demanded

or enforced, ceases to be regard any more. He should

keep himself pure, body and mind. He should be free

from hate and blame. He should ascertain his own

Dharmas and follow them as far as possible under his

present conditions. He should also ascertain others'

Dharmas and properly teach and guide such of those

others who mav be willing to be so taught and guided.

The Brahmin is the teacher by birth-right, as India

is made by the Lord the spiritual teacher of the

whole world. But the Brahmin cannot teach unless he

is properly qualified for the position of 44 Teacher ” by
precept and example. If be should improve, the rest

are bound to improve by his teaching. His responsi-

bilities, indeed, are heavy, and his ignoring them
means a wholesale fall. He should realise his lofty

position and his heavenly mission, and should study
hard, work hard and help all.

14
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29. Thus, we have been able to find, though

imperfectly, that not only is this universe being guided

bv the Divine Hand along the
Conclusion.

, „ , i . «

path of steady progress, but also

there are in that path clearly visible four distinct

stages, each such stage possessing its own Dhannas

and peculiarities. Traces of these four stages of

evolution are discernible in the Lokas of this universe,

in the nations, in the classes, and even in the individual

man. We should be, in fact, happy to find that we are

indeed in a world of Law. Our Ancient Rishis have

closely studied the manifold and immense operations

of this Universal Law, and have built up, for our own

use, and indirectly for the use of the world at large,

a kind of social fabric which stood firm and erect, so

long as faith in such Law and faith in the greatness of

such Divine Seers remained strong. Unfortunately, at

present, such faith is being shaken by growing ignor-

ance from within and destructive influence from with-

out. Most of the domestic miseries in our families,

and evils in our society, which are ignorantly attribu-

ted to the inherent nature of our ancient system, are

hut the direct results of such blind ignorance and such

ruinous influences. Still, these can only shake, and

not destroy, altogether that faith. For, a Law, which

is eternal and universal it. its application, can nete.

cease to be, and, whatever may be man's ignomi.ee

about it, whatever may be mans prejudices against
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Introduction.

DISCOURSE VI.

The Study of the Upanishats.

(
—%—S'T.)

1. In our study of tlie path of evolution it was

found that there are four distinct stages of progress

which, for the sake of convenience,

we called
li the four paths of

evolution." The first is the path of obedience, the

second the path of selfish action, the third the path of

action for the good of others, and the fourth is the

path of inaction or absolute renunciation. Many of

us have already left behind us, at least, we think we

have left behind us, the path of obedience. As for

the path of selfish action, we are wholly on it. We

need not lie taught to be selfish. We are already over-

flowing with selfishness. The third and the fourth

being the paths of qualified and absolute renunciation

respectively, “ Renunciation’’ is the watch-wor.l for

enabling one to travel along these final paths!. Unless

<*°)
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and until we are prepared to cultivate habits of renun-

ciation, we cannot think of placing our feet on either

of these paths, especially on the fourth. Therefore, it

is our duty to know something about renunciation.

Our sacred Upanishats deal exclusively with the final

path of absolute renunciation 1
, as indicated by the Great

Ones, and as even found out by the oriental scholars

of the West, such as Dr. Roer and Sir M. Monier

Williams. Understanding what our Upanishats have

in store for us, we shall he sadly failing in our duty to

ourselves, if we do not attempt their study to secure

that absolute bliss and peace to which no other posses-

sion is equal. \\ e have the Upanishats with us. 1 hey

promise a great deal. The wise, who have studied them

and practically realised in their lives the truths revealed

through them, say in unmistakable terms that supreme

bliss, happiness beyond compare, is sure to be attained

through such study and realisation. Not only in our

mother-land, India, but in far-off countries also, the

flower of thinking humanity, men like the great

jjsftar: )
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German philosopher Schopenhauer find solace and

peace in the Upanishats. But we, the vast majority

in India, do not approach the Upanishats. They are too

old and obsolete for us. Thev that were once our only
%/ •

possessions, my Brahmin friends, are now thrown away,

and in their place we have money and anxiety, luxury

and discomfort; a poor substitute indeed. Let us try

all our might, in the hoarding up of money, in the

unending collection of fancy articles about us and in

the putting on of magnificent or imposing appearances

to find that genuine peace and comfort. e cannot

find them 1
. The more we get into such worldliness,

the more is our object away from us. Many have been

those who tried like ourselves, and none of them seems

to have reached the desired goal by such means. ( )urs is

different from and fai*2 inferior to the right path which,

though narrow, is open to us still. Without doubt,

few are those who have gone by that narrow path, the

path of supreme wisdom and absolute renunciation, but

those few appear to have been considerably benefitted

by going along that path. They declare that that way

it is that leads to the proper goal, the goal of Eternal

1. * fira* aqVtfr ugsi: i
(wotMiStc. *0
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Peace and Absolute Freedom*. This assurance means

a great deal. It serves as a beacon-light to their

perplexed brethren. It is our interest therefore to

know something of that path through the study of the

Upanishats and to enter into the path soon. With a

view to make necessary preparations for such study

and entrance, let us consider now what qualifications

are required of the person who wishes to be really

benetitted by the study of the Upanishats, and also

let us see how far we, in our present position, may
^

be

justified in seriously entering into such study. This

discourse attempts to deal with these preliminary

considerations.

•2. What are Upanishats then? They form the

last portion of the Vedas and they deal with the essence

or very end of all Vedic knowledge.

The Vedas, as Sir M. Monier

Williams savs, are “ the original source and fountain

head of all Indian religious thought, philosophy and

literature. They are classed under three divisions^

the Mantra or prayer portion of the V edas or

Samhithas, the Brahmanas treating of rituals, and the

Aranyakas whose important portion consists of the

Upanishats dealing with the ultimate truths of all

1 .
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religion and philosophy. Of these, the Mantras are by
some moderns considered to have been composed earlier

than the Brahmanas, and the latter earlier than the
Upanishats. The Mantras were originally classed under
thiee heads, the Rik, the \ ajus and the Sama, and later

on into four, including the Athharvana. Of these, the

Rik-Mantras are considered to be the earliest. I shall

not now attempt to enter into the question of deter-

mining the dates of these several compositions, and none

but the oriental scholars of the West will in such matters

be satisfied with conclusions based upon unfounded

assumptions and vague conjectures. Whether the

Vedas or their Mantras are only 3,000 years old, as

the Western scholars would ask us to believe, or

whether they are as old as Humanity itself, the Vedas

are by the Aryan Hindus considered to be eternal and

of universal application, and they are so at least in the

sense that the ultimate truths and the fundamental

principles revealed through them hold good for all

times and for all individuals, although, in the practical

working out of those fundamental principles, differences

mav arise as between one man and another, as between

one nation and another; and such differences must

naturally arise as they directly result from difference

of condition in which each such man or nation is found

placed. The ultimate truths remain ultimate truths

for ever, although men may fight with men about the

name to be given to the medium of revelation of such
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truths. Whether we call such medium “the Vedas"

or by any other name, it is sufficient if we are able to

recognise truth wherever it may be found or in what-

ever manner it may be presented. It is admitted on

all hands that the Vedas of the Aryan Hindus are the

most ancient of the Scriptures belonging to the Aryans

who form the leading nations of the world to-day.

The Vedas being the most ancient of the Aryan

Scriptures, it is at least very likely, as it is claimed,

that the fundamental truths, of which the Vedas are

the verbal expression, formed the groundwork of the

Scripture of the original Aryan abode, before the

Aryans separated from one another and settled down

in different countries. The unmistakable identity of

most of the fundamental ideas of all Aryan religions,

and the admitted presence of the influence of the

language of the Vedas, the Sanskrit, in all Aryan

languages, very much strengthen our inference, and

Sir M. Monier Williams seems to hold this view when

he says that * 4 the Vedic Mantras embody some of

the earliest religious conceptions of that primeval

Aryan race-stock from which Greeks, Romans, Kelts,

Teutons and the Slavonic races are all off-shoots ’.

3. About the origin of the Vedas, considering

the indisputable antiquity of our Vedic literature, consi-

dering the naturally simple life

the Aryans of old must have been

leading, considering the natural

Divine origin of

Vedas.
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probability that they, in such early stages of their

national or racial life, could have made but little

progress in respect of sciences, both phenomenal and

noumenal, and considering at the same time the

loftiest flights of spirituality exhibited in the Vedas,

I believe it is nothing unnatural to maintain that the

Vedas were indeed revelations made to and for the

benefit of the Aryan race by the Most High through

His Representatives on this earth. The fact of

revelation may not be believed in by those who think

that our Aryan Hindu Religion, as it is at present, is

the result of a process of evolution of religious concepts

in man. If, in what are considered to he the earliest

compositions of the Vedic literature, we find truths

truer than any subsequently discovered, and if in them

we find the clear existence of the so-called latest

developments of religion, then, the theory of “ Involu-

tion of religion of the Hindus from the crude form of

worship of physical forces in Nature” cannot stand.

In the admittedly earliest of the Vedic compositions,

the Mantras, we find, as is admitted by the Western

scholars, the celebrated Esavasvam which contains,

as it were, the essence of all the Upanishats put

together. Scholars like Sir M. Monier Williams

seem to think that, until the age of the later Upani-

shats, the Hindus were more or less worshippers of

non-intelligent forces in Nature and that they had no

idea of an Almighty Intelligent Existence. The
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existence of the Esavasyam, the existence of the well-

known Purushasukta of the Rig Veda treating about

the Ultimate Reality, the Supreme Purusha, and the

existence of the most sacred of the Mantras, the

Gayatri of the three Vedas, treating of the Universal

Divine Light, as admitted by Sir William Jones,

prove clearly that such scholars should learn more of

India and India’s religion before they can venture

any such opinion. Although some of us may be of the

opinion that all the Vedic compositions could not have

been in existence from the very beginnings of time,

and that some of them, especially some of the Upani-

shuts, must be of later origin than the others, it can

at least be claimed that the fundamental truths of the

Ancient Aryan Religion of the present day are exactly

the same as those revealed originally to the infant

Aryan race, and Prof. F. Max Muller seems to be in

favour of this view (Vide his introduction to the

Upanishats). In connection with the conjecture that

the Hindu Religion, as it is, may be the result of a

process of evolution of religious notions of man, a

recent pronouncement by Mr. F. B. Jevons in one of

his lectures on Religion in Evolution " that there is

no proof that Religion has been evolved out of, or

preceded by, a non-religious or pre-religious stage in

the history of man may also be considered.

4. So far as the philosophical side of our Reli-

gion is considered (in India, Religion and philosophy
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Upanishats—their

simplicity.

are inseparable), the Upanishats

form tlie most important portion

of the Vedas. Of the several

paths, rather, of the several stages of the path, leading-

up to the Final Liberation, the Absolute Beatitude

described in the Vedas, the one, most direct and

immediate, though difficult, the path of Absolute

Renunciation, is dealt with in the Upanishats. In

these Upanishats we find the teaching given, in most

cases, in the form of dialogues between a spiritual

Guru and an advanced pupil, a most effective way of

imparting knowledge. The Upanishats, it must be

remembered, are not treatises, in the strict sense of the

term, but are only the outpourings, as Dr. Koer would

put it, of Divine Truths, truths revealed and declared,

not to the all-doubting sceptic but to sincere students

or Sishyas sufficiently advanced to recognise the truth

when once revealed. Such teachings were in slow

degrees handed down to posterity in regular succession,

and the Aryans then, realising the Divine origin of

such teachings, with due faith accepted them as most

true. We do not find much of discussion in the

Upanishats, and discussion is necessary only where

opposition is found or expected. Sri Sankaracharva,

for instance, had to face opposition, had to discuss all

questions and establish the truth by argumentation,

and his powerful argumentativeness is astonishing,

even to-day, to the intelligent and thinking section of
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could have been felt, in

and we naturally find
humanity. No such necessity

the case of the U panishats,

them short and simple.

5. Next.lv. arises the question “ who is properly

qualified to study the Upanishats? ' The qualifica-

tions necessary for the beginning

of a study depend upon the object

of such study. The Upanishats, as already pointed

out, deal with the path of absolute renunciation leading

finally to the state of infinite bliss and peace. Any

one who is not in the way of becoming qualified to

place his foot on the path of absolute renunciation has

no right to begin such study. 1 No doubt, any man in

Qualification

necessary.
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the world, however unqualified, may in fact read the

Upanishats ; but the truth remains that, when an

unqualified person attempts to study what he is not as

yet fit to approach, sometimes more harm is done than

crood. What is good for a person of considerable

spiritual advancement may be positively bad for one

who stands low in the grade of spirituality. A parti-

cular truth revealed to the advanced student is likely

to be used to the best advantage, while the same truth,

if revealed to the ignorant, may neither be understood 1

correctly nor be useu in the right way. What is good

for the healthy may prove injurious to the invalid.

We feed the latter with what his physical body can

assimilate and nothing more. In the same way, it is

not all truths that are to be revealed to all men if we
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really care for their progress. They should be made

to ascend step by step and not to attempt to jump up

all at once to the highest steps of the ladder and fall

down in the attempt The path of absolute renuncia-

tion being the last of the paths of progress, as was

shown in the last discourse, can be taken only by the

one who has trodden along the other paths. Belme

the evolving Jeeva enters the second path, he must

have already learnt all the lessons of the first, the path

of absolute obedience. Before he enters the thiid

path, the path of selfless action, he must have learnt

all the bitter lessons of selfish activities. When the

Jeeva has realised all the evils of selfishness, he

becomes qualified to enter into the third path, the path

of altruistic thoughts and actions. \\ hile in this third

path, the path of qualified renunciation, the Jeeva

grows to be more and more altruistic in his thoughts ,

and, after considerable progress is made, the gate-way

of the fourth path, the path of absolute renunciation,

the path which is described in the Upanishats,

becomes visible. For knowing anything about the

path of absolute renunciation,we should have advanced

far enough in the path of qualified renunciation; before

we think of studying the Upanishats, we should have

already largely converted our thoughts into selfless

nes. According to the principle underlying the

Aryan Caste System the Kshatriya is intended to
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travel along the third path, the path of qualified

renunciation, and the Brahmin is expected to go along

the path of absolute renunciation. As the person who

wishes to study the Upanishats is required to be duly

qualified to approach the final path of renunciation,

the Upanishats were allowed by our Ancients to he

studied only by the Brahmins and the Kshatriyas, and

even in their case such study was ordinarily allowed

only after their entering into the Van iprasthhasrama 1

(retirement into a forest): for, it is only in such a stage

of life a man is likely to become prepared for cultivat-

ing habits of thorough renunciation. In this connection,

we should remember that the recognised place for the

Upanishats is in the Aranyakas of the Vedas (Aranya

meaning u forest ” ).

6. It is these Upanishats, allowed to he studied

by such advanced Jeevas and under stringent condi-

tions. that some of us are attempt-

ing to master, we who are more

or less strangers to things really

spiritual (even though some of us are the physical

descendants of the mighty Rishis of old). The Raja-

Study of Upanishats

in modern conditions.

1 . ^rsrr rerar w i
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Kisliis are no more to be found, and Brahmins-m-merit

there are very few. What is to become of the Upani-

shats then, if we are not competent to study them ?

Properly speaking, they ought to be preserved as

sealed books, not to be touched by unclean hands*.

They ought not to be approached except by those 2

who have made sufficient progress which qualifies them

to place their feet on the path of renunciation and who

have been duly initiated into such studies by qualified

teachers. Any person who has not made such neces-

sary preparations will not only fail to understand the

Upanishats, but will, in all probability, misunderstand

them ; for they deal with things not belonging to his

present stage of evolution, and of whose value he has

not yet become competent to judge. Now, the question

arises, whether these Upanishats are accordingly kept

f% cT^H^R Hi qn*H STRI-

CT HT^H Hr *iiqrc Hi Wf cTHI^HI%T I
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reserved for • the developed deevas alone. Most

certainly, no. The Upanishats are laid open to the

gaze of all. Every one who has a smattering of reli-

gion wants to read them, not always with a view to

realise the sublime truths revealed in them, for that

is impossible in his case, but often with the object of

passing, in the eves of the world, for a scholar in the

Upanishats. Certain others, being incited by a feeling

of curiosity, and such are some of our oriental

scholars of the West, want to study them, and such

study will naturally confer on them only such benefit

as the motive for the study deserves. Others again

there are who study them with the specific object of

criticising disapprovingly the views expressed in them,

and surely the ideas that they are able to gather

through such study are so tinged with the colour of

prejudice that such ideas are altogether different from

what the Upanishats are intended to convey. It is in

these ways, without proper motives and without proper

guidance, the Upanishats are being studied in our

days by a large number of men who, in strict truth
9

would prove much wiser, and less injurious to others,

by refraining from any such study.

7. If the Upanishats have to be studied at all for

good, they can be studied only by the persons who

satisfy certain definite conditions,

Nature of Qualifica- some internal or mental, and the

tlon
* others external or physical. As
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regards the internal conditions, the student should have

passed through the first path of obedience; he must have

out-grown the stage of utter ignorance; and he must have

left behind him the second stage of selfish activity and

realised the evils of the life of selfishness. Being

prompted, in consequence of such realisation, by a

desire for absolute freedom from all evil ( Mumukshu-

twam), he should have learnt somewhat to discriminate

between the Noumenal Reality, the Source of Bliss, and

the Phenomenal Unreality, the Source of Evil, and to

give up attachment to the latter (Viveka and Vairagya).

He must have so trained his mind and his body that

they do not readily yield to the power of attraction of

Phenomenal Embellishments (Shama, Dama, etc). His

motives of action must have been, to some extent at

least, changed into selfless ones, and his happiness

must consist at least partially in securing happiness to

others. In short, his inner nature must have been so

moulded that he can successfully begin to practise

absolute renunciation, without being rutHed into

activity by motives of egotistic character. Again,

corresponding to such internal conditions, the student

should be also mindful of certain external conditions

which considerably help him in the way of securing

the internal ones. In our attempt to mould our inner

nature, we have, to a great extent, to work under the

particular circumstances that surround our physical

existence and through the physical body. It is
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almost idle to say that we, in our present state of

progress, can train our mind and rise in the scale of

mental or spiritual development without caring for the

physical conditions of our existence. Such conditions

have immense effect upon our mind, and the nature of

our mental progress depends considerably upon them.

To rise high in mental or spiritual progress, one must

have suitable physical body, chiefly, the result of proper

physical heredity, and desirable physical environments,

and he must scrupulously preserve personal cleanliness,

must be careful about the nature of food and other

things taken into the bodv, and, above all, must be very

particular about tlie regularity of bis habits. It is

when such physical conditions are fulfilled that the

body becomes a fit instrument to be used in aid of his

improving the inner qualifications .
1 Such are the

conditions required to be satisfied by the students of

the Upanishats, conditions both internal and external.

The Great Ones, taking all these into consideration,

ruled that only certain specified classes of people could

study the Upanishats and that only in particular

stages of life after the attainment of the prescribed

qualifications comprised under the term Sadhanacha-

atrsugst sftigsi
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thushtayam,1 of which the details will be found in all

works on the Hindu Philosophy of Religion.

8. The Brahmins of our days are the physical

descendants of such qualified class of people. The

internal qualification is difficult to

be found in most of them now, and

the external conditions are being

hopelessly ignored. It is therefore 1 venture to say

that many of us. Brahmins, are at present not entitled

to approach the upanishats. One must first strive to

fulfil the prescribed conditions of studentship, and to

secure the qualifications required for entering on such

study. To vou, my non- Brahmin friends, I have one

word in particular to say. It may be, the Brahmin of

the day may have lost a great portion of the claim for

regard due to a Brahmin-in-merit. It may be, his

inner life is not the life of the Brahmin, and is un-

worthy of any attempt on his part to enter on a kind

of study, the study of the Upanishats, too high for him

at present. But this incompetency of the modern Brah-

min, you should remember, does not create in you any

I
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new right which you did not possess originally. The
fall of the Brahmin does not raise you up one inch

higher. It is no doubt a fact that you possess in you the

sure possibility of securing the special qualifications

of the Brahmin that can make you fit to enter on such

study. But, unless and until you work yourselves up

and qualify yourselves to enter into the path of renun-

ciation, unless and until you have Cully learnt all the

lessons of obedience, all the lessons of the path of action

for self, and afterwards have also successfully learnt
7 «

the way of acting for the good of others without selfish

motives, and unless and until you have so modified your

VhHsical conditions that they considerably assist you

in your upward march, you are no better than the fallen

Brahmin, and you have no right to touch the Upani-

shats. You must bear in mind that no man in the

world is
44 excluded,” in the real sense of the term, from

the study of the Upanishats which are open to all who

are able or qualified and willing to enter on their study,

and that 44 exclusion,’* often referred to in the Shastras,

is based upon 44 the insistence on the necessity and the

desirability of qualifications. “ And you, my Brahmin

friends, must not forget that our Bralmiinhood does

not consist in our putting on of external appearances of

Brahmins-in-merit ;
nor even does it depend upon the

much-boasted fact that we are the direct descendants

of mighty Brahma-Rishis of old. But, we must strive

our best to revive in ourselves the true characteristics
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of the Brahmin and fit ourselves to enter on the final

path of progress. How should we make ourselves so

fit becomes now the important question. We must

recognise our fallen position at present and try to

understand in what way our degradation has been

brought about. We must recognise the evil and know its

origin, and then try to remove it, or, if that should be

impossible, we must try to turn our very evil to the best

possible use. In the last discourse some of the causes

of our fall were mentioned. Knowing such causes, we

are indeed in a better position to understand the real

nature of the path upwards, and, going along the

upward path step by step, we shall hope not only to

regain our original level but also to proceed onwards

and onwards until the final goal is reached. So, we

shall not be discouraged when we find that there is

after all not much difference between ourselves, as we

are at present, and others as regards the qualifications

required to take up the study of the Upanishats,

although it must be granted that the Brahmin even

now has some advantages not possessed by others,

namely, a suitable physical heredity and comparatively

much better physical environments : and in addition,

there is also the further fact that he has only to relearn

his old lessons and to get back his lost qualifications,

which can be more easily and sooner done than in the

ease of the one who has to learn anew. And here I feel

bound to mention the deplorable fact that some
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Brahmins unfortunately try their very best to conta-

minate their bodies by adopting some of the modern-

day-vices and to lose even the few advantages that they

possess over their brethren.

9. Our first business is therefore to try and

secure the required qualifications. We have only to

see whether and how far we are
Gradual, steady i , 1 iU 1

<
prepared to learn the lesson ot

progress.
renunciation. By “renunciation*

is meant the abandonment of all desires which widen

more and more the gulf between one individual and

another and which, by preventing such individual

from realising his oneness in Spirit with all the others,

subject him to the operation of the rigid Law of

Karma; it is the abandonment of all attachment to

the fruits of actions, and the consequent abandonment,

or rather non-happening, of the very activities for

one’s own benefit.
[
True renunciation

, be it remem-

bered, is aheaps mental
,
and never merely physical or

external, as is very often mistaken in these our

degenerate days in which Sanvasis in appearance and

Yogis in form have become as innumerable as

real Sanyasa and Yoga have become rare.] It is the

lesson of such true renunciation that is taught in the

Upanishats. Again, before we could think of aban-

iloniny altogether our desires and their consequent

selfish actions, we should have learnt to control those

desires, and for controlling them we should know the
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several methods by which such control may he effected.

And before we could begin to control them, we must

have realised, to some extent at least, the manifold

evils that arise from allowing the desires to have their

full play. It is when these minor lessons are taught

to us we become competent to enter on the final study,

the study of the path of abandonment or renunciation.

If, instead of going up, step by step, we take to the

study of the Upanishats all at once, it is almost certain

that we may fail to benefit by such study. Before we

determine to study them, we should understand at

what particular stage of progress or development we

are, and consider that it is more important for us to

know the very next step just higher than the one that

is ours to-day, and that we would be really helping our

own evolution by practically learning to ascend to that

next step, rather than by all the theoretical knowledge

that we may think we possess about the highest steps

of the ladder which it is not possible for us to reach as

we are at present situated.

10. Therefore, mv fellow-students, study your-

selves first. Understand properly the universal law of

evolution of the Thinker in you.

Study the different kinds of

activities going on in the universe. Try to know the

nature of the four stages of the path of evolution, and
the special characteristics of each of them. Know
definitely along which of the four paths you are, each

Some suggestions.
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of you, now progressing. Ascertain clearly what

particular Dharrnas belong to that specific stage.

Follow those Dharmas, whatever they may be. Those

Dharmas, when successfully gone through, will soon

take you up to the stage next higher than your present

one. Let us give up all our mistaken notions that we

have risen far above the stage of action. Let us

abandon the idea that there is no lesson in the universe

to receive which we are yet not fit. Let us thoroughly

realise our weakness and our ignorance, and in such

realisation consist our strength and our wisdom. Our

revered Ancestors, who had studied the nature of the

four stages of evolution, have laid down for our use

definite courses of conduct, based on the Divine 1 Code

of morals, which are sure to take us successfully

through the three lower stages .
2 Let us take firm

hold of such moral rules so prescribed and act them

out in life. For this end, it is all important that we

should be constantlv studving the lives of Great Men,

so as to learn how we should conduct ourselves under

o’iven circumstances. Our Ithihasas and Puranas are
©
intended to give ns such teachings. But, von should

1. 5T5?JJe5c^rct l
1— \)

2 .
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study them properly and in right spirit. Man) of

our modern scholars read them with a prejudice

against them, and they are able to find in them only

a reflection of their own nature. Cast aside, therefore,

all prejudice, if you want to understand them properly

and you will find in them an immense lore of wisdom.

A a^ain, with a view to realise in our lives the truth of

such wholesome teachings, we should be constantly

exercising self-control, control of body and mind, and

our Shastras considerably help us in the exercise of

such control. 1

11. It is when these lower stages of progress are

passed through, it is when you. realising your position,

have so far trained your present
Qualification secured.

'

bodies that they are beginning to

serve as your proper instruments, it is when you have

learnt to check the free advance of your desires and

to live the life prescribed by the Shastras, and not

until then,2 you begin to see some glimpses of the final

1. 5TOT*r ^ I
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path of evolution, the path of renunciation, the path

illumined by the Sacred Upanishats. It is when you

have advanced so far you 1 become the qualified

students of that Upanishadic Philosophy which deals

with the Spiritual 2 side of the universe, with the

Absolute Essence of things.

12. Once you become so qualified, you are on

that very path, and in the Upanishats you then find

the most valuable of guides to
Conclusion. T . .

take you along the path. It is in

that stage of progress the Upanishats are of real value

to vou. Raise yourselves up to that glorious height.

Study the Upanishats then, and be happy as ever you

are, the Secondless One Self.3
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DISCOURSE VII.

Image Worship

A X I >

Introduction.

The Aryan Trinity.

(
qromfiwifqs—*r-3-m-sq. )

1. In this discourse it is intended to invite the

reader s attention to one of the chief practical aspects

of Atma- Vidya, which form some

of the important differentiating

and characteristic peculiarities of the Hindu Religion.

In the previous discourses it was pointed out that the

universe and all individual beings therein have alike

the same One Absolute Self for their Reality, that

the Individuality or .Teevatvvam of the Thinker is

unreal, being created by, or the result of, A vid ya,

that the theory of evolution can be true only with

reference to the Thinker and not as regards the Real

Paramarthhika Self behind the Thinker, that the

whole universe is in existence only for, and on account

of, the Thinker, that the progress of the Thinker in

evolution has four natural and distinct stages, and
that at the end of the path of evolution is reached the

b inal Goal of individual ^existence, the Ultimate

Realisation of the Absolute Oneness of the many in
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the Self. It was mentioned in the third discourse that

the Aryan Image-worship and Guru-worship lead to

such realisation. Of these two modes of worship the

latter, namely, Guru-worship, is but an aspect of the

former. The well-known Caste System and Image-

worship chiefly mark out the Ancient Aryan Hindu
Religion from the other religions of the world. Of
these two, the Caste System was dealt with at some

length in the fifth discourse. In the present one it is

proposed to consider the nature, the desirability and

the necessity of Image-worship.

2. No other aspect of the Ancient Aryan Faith

has been so much frequently attacked as the one

having reference to Image-
What is Image-

worship. Such attacks are invari-
worship ^

ablv the result of blind ignorance

and thoughtless prejudice. Without even an attempt

to know what it is, people begin to attack it from all

sides, calling it by the misleading term “ Idolatry.
’

Image-worship does not mean worship of the Image

itself. It means worship of the Supreme Self through

and by means of Image. It is the process whereby

the wandering mind, on whose varied activity the

Thinker or Vyavaharika Jeevatma depends for his

existence, is gradually brought to a centre of attrac-

tion, and thereupon its dickering tendencies are, one
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after another, removed by constant one-pointed 1 con-

templation on the nature of the One Limitless Self of

whom the Image, used for worship, is a manifestation

under name and form, or limitation. By this process

the phenomenal appearance of the object used in wor-

ship as the Image of the Supreme and, as the practice

of such worship becomes strengthened, also the pheno-

menal appearance of the whole universe composed of

similar objects are, by slow and steady degrees,

altogether kept out of the mind, the Inner Permanent

Is onmen a 1 Self‘2 alone being contemplated upon, and

the worshipper soon realises the illusive nature of the

work of Maya, the Mother of the Phenomenal.

if. Very often, (piestions like the following arc

a>ked :
—“ How can it be possible that the Realisation

of the Absolute, All-pervasive.
Some questions.

. ,

Lternal, l unlimited Self can be

had by the use of an Image which possesses attributes

just the reverse in character ? Can it be said that the

gross, perishable, physical linage, having form and

characterised by tiniteness, can represent the Supreme
Formless Spiritual Self characterised by Infinitude of

2.
i
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Existence, Consciousness and Bliss ? Does not the

use of such an Image in worship rather tend to make

the worshipper forget the real nature of the Infinite

Self ? Does not the permanent establishment of

Images in the Hindu Temples create and maintain an

impression in the mass of the Hindu community that

God, the Supreme Self, has no existence outside the

temples ? Is it absolutely necessary that there should

be an Image to create religious devotion in man ?

Does piety always arise by means of Image-worship

alone ? Have there been no pious devotees, Saints,

among the Christians and the Muhammadans who

condemn Image- worship V Is Form always necessary

for contemplation ? Have not the Western Scientists

studied the nature and ascertained the properties of

Ether and Electricity, although these are Formless ?

Even supposing that Formful Image is necessary for

mental concentration, why should there be prescribed

definite forms of Image without allowing each devotee

to create his own forms for worship ? If there was

at all any necessity to fix the form of Image, why

should there be many such fixed forms for contem-

plating on the One Supreme Self? When the

Image is of human form, is it altogether possible to

dissociate all notions of ordinary human frailties from

the Oue Who is worshipped as being the Soul of such

Image ? Is it not on account of an impossibility in

this respect that in Hindu Temples marriage and
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other festivals are celebrated for Gods and Goddesses,

and offerings of different kinds are made to Them, as if

They have all the human wants and weaknesses ?

In short, to put it plainly, has not the system of

Image-worship thoroughly disfigured the pure Ancient

Aryan Religion and, misleading its followers, brought

it to its present condition of hopeless degradation ?

These and similar queries may, no doubt, sound well,

but, a critical examination of them will at once reveal

their hollowness. In the following pages an attempt

is made to show, within the limits of the scope

allowed for the same, that the objections of tiie

questioner have no foundation whatsoever, and that

Image-worship, instead of being the curse of

Hinduism, as the questioner takes it to be, is as a

matter of fact one of its chief exceptional merits, of

which the Aryan Hindu ought to be greatly proud;

and some of the manifold aspects or phases of such

Image-worship itself each of the other religions of

the world has adopted and utilised for propaganda
among people who cannot reach and who are far out of

the way of Atma-Vidva.

4. The Aryan Vedic Religion stands alone and
supreme above all the other religions of the world

Do9has and Image-

worship.

the fundamental

by virtue of the fact that, as

regards its theories, its philosophy
is so much comprehensive that

principles in all the other Faiths find
16
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in it places severally assigned to tlieni according to

their rank with reference to the intimate Truth, the

Absolute Oneness of the Self, and that, as regards its

practical side, the Yedic Religion is the only one which

trains up the rising Jeeva, step by step, by placin'

him, as he progresses onwards, in full possession of the

knowledge of all details of the nature of the upward path

and of all the distinguishing features of the several

marked stages of that path, and by simultaneously

making him pass through a practical course of

training under a svstem of discipline varving in strict

accordance with the degree of his advancement. Such

discipline is intended and necessary for removing :

obstacles and defects or impurities( Doshas)in the nature

of the rising Jeeva, physical and mental, which stand

in the way of his onward progress .
1 Such impurities

are, as mentioned in the fifth discourse, chiefly of

three classes, namely. Mala, \ ikshepa and Avarana.

It has been pointed out that Mala-dosha is the impurity

in his nature caused by Ids previous had Karma or

action, and thatit can be removed by the due followin'!

of Varnasrama Dharmas. \ ikshepa-dosba in him is

shown to be that which makes bis mind ever waver with-

out allowing him to stand firm by the Truth taught or

revealed to him. This defect is removed by unswerv-
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ing devotion (Ananyabhaktili) and concentration in

worship(Upasana). The third, namely, Avarana-dosha,

is the inherent veil of ignorance in the Jeeva, namely,

A vidva, which blinds him and prevents his realising in

consciousness his one-ness with the Absolute One Self.

Tl liscanbe removed only by Guana or knowledge of tin*

One-ness of the many. I mage-worship, as prescribed by

the Great Ones, not only has direct connection with the

path of devotion leading to the removal of Vikshepa-

dosha. but also prepares the devotee or Bliakta to get

rid of his Mala-dosha by being constantly busy in the

course of active worship, giving exercise in the right

direction to all his organs of action (good Karma),
and also to become free from Avarana-dosha by
trying to realise the presence of the All-Self in the
very Image used in worship. Image-worship has
indeed an important place in the field of practical
training of the student of Atma-Vidya. It hastens
him towards the realisation of the Self in everything
that is before him, and of the absolute One-ness of
the Self both within and outside himself.

o. Image-worship considerably helps the conver-
sion of Book-knowledge (Shastrajanyagnanam

),

The Passivity of

mind.

arising from a study of the
Shastras, into direct experience
(Swanubhavam). The Shastras say

that the Reality in all, the Self, is without name
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and form (Namarupe) and is unlimited and all-perva-

sive. In our present situation, all acquisition of

knowledge is ordinarily through the mind. The mind,

being itself limited, can only grasp or cognise things

under limitation. The realisation of the Infinite

Self cannot be therefore had through mental activity.O J

Our “ I ” of the world, the present Thinker in the

Vyavaharika state of existence, being a creature of

mental activity, as shown in a previous discourse, can

never have such realisation. It is only the Real

Paramarthika Soul who is behind and beyond all

mind-limitations, who is the Ultimate One Witness of

all states of consciousness, and who is characterised

by no differentiations or finiteness in his nature, that

can possibly have such realisation. Thus, it is plain

that the spiritual aspirant ought to raise his consci-

ousness and state of being from and above the Vyava-

harika condition by rendering his mind inactive and

by continuous identification of himself with the Wit-

ness within, before Whom mental states rise and fall.*

The mind is said to be active only when it is enlivened

by the Real Paramarthika Soul .
2 If He withdraws

His life-force, the mind is at once brought to the

2. vjsnfiwss# i
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condition of rest and its cause, Avidya, not being

allowed to display her powers of separation and

differentiation, becomes immediately incapable of any

more mischief. Withdrawal of active life from the

mind, be it remembered, does not mean annihilation of

the mind. The mind continues no doubt to exist,

and, on account of the circumstance that it has its very

being in the All-pervasive and Ever-present, Absolute

Life, the Self, it reveals its continued existence by

passive reception of impressions from outside, namely,

sensations, although on account of the withdrawal

from it of active life, it has ceased to actively work

upon such sensations andj^upon thel’memories of past

sensations and other feelings by way of manifold imagi-

nations. It is by virtue of these imaginations (Sankalpas)

alone the mind is said to be the cause of all bondage and
misery in the world. The ordinary mind of the Thinker
receives impressions and at once works upon and twists

them so as to make them the means of advancing the
selfish interests of the Thinker. This working and
twisting is because of an idea in the Thinker of the
desirability of the object of which the impressions are
received (Sameecheenathwadheeh). This, in fact, is the
cnu«eof all the troubles of the world.1 When the worldly

-
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minded Thinker sees an object which is considered by

him as pleasure-giving, he does not merely cognise its

existence through the mind and stop there, but imme-

diately builds a huge fabric of imaginations by

minutely considering all possible selfish uses to which

it may be put, sends all his forces of desire towards the

object or a similar one so as to besiege and capture it,

as it were, and feels very much troubled and consider-

ablv uneasy so long as
#

it remains unsecured. The

result, in such cases, is very often disappointment

which may arise either because the object cannot be

at all secured, or because the object, though secured,

proves, in the end, to be far from being pleasurable.

Such disappointment almost invariably leads to

despondency and anger, the two chief aspects of misery.

Let us suppose that the same object is placed before

an advanced student of Atma-Vidya, who has known

the real nature of desire and oF phenomenal existence,

ami who has, bv long practice in Image- worship, learnt

to direct all his activities to the service of devotion

to the Supreme and is consequently free from all

Vikshepa-Dosha. His mind remains calm as before,

^rsrr
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nnd no desires arise in him that may disturb his equili-

brium and upset him. 1 Though his mind has received

impressions from the object by way of sensations, if is

not allowed to work upon such impressions and create

a forum of its own for the display of its mischiefs.

He does not allow his mind to give room to Samee-

cheenathwa-Buddhi or idea of desirability. Ilis mind

is perfectly under his control. It is not allowed to

mislead him, its master, by its deceptive activity.

When the mind is brought to such a condition of

complete subordination and passivity, when it is

deprived of its flickering and changing tendencies and

propensities of active mischief, and is made calm and

steady, it becomes possible to remove from it com-

pletely all dirt and traces of impurities, and through

such purified, transparent and steady mind is realised

the true nature of the Inner Self.

6. When the mind ceases to be active,

the Thinker who owes his existence to mental

activity retires from the field of

manifestation, and the Reality

in him, the Paramarthika Soul, reveals Himself in the

No annihilation.

1 . |
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Immensity of His greatness and glory .
1 Such revela-

tion is not possible so long as mind-activity is not

thoroughly subjugated. This subjugation has to be

effected, curiously enough, by the Thinker himself.

He is required to demolish the very foundation of his

own being as Thinker, namely, mental activity. He is

asked to dig his own grave. But, a careful consi-

deration will show that this strange peculiarity is only

apparent, not real. When mental activity ceases, the

Thinker, no doubt, also ceases to exist as such , but the

Reality in him subsists. The cognizer in the Thinker,

the witness of the rise and fall of the states of consci-

ousness, is the Soul Himself, and He survives the

cessation of mental activity which gives the appearance

of 6 Thinker ’ to the Soul. The Soul does not die when

the Thinker, as such, makes his exit out of the scene.

The continuity of the witness is preserved throughout,

just in the same way as, when we remember our past

dreams, we realise that we ourselves were witnessing

^5* 5T rTmrg : TO?f *T1rmC II
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the dream-states under the influence of sleep, although

the dreamer, as such, is no more. So, there need he

no fear that the cessation of our \ yavaharika mental

activity may mean our annihilation altogether. On

the other hand, such cessation leads to the removal of

the narrowing walls of limitation which create the

appearance as Thinker, and which make the Infinite

appear as the Finite. If it can mean annihilation

at all, it is the annihilation of the apparent finiteness

in the Soul, and its consequence is—the Absolute

Infinite nature of the Witness in all is at once self-

revealed.

7. To bring the mind to the state of complete

subordination and passivity is no easy task, and it

cannot be done all on a sudden. 1

In the ordinary man, the mind
The use of Image.

1. r% «RJ 1
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is like a restless monkey jumping from tree to tree,

never sitting in peace in one place. It must be trained

slowly and steadily to withdraw, one by one, its out-

ward activities of extended character, to gradually

narrow the sphere of its activities and to confine them,

in the end, to a central point of attraction. When

mind-activity is so brought to a point, its thorough

extinguishment becomes afterwards easy. It is

difficult to hit a flying bird or a jumping monkey.

When it rests on a branch, it is easily shot down.

The training in Image-worship makes the mind

deprived of its extensive outward activities, and it is

made to rest on the Image and to use all its active

powers to the service of God in the presence of II is

Imao-e or Svmbol. At the same time, the worshipper
*

is taught to realise that the Image before him is not

merely an object used for concentration, but also that

it more than represents the Supreme Self \\ ho is the

Life in all. This All-pervasive Life being everywhere

is also in the Image. In any Image or Form, He is

the enlivening Soul. This whole universe, and so

every object in this universe, is but an expression of

His being through His Infinite Power or Sakti. 1 He

may be worshipped in and through any Form or
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Imao-e. Have we not seen that in coronation and

similar occasions His Majesty’s picture is decorated

and taken along in grand processions, lus subjects

duly expressing homage to the picture, because it

represents him? On such occasions, is it for the

picture itself all this manifestation of respect is

intended ? The picture, in fact, only represents the

Emperor, and every one knows His Majesty is not

himself in it. In the Aryan Image-worship, the Image

not only represents the Supreme Self, but He is Him-

self in h. h«*ing iis very ensouling Life-principle. 1

The very fact that He is all-pervasive is a reason for

prescribing Image-worship. •

8. To comprehend His real, absolute, unlimited

nature means to subtract from our perceived universe

all its Form.making limitations
Mental training in i . • • .1 r .. o„irb and to realise the Inner belt, the
Image-worship.

.
.

Ultimate JNoumenon. for trying

this method of subtraction, in the beginning, the whole

perceived universe should not be taken at once, but

some one object must he taken, and the student must

try to subtract from bis idea of the object all notions

relating to its form-side and to directly contemplate

on the Reality, the N'oumenon, in it. The Inner
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Reality in the object being the same Self that is the

Soul of the universe, the object itself, so long as its

form-side is attracting the attention of the mind of the

student, is to be treated with reverence, it being the

physical embodiment of the Most Holy. So long as

the mind is active in the student, the activity is to be

utilised for service dedicated to the Inner Self in the

Image .
1 This practice of contemplating on the

Noumenal Self in the Image gradually makes his mind

less and less responsive to impressions from the

phenomenal side of the Image. When he succeeds in

keeping out of the mind, to some extent, all such

impressions, he begins to feel an emptiness in the

Image, a vacuum, as it were, for his mind cannot pass

beyond the phenomenal into the Inner Noumenal. He

is not able to directly cognize through the mind the

Real Self in the Image, much less to understand His

nature. In order to prevent this feeling of nothing-

ness and of the consequent disappointment also, he is

before-hand directed to turn his attention to himself,

to his own nature wherefrom he may have some

glimpse of the nature of the Self sooner and with less

difficulty. He is taught to subtract from his concep-

tion of his own nature all ideas relating to his own

form-side. He is told how his physical body and life.

1. ^ SWT
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and his mind and all states of consciousness, which are

perceived by him and which therefore come under the

category of 4 object,’ the seen (Drisyam), cannot he

himself who is the perceiver or ‘subject’ or(Drashta)seer.

He is taught that this perceiver or witness in him is

the Infinite Self. He is directed to contemplate on

this Self in his own nature for sometime, and after

such contemplation becomes somewhat steady, he is

asked to meditate, after a mental process of transfer

called Avahana, on the absolute unity 1 of this Self in

him and of the Self in the Image before him. Having

been able to have some grasp of the nature of the

Ultimate Witness in himself, he is competent to have

some glimpse of the underlying Noumenon in the

Image also. After this practice of contemplation on

the Self in his own nature and in the Imaged object

used in worship becomes confirmed, it becomes easier

for him to realise the nature and the oneness of the

Ultimate Self in everything else also in the universe,

for all other objects and beings only occupy the same

1. 3T: Sfasqi T% ^ gfWf
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position as the present Image and the worshipper. 1

[We mav now see what is really meant by the subju-

gation or shooting down of the mind. It means the

steadying of the mind by giving it an attractive

permanent something to which all its operations may

be confined. The mind, it is known to alb sticks to

anything which tends towards happiness. If anything

else which may lead to greater or more permanent

happiness is presented to the mind, it sticks to this m

preference by giving up the other. It is also known to

all that one's own Self is the dearest and best-loved

of all and that everything else which is considered

dear is so considered because of its being taken as a

source of happiness to the Self .
2 If, therefore, one's

own Self or Atma is Himself made the only real

object of thought iu whatever may be presented

before the mind, tin* mind cannot but be permanently

confined to Him, for it can find nothing else to which

q^ib I
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it may stick on in preference. There is and can he

nothing; dearer and more permanent than the Self.

Thus, the effective training; of the mind to see the

Self in everything means the permanent deprivation

of all its varied activities prompted hv its seeming

touch with Not-Self, and means virtually its nnnihi-

lation as wind, because of’ tin* fact that the mind, heim*

itself limited, cannot comprehend the Limitless S<*lf.

as it is compelled to do, unless it itself expands, a* it

were, bevond its own limit of tension, thereby «rivin<*

up the characteristic limitation of its own nature.

'I he mind, hv virtue of such training, ceases to he

mind any longer, and becomes one and oo-extensi v«*

with the Self Universal.]

concentration and

knowledge.

f). From the above we see that the two-fold
object of the training of the student of Atma- Vidya is

served hv means of Image-worship.
Image-worship and

r . . .
*

. . .. , . .

'

It trains him firstly m the prac-

tice of concentration and leads

him on to the lofty stage where
he holds 1,is ,nin(1 under thorough subjugation and is no
longer worried by activities of any kind, and secondly
to reach the goal of Gnanamarga by the realisation of
the true nature and the absolute oneness of the .Self
both outside and inside himself. The student is thus
trained in both ‘concentration of mind’ and ‘know-
ledge together, and these two are, in a great measure,
mutually dependent. Without concentration, know-
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ledge cannot be attained; and without some knowledge

-of the nature o£ the object in view, there will be no

proper incentive for concentration. Thus, it is seen

that Image-worship, instead of making the worshipper

forget the real nature of the Infinite Self, as the
O

questioner feared (vide para 3 above), considerably

helps him by giving him a sort of mixed training for

realising it.

10. Having thus ascertained in a preliminary

way the desirability of Image-worship, let us consider

its nature a little more fully and
Image-worship to be

gee how it leads to the attainment
rightly understood.

, . , ~ 0 , . r
of the desired Supreme State of

Being. The Aryan Shastras have never sanctioned,

prescribed or favoured the kind of Idolatry which is

condemned by the New Religions of the world. I he

worship through Image, prescribed in the Shastras, and

the much-condemned Idolatry should not be confound-

ed together. Without in the least undei standing

what Image-worship really is, and evidently commit-

ting the deplorable mistake of thinking that it means

the worship of the Image itself, vain attempts are

made to attack it from all sides. The Aryan devotee

or Bhakta, who knows what it is, is contemplating,

through the formful Image, on the Inner, All-perva-

sive formless Self. When he worships through Bana

or Salagrama, he does not say 6 Oh, Stone, I meditate
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on thee’. It is only genuine devotees, who them-

selves know the methods of Image-worship, and who

know what words are uttered and what thoughts are

entertained bv the Bhakta in the course of devotion

or Upasana, that can really appreciate the immense

value of Image-worship. Others cannot, who are yet

to know what it is and what the devotee is actually

doing. The ordinary man of the world has no

idea of Image-worship at all. He is not trained

into its practice, nor has he in these days, generally,

the inclination or the patience to ascertain its

nature from others. Still, he is not backward in

attacking it. When he sees a devotee sitting before

an Image, bethinks that the form of the Image is

meditated upon. He sees from his own point of view

and not from that of the Bhakta. All that he sees in

the Image is only its form, and he is not able to pierce

into its inner Truth. Let us take an example. A
man is sitting having before him, and enjoying the

sight of, a blissful object kept within a transparent

crystal glass cube. He feels happy at its sight, and the
light that is burning near on his right side enables him
to see the object in all its splendour. The glass by which
it is covered does not prevent his seeing it. He sees it

very clearly as though the glass were not there. Let us
suppose that another man is come and stands at a dis-
tance on the left side and is watching the person who is

sitting m peace and happiness. On account of the

17
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flection of the burning light on the crystal glass-side of

the cube the visitor does not see the object placed with-

in the cube, but sees only the form of the cube shining

on account of the reflection. That he does not see the

object inside is because he does not come near the

cube and see it directly from the front, but takes an

oblique view of it from a distance and is deceived by

the very light which to the other person reveals fully

the grandeur and the splendour of the Inner Bliss. The

mere seeing of a thing does not necessarily mean

knowing the thing, for, knowledge arises only from

right-seeing. The distant seer concludes, in ignorance,

that the other person is sitting and seeing what he

himself is able to see and nothing more. We shall

take another illustration, similar and somewhat more

familiar. Travelling by a railway carriage a passenger

is looking at a light-coloured glass window of the

carriage. He sees the whole scenery on the side

behind himself passing swiftly by reflection on the

glass surface. So long as his attention is drawn by

this reflected passing scenery he does not see what

is on the other side of the window. Suppose, by a

little straining of the eyes and focussing them

differently, he becomes able to see through the glass.

Then, the reflected scenery vanishes from the sight,

and the actual scenery on the other side of the glass

is seen passing, as it were, in the opposite direction.

This illustration indicates how different people, though
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appearing to see the same thing, see in actuality

different things. Those of us who are guided by the

mere forms of things do neither see tilings as they are,

nor see the inner reality through them, but are only

influenced by what appears on the surface, the

phenomenal appearances which are but reflections of

what there is on our own side proceeding thejwrong way.

The one who is trained in Image-worship knows how

to see the Inner Reality through the Image by the

proper focussing of his mental eye, without being

misguided by the mere phenomenal reflections pic-

tured back, as it were, on his own Anthahkarana,

the inner organ. We may also consider the case of

a man taking instructions from a (ihosha or

Pardhanishin lady behind a screen. A casual visitor

sees him talking as if to the screen. He does not
know that there is a lady on the other side to whom
the man is addressing himself. The visitor lias

neithei the inclination nor the patience to ascertain

properly how it happens that the other man is talking
alone in front of the screen. Nor does the visitor

possess knowledge enough to understand what the
other man is actually saying. Nevertheless, lie seems
convinced that the other man ought to he a fool and
that there can be possibly no justification or excuse
whatsoever for his talking to the screen. Because all
that he sees in front of the other man is only the
screen, the inference he has drawn is of course irresis-
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tilde. In the same wav those who attack Image-

worship have no hesitation to say that all Aryan

devotees or Upasakas, who use linages, ought, to he

fools or mad men, and they think, right! v enough

from their own standpoint of view, that there can

possibly be no two opinions on the matter, plain and

patent as it is. But, it is the hnower that can appreciate

/mow/erff/c in others. What is dark and dull to the

blind is full of light and life to the Seer. What is
V ’

Stone to the all-doubting sceptic is an adorable

Vibhuthi or embodiment of the Most High to the

suppliant worshipper. It is only a true devotee that

can discern devotion in others. It is not every man

that becomes such a devotee. 1 No genuine devotion

can make its appearance in the heart of any, unless

that heart is rid of all grossness and impurities which

have accumulated on account of ignorance and

perversion, and which make it impossible for the

heart to vibrate at the subtle, high rate of tine

devotion.

11. Devotion arises only when a man has

i-ome knowledge of the Being Who is the object of

*JrTcTRr<T
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Temple.

devotion. That there is in cxis-

The busy man and the
fence th(J Almighty Self should be

believed in, before Ho can bo

meditated upon in the spirit of devotional love, and

before His nature can be fully known. Without faith in

the fact of His existence, devotion to Him (Bhakti)

or knowledge of His nature ( (inanaiTi) cannot aiise.

Knowledge of the nature of the known implies, and is

based upon, the existence of the known. Many among

the people of the day appear to have lost their belief

in the very existence of the Supreme, and the modern

conditions of life are so formed and guided that the

chances of regaining the lost faith seem in certain

cases to become more and more remote. The man of

the modern busy world appears to be enormously

active during many of the hours of his waking life in

order that he may earn even for the bare necessaries
J

of life, and he has, rather, thinks he has, no time left

for devotion to God. Many have forgotten that there

is God, and many more are rapidly forgetting. To
this clffes of men, who are drowned in busy worldiness,

the very building of the Hindu Temple is of immense
use by constantly reminding them of the existence of

the Almighty. The Hindu is asked to bow in devotion

whenever he happens to see a Temple-building or its

parts, such as the tower. This direction keeps up his

faith, and whenever proper occasions arrive he goes
into the Temple and has his faith strengthened by
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meditation and other acts of devotion. It may perhaps

he said that the Christian churches and the Muham-
rnedan mosques equally well remind men of the

existence of the Father in Heaven by association of

ideas, because the church and the mosque buildings

are always used for sermons and prayers alone. But,

there is this difference between them. The Hindu

believes that there is God in the Temple itself

and bows in veneration, while the Christian and the

Mussulman consider their churches and mosques only

as convenient resorts for purposes of meditation and

taking instructions in Religion. The Hindu Temple

not only serves as the place of resort for such religious

purposes, but is also so designed and established that

it is itself the embodiment of the Almighty One. The

sight of the Temple does not only remind the common

man of the existence of God, but also teaches the

advanced believer about the true nature of His Being.

12. The very nature of the Temple building

indicates some of the Ultimate Truths. The' chief

principle underlying the plan of

Temple-building and
b|liWi of the proper Hindu

school-map. ...
Temple is the very one which

underlies the formation of the universe, the Macrocosm,

and of man, the Microcosm. The Supreme Eswara,

Who >s the One, Central, Life-giving Source of the

whole of the universe comprised of Lokas or planes of
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different gradations of existence,and the Paramarthhika

Jeevatma who ensouls the human personality composed

of Koshas or bodies of limitation, are represented by

the Central Divine Image established in the innermost

Garbhagriha of the Temple. This image is established

by the Great Ones not physically alone but more by

means of concentrated psychical force proceeding from

their Spiritual Fountain-Head. In the Image verily

is stored up the holy influences of the Supreme Spirit.

Those who have known the sacred Art of Temple-

building can say how each and every part of the

building represents, by way of symbol, some definite

aspect of the Supreme Truth. The building should be

considered as a correct map of the extended manifes-

tation of the Supreme Spirit. Some people who

evidently know not that the Temple-building is

intended to serve the purpose of a school-map, and who

are guided by the modern notions of material conve-

nience, improperly alter the plan of the building. In

their ignorance, they are not able to recognize the fact

that, though they may make the map look finer and

more beautiful by their alterations, they make it

impossible for the map to exactly represent facts in

nature, that is to say, to serve the purpose for which it

has been made. In all the old Temples, the plan of

whose building has not been interfered with by later

alterations, exceptional holy influences are generally

felt by people who have grown to be sensitive enough
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to feel them. Of course, the ignorant and presump-

tuous sceptic cannot feel them anywhere. It is no

doubt a fact that even among such old Temples there

are some differences in their building's. For instance,o 7

some Temples have seven Prakaras or rounds, some five,

some three, and some others only one. But this difference

is due to the circumstance that in the Science of Atma-
Vidva different kinds of classification are made of the

Lokas of the Universe and of the Ivoshas of man, and

in the case of the Temples having only one Prakara all

the modes of manifestation are put together under the

one head of ‘Limitation’. Similarly, there may also

be other minor differences, but these are in fact no

differences in the eyes of the one who takes the trouble

to know all about them. The mighty intelligence of

the ancient Aryan Rishis, who have tried their very

best to enlighten the ignorant humanity, may, to some

extent, be known through the Temples established by

them. The value of the Hindu temple, in the matter

of imparting knowledge about the Supreme Truths

of Religion, is immense and indeed exceptional. It is

not every Hindu that understands the value, and the

io-norance of the Non-Hindu can be nothing strange.

13. Again, to the one who understands how

Images have been established in the Aryan Temples the

belief that the Supreme Lord

Himself is bodily present in the

temples is inevitable. The Images

Temple-Images how

established.
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in most of the ancient or long-standing' Templfcs are

known to have been established by Mighty Risliis or by

some of the very Incarnations of the Lord, Who, by

bringing into concentrated activity their immense and

varied psychical and spiritual powers, have made each

such Image the very store and centre of Eswaric life
* *

wherefrom is ever proceeding the most holy Spiritual

influence available for all who will benefit by it.

I he Temple-Image, to state once more, is not merely

physically established, but a vast Hood of strong

spiritual thoughts are poured over it so as to convert

it into a fit organ through which the Supreme Divine
Existence may become manifested for the helping of

the bewildered Jeeva. The All-pervasive, Infinite

Self is, as it were, made to reveal some of His Powers
for the spiritual good of humanity through the

Limited finite Image by the all-loving exertions of

the Great Ones, just as the physicist makes the all-

pervasive, formless Electricity reveal its powers of

vaiied activity for the material good of man through
the formful and limited scientific apparatus created by
him. Neither the Great Ones newly create any God
in the shape of the Image, nor does the physicist

create Electricity through his apparatus. The Image
and the apparatus are only the medium of manifes-
tation or objectification of the otherwise generally

invisible power that is everywhere.
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14. The very sight of the Temple and of the

Divine Presence inside the Temple reminds people

of the existence of God, revives

, .
and strengthens faith in such

teachings.
existence, and helps also the

seeker of further knowledge to ascertain the Ultimate

Truths about His nature and His varied veils of

manifestation. In the Temple, it is the holy influence

of the Deity in it that preserves its buildings and

carries on all business therein. This influence takes

the form of Bhakti or devotion in people, and through

such devotion the Temple is kept, up and maintained.

The whole of such influence proceeds from the Central

Image. The Imaged Deity does not Himself actively

work, but from Him proceed wholesome forces to he

utilized by His Bhaktas for their work of good, and

He only remains as the Witness of all. The Temple

is, no doubt, intended to be preserved for Him by the

devotees, but the fact is that its preservation and

maintenance are more really for the training up of

the devotees themselves in Atma-Vidya. The Deity,

for Himself, has no purpose to serve, and His Mani-

festation through the Temple-Image is only on

account of, and for the benefit of, His Bhaktas. He

in reality is without form or Image. II is Divine

Presence is equally well all over the Temple and also

outside it. But only, that Presence is more or less

fully manifested through the Image established in
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the centre of the Temple. Similarly, in the universe

there is a Central Life-giving Soul, called Eswara,

Whose Life-influence is pulsing through the whole of

the universe which is His Body or Temple. But for

His ensouling life the universe would l>e no-whero.

He is in a sense imaged by His own Sakti, Satwic

Maya, and His place is the very heart of the universe.

His Mayavic influence has created and is preserving

the whole of the universe. The withdrawal of such

influence from the universe means its annihilation or

Pralaya. Though the universe is kept up by His

Life-influence, He has no purpose of His own to serve

by keeping it up, but it is preserved by Him because

the Vyavaharika Jeevas or Thinkers require it. Eswara
is never Himself actively engaged in the work of the

universe, but the work is going on under His Divine

Life-influence, and He remains as ever the One
Universal Witness. Though He, in His Mayavic
garb or Image, appears to be in the heart of the

universe, he in reality is everywhere and no limitation

in space or time can bind Him. These truths are

taught to us in a practical way by the establishment of

Temples by the Great Hindu Seers. For the know-
ledge of the details of comparison between the Hindu
Temple with its several parts and the manifested
universe with all its grades of differentiation, recourse
must necessarily be had to a qualified Guru oi

Teacher approached in the proper way. It may
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generally be said that the Hindu Temple, instead of

making men have a wrong belief that God is not

outside the Temple (as the questioner feared, vide

para 3 above), teaches that He is the very Soul of

the universe and that the latter has its very existence

in Him. A map of India does not show that India is

not outside the limits of the sheet of paper on which

the map is drawn, but through it are taught matters

relatino- to the vast Peninsula.
«

No devotion without

form.

15. The questions to be considered next are

—

whether it is absolutely necessary that there should be

any form or Image to create

religious devotion in man— if so

necessary, how there have been

pious Saints among the Christians and the Moham-

medans who condemn Image-worship—and whether

the investigations by the Western scientists who have

ascertained the properties of formless Ether and

Electricity do not show that form is not necessarily

required for mental contemplation. By devotion is

ordinarily meant the yielding of the heart to the

Supreme in piety and love. It includes an ardent

long;in o- on the part of the devotee to reach the

Almighty. Devotion, in this ordinary sense of the

term, has Duality as an element and necessarily

implies separateness of God (the object of devotion)

and the devotee. Each is taken to be existing

outside the other, and the result of devotion is the
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bringing about of the union of tin* two, to put it more

correctly, the annihilation of the seeming separate-

ness between the two. This disappearance of the

illusive separateness which is the cause of all bondage

is denoted by the term Liberation or Mukti. 1 > 1 1 a k t i

or devotion is neeessarv as long as Liberation is not
• »

realised. In absolute Liberation from conditioned

existence there can be no duality, and devotion, in the

above sense, can have no reference to that State of

Final Moksha. In devotion the means of separation

between God and the devotee are twofold. There

is the mind of the devotee which is the creation of

Avidya, through which he contemplates on Eswara,

and also there is the phenomenal coat of Lswara,

created bv His Maya. The devotee can contemplate

only through the mind, and Eswara can be contemplated

upon only with His coat of Maya. The mind being itself

limited can grasp the nature of Eswara only under
Limitation, the work of Maya. The Supreme has to

put on the cloak of such limitation in order that the
mind of the devotee may reach Him.i It is in fact
this limiting cloak of Maya that gives Him Iiis

appearance as Eswara. His truer nature, no doubt,

1 .

s^tufr ^q^Rr II
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knows no limitation, but that nature has nothing to

do with devotion and it has reference to the Ultimate

Stale wherein the worshipped and the worshipper are

one. Hence, to make contemplation of God possible

through the mind, He assumes some Form as under

limitation. Some Form or other is assigned to Him
by all the religions of the world. Apart from such

Form even the Christians and the Muhammedans

cannot think of Him. The Christian is asked to believe

that the Almighty has His own beautiful Form in which

He is ever shining in the Blissful Heaven. Mental

conception is not possible without Form at all. But,

this Form does not belong to His true nature, and it

is only indicative of Him. It is no doubt true that

physical scientists have ascertained the properties of

Ether and Electricity which by themselves bear no

visible form. But, the question is whether even

scientists have any the least mental conception of

Ether and Electricity as altogether apart from their

concrete manifestations such as light, heat, sound and

motion. It is through these formful manifestations

of them their very existence is inferred and

their nature ascertained. These manifestations are

in the first place studied and investigated and the

abstract nature of Ether and Electricity is subse-

quently generalised. Pure unmanifest Electricity

can never be cognized, not even by the scientist. It

must put on some form to be brought within cogni-
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tion. Mere abstractions cannot be the object of

cognition, and they have no independent existence

even in the mind of the scientist apart from their

formful expressions. A Mathematician no doubt

builds up bis abstract conception, for instance, of

triangles, and the Moralist his conception of abstract

virtues, but even these can never have any such

conception altogether apart from concrete instances.

When such abstract conceptions are described by them,

they !nust, of necessity, be just then thinking of some

particular representations of the abstract notions.

The very constitution of the mind of man is such that
w

it cannot grasp anything which is not limited and

which does not appeal to any of the five organs of

sense-limitations, either by way of present sensation,

or by way of memory of the past one, or by way of

imagined sensation. Hence, in all religions, God is

represented as wearing some sort of limitation or Form,
and devotees have thus been made able to have some

conception of Him. Some such Form
is absolutely necessary, for without it devotion is

impossible. The mind of the man who wants to think

of God without form may perhaps rise very high, but.

seeing that it can stick to no hold of form above, it

will soon descend to the world of temporal pleasure

and constant suffering. A stone thrown up in the air

must sooner or later come down.
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16. Such form may he mental or physical, and
it does not much matter which. 1 All forms are imper-

manent and therefore unreal,
Forms, mental and

, , , . , . mi '

physical
whether physical or mental, lhe

0 h r i s t i a n s and others have

adopted only mental forms and they send their prayers

up to the Divine Feet of the Lord in Heaven. They

shut their eyes, form a mental picture of the Lord

and contemplate on His Glory. This, no doubt, is

very good. The Arvan Hindu however is not

satisfied with a mental Image alone. He adopts also

physical Images for worship. If a mental Form or

Image can be justifiably used in devotion to God,

there is no reason why a physical Image also cannot

be used. There is no special virtue in the use of the

mental Image alone. If Idolatry is condemned

because Omnipresent God should not be taken as

bearing the form of a physical Image, people who

assign to Him a mental Image, that is to say, who

mentally picture to themselves that He, though

Infinite in all respects, has a body and is sitting on a

gold throne in Heaven, in the immensity of His power

and Glorv, are none the less guilty of Idolatry. If

the use of Image, physical or mental, is by itself an

1 . trcSr ^ *N?rTr i
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offence, it is brought home to all alike, whether Hindu
or Christian. The latter is as much an Image-
worshipper as the former. The latter must only

examine how the use of mental Image alone can be

justified, while that of physical Image cannot be.

of Hinduism.

17. From the point of view of the Aryan Hindu
any Image nmy he used, and lie knows also the reason

why the Christians and others doThe higher teaching
not use physical Images. Most
of these other religionists think

that their religions posit the existence of a Personal
Grod having His seat in Heaven and governing from
there the universe created by Him. The idea that
He is in Heaven alone is most prominent in their
minds. That His is the ensouling Life even in the
objects of the physical world does not appear to have
been taught to them in plain terms. When the
devotee kneels down in the church and meditates on
H-m, he closes his eyes because he believes that his
physical eyes can see no object which may he His
\.bh„th. or form, and because he thinks that theLord is far away from this world of ours, and that, if
He, W ho is ,n Heaven, should be reached now at all
it can only be by the mind sent upwards to Heaven’
without being hindered by any physical sensation.If the Aryan Hindu also were taught in a similarway that his Eswara, who is the guiding Soul of the

1

8
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universe, is sitting- in Kailasa or Vaikuntha alone and

is ruling from there, and that there is no higher truth

than this, Image-worship, as it obtains now, would

surely not have been prescribed at all. The Hindu

is taught to be more ambitious. He is told that the

Father in Heaven is Himself only a manifestation,

though the highest one, of the Omnipresent Absolute

Self. He is taught to realise the existence of that

Impersonal Infinite Self, not in Heaven alone, but in

the very physical world in which he himself is.i He

is taught to have his God here and now.' To him

there is no f/oinr/ to Heaven to see Him. God is every-

where and is therefore here also. Heaven is here, not

anywhere else. Every object of this world is a mani-

festation of His existence. He is told again that the

Keality in himself also is that same One Self, and he

is trained in the practice of Image-worship in order

that he may realise the oneness of the Self in his own

personality,

and also in

in all objects and beings seen around him,

everything else that is unseen .
2 It cannot

• *

2. m snc*TT i
(sotirto. O
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be that the Founders of other religions did not know
this Ultimate Truth of the Absolute Unity of the

Self. As a matter of fact, they have taught that God
is omnipresent and is in the very heart of man. These
ideas, it appears, have not been worked out fully in

those other religions, and practical training is not so

modelled as to ensure their complete realisation in

actual experience. It is very likely that such
Founders, considering the stage of the mental and the

spiritual development of the people among and for

whom the new religions were established, did not think
it necessary, and perhaps even thought it unwise and
improper, that the highest Truth should be plainly

revealed to them, the Truth that could be rightly
understood only by the most advanced among God’s
devotees. The mode of training of such people
appears to have been so prescribed as to be in confor-
mity with the degree of their advancement. A

S3—%^r—%—nr
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beginner in the study of Chemistry is only trained to

analyse and find out the elements of a comparatively

simple compound, while an advanced student of

Chemistry is given a piece of salt which tries hard all

his powers of analysis and which exhibits in the first

instance properties almost quite the reverse of those

of its component elements. While Hinduism, by

prescribing Physical-I mage-worship, trains its votaries

to try in a number of ways to realise the presence of

the Supreme Universal Self in the very stone kept in

frout of them, the stone which possesses, in the eyes

of the ordinary man, attributes just the reverse of

those of the Most High, 1 the other religions almost

rest satisfied with the training of their infant followers

in the belief of the existence of a Personal God. the

Father in Heaven.

18. The Aryan Seers, in prescribing Image-

Worship, have so arranged that the beginner m

Upasana or Worship as well as

Image-worship the advanced student of Atma-
necessary for all.

yjdya may both equally adopt it.

The former adopts it because he can have no adequate

idea of the Impersonal, Absolute Self, and requires

rvf r>_

1 . ^ ^3 ^tswT * sramcr I
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some tangible form for devotion to attract the atten-

tion of his roaming mind away from the wide world

of sensation. The advanced student also adopts it

because, having had theoretically the information

about the truth of Absolute Monism, he wants to

bring this truth within his own actual realisation by

trying to discern the presence of the Universal Self

in, and to dive deep into the Noumenal Reality of, the

very Image before him.

19. Next arises for consideration the followingn

Mind and Creation

of Forms.

question:—“Even supposing that formful Image is

necessary for exercise in devotion,

why should there be prescribed

definite forms of Image without
allowing each devotee to create his own forms?”
The very fact that the mind of man creates diverse
forms is the reason for prescribing definite forms for
the purpose of worship. This purpose will itself be
defeated if the mind is allowed to create new forms
whenever it is turned devotionally. A chief object
of Image-Worship is to prevent the mind from being
actively engaged in the creation of forms. This is done
by compelling the mind to confine all its activities to
some one chosen form which is taken as the symbol of
the Supreme Self. Even this form is by itself only
of a secondary value, being but the means to an end.
Because, the mind cannot without a hold of form, stick
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on to anything, much less continuously do so, some form

has of necessity to be adopted as symbolising, for the

time being, the Final Object of devotion.

20. The form ought not to be constantly chang-

ing, and it must be helpful in the keeping up of steady

continued devotion. The banks
Image not to be often f • 1 1 A ,

,
oi the Divine channel must be

changed.
kept intact aud firm, without

change, to allow unimpeded the continuous flow of

devotional feeling towards the Supreme One. Repeat-

ed contemplation and acts of worship through the

same form will take the devotee to the Final Goal

more surely and swiftly. As in the case of the

ordinary paths, so in the Path Divine also previous

acquaintance and repetition lead to better facility of

passage through it. It is unnecessary and wasted

labour to be cutting new channel every time there

has to be a flow, or preparing new pathway every

time one has to walk. We should secure once foi

all some one desirable form or Image to be used in

worship, and this same form must continue to be used

without putting the mind to the unnecessary trouble

of manufacturing different forms every time there is

worship. Form-making is, as already stated, only of

secondary importance. All that is required is that some

one particular form must be properly chosen and

strictly adhered to.
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21. But the nature of the chosen form should he

such as to hasten the devotee towards the attainment

of the Final Object, and it should
Choice of Image.

be more or less capable oi repre-

senting, and reminding the devotee of, the nature of

the Great One Who is to be worshipped through the

form. Either such form has to be newly prepared, or

the selection of such form has to be made from out of

the innumerable forms which make up, or have

appeared in, the universe. The universe of forms is

itself theicreation of the form-maker, the mind. Some
forms are created by individual-or-Jeeva-minds and the

others by the Universal Mind of the Supreme. The
beauty, the stability and the usefulness of forms

depend upon the nature of the mind from which they

originate. Of the several forms available for use in

worship, those created by the Supreme are superior to

those created by Jeeva-minds, and among the latter

those created by saintly Devotees are superior to

those already created or then and there created by
the ordinary worshipper. Hence it is that some one
of the Divine Forms of the Great Avataras or Incar-
nations of the Lord Himself, or any one of the several
forms through which the Great ‘Seers, after long,
steady contemplation, realised the Sacred Presence of
the Lord, is directed to be adopted by the intending
worshipper. These prescribed forms alone truly
represent the nature of the Divine. The ordinary
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man has only to adopt some one of these prescribed
forms. If lie is so fortunate as to have faith in a Guru
or Divine Teacher, exactly the right one among such
forms will be chosen for him by the Teacher. The
oidinary man by himself is in many cases incompetent
to make the selection of, and much more so to create,

the right form or Image. In fact, there is no
necessity at all to create any new form for use in

contemplation, even supposing that the ordinary man
is capable of creating proper forms. The only thing
that is required is the drinking of nectar from the sea

of Ananda or Bliss. hen there are already gold

vessels prepared for us which we may use for the

drinking, we should be most imprudent to make our

own clumsy vessels made of our sandy mind-stuff.

I he vessel, bv itself, is of no consequence whatsoever,

and, prudent as we claim to be, we have only to take

some one of the ready-made beautiful vessels and

drink of the sea of Bliss. It is better to use the ready-

made vessel and drink of Bliss immediatelv than to be

ever-and-al 1-busy in the preparation of a vessel

without having time to reach the sea.

22. The question then to be considered is :

—

“ if there should be at all any necessity to fix the form
* •

of Image, why should there have
Necessity for different

| )een pi-escribed many such fixed
Ideals. 1

. .

forms for contemplating on the

One Supreme Self, thereby necessitating a selection
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of some one particular form out of the many V The

answer to this question has reference to one of the

chief exceptional merits of Hinduism. As pointed out

before, all the religions of the world deal with devotion

through Image. While in Hinduism both mental and

physical Images are used for contemplation, in the

other religions mostly mental Images alone are pres-

cribed. Even as regards mental Images, these other

religions, such as Christianity, assign only one form

or phenomenal appearance to the Supreme Lord, and
direct that every one who professes the religion ought
to contemplate on Him only through the single parti-

cular form so prescribed. It is to be noted that even
such particular form is not well-defined.] In the ancient

Aryan faith, however, different definite forms are

assigned to the Lord, and the devotees are directed
to adopt for contemplation such alone of those forms to

which their hearts are attracted. l People differ widely
from one another in respect of spiritual qualifications
and training. Amply recognising this fact, Hinduism
makes different provisions for different Bhaktas of
varying degrees of advancement. What is sufficient
food for the child is grossly insufficient for the adult.
\\ hat is good for the latter may even be dangerous to

the former. What is delicious to the rustic may be

1 • *r^rg^ g*: i
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nauseous to the refined. What is beautiful to one

may be intensely repugnant to another. Men are

born with varying tastes, qualities and capabilities.

These men, in order that they may rise in the scale of

spirituality, have to be shown different ideal existences

that may be possible for them to aspire to from their

present respective positions. Devotion is the longing

of the heart for union with the Ideal. The nature of

the Ideal presented to the devotee must be capable of

winning his heart, as the heart is at present consti-

tuted. A presentment of an Ideal too high to be

appreciated with benefit by a devotee is worse than

useless to him ; an Ideal which falls below the mark

of an aspiring advanced student of Atma-Vidya is

likewise also of no help to him. Hence, the Supreme

Self, though One and Undifferentiated, is in the

ancient Aryan Religion considered as presenting Him-

self as a number of different Ideals by appearing

under a variety of forms, in order to attract and

elevate men of all grades of development and to turn

them all in the ways of religion leading up to the

Summit of Truth.

23. These Ideals arise in the Infinite Self by

virtue of His triple aspect (Sat, Chit, Ananda)

generating differentiation through

the corresponding triplicity of

Gunas (Satwam, Rajas, Tamas)of

How different Ideals

appear.
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His Power or Maya Sakti. The points of distinction

among' the Ideals have reference to the extent of the

relative predominance of some of the dun as or

qualities over the others. Men also differ from one

another because of the relative varying proportions of

the Gunas of their inner nature. By virtue of these

varied differences in qualities people widely differ in

respect of their aspirations and ideals. The Ideals are

but the personifications of the Highest One Self under

name and form (JNamarupe) which appropriately indicate

the internal Gunas or qualities that are prominent for

the time being. Though Ideals differ from one another,

yet, so far as the inmost Reality, the Noumenal, of the

Ideals is concerned, It is, and can be, only One in all

of them. Devotees, being themselves within the

bonds of limiting 4 name and form ’ and characterised

by some predominant Gunas, have to be severally

given Ideals which bear the appropriate 4 name and

form,' and which exhibit appropriate Gunas that can

with effect captivate their hearts.

24. The manifestation of the One Supreme Self

in the form of multiplicity of Ideals is not merely

Eswara and Gnana-

Sakti—Universe in

imaginative, but is an actual fact.

In the very emanation of the.

conception. Finite Universe out of the Infi-

nite, the Self puts on in succession
three different, rather, three sets of different appear-
ances which form the Supreme Trinity of the ancient
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Aryan Religion. All the Ideals described in the

Sacred Books of this religion are but this Trinity and

the numerous personifications of particular aspects of

this Trinity. We shall consider briefly what this

Trinity is. The universe emerges out of the Infinite

Noumenal Self through His Power, Maya-Sakti, the

Form-making or Female Principle in the Infinite, the

Mother of the Phenomenal. It is said, there has to be

considerable and varied exercise of this Power, much

of pre-natal development, as it were, before a tangible

universe comes out in full manifestation. Before the

beginning of the conception of the universe the Self

alone subsists in His Infinitude of blissful existence,

having His Power or Sakti locked up in Himself.

Maya-Sakti is then thoroughly non-active, the

equilibrium of Gunas being preserved, as observed in

a previous discourse. When He is about to contem-

plate the emanation of a universe, this equilibrium

becomes disturbed and as the first result of such

disturbance the Satwie aspect of Maya is manifested,

and the Self, considered along with this Satwie Maya,

is known by the name ‘Eswara . Satwa Guna has
•*

reference to Light or Consciousness. This Satwie

Maya of Eswara is therefore called also Gnana-Sakti,

Power of Knowledge or Consciousness. This Gnana-

Sakti is none separate from Eswara. She has no

existence independently of Him. She is, in fact, indivi-

sible from Him. She is, as it were, part and parcel
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of Him. Eswara in consequence appears as Ardhana-

reeswara—half-male, half-female. And the future

emanation of the universe is to he from
r

l hem hotli.

Eswara is the Father1 of the universe, and His

Sakti is its Mother. 2 By the union of the 1 wo the

universe is conceived.

25. By such conceiving is meant the appearance

of a Centre of Consciousness around which the

future universe is to he built.

The Soul or enlivening Self of

this Centre of Consciousness,

appearing in the vast unlimited

ocean of the Unmanifest, is called 4 Narayana.

As He appears by virtue of the union of Eswara

with Satwic Maya, generally known as Uma or

Sakti-Devi, He is considered as Their Son.3 In

Vishnu and Ichchha-

Sakti—subtle

Universe.

1 . wj- i )
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another sense He is the brother of Sakti-Devi, as

He appeared as a Centre of Consciousness along with

the appearance of the Satwic Devi Herself. The nature

of the Centre of Consciousness is largely resembling that

of Sakti or Power of Consciousness. The charac-

teristics of Narayana so much resemble those of the

Satwic Sakti-Devi that Narayana is Himself considered

as representing the female counter-part of Eswara 1
.

The appearance of Narayana as the Consort of Eswara

and Their joint appearance as Harihara (analagous to

Ardhanareeswara) as shown in the Puranas mav

all be understood in the light of these facts. Narayana

being in His inception the Soul of the Centre of

Consciousness merely, He can only be passively

receptive, and, for actively creating the universe, He
requires a Power competent to bring about activity.

He is consequently united to Ichchha-Sakti, Power of

Desire, another aspect of Maya-Sakti in which Rajo-

Guna is more predominant. This Ichchha-Sakti is

the Supreme Wielder of destinies. She is called also

Lakshmi. It is through the aid of this Ichchha-Sakti,

I
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that is to say, by the exercise of His Power of Desire,

Narayana is able to weave around Himself a

definite, huge, yet limited, mass of fine, shining

elements of matter ( Bliuta-tanmatra) taken from out of

the Tamasi-aspeet of Maya, classifies these elements

and forms out of them a subtle universe, of which the

would-be concrete universe is to be only a gross

counterpart. This subtle universe which is created by

Narayana is, in fact, a mould of fine, shining material for

the creation of the future universe. When Narayana

has prepared the mould around His own C entral Self,

He Himself appears to have entered into the mould and

become its Inmost Soul (Antaryami). In the course

of the creation of the universe, therefore, the work of

Narayana is to bring out in manifestation the primary

elements of matter and to prepare with those elements

the subtler portion of the universe (Sukshmaprapancha)

which is the universal vehicle of Conditioned Conscious-

ness, comprehending the whole of the coming tangible

universe. He, being the Guardian-Soul of this shining

massive vehicle of Light or Consciousness, is named

Hiranya-Garbha and being the all-pervading Enlivener

of the whole of it is also named Vishnu. The heart

being the seat of emotional desire,Vishnu has made His

own heart the seat of His Lakshmi or Ichchha-Sakti.

26. After the creation of the subtle universe or

Snkshma Prapancha by Vishnu, another step has to

)
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be taken for the appearance of
Concrete Universe— .

1 r

necessary.
l“e concrete "niverse - It is only

after the creation of the concrete

universe, experience of good and evil bv the Jeevas.
•

4

according to their respective deserts (by virtue of their

past Karinas) acquired bv them and stored up in the

previous cycle or cycles of the universe, becomes

possible. Jeevas require for such experience, over

and above their own subtle or Sukshma Sariras or

vehicles, concrete material bodies and environments.

The subtle or Sukshma Sarira of the Jeeva has no

doubt all the necessary subtle organs of experience

within itself, the organs of sensation and of action.

But, this Sukshma Sarira with all such oYgans is onlv

the instrument of experience ( Bhogasadhanam ),
and

this instrument has to be used bv the Jeeva securing

his stand on a firm, unyielding ground of support, the

concrete material body which is on this account called

Bhogayatanam. Also, the previous Karmas having

been performed with physical or material bodies, many

of the fruits of such Karinas have also to be experi-

enced by means of such bodies. Again, concrete

bodies require for their own up-keep concrete material

environments and objects. Hence, the creation of the

concrete universe becomes necessary.

27 . For this end Vishnu desires, that is to say,

unites with His Ichchha-Sakti or Lakshmi., to bring
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Appearance of

Brahma.

into existence the required gross

material universe. This union of

Satwic Vishnu with Iiajasic

Lakshmi seated in the Lotus of His own heart results

in a reproduction of the Lotus, the grand symbol of

the Phenomenal, from the navel of the Lord, that is

to say, in a lower material plane of manifestation, from

which springs forth a Mighty Being Who is to be the

Creator and Ensouling Self of the concrete universe.

He is known by the names * Yirat-Purusha ’ and

‘Brahma.’ For reasons similar to those referring to

the inter-relationship of Eswara, Sakti and Vishnu,

this Brahma is considered as the son of Vishnu and

sometimes as the brother of Lakshmi. After He has

made His appearance. Brahma learns from Vishnu

Himself all about the Fundamental Truths relating- toP
the universe through the Eternal Record of know-

ledge, the Vedas, and begins His work of creation.

He is already given a pattern in the shape of Sukslnna
Prapancha or subtle universe, according to which He
has to create the concrete one.

L
It must here be noted

that, in the Sacred Literature, the name “ Hiranya-
garbha ’’

is also very often used to denote Brahma or

Yirat-Purusha, because of the fact that the subtle

and the concrete forms of and in the universe co-exist

and are linked together .
1

]
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Sakti— Panchee-

karanam of matter.

28. Before Brahma can actually create the con-

Crete universe, He should secure the necessary

materials wherewith to create it.

Brahma and Kriya- The concreto> tangible nature of

the universe cannot be brought

about so long as the materials to

be used in the building- of the universe are in their

elementary, subtle or intangible condition. The atoms

of the elementary substances have to be brought

together in harmonious combinations so as to bring

out of them the required classes of compound sub-

stances which may serve as the atoms of the lower or

concrete plane of existence. The subtle atoms of the

plane of mental thoughts have to he converted into

the grosser atoms of the plane of physical action.

After the preparation is made of the atoms of the

latter plane, physical bodies of Jeevas have to he

built up with such atoms. These physical bodies are

fitted up just in accordance with the corresponding

subtle or mental bodies which serve as the mould for

the creation of the former. The use of the physical

bodies in the field of activity is just the same as

that *of the mental body in the field of thought, lo

prepare the materials and the bodies composed of such

materials of the physical plane, the plane of activity,

Brahma is united to Kriva-Sakti or Power of Activity

• Will, the third aspect of Maya-Sakti. This Kriya-
01

Sakti brings about the harmonious vibrations of ultra
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physical atoms so as to bring them together in definite

proportionate combinations to form the physical atoms,

and creates physical bodies with such atoms. The
concrete atoms are prepared out of the elementary

atoms by the process of what is called Panchee-
karanam which will be described presently.! Matter
is of five states or conditions, namely, the solid

(Prithhivi),tlie liquid (A pah), the luminous (Tejah
), the

gaseous (Vayuh) and the ethereal (Aknsnli). The
primary atoms of each of these states of matter differ

in structure from those of the others. In the building
of the forms of the subtle universe these primary atoms
themselves are used. Different and more complicated
states of atoms are required to build up concrete
forms of the concrete universe, although in this con-
crete universe as well the same five states of matter
wdl be found. These latter atoms are prepared with
the primary atoms by putting together portions of
such atoms of all the different conditions of matter in
the manner following:—Fiye primary atoms are taken,
one of each state of matter

; that is to say one

Hts^r^cT BJI: qftitrarfa *p r
-

,
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ethereal atom, one gaseous atom, one luminous atom,

one liquid atom and one solid atom. Each one of

these five atoms is divided into two halves. One of

the halves is kept separate and the other half is again

subdivided into four half-quarters. Thus, each one

of the atoms is divided into five portions, one of them

being a half and the others being each one-eighth. To

prepare an ethereal concrete atom, the ethereal half

atom is taken, and to it is added an one-eighth portion

of each of the gaseous, the luminous, the liquid and

the solid atoms. Thus, an ethereal concrete atom is a

compound of portions of the primary atoms of all the

five conditions, but having more of the primary

ethereal atom than of the other atoms. In the same

wav, in each of the concrete gaseous, luminous, liquid

and solid atoms we find the same proportions taken

out of the corresponding primary atoms. As each of

the concrete atoms is a compound of portions of all

the five states of primary matter, the process of

form i
n«- the atoms is called Pancheekaranam, the con-

crete atom being itself called Pancheekrita atom as

opposed to the primary or A pancheekrita atom.

29 . It is the supreme Kriya-Sakti of harmonious

activity, Who is united to Brahma and Who is called

Saraswati, that brings about the

I osition of Saraswati
p.jncheekaranam of matter and

also creates the concrete universe of forms composed
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of Pancheekrita matter. The creation of flense, iner-

matter being Her work, She is considered as represent-

ing the Tamasic aspect of Maya. As Kriya-Sakti,

She is the Power of Active Will of the Supreme. In

the case of an ordinary man, his character and merit

are tested by his
14 Power of Will.” This 44 Power

belongs to his inmost nature, and it is with this
o 7

4 * Power of Will ” he is able to control his other .

natures. As observed in another connection, he is

able to direct by the exercise of his “ Power of will

what thoughts and desires shall occupy, or be retained

in, his mind and what shall be banished from it, and

also what movements his physical organs of action shall

exhibit and what they shall not. Though, in all cases

of voluntary activity, thoughts and desires precede

action, they are hut ancillary to the will which is the

real prompter of all action and controller of

thoughts and desires. This will, being such controller,

belongs to a plane of existence superior to the planes

of thoughts, desires and actions. The power of will in

man seems to proceed from his very inmost Soul.

Similarly, the Supreme Kriya-Sakti or Saraswati

seems to have directly proceeded from the Ultimate

Universal Noumenon, the Infinite Absolute Self, and
is considered as ranking equally with the very first

manifested Appearance of the Self, namely, Eswara
Himself. Hence, we find it mentioned that Saraswati

is the Sister of Eswara. As is the Sister, so is also
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the Brother considered as showing forth the Tamasic

aspect of Maya, because Eswara is the Supreme Ideal

of thorough renunciation or absolute inaction and

is also the Final Absorber of the whole manifested

universe unto Himself, when its life-period is over, by

the destruction of all name and form which are the

pillars of conditioned or limited existence, which create

all the distinction between the actor, the action and

the thing acted upon, and which bring about indivi-

dualisation, the root of all evil. From the point of

view of the limited busy universe, II is silent work of

destruction is indeed an extremely dark event and is

therefore Tamasic.

30. Eswara, Vishnu and Brahma, with Their

respective Consorts, Sakti (Guana Sakti), Lakshmi

( Ichchha Sakti) and Saraswati
Marriage— its

( Kriya Sakti ), form the Supreme
significance. *

.

Trinity of the Aryan Religion.

The above mentioned union with the consort in each

case is a spiritual union, and this is illustrated in the

shape of grand Marriage Festivals ol the Hindu

Temples. Among the Aryan Hindus even the ordi-

nary marriage between man and woman is a spiritual

union, the union of Soul with Soul, and a large part

of the ceremony of the Hindu marriage results in a

religious Samskara or Purification intended to

advance the spiritual progress of the individuals
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brought together by the union. In the eyes of the

one who knows the real object and the secret of the

Hindu marriage, the marriage festivals of the Aryan

Temple are the enactment of mighty events relating

to the origin, the preservation and the dissolution of

the whole universe. With the invasion of gross

materialism and blinding ignorance on the Aryan

Sacred Soil, the ideas of marriage have largely

changed, and the fallen sceptic Hindu of the present

age has no better notion of the marriage relation thanO * 1

the one obtaining among the new, so-called civilised,

nations of the West. Very naturally, in his view,

marriage is primarily connected with the low pleasures

of conjugal life, and he does not know that the Hindu
wife is Dharma-Patni, the helper of the husband in

his acts of religious merit and that the husband is the

spiritual Guru of the devoted wife, the relationship

between them being analogous to that between a

Brahmachari and his Guru or teacher .
1 Blinded as

lie is by ignorance, and depraved as are his notions of

marriage in human society, he cannot but believe that,

when the Almighty is taken as assuming human forms
for the.helping of the Jeevas, when marriage festivals

1. f%l%: sftmt \ ,
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are conducted in the Aryan Temples for Gods and

Goddesses, and when offerings, indicative of the spirit

of renunciation in the devotee, are made to Them, the

Supreme is also considered as being subject to all

human wants and weaknesses. In the view of such a

man it is no doubt impossible to dissociate all notions

of ordinary human frailties from the One Who is

worshipped through human form, and it is no wonder

that he objects to Image-worship on the grounds

stated already in the early part of this discourse.

Sakti-Devi.

31. Before the beginning of every Maha-Ivalpa

or Grand Cycle of the universe, that is to say, in

Pralaya or the state of dissolution
r

or non-manifestation, the Absolute

Self, in His Infinitude of Existence, is as such alone

present. That Self is known as “Witness ’ (Sakshichai-

tanya) when considered along with His own Supreme

Unmanifest Maya. He indicates the beginning of a
•

*

universe by allowing this His Infinite Power or Ma\a-

Sakti to put forth a partial manifestation as Satwic

Maya, and by Himself appearing as Eswara. Eswara

is the First Cause of the universe. Satwic Maya or

Gnana-Sakti is, no doubt, the Mother of Light or

Consciousness, but this Light or Consciousness, having

sprung from only a partial or limited aspect of the

Supreme Unqualified Maya-Sakti (Satwic Maya being

qualified by the ascendant Satwa Gruna), is it>elf
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only conditioned Light or Conciousness. Satwic

Maya or Sakti- Devi, being, as it were, the Primary

Veil (Avaranam) over the Self, is the Origin of the

conditioning of the Absolute Consciousness of the

Supreme, and Progenitor of all limitations that are the

source of ignorance and Samsara, of bondage and im-

movability. She is therefore also called Avarana-Sakti

and appears as dark coloured by the side of Her Lord,

the Pure, Uncoloured or White ( Suddha-Sphatika-

Sankasha), Unlimitable,iSupreme Kswara. Although

from our standpoint of view, that is to say, from the

point of view of the universe, the first appearance

of Sakti-Devi or Gnana-Sakti is an event of mighty

glory, still from the point of view of the Supreme Self,

Her appearance, followed by the train of Samsara, is

but a dark event. Hence, she is coloured dark. Again,

as Eswara is the First Cause of the universe, He is

also its Final Consumer or Destroyer, as already stated.

He has in Himself the beginning and the end of the

universe. In union with Gnana-Sakti He brings into

existence the Supreme Lord of the subtle universe, the

Satwic Vishnu or Hiranya-Garbha, Who in His turn,

through HisRajasic Ichchha-Sakti orLakshmi Who,by
virtue of Her wavering and out-spreading character, is

also called Vikshepa-Sakti, produces out of Himself the

Rajasie Brahma or \ irat Purusha. Again, as stated

above, this Brahma, being united to Tamasic Ivriya-

Sakti or Saraswati, otherwise called also by the name
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Sthhoola-Sakti, creates the concrete universe 1
.

When the life-period of the universe is over, this

concrete universe becomes dissolved into the subtle

universe, Brahma being merged in His Source, Vishnu,

and His Tamasic Kriva-Sakti merged in the Ultimate

Maya-Sakti, and then the subtle universe itself is

withdrawn into Himself by Vishnu Who, on the final

merging of His Rajasic Ichchha-Sakti in the same

Unqualified Maya-Sakti, becomes one with Eswara,

under the influence of Satwie Gnana-Sakti. Eswara

allows thereupon His own Satwie Gnana-Sakti also to

be merged in the pure Unmanifested Maya-Sakti, and.

thereby Himself giving up His Eswaratwam, remains as

ever the One Absolute Infinite Self. It is Satwie

Maya or Gnana-Sakti of Eswara that both begins the

1. 3^t^rsr^'i^r i sfirfafor
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creation ami completes the dissolution of the mani-

fested universe. Gnana-Sakti turned outwards leads

to its creation, and Gnana-Sakti turned inwards is the

cause of its dissolution. The former brings about

limited phenomenal existence, and the latter [joints to

the Infinite Noumenal Self by the destruction of

everything phenomenal. The former results in action

and worry, and the latter ends in absolute renunciation

and peace. Hence, Sakti-Devi of Eswara has two

aspects, the one as the Source or Mother of the

phenomenal universe and the other as the Cause of

its dissolution. Eswara, by Himself, is neither the

First Cause of the universe nor its Destroyer. It is

His Sakti-Devi He is described as

such Cause and Destroyer 1
. Sakti-Devi is Herself,

the primary Cause of limitation which is at the root

of the universe and also the Power that works out the

final destruction. Sakti-Devi is considered as dark
coloured because also of this fact that Hers is the work
of destruction of all forms and activities. For another
reason also, which is already .indicated, Her Lord,
Eswara. is Himself described to.be Tamasic, irrespec-
tive of Her work of destruction. From the point of
Hew of limited activity and conditioned consciousness.

1. Sc’Ttu ^ f%^rr$T ^ ^ feggtjr: i
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the state of Supreme Renunciation and of Uncondi-

tioned or Absolute Chit or Right of Consciousness of

Eswara Who is the Lord of, and transcends, Maya, is

a state of incomprehensible stillness and impenetrable

darkness. Stillness and darkness are the characteristics

generally of Tamo-Gun a.

Supreme Ideals and

their oneness.

32. The three Gunas of the manifested universe,

when traced back to the Supreme Trinity, exhibit the

ideals of their respective charac-

teristics. The Rajasic activity

of Selfish Humanity is represen-

ted in Brahma (the Third Cause) bv His Creative

activity. The Satwic goodness and light in Man is

represented in Vishnu or Hiranya-Garbha (the Second

Cause) by His Preservative function and the light of

H is universal Consciousness. The dull inertia and

darkness of Tamasic natures is represented by the

Absolute Renunciation, the peaceful calmness, the

Supreme bliss and the unknowable Infinitude of

existence of the Highest Ideal of sageliness and

resignation, the Ultimate Destroyer of Duality,

Eswara (the First Cause). (Compare also Pragna,

Thaijasa and Viswa in Man with Eswara, Vishnu

and Brahma in the universe). The common saying

u the extremes meet” is typically instanced in the

case of Eswara. In Him, Who is the Highest One,

the lowest of the Gunas, Tamas, seems to find its
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consummation. Kven in this world, tlie higliest

Gnani looksi like the lowest idiot. In the view of the

ordinary man, the Gnani and the idiot are one, and

both of them conduct themselves more or less in the

snme way. Activity in both is confined to the bare

necessaries of their physical bodies ( Dehamatravasish-

tau )
because the Gnani knows that his present material

body is the only remnant of his bondage clinging on to

him to be kicked up as soon as bis Prarabdha-Karma

shall be exhausted ,*2 and because the fool identifies

himself with his material body alone. However wide

is the gulf that separates them as regards their

internal or real merits, however different from the

] . err f^irerer qr i q hw i q
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idiots worthlessness is the Gnani’s immense useful-

ness1 to the universe around through his ever-radia-

ting and elevating Spiritual influence, yet. in their

outward conduct, they both do not differ much. In

the same way, although from the point of view of the

universe of limitation Eswara may be described to be

Tamasic because of His dumb silence or His dark

work of destruction, yet, from the higher or truer

point of view, His*is just the other extreme Guna-

theetha state beyond all that is limited, qualified or

conditioned, His very mute speechlessness imparting2

the Highest Truths of Atma-Vidya, and His act. of

dissolution opening the gateway of the most Supreme

Sat-chit-ananda state of Infinite Glory, quite beyond

all that is Tamasic or dark3. The triplicity of Gunas

of the Trinity, the Triple Cause of the universe, is

reproduced in the effect, the created universe. The

1 . 3T3T t% ^rt sigwprn: i
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triple nature iljeeau.se of (iunas) of the limited condi-

tion of the »Jeeva is but a reflection, though in a way

inverted reflection, of the nature of the Supreme.

The relative merit or value of the Gunns of the condi-

tion here below has no reference to the state of the

Supreme Trinity. No doubt, when speaking1 of the

condition of limitation, Tamo-Guna is described as the

lowest of the (iunas, and Satwa (iuna as the highest.

The terms ** high and k
* low ’ are applicable to the

condition of differentiation. They cannot be used

when speaking of a state which is beyond and above

the state of differentiation. Kswara, Vishnu and

Brahma are not Themselves within the condition of

differentiation, but are the Primary Causes wherefrom

proceeds the differentiated universe. The terms

“ high ” and 44 low." and “ superior " and “inferior,"

can have no application to Them. Although They
show forth the highest Ideals in the three funda-

mental aspects, in Themselves Thev do not differ at all.

They, along with Their repective Consorts are in fact

only One Undifferentiated and Undifferentiable

Supreme Self appearing in three different aspects
through His own Power of Maya for the emanation.

•*

the preservation and the destruction of the universe.

*

The same One Self is known by the name 4 Eswara

— b.)
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when considered as the Controller of the Causal Maya-
• • ,

»

Sakti working under the Divine influence of His

Presence, is known by the name 4 Hiranyagarbha ' or

4 Vishnu ’ when considered as* the .Ensouling Self of

the subtle universe, and is known by the name 4 Virat
'

or ‘Brahma’ when considered as the Ensouling Self

of the concrete universe .
1 The very term “They is

inappropriate. Every One of theTrimurtis represents

the whole of the Absolute Self ; and Sakti, Lakslnni

and Saraswati, and each of them, represent the whole
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of the Ultimate Maya-Sakti. Every One of Them
has in Himself or Herself the Others also. Only

some of the aspects are brought out in fuller relief

than the others, not that those others do not exist in

the selected Moorti or Sakti at all.

33. The Supreme has put on the limitation of

forms, shining forth as the Trinity, and thus rendered

it possible for us, poor conditioned
Root-Self is the . ir . ... .

, ,

.Jeevas, to bring Hun withm the
worshipped of all

#

~

reach of our limited, cripple minds,

and to choose the appropriate form suited to our

natures. One such form or one set of such forms is

quite enough, and the ultimate object of devotion and

worship will be wholly and completely realised

through such selected form or set of forms. The
nature of the selection depends upon the condition

of the devotee or worshipper. It has been al-

ready pointed out that Jeevatma has three kinds
of impurities, Avarana-Dosha, Vikshepa-Dosha and
Mala- Dosha, which have to be got rid of before he
can attain the Supreme State of Being. These
Doshas relate to the different aspects of the limiting
and binding Maya. .Teevatwam or individuality
subsists so long as Maya, instead of being the
Power merely as She is, appears to domineer over Her
very Owner or Source, Atma. Doshas or impurities
originate from such domineering Maya. To <re t rid
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of such impurities, the Jeeva must try to regain his

control over his own nature or Power. The Dosha of

the domineeriny nature should he transformed into

the Merit of controlled Sakti or Power. The Ideals

of different worshippers must differ according to the

Doshas of their nature. The Supreme Ideal of the

one who lias only Avarana-Dosha (Root-ignorance) is

Eswara Who is the Lord of Satwic Avarana-Sakti,

also called Gnana-Sakti or Devi. The Supreme

Ideal of the devotee who has also Vikshepa-Dosha is

Vishnu Who controls Rajasic Vikshepa-Sakti or

Lakshmi. The Supreme Ideal of him who has Mala-

Dosha in addition is Brahma Who has under His

control Saras wati Who is Tamasic Sthhoola-Sakti or

Mala-Sakti. The Aryan worshipper is attracted by

that particular form alone of the Trinity which repre-

sents the Ideal in reference to his own nature. Again,

the devotee, whose life is characterised by the spirit

of self-denial and purified by the fire of knowledge of

the oneness of the all in the Noumenal Reality, has

in view the goal of Absolute Renunciation, of Peace

Eternal, beyond and above the state of conditioning

embodiment, and he prefers the form of Ascetic 1

1 .
1
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Eswara, the Supreme Lord of the Burning Ground,

Who accepts the ash-like Soul that alone subsists

after the burning away of all his phenomenal embodi-

ments. If the devotee’s Ideal is one of service for

the good of all, preserving in complete order and

harmony the necessary elements and conditions of

useful and helpful activity, he chooses the form of the

Protecting Vishnu. If the devotee has for his Ideal

the One whose immense activity results in the creation

and storage of things or forms necessary for the

existence and continued existence of the universe of

embodiments, he contemplates on the form of Brahma.

Those devotees who have not had sufficient advance-

ment to enable them to grasp through their meagre
intellect the immense glory of the above three Moortis

of the Supreme Trinity are given lesser Ideals suited

to their respective stages of spiritual advancement.
Ideals that exhibit more or less

partially some of the aspects

Trinity. It is for these reasons the

imperfectly or

of the Supreme

Holy Books say
that the Adorable Ideals differ even according to

castes .
1 But, this does not mean that there is relative
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superiority or inferiority among the Ideals themselves,

the very manifestations of the Supreme. The fact

of the matter is that whether he is a worshipper of

Eswara or of Vishnu, every devotee wants to reach

the Highest and believes that the One Who is the

Soul inside the form through which he adores is that

Highest One. He may even be mistaken as to the

exact nature of the Highest One, but that his Chosen

Ideal alone is the Highest and Truest One is his firm

belief. He can never believe that another Ideal can

be superior to his adored One. The particular One

Whom he worships is the Only True Self. None else

in his view can be the Supreme Being, the Root-Self

or Karana-Brahma. All else are but His creation or

Karya-Brahma. The Saiva Upanishats and Puranas

say that Eswara (Siva) is Karana-Brahma and that

Vishnu is Karya-Brahma. The Vaishnava Upanishats

and Puranas say the contrary. The Advaiti or

Vedantic Monist says that neither Eswara Who has

as His Upadhi for manifestation the qualified Satwic

Gnana-Sa .ti, nor Vishnu with His qualified Rajasic

T%frro stiff I
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Ichchha-Sakti, nor Brahma with His qualified

Tamasic Kriya-Sakti, can he the Real Karana-Brahma,

the Root-Self, Who is beyond and behind the states

qualified by Gunas, ever in His Infinitude of Unquali-

fied Existence, Consciousness and Bliss. The Advaitees

generally worship Eswara, sometimes even through His

Image tcLinga
,,

J
not because Eswara, as such, is the

Root-Self, but because, being the First cause, the

Father of all, in Him is the Root-Self first and best

manifested, because being the Witness even of the rise

of Hiranyagarbha, He is the Supremest Atma adored

by all, and being Himself the Loftiest Ideal of

absolute renunciation, naturally attracts those who

are passing through the final stage of evolution,

and because, being Himself nearest to the ultimate

Goal of Unmanifest, Infinite, Absolute state of the

Self, He is the Knower of all and Giver, through His

Gnana-Sakti, of the highest Gnana or Wisdom which

is the immediate cause of final liberation from

Samsara .
1 The true aim of devotion in all cases is

1.
I

^ II

|
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only the Root-Self, whether taken as manifesting;

Himself in the form of Eswara or of Vishnu. Every
devotee, whatever may be his Upasya-Deva or

worshipped God, admits that the Root-Self, Karana-

Brahma, is alone the Highest and Truest Self Who is
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and can be Only One, and that the Srntis describe that

Self as being without hands and feet and all signs

of personality and individuality .
1 It is only the
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Root-Self that is worshipped by all, and it matters

very little what name is given or what form is assigned

to that Self. The Saivite, the Vaishnavite, and the

Advaiti all contemplate on the same One Real Self,

and it is indeed surprisingly inexplicable what makes,

or can possibly make, some of our Aryan Bhaktas

think that they are worshipping different Gods, such

an idea giving rise sometimes to unnecessary

controversies and baseless prejudices. All are agreed

that the Root-Self, Karana-Brahma, alone is directly

or indirectly to be, and is being, worshipped. Only,

that Self appears as if covered by the cloaks of quali-

fying Gunas bearing the names of Eswara, Vishnu

and Brahma, and, having assumed appropriate forms,

becomes visible to the eager eyes of the devotees.

Though known bv different names, These three are
c"»

hut One in Self, and They see no difference

among Themselves .
1
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meaningful.

34. In the very forms so assumed indications

are clear of the purpose for which they were assumed,

and many of the Ultimate T ruths

Forms of the Trinity
ftre indirectly revealed through

these forms themselves. An in-

telligent comparison of the forms with one another, in

the light of the teaching by a properly qualified Guru,

may open to us a vast store of Divine Wisdom. Every

one of these forms, they being the forms of the All-

pervading Supreme Self, may even be thought of as

that of the Self-aspect or Noumenal aspect of any

object or Image, though of a different form, used for

active worship, such as Bana-Linga or Salagrama. If

the faith in the existence of the Self with the Chosen

Form in the Image becomes firm and the current of

corresponding devotional thoughts becomes strong,

steady and persistent, the Self will appear in that

vik?qro sg: n
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very Form and lift up the suppliant devotee to His

own true state o£ Absolute Being, as has been the

ease with many a great devotee known to history. The
exact nature of these forms and their proper signi-

ficance can definitely be known by the student who has

enough faith in the Aryan Sacred Writings and in the

words of the Divine Guru.

35. The prescription of these meaningful forms

and the manifold provisions and directions severally

made for the adoption of these
An exceptional merit

forms jn the exercise of devotion,
of Hinduism.

according to the varying capa-

cities and stages of development of the devotees,

reveal a prominent part of the exceptional merit of

the ancient Aryan Religion. Considering from every

point of view, the fact is clear that Image-worship,

instead of being a defect or curse of the ancient Aryan

Faith, enables the Bhaktas or devotees of different

degrees of development to attain the highest aim of

religion, immediately or by degrees, as the case may

be, with ease and facility in a practical way. The

existence of Image-worship among the Aryan Hindus

argues the immense depth of wisdom of the Great

Ones who have prescribed it. As the one who is in

the stage of devotion is still within the bonds of

duality, having his physical body and his mind in the

state of activity, and having individuality still subsist-
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ing in him, provisions are amply made, in connection

with Image-worship, for the proper engagement of his

several organs of sensation (Gnanendriyani)and of action

(Karmendriyani) and for the due surrendering of every-

thing most valuable in his possession or power at the

altar of the Image of the Lord by way of offerings, in

a manner which distinctly shows that Image-worship

makes the devotee a devotee in all respects, in thought,

word and deed. The one who is advanced enough to

realise the Self in the very concrete Image before him

can have no difficulty in realising the Self beneath or

under other forms, whether the human form of the

Holy Guru or the verbal form of the Vedic Mantra.

The Self realised through any form is one and the

same Infinite One. Blessed are those who, by virtue

of true devotion, can see the absolute identity of the

Self behind all such forms, and pitiable is the fate of

those who are attracted only by the form-side of

things .
1
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Conclusion.

36. As devotion more and more increases in us,

we may more and more swiftly pass on to the complete

realisation of the Ultimate Truth,

with a statement of which this

series of discourses began, and of which some attempt

has herein been made to get some stray glimpses. The
true nature of the Everlasting, Secondless, Unlimited

Self can never be adequately described by mortal

words of limitation. Words of man can only point

the way to the Ultimate Truth, and can themselves

never reach It. It is our duty, however, in the

beginning to try to understand, with the help of words

spoken and written, the direction of real progress; and

in due proportion to our earnestness may we be

blessed with Divine encouragement1 and guidance for

actual progress onwards towards the Final Goal for all,

the True Self, revealed through the Vedic Upanishats

and the words of the well-qualified 2 Holy Guru. Dear

1 .
—

2. starts i
(gororaftro)
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reader, have unqualified faith in these and be guided

by them. 1 Realise the most sublime ideas of their

lofty teachings. Realise the God in you and in every-

thing else besides. Realise your absolute oneness

with the Self in all. Having known the real nature

of the Triple-sided Maya and of Her work, the whole

phenomenal existence, leave behind once for all even

the highest step of the ladder of evolution of the

Thinker. The ladder is no more required for

vou, though you may, by choosing to retain it, use it

for the helping of others. Nothing more remains
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to be done by you for yourself .
1 The darkness of

ignorance having been swept away by the radiant

glory of your very Self, you are no longer blinded

bv the illusion of manifestation. Distinctions

between man and man. friend and foe, good and bad,
7 7

pleasure and pain, high and low, are no longer for

you .
2 The law of Karma has no more hold on you.

You have crossed all bondage, and Absolute Liberty

is yours for ever-more. Sorrow is no longer for
• c 1

vou ,
3 and yours is Eternal Bliss. Death and

struggle have ceased for you, and you are All-life and

All-Peace.
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A DREAM.

( ^THTT^rsnj^rt nr—

)

Immersed in

ignorance.

1. Launched into the vast ocean of life the

Dreamer finds himself tossed to and fro by the inces-

sant waves of pleasure and passion and knows no

more. Being thus too much and

too long immersed in them, he

begins to feel the suffocatingn
irksomeness of his situation. Not knowing the real

cause of his suffering, he tries hard in all ways but the
right one to avoid the suffering, continuing to be all

the same under the waters. He believes wrongly that,

by effecting some change in the juxtaposition of the

elements around him, he may escape from the troubles

and worries of life. He attempts in vain to secure
freedom from bondage and from misery throned) and
by means of their very source, the phenomenal
elements of embodied existence. He, as one of
Humanity, wants to snatch away from men and
things around him as much as circumstances then and
there may allow him to take for having his own good
enhanced and evil lessened, crude though his notions
of good and evil may then be. In so doing he has of
necessity to get involved in a large conflict of compli-
cated individual interests, and as the result of it he

21
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has more of pain and misery still. Very occasionally

in the hot strife of life he so far loses his head and

his balance that he is sometimes found thrown into

the lower depraved condition of the sensual brute-life,

and sometimes even into the dark abyss of sleepy

ignorance of the dull vegetable life. After the causes
r> n

that so brought him down have worked themselves

out, he is once more seen amidst his human fellows.

He again takes note of his relative position, tries

to improve it, by hook or by crook, still without

knowledge, without guide perceptible. He then

gathers more experiences, gets more and more of worry

and trouble, though here and there he picks up a few

short moments of pleasant life.

2. Knowledge then begins to dawn upon him,

and he wonders what real secret may underlie all his

trouble and what may this worried

life of his really mean and imply.

Having his gates of knowledge

The dawn of

knowledge.

open, he continues to spend life-periods innumerable

under different conditions of existence, gathers hits

of knowledge from whatever sources available, from

o-ood and from evil, through his own experiences and

through the words of others, assimilates some of them

and loses hold of others, and acts sometimes in

accordance with them and sometimes in spite of them.
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3. As the net result of all this, he is found

passing through a kind of life having a peculiarity of

its own. He is placed under
The Dreamer and his .

.. . „ circumstances not very much
preliminary efforts.

encouraging, yet not altogether

hopeless, and within environments not very much
elevating, yet not altogether undesirable. His Ideal

may he high, hut his capacities are poor. As regards
his training, a good portion of it has been for securingn
him success in temporal affairs, and yet he would not

S?'
ve attempts, feeble though they are, to reaeh

the Highest, aecording to his conception of the same.
Being subject to opposing forces, some pulling him up,
some pulling him down, and some across, he feels the
ridiculousness of his position, and his success in life

here and his progress towards the Ideal above are
both alike partial, if not, unsatisfactory. Not being
yet properly trained to go by the path of Atma-Vidya
which leads up directly to the state of absolute free-
dom and bliss, not having any correct information
about even the general nature of the path, and being
sometimes tempted by some newly organized Societies
which bear the mark of novelty and which contemplate,
curiously enough, a more or less thorough search of
the universe and all its parts for the discovery of that
Ultimate l’ruth which seems to recede more and more
its outward search proceeds and which is, as the (ireat
Ones say, nearest to the one who is self-centred in
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peace unmoving, the dreamer’s progress onwards is

considerably and necessarily delayed. No doubt,

when one, who is plunged in the sea, makes rapid

move to the right or to the left without rising up, he

may perhaps experience new sensations or meet with

new beings and thus add to his knowledge. But, any

amount of addition of such knowledge cannot relieve

him from the asphyxiating unpleasantness of his im-

mersion. As Tennyson would have it, “knowledge

comes, but wisdom lingers." Unless and until the

man rises, by securing true wisdom, above the water-

level of his sea of troubles, the worry of life cannot

leave him. The new movements and associations of

the day may, no doubt, discover great facts and events

not oenerall v known before, but, they cannot in the

least bring about the required relief from the trammels

of Samsara. The dreamer thus lingers long in vain,

and. feeling the inevitable disappointment in the end,

begins in right earnest to think of his own recognized

upward Path of Atma-Vidya and to search for a

proper Guide to help him in the direction of True

Divine Wisdom.

4. Just then, in the course of a conversation

with a passing friend, the dreamer receives an account

Guru reached.
of a Great One Who. though

appearing in flesh and now present

in this our physical world, transcends the phenomenal
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universe completely, His only object of this life here

being to offer His helping hand to those who may

strive eagerly to rise up to the true state of Infinite

Bliss and Peace. The dreamer thereupon, notwith-

standing the obstacles in the way, runs up to H im,

finds in Him the very embodiment of love and com-

passion, of knowledge and devotion, of austerity and

simplicity, and throws himself at His Holy Feet pray-

ing for early redemption from the bonds of Samsara.

The Divine Guru takes pity on him and, knowing his

real situation, begins to guide him on, step by step,

along the true path of Divine Wisdom. Blessed is

the dreamer who, in spite of his many defects, is given

the high privilege of standing, face to face, before

the august presence of the Greatest Soul on earth to-

day, making his prayers directly to Him, and

receiving directly from Him instructive guidance

more useful and elevating than can be ordinarily

conceived.

5. Thenceforward, the dreamer considers him-

self a different man altogether, having secured an

unchangeable faith that he, being
Dreamer’s broodings.

the disciple of the Holiest One,

must reach the final goal of existence, the state of

absolute Liberation (Moksha), in this his very present

life on earth. With this faith in him, he continues

to live amidst his usual surroundings, attempting to
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discharge his duties both as householder and as

member of his profession. His one object in so

continuing is to make amends for all his past

imprudence and to clear up his liabilities consequent

thereon. He works and works, at any rate, thinks he

works, but does not see any change for the better in

his worldly circumstances. That there is something

wrong somewhere is clear to him, but he has not the

pluck to find out what and where it is. He continues

like this for some pretty long time at the end of

which he finds that the continuance of his connection

with matters temporal any longer will not only fail to

give him the intended result but will positively make

his position and that of others considerably worse.

Then, he begins to feel that he is no more justified in

continuing as he does and that he is called upon to

kick up, once for all, his worldly connections, one and

all of them, and to lead a wandering, solitary life in

peaceful contemplation.

6. Thus feeling, the dreamer gets out of his earth-

ly home, wanders far and wide alone for a short time.

and then, by reason of a linger-

His departure and
• th ,, t

'

in him that he has
return.

failed to discharge his liabilities in

the world, he goes straight on to a Holv Resort and

awaits there his time to discharge at least that kind of

liability which it is even now possible for him to
%
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discharge. The time comes and goes, and the liability is

discharged though, to his greatest disappointment, not

exactly in the manner in which he would wish to dis-

charge it. In the meanwhile, his continued stay at

the place aforesaid brought on to the place his nearest

relations who very naturally, and properly too from

their stand-point of view, spared no pains to induce

him to return home; but, he could not give up his notion

that he knew better. He receives then a message of

command from his Gurudeva directing him to report

himself personally at once before His Divine

presence. The dreamer and his Holy Guru are

soon afterwards seen together, the latter convincing

the former that the step taken by him was not the

right one and telling him that he should at once

return to his bondage and be in it until the time

should arrive when he will he released in a more

legitimate way. In obedience to the all-loving

wish of the Great One the dreamer comes back to his

work-house with feelings singularly mixed and re-

sumes again his allotted work.

7. A few years pass, and the dreamer finds him-
self surrounded by the numerous members of his house-

hold fondly clinging to him not-
Another departure

and return.
withstanding his ever-growing re-

solution that he should take some
legitimate early step to get freed from the bonds of
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Samsara. He thinks he has been sufficiently long in

the family and seems convinced, beyond any possibi-

lity of doubt, that, so long as he remains in the family,

however much he may try, he can neither improve his

temporal circumstances nor practise renunciation,

much less, renunciation without reserve, which is a

necessary condition-precedent for final emancipation.

He also says to himself that, if in his present life-time,

in which he has had the good fortune and exceptional

privilege to have His Holiness, above referred to, for

his guiding Gurudeva, he is not able to reach the

highest goal of life, his chances in future lives must

of necessity be very few, and that, on the other hand,

if he should strive hard to effect his escape from

bondage by an immediate entrance into the path of

absolute renunciation, bearing in mind the most

wholesome teachings of the Holy Guru, he must, of

equal necessity, rise up immediately, leaving down all

the suffocating elements of worldliness and, crossing

over the ocean of limited Samsaric life, reach the

Supreme Goal of Bliss and Peace, absolute and

eternal. He is then also found considering within

himself the exact nature, the character and the practi-

cability of a life of complete renunciation, and silently

praying within himself for the speedy arrival of that

blissful moment when he may cut away all his ties of

binding Samsara. After some waiting, he thinks the

moment is come, to his great relief, and once more
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gets out of his confinement, now however in the

mode prescribed, as he takes it. But. the all-knowing

Great Guru immediately orders him back again to his

cell, and the latter returns again.

8. He takes naturally some short time to get

completely reconciled again to his position in the

family which for some time past

he has been taking enormousHis position.

trouble to banish altogether from his mind. Slowly

and by degrees he is in again, and he once more finds

himself as much away from the path of thorough re-

nunciation as he was long ago. But, there is this

difference now that he has actually had some

experience of the life of renunciation, which he may

utilise for the shaping of his future. He has some-

what learnt what real difficulties have to be overcome

and what probable temptations have to be guarded

against in the actual leading of the life of renunciation.

He knows now more or less definitely the distin-

guishing marks of real renunciation and of renunciationo o

in appearance, that is to say, renunciation through the

mind of all attachment and mere physical renunciation.

Having studied his own nature under very trying

circumstances, he has known better his defects and

merits. With knowledge thus improved, and with the

wisest counsels of his adored Gurudeva ever present

in his memory, he does not 'appear likely to be com-
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pletely carried away by the current of wordly life

into which he has again entered, strong and rapid

though the current may be.

9. He is seen again amidst his co-workers in

the field of his profession, busy and active as before.

A dream within the

dream.

Sometimes, when the thoughts of

the higher, truer life come to him

and make him a little indifferent

to his avocation, he appears somewhat dull and hope-
lessly forgetful. But, soon after, even a passing
thought of his holy Guru’s words of command suddenly
floods his out-turned nature with life and energy, and
he is found all-right again. In this way lie pushes on,

sometimes slowly and sometimes vigorously, the work
of his Mission in the world amidst his busy surround-
ings, under the Divine guidance and help of the Great

Holy Guru. The hope of his life under such guidance

is the possibility of his realising, after due discharge

of his wordly liabilities, at least, as far as possible, a

dream of his to the following effect, a dream within the

dream :— Renouncing all, pure in mind and body, and

sitting in peaceful solitude, the dreamer thinks of the

uplifting personality of his adored Guru as seated under

the shade of a fine overhanging tree on the soft greenO O O
meadow by the side of His Holy Asrama. The follow-

ing events are then presented to the clear unwavering

mind of the dreamer.
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10. The Divine Teacher, appearing before him,

gently touches his head with His left foot through

which a mighty flood of the

highest spiritual force Hows

swiftlv into the inner life of the suppliant Sish}a.

The dreamer, in his overflowing ecstacy, pours out

in exuberance lofty sentiments of devotion and

resignation couched in language too elegant and heart-

appealing to proceed from him under other conditions.

The all-merciful Holy Guide takes him by the hand,

and initiates him into the wonderful mysteries, the

merit and value, and the power and possibilities of

the Great Primary Sound, the Progenitor of all the

secondary vibrations that form the manifested

universe, the most sacred and comprehensive Mantra

taught in the end by the Sacred Upanishats, the

unique Monosyllabic Pranava, which, by virtue of its

triple-sidedness, explains throughly the much puzzling

riddle of the universe and brings out in relief the

three primary aspects of the Self, Sat-chit-ananda,

and the three primary qualities (Satwam-rajas-tamas)

of His Maya-Sakti, the Root-cause of all. The dreamer

is then taught how a Jeevanmukta sees no universe,

save now and then as reduced to its causal Sound

vibration, the Primary Pranava, ever appearing and

disappearing in his Infinite Consciousness, represent-

ing in truth the rise and fall of the great uni verse -

manifestation, how, though having nothing to see, the
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Jeevanmukta seems yet to see not only this springing

up and this going down of the Sacred Sound but his

own authorship also of it bv realising the fact that

when he wills to generate the Sound the Sound appears,

that when he wills to continue it it continues, and that

when he wills to put an end to it it is no more, and

how all this he sees within himself, not outside himself,

for no outside there is. It is also shown to the

dreamer that, even when there is in the Jeevanmukta

the so-called external perception, it is coupled with the

definite realisation that everything he finds, everything

he experiences, is but a manifested aspect of the

triple qualified AUM generated by and within himself,

that good and evil, pleasure and pain, happiness and

misery, praise and ridicule, love and hate, light and

darkness, knowledge and ignorance, all, in the eyes of

of the Jeevanmukta, are but the phases of this One

Sacred Sound which alone and nothing’ else he sees

presented in his consciousness, and that duality moves

him not, for duality there can be none for him.

11. After the dreamer has received this lofty
*

teaching, both the Guru and the Sishya are in an

instant seen together in the en-

In the presence of

Sri Sarada.
lightening Sacred Presence of Sri

Sarada (Saraswati), the Mother

of all knowledge. The Divine Guru Himself prostrates

before Her, entreating permission to recommend His
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disciple to Her Divine Self. Taking hints from Her

approving smile, the Holy Guide silently allows the

dreamer to prostrate, which he does firstly before the

Gnrudeva and then before the Divine Mother. It

is no wonder that the dreamer, being under the direct

holy influence of the Mother of all knowledge and

speech, is able then to express Ids feelings and his

prayers in appropriate words coming out of his very

heart. Then proceed from the Divine Mother a few

choice words of encouragement and blessing which,

when reaching the ears of the all-attentive devotee,

seem to fill him with Ambrosial Bliss.

12. A few moments pass, and the Gnrudeva

places His blessing palm on the bowing head of the

Sisliva ; and the consequence is

Brahmand*.
t jmt t |1e letter at once feels that

he is being bodily raised up, as if by magic, and soon

after finds that he and his Holy Teacher are together

standing before a huge imposing appearance which, a

little later, he comes to know to be the representation

of the Great Brahmanda—the Universe-egg—which

indicates through its external colours the triplieity of

the inner Gunas on which its existence depends. The

dreamer is struck dumb at the huge wonderful sight,

especially because of the sudden rise in him of the,

consciousness of the exact similitude of the great

coloured phenomenon, now seen in front of him, and
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The entry.

of the Holy Mahalinga formerly presented to him by
his Gurudeva and used by him for active worship
during the period of his home-life.

Id. Knowing the huge phenomenal sight as but
the formful manifestation of Eswara Who is the Life

and Soul of the universe, the

Great Guru, with hands uplifted

in due reverence for the Supreme Lord, sends up to

Him His most hearty prayers poured out in abundance
in His usual exquisite language and brilliant manner.
Suddenly, a large and beautifully decorated gateway
is seen opened in the front, as if the Inner Self, Eswara
of the universe, wanted, by creating an opening in the

outer material covering of the great appearance, to

receive sooner and with greater facility the sincere

and eloquent pleadings and prayers of the Holy
Jagadguru. Being followed by the blessed dreamer
the Divine Teacher enters the gate and goes inwards

showing and explaining to his disciple the phenomenal

peculiarities and the purpose of everything important

which is seen on their way. To state briefly, the

Sishya realises that the whole manifested universe is

but the holy Temple of the Supreme Lord Eswara,

and that his Divine Guru is actually guiding him

onwards towards the Great Central Seat of the Lord,

the Fountain-head of all Life that ensouls the whole

universe.
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Lokas.

DIX.] "

14. Swiftly they pass on leaving behind them

many a vast Region (Bhooh, Bhuvah, Suvah, Mahah,

tJanah and Tapo Lokas) one after

Passage through
another, and at last they find

themselves in front of another

grand gateway which appears like that of a huge

impenetrable fortress, and which seems to be closed

against all outer Regions generally. Coming near the

gateway on which is inscribed the word c

(Satyaloka) the Guiding Acharya gently touches its

mighty door which is at once laid open, and both the

Guru and the Sishva are allowed entrance into that

final { Seventh) Loka. Inside they go, and the

dreamer, while closely following the foot-steps of his

Guiding Teacher, is being then and there enlightened

by Him with regard to the interesting and useful

particulars of the several Sub-Regions of this highest

Loka. In the first Sub-Region they find happy Souls

who have thoroughly purified their nature, inner and

outer, by leading the strictest celebate life and bv long

steady practice in the prescribed acts of good Karma
done for the mere sake of duty without the least

personal attachment to the fruits thereof (Naish-

thhika-Brahmacharinah). In the second Sub-Region

are seen great Bhaktas or Upasakas whose concen-

trated devotion to the Supreme Lord, identifying

themselves with Him, knows no bounds. In the next

or third Sub-Region are found advanced Souls of
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Gnana-Marga, who have practised true renunciation

(real Sanyasa), and whose only aim is the realisation

of the Highest Truth of the absolute unity of all in

the Self, which is the immediate cause of final libera-

tion from conditioned existence. Duly appreciating

and respecting the immense merit of all these Great
Souls who have their being severally in these Sub-

Regions, the Guru and His disciple pass beyond these

into the inner realities of this wonderful Loka.

15 . In an instant they are before another laroe
• r'

beautiful gateway which is always open, being

Sri Kailasa. guarded ’ as it were, by the fore-

most of Eswara’s Bhaktas, Sri

Nandikeswara by name, in the front, bearing the noble

form of the spotless snow-white bull, the majestic per-

sonification of power and strength, of calmness and

endurance, all combined, the One Whose attention is

ever fixed on the Supreme Lord, the Self within, and

Who is the eternal vehicle of the Self in all His varied

manifestations, and by the two Divine Sons of the

Supreme Self, Who represent the two main Divine

Paths ^U ie higher and the lower) of renunciation

(Nivrittih) and of action ( Pravrittih), that is to say,

by the Ever-immaculate Senior Sri Ganesa or Vigli-

neswara, the Patron of learning and Lord of wisdom,

of 11011-active renunciation, the well-known Divine

Thwarter of all activities of manifestation, the Chief
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of the great Celestial Band of Ganas engaged in the

work of destruction of all embodiments of limitation,

on its right side, and by the Ever-vigilant and active

Junior Sri Subrahmania, the great Commander or Sena-

pathi of the never-ending battle of life, on its left.

The Great Jagadguru, closely followed by His privi-

leged Sishya, pays due homage to these three Divine

Beings. The dreamer, considering the way in which

these Mighty Beings respond to the Great Teacher and

also the way in which he (dreamer) himself is treated

by Them because of his being His disciple, naturally

and riffhtlv infers that his Great Guru ought to

he and is much greater than he ever took Him to

be, and that He cannot be, in any sense, less than or

other than Eswara Himself. To the great, happv

surprise of the dreamer, the two Divine Sons, Whom
the dreamer somewhat feared to approach, welcomed

him with open arms, with kindness unbounded, calling

him Their dearest younyer brother. The happy
dreamer remained speechless, being struck by sublime
wonder at the immense spiritual height to which lie has
been raised by the mercy of the Great Lord appearing
as Sri Jagadguru. Silently, the dreamer prostrates
over and over again in the elevating presence of all

the Four Divine Forms, and then stands motionless,
contemplating for a few minutes on all the Four, and
finally fixing his opened eyes on the enchanting form
of his Divine Gurudeva. The Latter, in His infinite
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mercy ami love, intending to clear away even the last

trace of doubt or ignorance front His follower, tells him

in clear terms that the Region to which they are now

come is Sri Kailasa Itself, that what appears to he

lvailasa to the devotee of Esvvara is Itself appearing

as Sri Vykuntha to the Vishnu-Bhakta and as

Brahma-Loka to the adorer of Brahma, and that

therefore the same One Satva-Loka bears these three

different names. With doubts all removed and igno-

rance thoroughly expelled, and with Divine Blessings

showered on him, the dreamer feels himself Divine,

stronger and freer than ever before, and he stands

again ready to follow the Great Guide to wherever He

may take him.
*

Dreamer’s prayer for

pardon.

16. They then enter the Holy Gate and pass

into the immost recesses of the central regions of Sn

Kailasa whose magnificent and

dazzling splendour the dreamer,,

by virtue of the Great Guru s

blessings, has become able not only to cognize, but to

properly appreciate also. They find around them a

surpassingly sublime forest scenery, the like of which

is unknown' in other Regions, and the dreamer, consi-

dering the beauteous excellence of everything seen

about there, rightly believes that, he has actually

reached that loftiest plane of existence where he can

hope to see. face to face, the Ideal of all Ideals, the
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Supreme Ijoih] Eswara Himself. Ihen, on a small

shining smooth rock, beautifully cut and laid by

Mother Nature, under a high glittering canopy oi

celestial, aromatic flowers, the Divine Gurudeva sits, as

if under exhaustion, and with a characteristic smile

asks His devoted Sishva to near Him; thereupon, the

dreamer, approaching near, prostrates before Him,

half-expressing his sense of immense gratitude to the

Great Jagadguru for all the trouble He has taken on

his account, and, holding somewhat firmly His Divine

Feet by his hands and gently pressing his tearful eyes

ou the Holy Feet, prays most imploringly for unquali-

fied pardon, prostrating as he is.

17. Then, the Divine Voice is heard saying

” Kise up.” The dreamer raises his head and sees,

and Hehold ! What a Revelation 1

The Great Revelation.

The two Holy Feet held firmly

bv him are, in fact, those of the Supreme Parents of

the universe found sitting on the same rock and smil-

ing, the right Foot being that of the Divine Father

Fswara, and the left Foot that of the Holy Mother
Sakti-Devi seated on the supporting left thigh of the

ever-ascetic Eswara. This is indeed too much for the

dreamer, and he cannot contain himself any longer.

Now, in the lofty exaltation of bliss, he is dancing
like a child, and now, in the height of his devotional

emotion, he throws himself at Their Saving Feet times
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without number. Now, he is eloquent in praying, and

now, lie is calm and silent, wanting nothing more.

Now, again, he feels for the sudden disappearance of

the Sacred Form of his adored Gurudeva, and now,

in his knowledge of the absolute identity of the HolvO •/ ~

Guru with the Supreme Ones seen in the front, lie

finds solace and peace, real and infinite.

18. Being emboldened by the very peaceful

appearance of the Divine Parents the dreamer, slowly

and submissively approaching
The Divine Son-hood.

. .

Them nearer, gently raises 1 heir

Holy Feet and, first touching them with both his eyes

in great reverence, softly presses them on his own

bowing head. Then, passes through his clear mind a

flash of further Revelation, and he distintly realises his

own Divine Son-hood. As the first fruit of such reali-

sation he is at once found to be in closer touch with

the Supreme Father, freely leaning against His right

leg and resting his peaceful head on His right thigh,

with his devotional look fixed alternatively on the

sagely contemplative face of the Great Lord and on the

benio-n. lovelv countenance of Sakti-Devi, the Mother

of all. The Divine Father slowly passes His purifying

and blessing palm over the body of His devoted Son

and the latter feels as though a steady, voluminous

current of spiritual strength is being led into his

inmost Self. Then, the Blessed Son, taking hints
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from the Lord, inclines similarly on the Mothers side,

and, fixing his prayerful eyes on Her Noble Divine

face, contemplates on. the lofty sublimity of llci

being.

19. The Great Mother, in the infinitude of Her

love and mercy, places Her gentle palm softly on the

head of Her beloved Son, blessing
As the Divine Mother. . ,.

him so much so that the immediate

result of it is that the Son and the Mother have become

One. The dream continues still. But, this continua-

tion, as it is, no words of mortal man can adequately

describe. The main revealable. facts and events may

however be mentioned. The dreamer, who was origi-

nally but ‘ man,’ firstly realised his own Divine Son-

hood and now shines as the Great Jagat-Mother

Sat wic Maya Herself, the subsisting Self being the

same in all.

As the Divine Father

and Mother.

20. The Holy Mother, being Herself the

Supreme Gnana-Sakti, deeply contemplates on Her

Lord Eswara Who is Her own

Supporting Self, and on Whose
eternal reality depends Her own

existence as Supreme Sakti or Power. If at all She
can exist, it is only along with Her Lord. Hence, the

dreamer, instead of continuing to appear as the Mother
alone, now appears as both the Father and the Mother
together.
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21. Again, there is the subsisting knowledge
that, as mere Power or Sakti, as apart from the Lord

As Ardhanareeswara.
Self Whose Power She is, the

Great Mother Herself has and

can have no independent existence. As Supreme

Sakti She is, as it were, a part of Him, and the

dreamer, who appeared as both the Parents, is in

consequence then appearing as Ardhanareeswara (half-

male, half-female).

22. Then, again, bv virtue of the final Truth that

Sakti or Power, as apart from the Self or Atma, has no

The Supreme

Realisation.

reality whatsoever, and that Atma

alone is real, in the strict sense of

the term, the dreamer, in the end.

shines as the Sole Secondless Atma of the universe, the

Supreme Purusha, the Father without the Mother, the

One Ultimate Self that appears as the all. When this

highest stage is reached, the true nature of the dream

is self-revealed. Awake in t lie Self the dreamer

sees not Not Self. The dream and the dreamer, as such,

are both unreal, and they seemed to exist as long as
%

the Seer (Drik) or experiencer was distinguishable

from the Seen (Drisyam) or experienced. Now that

the Seer and the Seen are one in the Self, the dreamer

and the dream have alike merged in the absolute

Unity of the Self.

3TT <Tr*T3; II
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„ , and division of labour

,
the principle underlying the establishment of

—

„ natural .• •• ••

„ ,
one of necessity

,
no— in the beginning of the Cycle or kalpa

,
under the—birth determines the Caste ..

„ useful ouly it its rules are enforced by the autho-

. . iur,

.. 175

.. 18b

.. 186*

.. lib

. 151

. . 161

.. 156

151, 167

156-8,167

167, 168

. . 168

164-7

167-8

168

.. 171

rity in Power .. .. .. •• 186

,
according to the— , each caste is dependent on

the other three .. .. .. .,106)

Caste-system, superiority and inferiority: .. 161, 162, 178

,, and Image-worship chiefly mark out

the Hindu Religion from the other Religions 288

,, ,
Sannyasa allowed in Kali Yuga as

long as—continues to be recognised .. 202

Causal bodv
•

•
i .

Caution, some words of

—

Centre of consciousness . .

Ch itur Yuga . .

Chidabhasah

Child-souls, we are no— . .

Chit.

.

41, 87-9

229-232

285, 286

. . 185
'

. . 47

,lv
* * * * 137

I. 75, 88, 89, 282, 300

23
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Chit-aspect . . . . . . . . . . 78

Chowla . . . . . . . . . . 205

Christian . . . . 240, 262, 268, 270

Churches . . . . . . . . 262

Christianity . . . . . . . . . . 281

Christians and others are not the less guilty of idolatry 272, 278

Classed school .
.* *

. . . • • . • • 170

Classification of phenomena . . • • . . 6

,, of sciences . . . • • • . . 3

in reference to the paths of evolution . . 147

p f
*1 J Q

Commercial nations

Comparison, necessarily partial and inadequate . . . . 94

„ ,
object of teaching by— . . . . . . 95

Concentration and Knowledge, mutually dependent 255, 256

Conclusion . . • • - • 210-1, 236 ,
316-8

Conclusions, value of Western scientific— . . 140, 141

Concrete universe necessary . - • • • • 288

Conditions of existence true only so long as Avidya subsists. 55-56

Cnnonrt. . . • . • • 286, 294

95

210-1, 236, 316-8

140,141

. . 288

.
appearance of Narayana as the— of Eswara

Control
4 f

Daraa

Dana

Dark Powers

Darwin, Mr.

Death

. . 286

. . 235

. . 227

183, 185

. . 185

. . 123

. . 138

Degradation, life of— in the highest caste and its

reason and object

Deliamatravasishtau

Deity

Del Mar, the Hon. Alex.—of New York

Desire, analysed

follows knowledge . .

its general influence

177-80

. . 301

. . 266

. . 165

14

. . 80

IS, I S’
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,, , its result .

• • . . 15

,, ,
no happiness in

—

. . • • • • 16

Desire-nature, not altogether useless . . • • 17, 22

Desire-side of the mind to bo put down • • 16

Desires and the Law of Karma . . • • 16, 16

„ as suppliers • . . 25

Destruction, the work of—at the end of Dwapara Yuga 180-2

Devas . .
•

• . . • • . . 194

,, ,
manasa bodies of— . . • • . . 128

Devi • • 286, 306

Devotee, only a true—can discern devotion ici others . . 260

,, ,
every—wants to reach the Highest One

and believes that he adores that Highest One . . 308

Devotion has duality as an element . . • • . . 268

,, is the longing of the heart for union with the Ideal 282

,, is the yielding 6f the heart to the Supreme

in piety and love . . • • . . 268

,, and Knowledge • • . . 103

,, , no—without form . . • • 268-71

,, and Faith and Knowledge . . • • 260,261

,, ,
the path of

—

• . . 99

,, ,, and Evolution. . • • . . 110

,, , the result of increase of— . . • • . . 816

Dharwa . . . . .

.

151,169, 176, 177,
•

180, 186, 189, 190,

193-6, 202,208-10,

284, 242

Dharmapatni, the Hindu wife is— • • .. 295

Dharma Vyadha • * .. 177

Dhyana • • 183, 184

Difference between the organic and the inorganio 127, 128
Different people, though appearing to see the same

• 1

thing, see in actuality different things • • 258, 259
difficulties .

.

• •

• t >

. . 20
* ii ' n • i *•!
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Disappointment

Discrimination .

.

Divine encouragement

seers

65, 246, 252

.. 2, 32

.. 316

. . 155

,, Code of Morals . . . • . . . . 237

Division of labour and Caste System . . . 167, 168

Donaldson, Mr. H. H. . . . . . . . . 134

Dosha, the—of the domineering Nature should be trans-

formed into the Merit of controlled Sakti or Power. . 306

Doshas . . . . . . 193-5, 241. 242, 306

, 1. Mala removed by Karma

,, 2. Vikshepa ,, Upasana

l q Avfl.ra.na .. Onana 193, 194, 242, 30«>

134

306

Doshas

, 1. Mala

2. Viksl

t 3. Avarana ,, Gnana 193,194,

,, and Image-worship

orginate from domineering Mava

Doubt •• •• •• 43. 69, 73, 109,

Drashta . • • »

Dream -conscious ness

y -cosmos . .

„ -reality . .

„ ,what is—
Dreamer . • • •

' ^

Drik

Drisyam

Drummond, Prof Henry—
v .

..181.
Dwapara Yuga

Dwi jas

Earth-life, gnanasadhanas have all to be practised in—

,
the only training ground . .

”
. .. .. 240,265,

Electricity

Embryonic cell

England • •
•

.

* *

English, the—nation

Englishmen • •
• • ’

.

Equality of men, an expression misunderstood and mia-

193, 194, 242, 305

241-3

305

73, 109, 132, 198

. . 253

43, 44, 73

. . 80

SO, 253,

122, 128

181, 183. 185

172, 205

. . 196.in

—

240, 265. 268, 270

•
,

- 18
S

. . 155

148, 153'

. . 1 53
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.. 152

86j 92, 248

218, 219

87, 99, 120, 126,

127, 171, 173*7,

183, 185,186, 267,

269, 273, 283-5,

289, 293, 294,

296-300, 302, 303,

306-12

, appearance of Narayana as the Consort of

—

,
Ascetio— • * • • • •

is the First Cause of the universe . .

is the Father of the Universe . .

,
the Final Absorber, Consumer or Destroyer

of jbhe Universe

is the Giver, through His Gnana Sakti, of the

, Highest Gnana or Wisdom . . . . 309

is Unreality everywhere and no limitation in

space or time can bind Him . . . . 267

is the Highest Ideal of sageliness and resignation 300

is the Ideal of absolute renunciation, of

. .peace etern^L . . . . . . 294, 306, 307

is the Knower of all . . . . . . 309

. . 286

. . 306

296, 309

285, 309

294, 297

. applied by the Western Thinkers

Equilibrium of Gunas or qualities

Esavasyam

Eswara

,
by Himself, as apart from His Sakti Devi, is

neither the First Cause of the Universe nor

its Destroyer . . . . . . . . 299

is never Himself actively engaged and He
remains as ever the One Universal Witness . . 267

is the Soul of the Universe . . . . 268, 273, 274

i6, in a sense, imaged by His own Sakti,

'and His plaoe; appears to be the very

heart, pf the Universe .. .. .. 267
A

and Gnana Sakti. . . . . . . .283-5
• »
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,,
•• has no purpose of His own . . 106, 26T

,, , as fche Lord of the Burning Ground 1

; . . 307

,, is the Ultimate Destroyer of Duality : . . . 300

,, , the Root-Self is first and best manifested in— . . 309

, 8araswati as the 8ister of— . . . . : . 293

,, , the 8aying “the extremes meet” is typically

• instanced in the case of— . . . . . . 300

,, ,
His very mute Speechlessness imparts the

1 Highest Truths of Atma-Vidya . . . . 302

,, is the Supremest Atma . . . . . . 309

,, ,
why Advaitis generally worship—' . . . 309

,,
‘

', why Tamasic . . . . . 294, 299, 300

,, , Universality of Atma is preserved in—. . . . 88

,, ,
Vishnu and Brahma are but One in Self

and They see no difference among Themselves . . 312

,, is the Witness even of the rise of Hiranyagarbha . . 309

Eswaratwam . . . . . . . » 92, 298

tether .... 240, 268, 270

Evolution, what is— . . . . 108, 109, 111, 117, 121

t 9
and Involution, only for free agent . . 113

<

9 »
implies elevation and reward of Jeeva . . 112

y y
only for Thinker . . 108

y 9 , the Law of Karma and Justice showB there

i

•

is no—below the stage of man . . . . 132

9 9 ,
no—from mineral condition . . 126-9

9 9
i

f
no—from vegetable condition to animal, or

I
;

£ from animal to human . . • • 129-32

> 9
and Bhakti Marga • • » • . . 110

| 1

» 9 , when completed • •
112, 135

99 ,
Main points relating to— • • 121, 122

9 9 ,
the Theory of—and the Aryan Scripture 124-G

9 9 ,
the Western Theory of—is only hypothetical . . 141

• t

% %

built only upon inference 130
» »

is in itsdlf defective 123, 124
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»

>»

»

»

n

* >

* f

• • • • • •

39,

• t • •

• •

122

. 122

113-7

.
‘230

. 200

9

10

. 210

7C, 317

262-270

,
no Religion supports—

is not true . -

Evolving Thinker, of Man alone

Exclusion, moaning of — . .

Expiatory ceremonies . . • • * • “

Extension is the basis of manifestation in Nature

< ^ has reference only to matter-side, not life-side

Faith, being shaken now

,, ,
necessary

Father in Heaven, the

—

Feeling and extension

Festivals ....

Final Goal of pursuit of knowledge
.

.

Form, no devotion without— . .

, some—or other is assigned to God by all Religions.

,
mental conception not possible without . .

does not belong to God’s true nature but is only

indicative of Him
Form-making, only of secondary importance . .

Forms, mental and physical . . . .

the mind and the creation of . .

no necessity to be creating new—for contemplation

no special virtue in the use of mental—alone,

to be fixed or prescribed

the Self will appear in the very one of such

—

in which He is contemplated . . 313, 314

„ , created by 1. the universal mind of the Supreme

(Superior).

1

1. By saintly devotees

(Superior).

2. By ordinary wor-

shippers (Inferior).

279

Founders of other Religions .. ... ..275

H

n

S>

It

.
‘241

2

268-271

270,271

. 270

. .270

. 278

. 272

277, 278

. 280

. 272

. 277
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^ t'eedom, 111*used—*-causes bondage: well -used

—

causes liberation ••

Garbhadhana . .

Garbhagriha

Garhastbhya . .

Gayatri . . . « .

Ghosba illustration . .

Glass cube illustration
,

.

„ window illustration

Guana

., 1-205

34 k
. 263

. . 199

206, 219

259, 260

257, 258

258, 259

19, 17, 48, 188,

185, 193, 194, 196,

197, 261, 309

,, is the immediate cause of final liberation

* .'from Samsara . . . .
•

. . . . 309

• ‘ ».
' Marga . . . . . . 20, 76, 99, 100, 104,

•
. 118, 196, 255

,, -Sadhanaa have all to be practised in Earth-life . . 199

,, -Sakti . . . . . . 234, 294, 296-9, 306,

. ... 308, 309

, ,, . ,. , Eswara and— .

, and Gnana . .

(w nancndriyani
,

. . .
. . .

Gnanendnyas . . ......
,

,, ,
as receivers of supplies . .

Gnani
. ...

» >t < |
the highest—looks like the lowest idiot . .

,, , h^s immense usefulness ... . . ,

Goal for all . .

to be reached
l

,, , the pltimate—far away from the position

< , .of the average modern Brahmin . .

the, right way to the—
God, no capricious— .

is everywhere, and is therefore here also ; : •

.
. 283-5

:
• ..81

. . 315

. . 30

. . 25

93, 301

301

. . 302

23, 316

21

. . 207

. . 214

. . 138

• .*•. • 27
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• •

• •

,, , His seat everywhere . .

Goddess of Getting-on, the

Government

,, ,
Prof. Huxley on

—

Greatones, the
• *k <»

Greeks, the

Gribasthha . . . .

Grihasthhasrama . .

* » • 4
I

Group-Souls, the Theosophic idea of

—

Growth, what is— . .

‘‘ Growth of the Brain, the—” by Mr. H. H. Donaldson
'*

i

Guardian-Soul . .

• •

• •

.23, 24

148

. 149

. 154

. 48

. 217

. 201

. 201

. 181

. 133-6

. 134

. 287

Guna

} »

M

,
why—cannot be the test of caste

-Karma

171, 172, 282, 303, 309

171,172

171, 172

(

Sattvam

Gunas or Qualities •{ Rajas

^ Tamas

• •

85, 105, 282

162-4

. .
’

. . 146

146, 302

47, 100, 101, 137, 196,

267, 280, 313-6

is both Teacher and Examiner . . . . . . 101

devotion to—necossary for student of Atma-Vidya . . 103

the Hindu husband is the spiritual—of his wife . . 295

the longing for, and the appearance of, the— . . 65

exhibition of Rajasic and Tamasic Qualities in the . . 101

what should be the attitude of the disciple towards the—102

-worship i6 but an aspect of Image-worship . . 238

-worship and Image-worship, the effect of— 100, 101, 238

Hand maid, Western science as the— of Atma-Vidya 141, 142

Hannibal .. .. r .. 94

' „ '

, Castes and

—

•„ and Paths •

Gunatita . .

Guru

M

M

> y
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1. Real- Unqualified.

Happiness ,a. 8atwic
2.

• •

• •

b. Rajasic

c. Tamasic

is of the Self

> effect of—secured through Not-8elf

, higher—secured by renouncing lower— .

supreme—not securable through the mind,
of Jeovas and of the Supreme Self compared

, the reason for hunting after ..

,
the mind cannot help in the search for

—

, the key of— , the mind cannot find out

Harihara •

Hate, love and pity for

—

Headmaster

Heaven is here, not anywhere else

Hell .. .. .. .. ns,
Help for harm .

.

Heridity

„ , the Law of

—

Heterodoxy

High and Low, the terms—are only applicable to the con-

dition of differentiation

Hindu, to the—thore is no going to Heaven; he is taught

to have his God here and now .

.

, the—nation, its place among nations

,
why caste system in the—nation alone .

.

Civilization, the progenitor of Western civilization

wife is Dharma-patni, the helper of the husband

in his acts of religious merit

wife is in the position of a pupil to her husband

who is her spiritual Guru

Seors, the great

—

Society, the real oause of the evils in

—

u

n

• •

.. 60

. . 68-64

69 , 60

.. 61

61

68

.. 68

.. 64

.. 65

. . 286

31

170
,
177

.. 274

119 ,
121

.. 31

139
,
231

140 ,
155

.. 161

. . 303

.. 274

150 ,
156

151 ,
167

. . 155

. . 295

.. 295

.. 267

.. 210
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n Temple 240, 261, 294

>1

1 M

and the Christian churches and Mahomme-

dan mosques compared ..

,
the chief principle underlying the plan of

its building is the one which underlies

the formation of the universe and of man, 262, 264

*1

»»

M

ft

M

• •

262-4

268

268

building and school map

„ ,
Art of .

.

, exceptional influences in old

—

,
its exceptional value and the general ignor-

ance thereof . . . . . . 264

„ , some teachings .. .. 266 8

,, festivals are the enactment of mighty events

• 'relating to the origin, the preservation and

the dissolution of the whole universe . . . . 295

Hinduism, its higher teaching .. .. 278-6

,, , an .exceptional merit, of— .. .. 281,314,315

Hiranyagarbha .. .. 287,289,297,300,304

M

* t

n

y y

» »

• •

• •

164

166

116

147

116

Humanity

ii.. Divine Guardian of

—

, the only school

progresses along four paths .

.

,
the universe is supplied with Jeevas of all

grades from— . . .

.

Human Kingdom, reward and punishment have reference

only to— .. .. .. .. ..116
Husband, the Hindu—is the spiritual Guru of his wife . . 295

Huxley, Prof.— .
. . . . . . 123, 154

lohcha-Sakti. ... .. .. 285-8, 294, 297,

298,308.

and Icbcha .. . . .
- ..81

, the Supreme Wielder of destinies . . . . 286

( l ’ .»»V> , Vishnu and— .. .. , 285-7

Ideal* growth of— ... .. .. 21,22
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•

,, of universal love and bliss

,, of unselfishness

Idealism, Western

—

Ideals, necessity for different

—

,, ,
how different—appear

,, ,
why the one Supreme Self appears as different

—

are the personifications of the Highest Self under

name and form

. . 22

.. ,21

.. 93

280-2

282, 283

.. 282

.. 283

M

M

* »

are but the Aryan Trinity and the presonifications

of particular aspects of this Trinity

,
the Supreme—and their Oneness

1. Eswara is the ideal of absolute re-

nunciation, of peace eternal.

2. Vishnu is the ideal of service for the

good of all.

3. Brahma is the ideal of creative

activity . . 306, 307

of different worshippers differ according to the

different doshas of their nature:—

1. One who has Avarana dosha contemplates on

Eswara who controls Avarana Sakti or Devi.

2. One who has also Vikshepa dosha contem-

plates on Vishnu who controls Vikshepa-

Sakti or Lakshmi.

3. One who has in addition to the above also

Maladosha contemplates on Brahma who con-

trols Malasakti or 8thoolasakti (Saraswati)

. . 284

300-5

.. 306

. ,, differ according tc castes

, no superiority or inferiority among the—themselves

Idolatry, a misleading terra

and Imago- worship not to be confounded together

Illustration, teaching by—

Imago, choice of— -• •• * ’

.. ,
the use of

—
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,
a manifestation under name and form or limitation ‘239

,
established not physically alone but more by

means of concentrated psychioal force proceeding

from a spiritual fountain-head .. 263,265

in the— verily is stored up influences of the Supreme
T

# • 263
.
Spirit

278
. not to be often changed • •

—and-Guru-worship, effect of •• 100,101,

—worship, Caste System and— chiefly mark out the

238

Hindu Religion from other Religions • • 238

» 1 ,
what is— •238, 239

1 y ,
what it does • • •

• •• 243

y • ,
some questions regarding 239-4

1

> «

their hollowness
y ’ ®

• • 241

y y
no curse of Hinduism but its merit • • 241

*

J

some of the aspects of the— itself the other

Religions have adopted • • 241

* y ,
Guru-worship is but an aspect of— • • 238

t

»

and Idolatry • • 256

1

1

,
to be rightly understood 256-60

y y
does not mean worship of Image but

through and by means of Image • • • 238

1

1

,
most frequently attacked • • 238

y y
gives a mixed training in concentration

and knowledge • • 256

1

»

,
the very fact that the Self is all-pervasive

is a reason for prescribing— .

.

• • 251

% y ,
mental training in— • • 251

» ) , doshas and— 241-3

t »
helps conversion of book-knowledge into

direct experience. . • • 243

1 1 ,
necessary for the beginner and the

advanced . . • . . • 276, 277

, only genuine devotees can appreciate
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> »

the value of— .. .. .. 257

makes the devotee a devotee in all respects,

in thought, word and deed

Imaginations

Impurities

Inanimate • • •• • • • •

,, object exists in the life of Eswara

Incarnations

India •• •• •• ••

,, , in—Religion and philosophy are inseparable

, , ,
map o f— • • • • • •

.. , modern

—

,, is the Spiritual teacher of the world

,, , why caste-system in—alone (Vide Errata)

Individualisation, not real

• •

• *

315

245

193

127

.. 127

265, 279

213, 214, 219

219, 220

.. 268

.. 207

.. 209

.. 151

.. 20

Individuality 18, 26, 40, 48, 107.

110, 237.

19

206
I

227

32

127

8

,, to be raised to universality

Initiations

Inner improvement dependent upon outer improvement

truth to be known

Inorganic matter

Intellect and extension

Introduction 1.35,77.143.212,

237

Introspection, its usefulness

Invasions, effect of—over India

Involution

,
a false theory of

—

,
what is

—

,
implies degradation and punishment of Jceva

,
utmost when .

.

• f

1

1

Itihasas

Jagat
• *

67

169

108

110

111

112

113

234

44
• •
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Jagrat,. .. •• •*

Jarayuja

Jatakarana . . • • • *

Jeeva t
every—is either man-present. or man-past

,, ,
advanced—in lower caste . . •

,, is in non-human body only temporarily

,, , the triple nature of the condition of the— is but a

reflection of the nature of the 8upreme

,, , no—in the mineral kingdom ..

> ,, ,
the parents are not the cause of the— ,who comes

from afar

,, is the actor

,, -oitizens .

.

Jeevas
f 1. Jarayuja

2. Andaja

-I
3 * Swedaja

4. Udbhijja

5. Manasa

,, ,
the world is a world of schools for

—

,, , the universe exists for

—

,
Matter also serves the purpose of—alone .

.

Jeevatma 1. Paramarthhika— Pragna—The Soul

2. Pratibhasika—Taijasa— Dreamer

3. Vyavaharika—Viswa—Thinker ..

,, ,
beyond mind and body

,, cannot be the object of Pratyakshagnanam or

' Anumanagnanam

,, to be known through Ag&ma

,, , his triple nature discerned in waking life itself

, understanding—is understanding phenomenal

life

,,
•

• , as the Spark of Divine Light

i ( • , bodies of— ..
•

:

,, , the Self ic fleeted through Avidya is— • •
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Jeevatmas, how are Sat, chit and Ananda represented in— . . • .88

: , why they are many and different .. . . S8

Jeevatwam .. .. .. 48, 92, 104, 107,

;i 110, 117, 23.7, 305-

Jevpns, Mr. F. W.— ... .
1 •• >n-- 141,219

Jones, Sir William— .. .. » • • •
•• •• 219

Judge .. .. •• .. i

• • 188, 189

Kaliyuga

11

caste-duties to be performed iu-rrralso

how far Sannyasa allowed in -

—

the night portion of Mahayuga

Kalpa • •

Karanabrahma

Karanasariram .

.

Karanopadhi .

.

• •

. 183—90, 192,

193,202...,

.. .. • .. 186-90

: I . m*> I ! • • 202

185

96, 139,432. 133,

169 . i
;;

7- •.

308-10,31*2

.. 41

1

S7-9

1

1. good
.. * »;

• • «
. i

Karma
-j
2. bad

#

• 'll

v 3. mixed 114, 117

193,195, 196,232.

242, 243, 288 *

|

is beginningless .. •• • >
.. J33

11
is performed only in earth-life »

' • i
.. 122

•

11
Marga

. .
• . .

• • ' 1 •r •) *• 99

% % no—when in non-haman bodie* . . .

1*5
7 7

A A ,
results of

—

1H, HT-9

,
wheel of

—

. . 30
• 11

, Law of

—

..15, 140, 232, 318
11

,
its universali'-y „

16

XI

11
. „ „ means of escape from — ...'

.

16

OK
Karmendnyani

Karmendriyas
- . .

,
as workmen

Karyabrahma .« i-,;

• •

• •
• •;*

-i ,t>i d

.
• • •

* • •

30

25

308
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Kelts, the .. 217

Kidd, Mr. Benjamin— 123, 152

Knower alone can appreciate knowledge in others . . 260

Knowledge, the eye of— ..
3 ‘2

9 9 ,
desire as a result of

—

80

91 arises from right seeing . . 258

t 9 ,
the path of

—

.. 20

9 9
and devotion . . 103

9 9 ,
the final goal of

—

78

1 9 ,
concentration and—mutually dependant . . 255

9 9 ,
the chief ways of getting— :

—

1. Pratyaksha

2. Anumana

3. Agama

4. Swanubhava 37

Kongo Francais .. 148

Kootasthhah 90

Kosas • • •• •• •• 263, 264

1

1. Annamaya

2. Pranamaya

99 3. Manomaya

4. Vignanamaya

5. Anandamaya.. 40
Krishna, Lord Sri— .. .. .. 163,181.182
Kritayuga

w w

183, 184
9 9

as the early morning period of the day of

Mahayuga
. . 184

Kriya is will .

.

81
,, Sakti .. , , .. 290, 292-4, 297,

298, 309
9 9 „ and Kriya

81
Kshara * * • • . «

.
* • • 90

Kshatriya .. .. .. 156,157,163,166,

181,182, 199, 223,

224

24
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„ Kings..

Lakshmi

Law of cause and effect

,, Heredity

,, Karma ..

. . 159

287-9, 294, 297,

804, 306

..156
J 40, 155

15, 16, 140, 232,

318

* •

1 *

l )

y >

• •

,, and justice shows there is no evolution

the stage of man
Nature ..

Relativity

,
we are in a world of

—

,
eternal and universal

Library

j.
1. Physical

Life J
,
2. Desireful or Kamic

3. Mental or non-Kamic

is as inscrutable as it is common

is of the Soul

no—except as exhibited through matter

represents the spirit or essence of things

, by itself, is neither subtile nor gross, and

no differentiation

Life-side of phenomena

Limitations belong to the mind and the body, not to

or Witness

Linga

Lokas

,
all—are everywhere

how—differ from one another

and the paths of evolution

Lord, the ways of the—not always known

,
the— of mind

Lotus

,
the symbol of the phenomenal

below

.. 132

.. 140

5

.. 210

210
,
211

.. 130

• •

• •

6

2

57, 244

G

11

knows

11

6

the Self

18, 64

. . 309

197, 264

.. 119

119, 120

• 147

.. 182

.. 132

.. 289

. . 289
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Love and pity for hate • • .. 31

Macrocosm • • . . 262

Madras piai-schools • • . . 168

Mahabharata war • • 182, 186

Mahakalpa • • . . 296

Mahayuga • • 183, 202

Majesty, His— ’s picture .. • • . . 251

Maladosha 193, 195, 242, 243

305, 306

,, ,
caste-dharmas and

—

• • 193-5

Mala Sakti • • .. 306

Man, analysed .

.

• • 36

,, ,
becoming lower animal or plant .. 115, 118, 120

,, enacting the brute .

.

• • .. 136

,, ,
in—himself are found the three main Principles,

Eswara, Jecva and Matter • • 92

,, , Karmas done by him as—determine the nature

of his future existence • • .. 114

- ,, , responsible for Karma • • . . 137

,, , rising to a superior state of existence • • 115, 120

,, stands between good and evil, and is free to choose

between them • • .. 113

,, , the study of is the study of t he universe 36, 105

,, , the universe exists for— • • .. 115

,, , when is—said to do his duty .. • • .. 136
Man’s person, well-organised temple • 25

, 1 Proper, its results • • 29
Management

j j Impropec „ .. • • 30
Manager, the sense of individuality, .

.

• • 24

,, , relying on accountant • • COOi••

Manasa bodies of Devas • • .. 128
Manomayakosha

• • 40
Mantra

• • 215-9, 315
MaP • • 262-4, 268
Marriage, what it means ..

•

• • 294-5
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Festivals

is a Samskara or purification

is a spiritual union among the Aryan Hindus

,
ideas of—have become low

,
it significance

Materialism

Material sciences

Mathematician

Mathematics

is of five states

• •

294

294

294

295

294, 299

.. 208

4

.. 271

.. 175

1. Gross

Matter - 2. Lower subtile or mental

3. Higher ,, ,, • • • • 6

1. Solid (Prithhivi)

2. Liquid (Apah)

3. Luminous (Tejah)

4. Gaseous (Vayuh)

5. Etherial (Akasah) .

.

is in existence for Jeevas

,
inorganic

—

,
the nature of

—

,
no dead— ,

i.e., no—without life

,
Pancheekaranam of—

,
the Self is the material cause even of— .

.

-side of phenomena.

.

of the mind the western psychologists know not 10

represents the forms of things .. ..11

Max Muller, Prof. F— . • • • 200
’
209

Maya . . 78, 184, 269, 284, 287, 293, 294, 296, 300,

303, 305, 317

,

as bridge . . • • • • • *

as infinite Power is one with the infinite 8elf and

knows no differentiation .. .. ... 86

being comprehended, the Self is realised . . . . 78

,
Doshas originate from domineering— . . . . 305

.. 291

.. 107

.. 127

.. 87

.. 6, 89

291,292

.. 89

6

I »

* >

* »
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I

»

1

1
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»

9

fi

n

n

n

n

M

n

n

78

..78, 105, 239, 284

9 »

9 I
• •

• • •

being known, everything is known

,
Mother of the phenomenal

,
names of

—

1. Tamasi, if Tamas is in the ascendant

2. Avidya, if Rajas

3. Maya, if Sattvam

,
the triple aspect of

—

1. Gnana-Sakti

2. Ichchha-Sakti

3. Kriya-Sakti ..

,
nature of

—

,
Power of— is beginningless

,
the triple aspect of the Self is reflected through—

as the triplicity of Her Gunas

,
the triplicity of—can never appear but for the Self

, the expression “the triplicity of
—"has no reference

to the Unmanifest

—

,
the ultimate cause of manifestation

,
when is—said to manifest Herself

,
whether real or unreal : three views :

1. Real to the worldly minded

2. Anirvachaniya to the student of Atma-Vidya

3. Unreal to the wise or Gnani

87

• •

85

79

133

85

91

8G

78

8G

84

—Sakti 283, 284, 286, 290, 29G, 298, 304, 305

„ , the Female Principle in the Infinite

, unlimited in Herself, is the cause of limitation and

284

differentiation .. .. .. ..85
„ „ ,

Sakti, Lakshmi and Saraswati, and each

one of them represent the whole of the ultimate— . . 305
Mayavic Garb . . . . . . . . . . 267

,, influence .. .. . . ..267
Men born with varying tastes, qualities and capabilities . . 282

,, are the ensouling Jeevas in all grades of existence,

human, superhuman and sub-human . . . . 114

,, of bad tendencies not to be hated .. ..31
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Mental activity.

.

51, 64

,, ,, ,
its cessation how brought about

)f n ,
the Soul reveals himself when—ceases

,, body

„ „ 1- Lower

2. Higher

t| t
voluntary withdrawal of life from

,, eye, proper focussing of the— .

.

life, progress of—depends upon change of body

,, science . . • • • • **

f 1. Selfish or impure
” states

|
2 . Unselfish or pure, and their effect

if no—can appear but for the inner Witness

,, ,
uo—without extension .

.

,,
training in Image-worship

Microcosm

Mill’s Logic

Mind, as Accountant • •

,, ,
its arrogance

cannot find out the key of happiness

,
bliss and peace are neither in, nor created by, the

cannot help in the search for eternal happiness

ti f
the creater of duality

,

different from Thinker and from Witness..

,, ,
effect of Karma on the—of man

„ and extension

,, ,
faculty of—formed ..

,
the universe of forms is the creation of the Form-ma

69

,
248

39, 56

40

56

,
259

. 138

4

12

19

2

251-4

269

141

24

65

65

58

64

50

18

117-21

7-12
•

120

279

1 I

1 9

the— . •

and creation of forms

,
growth of—is the widening of sympathy, with the

knowledge of the unity of life

,
its annihilation as

—

,
withdrawal of active life form the—does not mean

annihilation

277, 278

134, 135

.. 255

its

245, 249
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is said to be the cause of bondage and misery by virtue
1 1

—
of imaginations or Sankalpas • • • • 246

/•n

,, ,
optional retention of • • • • 07

,
out of—arise trouble and bondage and also relief from

12
them .

.

• • • •

,, ,
physical conditions affect the • • • • 228

64
,, ,

its position • • • •

,, is like a restless monkey • • • • 250

, ,
to bring the—to subordination and passivity is no easy

task • • • • •

•

• • • • 249

,, ,
what is meant by the subjugation of the

—

254, 255

,, , when is— at the lowest stage .

.

• • 185

Mineral condition, no evolution from

—

. . 1 26-9

,, ,
Life of Eswara in the— • • 129

,, Matter, no Jeeva in

—

.. 126-8

Mission agency, non-Hindu

—

• • 208

Mistake, a

—

• • 64

Modern ways 207, 208

Moha • • 44

Moksha 197, 207, •269

Monism 194, 277

Monist • • 308

Moolaprakriti .. • • 87

Moortis • • 307

Moralist • • 271

Morals, Divine code of— .

.

• • •234

Muhammadan mosque • • 262

Muhammadans.. 240, 268, 270

Mukta, His glory • • 104

Mukti • • 269

Mumukshutwam • • 227

Munro, Sir Thomas

—

• • 155

Musalman, the

—

• • 262

Namakarana • • 205
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Namarupe 244, 283

Nanda • • 177

Napolean • • 6

Na asat {Vide Errata) • • 83

Narayana .. 285-7

,, , appearance of—as the Consort of Eswara • • 286

>, , as the Son of Eswara and Sakti-devi .. • • 285

,, , as the Brother of Sakti-devi • • 286

Na Sadasat, Power is

—

• • 83

Na Sat, Power is

—

• • 82

Nation, what is meant by advanced

—

150, 151

Nations, classified • • 148

,, , the several—are several schools for Jeevas • • 168

Nature 130, 137

Negro tribes • • 148

Nidra 44, 45, 73 ,
75

Non-active rest in oneself reveals the highest state of being.

.

67

Nothingness, feeling of— .. • • 252

Not-Self •
• • 255

Noumenal, the Phenomenal arises out of the— .

.

• • 78

,, science • • 4

Now or never .

.

. . 190-3

Object 80, 253

Offerings • • 241

,, ,
indicative of the spirit of renunciation in the

devotee • • 296

Opportunities, value of— .. 178, 179

Organic body .

.

• • 127

Oriental scholars of the West 213, 216

Pancheekaranam 291, 292

Pancheekrita • • 292

Paramarthhika Jeevatma .. 46, 263

,, ,, alone real 48 ,
49

,, is in reality no Jeevatma • • 52

and Sushupti states compared and contrasted 49
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00
Paramatma

Para Vidya .. •• •• ** 47 ’
*

» J K* I

Pardhanishin lady .. •• ** *'

Parents, cause of physical body alone •

•

243 7
Passivity, the—of the mind .. •• '

*

Path of activities distinct from path of renunciation • • 145

Paths of Evolution

1. The Path of Obedience—Tamas

2. ,,
Selfish action—Rajas

3. ,, Selfless action (qualified renunciation)—Satwam

4. „ Renunciation (absolute renunciation)—Beyond

Gunas (Gunatita) .. .. 145,140,212
1 «f7

,, ,, and Lokas . • • • * *

,, ,
classification in reference to the— •• *‘*7

M ,
humanity progresses along the four— .. 147

Perception, its real object is the Self . . • • • •

970
Personal God .

.

Phenomena, their classification .. •• •• ^

„ ,
the creation of the multiplicity of—in the one

Noumenon . . . • • • ..51

M ,
their matter-side and life-side . . • • ^

Phenomenal, the—arises out of the noumenal . . . . 7f

145

1 I f7

,, ,, and Lokas . • • • * *

,, ,
classification in reference to the— •• 1*7

M ,
humanity progresses along the four— .. 147

Perception, its real object is the Self . . • • • •

970,

Personal God .

.

fi

Phenomena, their classification

„ ,
the creation of the multiplicity of—in the one

Noumenon . . • • • • . . 57

M ,
their matter-side and life-side . . • • 6

Phenomenal, the—arises out of the noumenal . . . . 78

,, sciences .. •• •• •• *

,, ,, ,
their use . . • • ..4,5

,, ,, are auxiliary to the noumenal science 4, 142

Physical body, what is its lowest state. . . . . . 135

,, ,, growth of—implies multiplication of cells and

and extension of life .. .. .. 143

,, conditions affect the mind .. .. .. 228

Physiology, scope of— . . . . . . . . 36

Pitiable condition .. .. .. 102,315

Pitris . . . . . . . . . . 194

Pity.. .. .. .. .. ..31
Pleasures, their nature and the reasons for their pursuit . . 13

Power . . . . . . . . 40. 293, 306
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* i

> *

1 »

> I

> 1

> >

• •

• •

,
as bridge

of Maya is beginningless

,
Infinite

in man considered .

.

in the Self is only one and is indivisible from Him

,
whether real or unreal (Vide Maya)

1. to know, Gnana-Sakti

to desire, Ichcha-Sakti

to will, Kriya Sakti

.. 83

. . 133

.. 83

79-84

.. 81

.. 81-4

\

• •

• •

i 2

3.

Pragna

Prakara

Prakriti

Pralaya

Pranamayakosha

Prarabdhakarma

Pratibhasika Jeevatma

Pratyakshagnanam

Pratyaksham

Prayaschittas

Prejudice, to be cast aside

Prime root of all is the Self

Pritbhivi

Progress to be gradual and steady

,, of Thinker, what is

Psychologists, Western

—

Psychology, scope of

—

Puja

Punishment, meaning of—

Puranas

,
Saiva and Vaishnava

Purificatory ceremonies . .

Purusha
Purusha-Sukta. . • •

Purushotama . .

Qualification necessary • •

• •

• •

* «

t *

• •

80, 81

54, 71, 72, 300

2G4

129

132, 133, 267, 299

40

301

43

37

37

206

235

34

291

232, 233

133-6

. . 7, 10

36

183

.. 120

234, 286

. . 308

. . 205

164, 219

. . 219

. . 90

221-4, 230

• •

• •
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1. Internal or mental

”
'j 2. External or physical

Qualifications secured

1. Tamas

Qualities -
! 2. Rajas

3. Satwam, what they are

,,
indivisible

Quality, nature el-determined by the prominant element

Question, a—and answer .

.

Questions, some—regarding Image-worship

. . 220

235, 23G

• •

• •

85

8G

80

178

} >
* »

• •

Raja-rishis : .

Rajas • .

Rajasic activity of selfish Humanity is

represented in Brahma by His creative activity

Rajju-sarpa illustration

Reality, its meaning

in all is the Self

239-41
• •

have no foundation 241

224, 225

. . 85, 87, 14G, 282

i *

1 »
in man

Reflection . .

Regions, their peculiarity .

Reincarnation

“ Religion in Evolution ” by Mr. F. B. Jevons

Religions, why— other than Hinduism defective

Remuneration, the alluring fruits of

—

* •

3(M)

95

82

1

19

43

27

137-140

141, 219

275, 276

160» »

Renunciation

1 %

• •

,
absolute—leads to the Infinite

,
true or mental—to be distinguished

from the merely physioal or external

,, is the very opposite of ignorance,

greed and activity

Reverence for all

Reward, meaning of

—

Rig Veda

• •

• • • •

144, 192, 199, 212, 232, 236, 300

145

232

145

31

120

219

• •

• •

• •

• •
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• • •

• • • •

in Eswara

• •

Rik . .

Rishis

Roer, Dr.

—

Romans, the— .
. . .

Root-Matter

,, -Self is first and best manifested

,, ,, is the worshipped of all

Ruskin . .

Sacrifice . .

Sadhanachatushtayam

Saint . .

Saints, Christian and Muhammadan
Saiva Upanishats and Puranas

Saivite

Sakshi and Sarva'Bakshi, and their identity

Sakshichaitanya

• •

• •

• •

Sakti • •

• •

• •

• •

. . 216

210
,
224 , 225 ,

264 , 265

213
,
220

217

. 129

,
309

305-12

148

185

228

93

268

308

312

91

296

267 , 284 ,
286

,
289

.
294 304-6

,, ,
conversion of Dosha into—or Power

,, is the Mother of the universe

,, -Devi

Salagrama

Sama (Veda)

Samadhi

Samajas

Sameecheenatva-buddhih

,, -dheeh

Samhitas

Samsara

Samskara

,, ,
marriage is a

—

Sandhyavandana

Sankalpas . .

Sankaracharya, Sri

Sankhya Yoga . .

Sanskrit

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

306

285

285 ,
286

,
296-300

256
,
313

216

57 , 92

. 208

. 247

245

. . 215

192 ,
297 ,

309

. . 205

. . 294

. . 195

245

93 ,
220

99

158 ,
217

• •

• •
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Sanyasa

,, ,
how far—allowed in Kaliyuga

Sanyasasrama . .

,, for the Brahmin alone .

Sanyasi

Saraswati

,, ,
as the Sister of Eswara

,, ,
position of— . .

Sarvatma . . . .
•

Sat • • • • • • •

• •

• •

• •

• •

201-4, 232

. . 202

199, 203

. . 202-4

. . 232

292-4, 297, 304, 306

. . 293

. . 292-4

41, 109

1, 75, 83, 88, 89, 28‘^

if "JlSpGCt • •

,i ,
chit, Ananda

• • 78

47, 73, 7G, 85, 88, 92, 102, 105, 13G, 302

,, . Power is— . .

Satwa-guna

Satwam
Satwic goodness and light in man is represented

• •

296, 303

; 85, 87, 146, 282

in Vishnu by His preservative function

and the light of His universal consciousness . . 300

„ Maya . . . . 87, 111, 267, 284, 285, 296-8

„ ,, is the primary veil over the Self,

and progenitor of all limitation . . . . . . 297

Satya-loka . . . . . . . . . . 197

n —yuga . . . . . . . . . . 184

Sceptic, what is stone to the all-doubting—is an adorable

embodiment of the Most High to the wor-

shipper . . . . . . . . 260

,, ,
the—Hindu of present age has no

better notion of the marriage-relation than

the one obtaining in the West
School, classed

—

,, ,
analogy of the—

School-map

Schools, the several nations are the several—for Jeevas

,, , the Madras pial—

,, of thought

. . 295

. . 170

173, 178

262-4

. . 168

. . 168

. . 208
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Schopenhauer . .

Science of human society, no— in the west

I

1. Noumenal, Atma-Vidya

Sciences, H 2. Phenomenal, Anatma-Vidya :

—

^ (a) material (6) mental

,, ,
their relative value . .

Scientific conclusions of the West not reliable .

Season

Seeing does not necessarily mean knowing

Seers, Divine

—

Self, the —alone real

,, , ,, is the source of light . .

,, ,
the triple aspect of— . .

,, ,
not actor, neither affected by activities .

,, , like the amateur actor on the stage

is the material cause even of Matter

. . 214

153, 154

4

140, 141

. . 205

. . 258

. . 210

1

. ,
183

1

50, 51

. . 74

. . 89

,, ,
there can be nothing dearer and

more permanent than the— . . . . 255

,, and the Sun compared . . . . . . 50

, ,
but for the—the triplicity of Maya cannot appear . . 91

the—is the enlivening Soul in any Image or form 250, 251

,. ,
Seeker of the— . . . . • • • • 189

,, ,
unity of the—under all conditions . .

49-50

Separateness, idea of

Shama . .

Shastrajanyagnanam

Shastras . .

—is at the bottom of all evil . 18

. 227

.243
172, 174, 176, 189,

204, 205, 208, 235,

243. 256.

considerably help in the exercise of self- control

Silk-worm illustration

Sisbyas

Siva. .

Slavonic race . .

235

97

220

30S

217
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Sleep, dreamless— ,\vhat is— . .

,, ,, experience in— . .

,, ,, why its nature not fully known
Smoother way . .

“ Social Evolution ” by Mr. B. Kidd . .

Societies

Soul, the real actor

,, , when called Gunatitah . .

,, , life is of the

—

,, , common Witness of the three states of o,, ,
common Witness of the three states of existence

f
1. Visva

,, ,
in three conditions as-j 2. Taijasa

^3. Pragna . .

>»"
. the—reveals Himself when mental activity ceases

,, , the triple nature of—discerned in waking life its

Source of all activity

,, of illusion
( Vide Errata.)

Spark of Diviue Light

Species

Spencer, Mr. Herbert— . .

Spider illustration . . . \

Spirit

Spiritual teacher, the Aryan Hindu Nation as

—

,, trance

Sruti . . i n

• '\

Stephen, Mr. Leslie—

Sthhoola-Sakti

Sub-human life, special puuishment . .

Subject

,, and object of the dream-state

Subtle, the -universe

Subtraction, the method of—
Suddhasphatikasankasa

. .

128
, 197,311

. . 154

298 , 306

. . 112

. . 287

251
, 252

. . 297

156 -8
,
162

, 164 , 166 , 174 - 7 ,
199

I
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Suggestions, some— . . • • • • 233-5

Sukshma Prapancha . . • • • • 287, 289

,, Sarira . . • • • • . . 288

8un, the

—

• • • • . . 184

Supreme Maker . . • • • • . . 129

Sushuptaic state

,, ,, and Paramarthhika state compared

. . 72

and contrasted . . • • • 49, 70, 71

Swabhava • • • . . 106

Swanubhava • • • 37, 73, 243

Swapna • • • • . . 42

Swarloka 117, 120, 147, 194

Swedaja • • • • . . 128

Symbol • • • • . . 250

Tamas 85, 87, 162, 282, 300

Tamasi . . 87, 111, 112, 126, 129, 147

, ,
aspect . . • • • • • •

Tamasic nature is represented in Eswara by absolute

renunciation, peaceful calmness, supreme bliss and

. . 287

unknowable infinitude of existence. . . . . . 300

Tamoguna • • • • 162, 300, 303

Tamorajas • • • • . . 162

Tapas • • • • 183, 184

Teachers, Ideal— . . # • • • . . 102

Teaching, the great— »
• * • . . 63-7

,, by illustrations . . # • • • . . 94-8

Tejah • • • • . . 291

Temple of God, everywhere • • • • . . 23

,, ,, its building, the physical body and the

mental frame • • • • . . 25

, its divisions • • • • . . 26

,, ,
its establishment :

—

a. manager : sense of individuality

b. accountant : the mind

c. Suppliers : desires
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d. Receivers of supplies : the senses or

Gnanendriyas

e. workmen : the organs of aotion or

Karmendriyas . . 24, 25

,, ,, , its management . . . . . .28-30

,, ,, ,
the results of its proper management . . 29

, . ,, , the results of its mismanagement . . 30

Temples (see Hindu Temple).

Teutons, the— . . . . . . . . . . 217

Thaijasa . . . . . . . . 53, 71, 300
Theosophic idea of group souls does not help . . . . 131

Theosophists’ view of evolution incorrect . . . . J24-0

Thinker . . . . . . is, 42, 53, 73, 74, 132,

233, 237, 238, 244-G,

248, 267, 317

,, , evolution only for— . . . . . . 108

,, ,
having his existence in Avidya, stands between

f I

t t

t *

4 t

• • 183,

Tamasi below and 8atwic Maya above
; his

rising up is evolution, his going down is involution

, how he is created

knows not bliss . .

, normal condition of the

—

is maintained in man alone

, not the same as the Soul . .

Thretha Yuga . .

Thuladhara . .

Thuriya state . .

,, sthhanam . . • • • •

Time, there has been no—when there were men alone
Tri-murtis, every one of the

—

represents the whole of the Absolute Self • • • •

Trinity
• ' • • 283. 294, 300, 302, 303, 305,

,, , forms of the—meaningful . . oiq
True reverence . .

"

Truth revealed . .

• 9

9 •

26,

9 9

• •

• •

25

ill

46

62

113

46

185

177

56

148

133

304

307

314

33

66
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• • •

y y

y y

y y

y y

y y

n

y y

. 222

55, 57

285

49-56

132

107

86

, 285

105-7, 267

.. 115

89, 267

3

Truths, it is not all—that are revealable to all men

Udasinasthhitih . . . .
• • •

Uma . .

Unity of the Self

Universal brotherhood

Universe, Avidya is the root of

—

,
its beginning

in conception

exists for Jeevas .

.

exists for man

is itself a huge organic body,

enlivened by Eswara

,
its two aspects 1. Noumenal 2. Phenomenal

contains 1. organic bodies enlivened by Jeevas

2. Inorganic matter not enlivened by

Jeevas: The use of this latter is in the

building of: (a) organic bodies

for Jeevas

(b) Lokas or planes

of support for

Jeevas

(c) articles of susten-

ance for the up-

keep of the bodies

of Jeevas

everything existing or taking place in the has

’

reference to one or the other of the four paths

of evolution

,
its three Principles

1

90

146

Eswara

Upadhi : Maya

Sat, Chit, Ananda

Purushottama

Paramatma

2

Jeeva

Avidya

Sat, Chit.

Akshara

Kootasthha

3

Matter

Tamasi

Sat

Kshara

Bhoota 87-90
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»

i

, whether real or unreal,—three views .

1. real, to the ignorant

2. not clearly real, to the investigator

3. unreal, to the knower

is but the 8elf

,
the 8elf alone real in the three Principles of the—

,
its study

,
the subtle—created by Vishnu

is supplied with .Jeevas of all grades from

Humanity
is guided by the Divine Hand

, the whole— ,and so every object in the— is but an

expression of His being

emerges out of the Infinite Self through His Maya

Sakti

, Eswara is the Father, and Sakti is the Mother of

94

103

91

3

287

116

210

250

281

• •

the— • • • • • •

, Eswara’s place is the very heart of the

—

, withdrawal of Eswara’s influence from the—means

its annihilation or Pralaya

,
the—of forms is the creation of the form-maker,

the mind

, concrete—necessary

, the concrete—created by Brahma
, its causes—
First cause is Eswara
Second ,, Vishnu

Third ,, Brahma

, Eswara is the Final Absorber of the— .

.

,
the Hindu Temple Festivals are the enactment of

mighty events relating to the origin, the pre-

servation and the dissolution of the whole—
Unreality, the meaning of

—

uP adW
Upadhis, shadowy and unreal

} t

t }

285

267

267

279

288

289

296 ,
297

.. 300

.. 300

.. 294

• •

295

93

308

91
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n

M

% »

M

n

Upanayana

Upanisbats . . . . 201, 213-6, 218-26, 228-33, 236, 316

„ ,
their view of the unreality of phenomenal
existence

, the wise benefitted by the

—

form the important portion of the Vedas

deal with the essence or end of all vedic know-

ledge

, the path of absolute renunciation is dealt with

in the— . . . « . •

,
their simplicity

,
the study of the—ordinarily allowed only in

Vanaprasthhasrama

,
the study of the—under modern conditions

, to be preserved as sealed books

,
now laid open to the gaze of all

,
when found most valuable

,
Saiva and Vaishnava— .

.

Upasana

Upasaka

Upasyah

Upasyadeva

Uthbhijja

Vairagya

Vaishnava Upanisbats and Puranas .

Vaishnavite

Vaishya .. ••

Vajrasuchika Upanishat

Value of Western scientific conclusions

Vanaprasthha .

.

Vanaprasthhasrama

Varnasrama

Vayuh
Vedanta

Vedantic monist

• 1

I)

fl
• •

• •

• • 206

236, 316

• • 93

• • 213

• • 220

• •

bh

216

• • 220

220, 221

• • 224

224-6

• • 225

• • 226

• • 236

• • 308

267, 276

196, 260

• • 196

• • 310

• • 128

192, 227

• • 308

• • 312

166, 199

204, 206

140, 141

• • 201

199, 224

208. 242

• • 291

93, 94

• • 306
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Vedas • • .. 158, 176, 202, 215-7, 219

„ 1. Mantras or 1. Rik

Samhitas 2. Yajus

2. Brahmanas 3. Sama
3. Aranyakas 4. Athharvana • • 215, 216

„ .eternal.. • • • • • • 215-7

„ are the fountain-head of all Indian religious thought,

philosophy and literature • • . . 216

„ , the most ancient of Aryan Scriptures • • . . 217

„ ,
Divine origin of • • • • 217-9

„ , the eternal Record of knowledge • • . . 289

Vedic compositions • • • • • • 218, 219

„ ideas, the loss of • • • • 158-60

„ knowledge • • • • • • . . 215

„ Mantra .

.

• • • • • • .. 315

„ Religion • • • • • • 241, 242

Vegetable • • • • • • 31, 112

Vernacular languages, the neglect of

—

• • .. 160

Vibhuti • • • • • • 260, 273

Vidura • • • • • • . . 177

Vignanamayakosa • • • • • • 40

Vikshepa-dosha • • . . 193, 242, 243, 246 305, 306

„ - Sakti • • • • • • 297, 306
Virat • • • • • • . . 304

„ - purusha .

.

• • • • • • 289, 297

Vishnu
• • • • 287-9, 294 , 297

,

298 , 300, 303 , 304,

306-8, 310, 312
(see Narayan a)

*1

99

Visva

and Ichcha-8akti . . .. .. -285-7

, Eswara,—and Brahma are but one in Self and they
see no difference among themselves . . . . 312

is the Ideal of service for the good of all . . 307

53,71,30
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Viswamitra

Viveka

Vyasa

Vyavaharika condition how created ..

,, cosmos

,, Jeevatma

,, state when under the active influence

We, meaning of

—

West, Orintal Scholars of the

—

Western civilization

,, evolutionism

evolutionists

.. 174

.. 227

. . 187

.. 51

.. 46

42, 45, 73, 238

of Avidya 49

.. 73

213, 216, 218

152, 153, 155

.. 140

.. 140

psychologists’ view regarding matter and mind, and

its mistake . . . . . . 7, 10

science promises to become a faithful handmaid
of Atma-Vidya.

.

• • 142

,, science of sociology .. ,

»

• • 154

,, scientific conclusions 140, 141

,, scientists .. .. 134, 200, 240, 268

,, society • • 143

,, Theory of Evolution (mde^Evolution)

Wife, the Hindu— ’s spiritual Guru is her husband • • 295

Will 80, to CDO 293

,, and extension • • 9

Williams, Sir M. Monier .. .. 213, 215, 217, 218

Wisdom, what is meant by

—

• • 2

,, ,
giver of highest—is Eswara • • 309

Wise, the—benifitted by the Upanishats • • 213

,, ,
the assurance of the— • • 213

Witness, but for the—in man no mental states can appear • • 91

,, ,
continuity of the—preserved • • 248

,, of thoughts and actions 19, 244

,, ,
in three conditions • • 54

,
really independent of conditions • • 55
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,, ,
the Self when known as— ..

Wonder of the Great Ones..

World, the—is a— of schools for Jeevas

Worldliness, its evil

Yagna
Yajus

Yamasamaya..
Yoga
Yogi

Yugas :

—

Mabayuga or Chathur Yuga.

(4,380,000 years)

i r i i

Krita Treta Dwapara Kali

or Satya

(1,752,000) (1,3 14 ,000) (870,000) (438,000)

and^Tapas.
Gnanam Ya8na Dana

Early porenoon Afternoon Night
morning.

, the four—and the Caste-system

3 9

1

296

62

168

214

183

216

79

232

232

182-5

182-6
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\G \Z . Link. Incokkect. Correct.

2 16 IT ni verse universe

25

3 24

4 23 ft ft

10 7 Authors authors

24 Psychologists psychologists

12 13 Impure impure

14 Pure Unselfish pure unselfish.

16 26

26 26
r\ /~n

%^nqqFcT

80 21

82 9 eye by itself, eye, by itself,

84 1 pleasures happiness

>> 2 Do Do
M sufferings your suffering y

sufferings suffering

8 2 1

39 21 subtle subtile

you r

26
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40 6 subtle subtile

5? 8 Do Do

» 17 subtler subtiler

41 1

1

Aviichchinnatma Avachchhin-

natma

43 16 inverse universe

47 16 SHt

n 17 f^r

50 25 5TI^>i-*TT*T STTfSfiWIH

54 8 Paramarthika Paramarthhika

62 17

68 4 Supreme Truth supreme truth

74 16 part, part

77 1 Origin Source

78 12 4 Maya ’ 4 Maya

83 2 ought to be real is not also unrea

also (sat). (Na Asat).

88 24 exisentce existence

90 13 Bhagavat Bhagavad

—

71
15 Kootastha vKootasthha

92 22 snch such

94 18

99 7 Bhagavat

—

Bhagavad

—

19 Do Do

102 11 Chosen chosen
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102 16 appriciate appreciate

104 14 Infinite-Self Infinite Self

105 9 Chit, Ananda Chit and Ananda

n 14 Infinite,

—

I nfinite,

107 13 Essential essential charac-

Characteristic teristic

24wwra reicJpr

:

110 26 satwic Satwic

1 14 15 Sacred

—

Sacred

120 2 substilty subtilty

126 8 in man. in man .

127 10 Co-ordinating co-ordinating

128 23 ** V*
133 12 Evolution evolution

135 18
) )•

136 19 thinker Thinker

140 9 Re-incarnation re-incarnation

142 2 all every

3 sciences are science is

«

55 Angas or Anga or auxiliary

auxiliaries

147 7 man man.

149 11 weak weak,

151 27 traceable. traceable, and

only in India, it
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being the only

country possess-

ing all the facili-

ties for the due

carrying out of

Caste and other

Dharmas.

170 4 Admission admission

•n
26 sr^r: STTf^r: i

177 14 vidhura vidura

201 9 thes tage the stage

207 15 leading led by

210 25 destroy, destroy

altoge tlier altogether,

215 18 Eternal eternal.

219 18 introduction In trod uction

223 26 nes ones

224 19 in under

229 10 upanishats Upanishats

270 9 think think

286 1 brother Brother

26

293 1 iner- inert

299 15 Herself, Herself

304 10 them Them
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306 23 Ascetic 1 Ascetic

24 to 27 ‘Foot-note’ to be taken to page 307

307 1 Eswara, Eswara1
,

22 castes1
.

castes.2 .

23 1 .
2.

309 16 of Unmanifest of the Unmani-

fest

312 16 These these

318 3 blinded misled

325 1 this his

334 19 his His

.
<
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